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Results on mea.surements of the proton structure function F2 from the two HERA experiment.s
HI and ZElJS in 1994 show that. perturbative QCD (pQCD) allows to describe the observed
ra.pid rise of F2 with decreasing x down to Q2 = 1.5 Gey2. Whereas the pQCD region exhibits a
strong rise of 177o',Pwith increasing W2, the total cross-section for real photon-proton scattering
177:' shows only a modest rise with W2.
The proton structure function F2 and the total virtual photon-proton h'p) cross-section 17"?r,''p

have been measured in inelastic neutral current scattering, e+p -t e+X, at HERA in the
previously unexplored transition region of non-perturbative to perturbative QCD at low Q2.
To study this kinematic region, a small electromagnetic Beam Pipe Calorimeter (BPC) has
been designed, constructed and installed in the ZEUS experiment in 1995. The accuracy of the
measurement of F2 in this kinematic region relies mainly on a precise energy calibration and
detector alignment. An energy calibration with a precision of 0.5% and a detector alignment
of 0.5 mm have been achieved.
Results on a measurement of F2 and 17t,,P are obtained for 0.11 S Q2 S 0.65 Gey2 and
1.7 . 10-6 S X S 6.0· 10-5, corresponding to a range in the 'Y'p center-of-mass energy of
104 < W < 251 GeY.
The ~esul~ on F2 and 17t,,P indicate a smooth transition between the pQCD region and the
photoproduction region. A detailed phenomenological analysis as well as a QCD analysis has
been carried out to investigate the limitations of a non-perturbative as well as a perturbative
QCD description.

my dear wife
Suzanne

Ergebnisse aus Messungen der Proton-Strukturfunktion F2 der beiden HERA Experimente HI
und ZEUS aus dem Jahre 1994 zeigen, daB die perturbative QCD (pQCD) in der Lage ist, den
beobachteten starken Anstieg von F2 fur kleine Werte von x bis hinab zu Q2 = 1.5 Gey2 zu
beschreiben. Wahrend im Bereich der pQCD, 1770:P mit steigendem W2 stark anwachst, steigt
der totale Photoproduktionswirkungsquerschnitt 177:' nur schwach mit W2 an.
Die Proton-Strukturfunktion F2 und der tot ale virtuelle Photon-Proton h'p) Wirkungsquer-
schnitt 177:,P wurden in dem bisher experimentell nicht untersuchten kinematischen Gebiet des
Ubergangs von nicht-perturbativer zu perturbativer QCD bei kleinen Werten von Q2 in der
Reaktion e+p -t e+X bei HERA gemessen. Urn dieses kinematische Gebiet zu untersuchen,
wurde ein kleines elektromagnetisches Strahlrohrkalorimeter (BPC) entworfen, gebaut und im
Jahre 1995 in das ZEUS Experiment installiert. Die Genauigkeit der Messung von F2 in diesem
kinematischen Gebiet hangt hauptsa.chlich von der Energiekalibration und der Detektorposi-
tionierung ab. Eine Energiekalibration mir einer Genauigkeit von 0.5% und eine Detektorposi-
tionierung von 0.5 mm wurden erreicht.
F2 und 177:t wurden im Bereich 0.11 S Q2 S 0.65 Gey2 und 1.7.10-6 S x S 6.0.10-5 gemessen.
Dies entspricht einem Bereich der 'Y'p Schwerpunktsenergie von 104 S W S 251 GeY.
Die Ergebnisse zu F2 and 177:,P zeigen einen stetigen Ubergang zwischen dem Gebiet der pQCD
und der Photoproduktion. Eine detailierte phanomenologische Untersuchung sowie eine QCD
Analyse wurden durchgefiihrt, urn die Grenzen einer nicht-perturbativen sowie einer perturba-
tiven QCD Beschreibung zu untersuchen.
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Chapter 1

Our current physical understanding of the world around us is summarized in the Standard
Model. It consists of three key elements:

The Standard Model is the synthesis of enormous experimental and theoretical efforts since
the beginning of this century. Many of its predictions have been experimentally confirmed
with great success. Nevertheless, there are several open questions which are still lacking an
experimental verification such as the existence of the Higgs-boson which is postulated by the
Higgs-mechanism. The Standard Model does not provide answers to some of the most fun-
damental questions in science. Why are there exactly three families of leptons and quarks in
nature as it was experimentally concluded from very early results at the LEP collider at CERN?
Are leptons and quarks really fundamental particles or is there a substructure of leptons and
quarks? Is there a deeper symmetry between fermions and bosons in nature, known as super-
symmetry? These are only a few of the most challenging questions in the future to be answered
by elementary particle physics.
Lepton-nucleon scattering experiments have played an important role in our current under-
standing of hadronic matter. Early electron-proton scattering experiments at SLAC, followed
by a series of fixed-target experiments, established the constituent structure of the proton with
the observation of Bjorken scaling and its interpretation within the Quark-Parton model. The
later observation of scaling violation contributed to the development of a field theory among
quarks and gluons known as Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) as the theory of strong inter-
action.
The first electron-proton collider HERA, with its center-of-mass energy of 300 GeV, has allowed
to explore the structure of the proton in a new kinematic region compared to previous fixed-
target experiments. One of the most interesting and challenging investigations at HERA is to
explore the transition region between the domain of non-perturbative and perturbative QCD.
The kinematic region of Q2 ~ 1.5 GeV2 exhibits a strong rise of F2 with decreasing x (Bjorken
scaling variable) or equivalently of qi:t with increasing W2, the square of the 'Y'p center-
of-mass energy. Perturbative QCD (pQCD) allows to describe the observed rapid rise of F2

with decreasing x down to Q2 = 1.5 GeV2 as it was concluded from measurements of the
proton structure function F2 at the two HERA experiments HI and ZEUS in 1994. In the
photoproduction region, the total cross-section for real photon-proton scattering qi:' shows only



a modest. rise with \.\."2.This behavior can be well described by models within the framework
of non-perturbative QCD such as I1egge theory.
In order to study the transition from the photoproduction to the deep-inelastic scattering
region, the kinematic coverage of the ZEUS detector was substantially extended in 1995 with
the installation of a new Beam Pipe Calorimeter (BPC). The first part of this thesis concerns the
design, construction and operation of the BPC, a tungsten-scintillator sampling calorimeter,
within the existing ZEUS experiment. The second part focuses on the reconstruction and
performance of the BPC. To investigate the transition region, a measurement of the proton
structure function F2 and the total virtual photon-proton (-y"p) cross-section uio',P is presented
in the third part of this thesis for momentum transfers between 0.11 and 0.65GeV2 from e+p
scattering at a center-of-mass energy of 300 GeV using the ZEUS detector with the new BPC.
This analysis is based on 1.65 pb-I of data taken during the 1995 HERA run. The last part
of this thesis concerns a detailed discussion on the interpretation of the obtained results on F2

and ui:t to gain a deeper insight in this previously unexplored kinematic region. The results on
F2 and ui:,P indicate a smooth transition between the pQCD region and the photoproduction
region.
A review of basic theoretical concepts for the description of inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering
is presented in chapter one. This includes a discussion on various aspects of the physics related
to the transition region such as a brief introduction into the Vector Dominance Model, Regge
theory and several models concerning the transition region. These concepts are important
for the later discussion on the interpretation of the obtained results. The last section of this
chapter focuses on the reconstruction of kinematic variables at HERA whose understanding is
necessary for the design of the BPC to be discussed in chapter five.
Chapter three and four will briefly summarize the HERA collideI' and the ZEUS detector,
respecti vely.
The design and construction of the BPC is the main focus of chapter five starting with a brief
discussion on the experimental configuration to achieve a measurement in the transition region
followed by a brief overview of basic concepts in calorimetry and a detailed discussion on the
requirements of the BPC. Subsequent sections of this chapter will focus on all technical aspects
of the BPC such as the actual design and construction, the BPC readout, the BPC trigger, the
monitoring system and the survey of the BPC.
Chapter six introduces the Monte Carlo simulation of e+p physics events and of the detector
performance.
The running conditions of the BPC during the 1995 HERA run are summarized in chapter
seven which includes the BPC trigger configuration and implementation into the ZEUS trigger
scheme and in particular a detailed discussion on the radiation monitoring of the BPC.
Chapter eight focuses in detail on the second part of this thesis, i.e. on the reconstruction and
performance of the BPC including the position and energy reconstruction of the BPC as well
as a discussion of the transverse shower behavior.
Various efficiency and systematic aspects which are relevant for the measurement of the proton
structure function F2 are presented in chapter nine.
Chapter ten concerns the data sample for the physics analysis presented in this thesis, i.e. a
thorough discussion of all selection criteria followed by a discussion on the background subtrac-
tion.
The extraction of the proton structure function F2 and the total virtual photon-proton cross-
section u'(o',P is described in chapter eleven, including a detailed discussion on the determination
of systematic uncertainties.

Chapt.er t.welve present.s an analysis of the obtained results within the transition region by
first comparing the results on F2 and u'(o',P to various models. The second and third part of
t.his chapter concerns a phenomenological analysis as well as a QCD analysis to investigate the
limitations of a non-perturbative as well as perturbative QCD description.
A summary of this thesis, together with a conclusion drawn from the obtained results, is given
in chapter thirteen.



Chapter 2

Theoretical background

The experimental investigation of the structure of atoms began at the end of the last century.
In 1897 Thomson found in cathode rays a negative charged particle which was later on called
the electron [CI86]. Together with Geiger and Marsden, Rutherford performed an experiment
(1909-1911) scattering a-particles on a thin sheet of gold foil [CI86]. A small fraction of the
incoming a-particles were scattered through large angles. The interpretation of these results
by Rutherford led to the development of an atomic model named after him. According to
Rutherford's model, the atom consists of a tiny positively charged nucleus with a radius of less
than 30 fm and electrons circulating around the nucleus [Ru ll]. This is in contradiction to
classical electrodynamics.
The development of quantum mechanics in the 1920's made it possible to understand micro-
scopic phenomena [I-Ie44J. The extension of quantum theory including the special theory of
relativity led to the formulation of quantum field theory which is the fundamental theoretical
basis of today's particle physics.
"Vith the discovery of the neutron by James Chadwick in 1932 [CI86], it became apparent that
the atom consists of protons, neutrons and electrons. Since today, scattering experiments such
as the famous scattering experiment by Rutherford are one of the most important experimental
techniques to reveal the structure of matter, i.e. the structure of atoms as well as the structure
of the nucleus and its constituents. The principle idea of a scattering experiment is to scatter a
high energy particle such as a high energy electron on a piece of matter (fixed-target experi ment)
or on another high energy particle such as a proton (colliding beam experiment). Using the
measured angular and energy distribution of the scattered electron, one can infer the structure
of the target particle.
The mathematical formulation of the angular distribution for the scattering of a-particles on
a thin sheet of gold foil by Rutherford is based on the assumption of a non-relativistic spin-
less point-like projectile being scattered on a spin-less point-like heavy target. In 1929, Mott
presented a formulation of the angular distribution of relativistic electrons of spin! on a spin-
less point-like heavy target [Mo29]. The Mott cross-section does not provide a description of
the scattering of an electron on a proton since the proton haS an anomalous magnetic moment.
Furthermore, any possibility for the proton not to be point-like but distributed over a small
region in spa.ce cannot be described within the framework of Mott's ansatz.
In 1950, Rosenbluth calculated the cross-section for the elastic scattering of a relativistic elec-
tron of spin ! on a proton of spin ! having a finite size and an anomalous magnetic moment
[Ro50]. The first experimental evidence for an extended structure of the proton came from an



experiment on elastic electron-proton scattering which was conducted by Hofstadter in the early
1950s at t.he High Energy Physics Laboratory at Stanford University [H053, H055, 1-1057].The
proton form fador was found to drop sha.rply with increasing momentum transfer compared to
t.hat of a point charge. The radius of the proton was estimated to be (0.7 ± 0.2)· lQ-'3 cm. The
observation that the proton is not a point-like object verified the prevailing opinion that the
proton is a complicated object. The success of this milestone experiment led to the proposal
to build SLAC', in order to raise the energy of the electron beam and therefore the ava.ilable
momentum transfer by more than an order of magnitude compared to the first experiments by
Hofstadter.
Besides the investigation of matter in scattering experiments, several short-lived hadrons were
observed during the 1950s and 1960s in cosmic rays and first accelerator type experiments such
as at BNL' and at LBV. By 1960, the number of observed hadrons had grown enormously. The
need was there to classify the observed hadrons in a scheme similar to the periodic table of ele-
ments as introduced by Mendeleev. In 1961, Gell-Mann and Ne'eman proposed independently a
classification of observed hadrons known as the Eightfold Way based on a SU(3) symmetry with
the third component of the isospin T3 and the hypercharge Y as the two underlying internal
quantum numbers, where Y = B + S with B the baryon number and S the strangeness quan-
tum number [Ge62, Ge64b, Ne61]. The term strangeness was already introduced by Gell-Mann
in 1953 to describe hadrons having a rather unusual behavior in their production and decay
properties compared to other known hadrons at that time [Ge53J. These particles are produced
on a time scale of about 10-'3 s but decay relatively slowly (about 10-10 s). The representation
of SU(3) among the observed hadrons leads to baryon and meson octets. Besides a spin ~
octett, a triangular shaped multiplet (Baryon decuplet) allowed to incorporate ten heavy spin
~ baryons. At this point, only nine observed heavy spin ~ baryons found their place in this
scheme. The one with a charge -1 and strangeness -3 was missing. Gell-Mann predicted
that such a particle should exist in nature. In 1964, this particle, n-, was discovered at the
Brookhaven Cosmotron [Ba64J.
The question which naturally arose from the classification of observed hadrons using SU(3) is
why hadrons obey such a symmetry. An understanding of the Eightfold Way was indepen-
dently given by Gell-Mann and Zweig in 1964, who proposed that hadrons consist of more
elementary objects which Gell-Mann named quarks [Ge64a, Zw64]. These new objects come
in three types known as flavor up (u), down (d) and strange (s) and are spin ~ particles·. Up
quarks carry a charge of +3e and down and strange quarks carry a charge of -~e with e the
charge of the proton. This Quark-Model contains two dilemmas which needed an explanation.
According to the Quark-Model, the ~ ++ resonance consists of three identical u quarks which
are spin ~ particles. This is inconsistent with the Pauli exclusion principle. In 1964, 0.\"'.
Greenberg suggested that quarks carry an additional quantum number known as color [Gr64].
The composition of hadrons in terms of quarks carrying a certain color is such that all hadrons
in nature appear colorless. If hadrons consist of quarks, one should be able to observe free
quarks in nature. None of these experiments have given so far an indication for the existence of
free quarks in nature. The term to describe the phenomenon of quarks being confined within
hadrons is called quark confinement.

With the completion of the linear accelerator at SLAC in the late 1960s, a long series of

experiments started on deep inelastic electron-proton scattering. These scattering experiments
revealed in a much more direct way the assumption that protons have an internal structure
[PaGS. R169]. In 1964, Drell and 'vValeckacalculated the cross-section for deep-inelastic electron-
proton scattering introducing the two structure functions W, and W, to describe the structure
of the proton [Dr64J. The deep-inelastic structure functions Wl and W, were found to hardly
vary with the momentum transfer between the incoming electron and the target proton and
only depend on the Bjorken scaling variable x. This result implies that the scattering had to
take place from point-like charge centers. This phenomenon is known as scaling. Using current-
algebra, Bjorken predicted that a scaling behavior of the deep-inelastic structure functions W,
and W2 follows from the scattering of electrons on free point-like objects within a nucleon
[Bj67, Bj69aJ. Feynman introduced in his parton model a picture to understand the data at
SLAC [Fe69J. It assumes the proton to consist of point-like constituents known as partons. The
scattering of electrons on protons takes place through the scattering of electrons on partons.
The most obvious candidates for the point-like objects within a nucleon were the quarks. This
identification had been suggested in 1969 by Bjorken and Paschos [Bj69bJ.

The gauge theory Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) provides a comprehensive theory of quarks
and the gluon field quanta and therefore of strong interactions in general [Fr73, Gr73, Wen].
QCD as a non-Abelian gauge theory contains the concept of asymptotic freedom which allowed
to understand the quasi-free behavior of partons within nucleons when short distances are
being probed. At large distances, the interaction becomes stronger due to the possibility of
interactions among gluons themselves characterizing QCD as a non-Abelian gauge theory. This
provides a framework to understand the phenomenon of quark confinement. QCD predicts
that the scaling behavior of the deep-inelastic structure functions WI and W, is logarithmically
broken. It was a great triumph when the violation of scaling was experimentally observed, e.g.
at FNAU in 1974 using a beam of muons incident on a stationary iron target [Fo74J.

Since the pioneering deep-inelastic electron-proton scattering experiments at SLAC, several
fixed-target experiments have been carried out up until today at SLAC, FNAL and CERN6

using lepton beams of electrons, muons and neutrinos with higher energies to cover an increas-
ing kinematic region. The square of the center-of-mass energy in a fixed-target experiment
is proportional to the lepton beam energy and therefore fixed-target experiments are limited
to moderate values in the momentum transfer and the Bjorken scaling variable. In a collideI'
experiment, significantly larger values in the center-of-mass energy are possible since the square
of the center-of-mass energy is directly proportional to the product of both beam energies. The
electron-proton collideI' HERA 7 at DESYs allows to extend the kinematic coverage towards
very large values in the momentum transfer and towards very low values in the Bjorken scaling
variable x by orders of magnitude compared to fixed-target experiments. HERA therefore pro-
vides a unique opportunity to study the structure of the proton in a completely new unexplored
kinematical region such as the region of very small x values [Ai96, De96aJ.

'Stanford Linear Accelerator Center.
'Brookhaven National Laboratory.
3Lawrence Berkelev Laboratorv.
4The discovery of three additi;nal quark flavors. known as charm (c). bottom (b) and top (t), contributed

enormously to the success of the Quark-Model.

'Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory.
6Conseil Europeen pour la Recherche Nucleaire.
7 Hadron- Elektron- Ri ng-Anlage.
8Deutsches Elektronen-SYnchrotron.



Throughout the following discussion, the natural system of units is used, i.e. Ii = 1 and c = l.
The scattering of unpolarized electrons (positrons) on unpolarized protons, as shown to first
order perturbation theory in Figure 2.1, is described through the exchange of a Standard Model
electroweak gauge boson:

with the electron (positron) and proton in the initial state denoted by the four vectors k =
(E.i k:) and p = (Ep; P), respectively. The final state consists of the scattered lepton k' =
(E;i~) and the hadronic final state system p' = (EXiPX)'
Depending on the type of the exchanged electroweak gauge boson, one distinguishes two classes
of events:

• Neutral Current (NC) (electroweak gauge boson: virtual photon 'Y. or ZO boson) and

• Charged Current (CC) (electroweak gauge boson: W± boson) events.

Figure 2.1: Feynman diagram describing unpolarized ep scattering to lowest order perturbation
theory .

Both event classes can be distinguished by the final state lepton. In the case of NC events an
electron (positron) is found in the final state (I = e) whereas in the case of CC events the final
state system consists of a neutrino (antineutrino) which escapes detection (I = v.).
The HERA collider experiments ZEUS and HI are able to directly measure the energy and
direction of both the scattered lepton (in case of NC events only) and the hadronic final state
system. Two independent variables are sufficient in defining the unpolarized inelastic ep event
kinematics at fixed beam energies, e.g. in the case of a NC event the energy E; and polar angle
0; of the scattered electron (positron).
The following variables provide a relativistic-invariant formulation of the unpolarized inelastic
ep event kinematics:

virtual boson and therefore the object size 6. which can be resolved in the scattering process .
To resolve objects of size 6. requires the wavelength of the virtual boson ~ to be smaller than
6.. The wavelength ~ of the virtual boson can be written employing the uncertainty principle
by Heisenberg as follows:

1 1 2mpx
~ = lell = Jv2 + Q2 ~ Q2 (2.10)

Better resolution requires smaller wavelengths of the virtual boson and therefore larger mo-
mentum transfers. The maximum possible value for Q2 is given by Q~or ~ $.

W2 is the square of the invariant mass of the hadronic final state system X. W can also be
interpreted as the center-of-mass energy of the gauge boson proton system. Small values of x
correspond to large values of the invariant mass W.
s is the square of the center-of-mass energy of the electron-proton system. With E. = 27.5 GeV
and Ep = 820 GeV, one obtains a center-of-mass energy at HERA of 300 GeV. This is equivalent
to a fixed-target experiment with an incident electron beam energy of 48 TeV, since in the fixed-
target case VS = J2mp E•.
x is the Bjorken scaling variable and is interpreted in the Quark-Parton Model as the fraction
of the proton momentum carried by the struck parton. The limits on x follow from the fact
that the square of the invariant mass W2 has to be larger or equal to the square of the mass of
the proton m;, i.e. W2 = m; + (Q2 / x)( 1 - x) ~ m; where x = 1 corresponds to the elastic case
for which W = mp' In the proton rest frame, v is the energy of the exchanged gauge boson

(k + pj2 ~ 4E.Ep

(p_ p')2

(k' _ p)2

-(k - k')2 = _(p _ p')2 = -t

v= ~= mp(E.-E;) =(E.-E;)
mp mp

The maximum energy transfer Vmor is given by Vmor = s/(2mp) which amounts to 48 TeV in
case of HERA.
y is the fraction of the incoming electron energy carried by the exchanged gauge boson also
known a~ inelasticity in the rest frame of the proton. y can be also written as y = V/vmor which
yields the limits on y as given above.
t denotes the momentum transfer at the hadronic vertex. The relativistic invariant variables x,
y, Q2 and s are connected through the following relation:The electron and proton masses have been neglected in the evaluation of s.

Q2 is the negative square of the momentum transfer q and denotes the virtuality of the ex-
changed gauge boson. The momentum transfer q determines the size of the wavelength of the



where the electron and proton masses have been ignored. This relation shows that for fixed
:r and y, HERA allows to reach much larger values in Q2 as well as much lower values in x
keeping y and Q2 fixed due to the larger center-of-mass energy VS compared to fixed-target
experiments.

possible hadronic final states and taking into account that d3k; = Ik;12dlk;ldO and Ik;1 = E:,
one obtains:

(
~) = 0

2
E; L IV~" (2.15)

dE;dO q4 E. ~v

The double differential cross-section is characteristic for the inelastic case in contrast to elastic
electron-proton scattering since the invariant mass IV is no longer constrained by IV = mp•

The leptonic tensor L,w is given by:
Long before the formulation of the Quark-Parton model, a formalism was developed to quan-
titatively describe the structure of a target being probed by a point-like energetic particle.
This formulation emerged from the famous Rutherford experiment. The concept of structure
functions is one of the main tools to explore the structure of the nucleus in general [HaS4].
In the following, a detailed discussion is presented on the derivation of the inelastic electron-
proton cross-section which is the fundamental basis of the HERA structure function measure-
ments.
Figure 2.1 shows the Feynman diagram describing inelastic electron-proton scattering to low-
est order perturbation theory. The following discussion will be restricted to the case of NC
scattering through a virtual photon as the exchanged gauge boson to lowest order perturbation
theory. At low momentum transfers Q2, the proton is excited to higher mass states such as the
tJ.-state. For these events, the invariant mass W is given by W ~ Mt.. For larger values in Q2,
the proton breaks up in several hadrons which leads to a smooth distribution in the invariant
mass IV.
The four vectors of the electron in the initial and final states are given as follows: k = (E.; k:)
and k' = (E;;k;). Employing Feynman rules to evaluate the Feynman graph in Figure 2.1
to first order perturbation theory considering the photon propagator only, one obtains the
following expression for the amplitude M" which describes the scattering of an electron of
four momentum k and polarization s and a proton of momentum p and polarization 17 into a
scattered electron of four momentum k' and polarization s' and some unknown hadronic final
state In):

The hadronic tensor IV~v cannot be calculated from first principles as the leptonic tensor. IV~v
is a second-rank tensor and only depends on the two four-vectors p and q. The most general
form out of p and q is given as follows:

IV2 W4 W·IV~V = _ Wlg~V + _p"pv + _q~qV + ~(P"qV + q~pV) (2.17)m; m; m;
The scalars IV; depend on q2 and p' q. The expression for IV~V can be significantly simplified
by using current conservation, i.e. {)~J~ = 0 which yields q~W~V = qvW~" = O. H/ISv can then
be written in terms of only two scalar functions WI and W2:

~V"V = (_g"v + q"qV) WI + (p" _ q"U) (pv _ qvU) W2
q2 q2 q2 m;

With L"v and W"v, the double-differential cross-section in equation 2.15 can then be written
as follows:

, , (1)M" = 411'0[u(k,s )-Y"u(k,s)] Q2 [(nJj"(O)lp,I7)]

( ~(7) 40
2 E;2 [ 2 2 (B) 2 • 2 (9)]dE;dO =-q-4- W2(v,q)cos 2 +2IVI(v,q)SIll 2

with v = (p. q)/mp• Electron-proton scattering can be formulated for three distinct cases
[Ha84]:

• elastic ep scattering assuming the proton to be a Dirac particle (Equation 2.20),

• elastic ep scattering taking into account the anomalous electric and magnetic moment of
the proton (Rosenbluth-formula) (Equation 2.21) and

• inelastic ep scattering in terms of the structure functions WI (v, q2) and W2(v, q2) (Equa-
tion 2.22)

All three cases can be written in a common description:

(
~) _ 40

2E?
dE'dO - 4 X• q

The exchange of the heavy gauge bosons ZO and W± with mzo = 91.2 GeV and mw± =
80.2 GeV respectively, is kinematically suppressed by a term Q4/(Q2 + Mio W±)2 [In87]. The
'Y. - ZO interference term is suppressed by a factor Q2/(Q2 + Mio) [In87]. At 'low Q2, the single
'Y. propagator term is therefore the dominant contribution.
Unlike the electromagnetic current u(k', s')-y"u(k, s) which is known from QED, the proton
current J~(O) cannot be calculated at present9• The cross-section is determined as follows
ignoring the mass of the electron:

where p' = I:~=Ip;. Only the inclusive case is being considered, i.e. only the case for which the
outgoing electron is measured in contrast to the semi-inclusive scenario in which one hadron is
identified and the exclusive case in which all outgoing hadrons are identified. Summing over all [G~+ TG~ 2 (B:)----cos -

1 + T 2

[W2(v,l)cos2
(~)

9Several attempts in the framework of lattice QeD are undertaken to constrain the proton current [Be97,
Gr9G].



At. small \'alues of .r. i.e. in t.he kinemat.ic region of HERA, one obt.ains:

..,.p 4rr2a 2
O'tot ::::::(j2F2(x,Q )

This is in short. the main ingredient of Bjorken sca.ling of structure functions. This behavior of
st.ructure functions in the limit Q2 -t 00, V -t 00 wit.h x = Q2 j(2mpv) fixed (Bjorken limit)
wa$ deduced by Bjorken in 1968 by means of current algebra.
The scaling behavior of structure functions was observed at SLAC just after Bjorken announced
his results.
l3ased on these results, Feynman developed a model (Parton Model) assuming the proton to
consist. of free point-like constituents called partons. The application of the parton model to
evalua.te various processes such as inelastic ep scattering relies on two basic assumptions. In the
infinite momentum frame of the proton, one can neglect the masses and transverse momenta of
the partons. The momenta of the partons are then given by, p; = {;p. p is the momentum of the
proton, p; is the momentum of parton i and {; is the respective momentum fraction (0 ~ (j ::;1).
The parton density of parton i in the proton is described by means of a parton distribution
function f;({j), where fi({i)d{i denotes the number of partons i having a momentum fr,action
between {i and (i+d{i. The second assumption concerns the relation between the measurable ep
cross-section and the detailed interaction mechanism, i.e. the electron-parton interaction. The
ep cross-section is written as the incoherent sum of the elastic electron-parton cross-sections
weighted by the parton distribution functions fM;).
These assumptions can be justified by the following parton model argument (St95]. At a given
time, the hadron of momentum p under consideration consists of a group of virtual partons i
having a momentum (jP. Let the lifetime of this virtual state in the rest frame of the hadron be
T. This lifetime is significantly larger in the center-of-mass system since the hadron undergoes
a Lorentz contraction and a time dilation. In the limit of infinite center-of-mass energy, the
lifetime of the virtual state will be much larger compared to the collision time, i.e. the time it
takes the electron to cross the hadron. The probability to find an additional parton to take as
well part in the hard scattering among the incoming electron is suppressed by the geometrical
factor 1j(rrR2Q2) with R being the radius of the hadron. The parton configuration which the
electron sees during the collision is effectively frozen. After the collision, the fragmentation and
hadronization takes place among the debris of the hadrons (Section 6.4). This occurs too late
to influence the hard scattering process. This provides a qualitative picture to formulate the
ep cross-section as the incoherent elastic scattering of a virtual photon off the partons i which
are characterized by the probability density function fi({i).
The variable {i is identical under the above assumptions to the Bjorken scaling variable x.
The momenta p; of the struck parton is given by: p; = {iP + q. Taking the square on both
sides and ignoring the parton masses and transverse momenta, one obtains (i = Q2 j(2p . q)
which is identical to the definition of x, i.e. in the parton model (i = x. The Bjorken scaling
behavior was introduced through the assumption of free point-like objects within the proton.
This picture is identical to the parton model and demonstrates that Bjorken sca.ling follows
from the parton model.
The ep cross-section is given by summing over all contributions of the electron-parton cross-
sections which follow from equation 2.22 using the above structure functions W; and W;
weighted by fi({i)' By comparing the so-obtained expression with the ep cross-section in equa-
tion 2.19, one can write the structure functions WI and W2 as follows:

I

WI = :L J C~Jo(x - (i)fi({i)d{j = 2~p :L eUi(x)
I 0 I

The expressions for O'T and 0' L in terms of FI and F2 can be used to express the double-
differential cross-section in terms of the total cross-sections O'T and O'L:

~O' _ r ..,.p
dydQ2 - . (O'T + (O'L) = r· (O'tot )ell

where (O'-;:t)ell = O'T + (O'L is called the effective 'y"p cross-section. The photon polarization (
and the photon flux factor r are given by:

( = 2(1 - y)j(l + (1 _ y)2)

r = a(1 + (1 - y)2)j(2rrQ2y)

The ratio R of the longitudinal and transverse cross-section R = O'L/O'T = FL/2xF1

used to re-write the above expression in the following form:

~O'
dydQ2 = r .O'T(l + (R)

(2.40)

(2.41 )

The proton structure function F2 is extracted from the differential cross-section ~O' j dydQ2
over a certain bin size (tl.y, tl.Q2). It requires to know FL or equivalently the value of R. The
contribution of FL to the differential ep cross-section increases for y -t 1. A measurement of
h can be achieved by measuring ~O'jdxdQ2 for fixed values of x and Q2 at different values
of ( and therefore for different values of y. This means, one has to perform a measurement of
~O'jdxdQ2 at different center-of-mass energies ..;s by varying, in case of HERA, the energies
of either the electron or the proton beam. An overview of the status of the FL measurement
at HERA can be found in [Ba95bJ.

As soon as the momentum transfer in an inelastic ep reaction gets larger, the wavelength with
which the proton is going to be examined gets smaller and therefore smaller structures can
be resolved (Section 2.2.1). Under the assumption that the proton consists of free point-like
objects, one would expect that for large momentum transfers Q2 the structure functions WI
and W2 in equation 2.19 would turn simply into the following form:

Q2 ( Q2)-0 v--
2m~ 2mi

o(v- ~)
2mi

which follows from equations 2.20 and 2.22. mi is the mass of one of the point-like objects
within the proton. One obtains the case for the scattering of an electron on a Dirac particle
(Equation 2.20). The structure functions no longer depend on two independent variables, but
simply on the scaling variable x = Q2 j(2mpv) alone. Therefore, if Q2 gets large, one finds:

F1(x,Q2) -t FI(x)
F2(x, Q2) -t F2(x)

~JI (-2x2mp) 2 2mp 2~LJ --2 - ejo(x - (i)fi({i)d{i = --2 X LJ e~f;(x)
I 0 q q ;



where T = -q'/(4m~). The electric and magnetic form factors G} and G~f describe the
structure of t.he prot.on and therefore the deviation from the assumption that the proton is a
Dira.c particle. The scalar functions WI and IV, provide a description of the proton structure
in the case of inelastic ep scattering.
The double-differential cross-section is usually expressed in terms of two of the relativistic
invariant quantities x, y and Q'. Instead of using the structure functions WI and IV2, the
structure functions FI and F2 are used which are defined as follows:

where f( is the Aux fador and < the polarization vector. ), denotes the helicity state of the
photon. In case of real photons, !( = v and), = ±1 (transverse polarized). To obtain an
expression for (77o't, one requires to know f{ and (~ for the case of virtual photons. In analogy
to the case of massive spin 1 particles, one uses the following expressions:

(ri=± ~(Jv'+Q';O,O,v)
vQ2

FI mpWI

F2 vW2

(2.23)
(2.24)

The Aux factor f( for the cross-section of virtual photons is not uniquely defined. Two Aux
conventions are commonly used which both require that the Aux in case of virtual photons
approaches the one for real photons in the limit Q2 -+ 0, i.e. J( -+ v. Gilman chooses J( to be
J{Gilman = Jv2 + Q' [Gi72J. The most popular choice of J( is based on a convention by Hand
[Ha63]. It requires the invariant mass of a real and virtual photon respectively, scattered on
a proton to be the same, i.e. J( is the energy of a real photon needed to create an equivalent
invariant mass for a virtual photon on a proton. One obtains the following expressions for W2

for real and virtual photons:
with Y+ = 1+ (1 - y)2 and FL = F, - 2x F1 known as the longitudinal structure function whose
contribution to the double-differential cross-section starts to become more significant at large
values of y. It can be neglected at very small y values.
The double-differential cross-section and therefore the event rate increases for Q2 -+ 0 and
y -+ O. The kinematic variable y for very small values of the electron scattering angle with
respect to the incoming electron is given by: y ~ 1 - E:/ E. with E., the electron beam
energy and E:, the energy of the scattered electron (Section 2.4). The limit y -+ 0 is therefore
equivalent to E: -+ E•. The measured energy distribution of the scattered electron at low Q2
is expected to exhibit a characteristic peak at the electron beam energy E•. This peak is called
kinematic peak (KP).
Higher order QED corrections lead to additional contributions to the Born cross-section and
result in a measured double differential cross-section which is different from the Born cross-
section (Section 6.4):

m; +2mp!{
_Q2 + m; + 2mpv

(2.30)

(2.31)

"Vith this expression for J( Hand, the above expressions for the polarization vectors (~ and
equation 2.18, one obtains the following total cross-sections for polarized photons:

(
d2(7 ) ( ~(7 ) ,

d dQ2 = d dQ' . [1 + Or(y,Q )J
Y mea" Y Born

where tSr(y, Q2) is the QED radiative correction factor to the Born cross-section. These radiative
corrections have to be taken into account in the extraction of the proton structure function F,
since F, is defined with respect to the Born cross-section (Section 11.3.1).
Besides the above expression for the differential ep cross-section in terms of the structure
functions F[ and F" one can interpret the ep cross-section as the product of a Aux of virtual
photons and the total cross-section (7t,t for the scattering of virtual photons on protons [Dr64,
Ha63, Gi72J. This separation is only valid if the lifetime of the virtual photon is large compared
to the interaction time [l069J. This leads to the following requirement on the applicability of
this picture:

The term V2/Q2 is in case of HERA significantly larger than one. Using the conventional choice
of the structure functions FI and F2, one can express the above two equations in the following
form:

VI + 4~~t
x « --- (2.27)

2Tpmp

where Tp ~ 5GeV-1 is the radius of the proton. The cross-section for photons on protons is
defined as:

The last equation motivates to call FL the longitudinal structure function. FL is bound to be
in the range of 0 5 FL 5 F2 which follows from the requirement of (7T 2: 0 and (7L 2: O. The
total virtual-photon proton cross-section is given as follows:



L'(l) gauge group whereas QCD is based on a SU(3) gauge group. This leads to the Abelian
structure in case of QED and the non-Abelian structure in case of QCD which implies that
gluons can interact among themselves since they are carrier of color chargesl!. This leads to
the possibility of having three-gluon as well as four-gluon vertices which is in striking contrast
to QED.
The non-Abelian character of QCD through the self-coupling of gluons leads to a fundamental
difference in the coupling constant of QCD compared to QED. In QED, the effective charge
increases at very small distances whereas in QCD, the color coupling decreases at short dis-
tances. Therefore, at sufficiently high energies the quarks inside the proton can be regarded as
quasi-free, a behavior which is known as asymptotic freedom. Asymptotic freedom within QCD
follows quantitatively from the renormalization procedure.
One finds the following expression in leading order for the strong coupling constant a.(Q1):

I

where ei is the charge of parton i in units of the proton charge e. This result reproduces
the Bjorken scaling behavior due to the assumption of free point-like constituents within the
proton.
F1(x) and F1(x) are related through the Callan-Gross relation [Ca69]:

This is a consequence of the parton model ansatz and the treatment of partons as spin t
particles. This relation implies that the longitudinal structure function FL as well as the
longitudinal cross-section (TL vanish. The Callan-Gross relation has been confirmed as well at
SLAC in a restricted kinematic region.
The success of the parton model in explaining the observed scaling phenomenon as well as
the confirmation of the Callan-Gross relation led to the identification of the partons with the
quarks in Gell-Mann's additive quark model, thus the term Quark-Parton Model (QPM).
If the proton only consisted of charged quarks, the sum of·the respective integrated distribution
functions fi(x) should be equal to unity, i.e.:

(
1 411'

a. Q ) = (1l-2n';3)ln(~)

1J dx x :L fi(x) = 1

° .

where n/ is the number of quark flavors. The free scale parameter, A, follows e.g. from a
measurement of a.(Q1) which requires a well-defined description of a.(Q1) to obtain a unique
value for A. At higher orders in perturbation theory, a.(Q1) depends on the renormalization
procedure used. A has been measured to be 100-300 MeV [Ba96b]. This sets the scale at which
the coupling constant a.(Q1) becomes large. For large values of Q1, a. decreases logarithmically
and perturbative calculations can be performed. This property is called asymptotic freedom.
At small values of Q1 where a. gets large, perturbative calculations can no longer be trusted
and one enters the region of non-perturbative QCD. This will be discussed in detail in section
2.3.
In summary, asymptotic freedom leads to the observed behavior that at short distances the
coupling becomes smaller and the theory appears as a free theory which leads to the observed
Bjorken scaling. At large distances the coupling constant becomes larger and quarks are con-
fined due to the strength of the coupling
One of the main successes of QCD is to provide a field theoretical framework which allows an
explanation of the two rather contradicting ideas of asymptotic freedom and confinement.
QCD, as discussed so far, modifies the conclusions drawn from the naive Quark-Parton model.
The naive Quark-Parton model appears only in the asymptotic limit Q1 -t 00 within the frame-
work of QCD. The modifications to the naive Quark-Parton model result from the dynamics
among the quarks via the gluon as the mediating gauge boson. Gluon radiation leads to trans-
verse momentum of the quarks and therefore to the possibility to couple to the longitudinally
polarized virtual photon which is probing the proton. Therefore, the longitudinal structure
function FL will no longer vanish and the Callan-Gross relation is no longer valid.
Figure 2.2 gives a picture of the interrelationship between the substructure of the proton and
the functional form expected for F1• Gluon radiation leads to a violation of scaling of the
structure functions which show a logarithmic dependence on Q1. Gluon radiation populates
the inside of the proton with an increasing number of gluons as Q1 increases. These in turn
can split into qij pairs which themselves can radiate gluons. The momentum fraction x of
the radiated gluons decreases with each step. Therefore, the proton consists not only of three
valence quarks but due to the QCD dynamics also of so-called sea quarks. Gluons and sea
quarks populate the low x region. With increasing Q\ the resolution increases and therefore
the probability that the virtual photon couples to one of the sea quarks. At large values of x,

This sum-rule turned out to be not fulfilled and the experimentally obtained value was a.pproxi-
mately given by 0.5 which led to the conclusion that about half of all partons within the proton
must be neutral [Ab83]. These par tons are the gluons which were directly observed through
three-jet events at PETRA in 1979 [Wu84].
Although the QPM was very successful in explaining some of the early ep results, it does
not provide an answer to the problem of quark confinement. The formulation of Quantum
Chromodynamics (QCD) as the field theory of strong interaction allows to incorporate the two
rather contradicting phenomena of scaling and confinement.

2.2.4 QeD and evolution equations
The theory which describes the interaction among quarks was developed at the beginning of the
1970s and is called Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD). It is a local non-Abelian gauge theory
based on a SU(3) gauge group. The gauge bosons are called gluons. The choice of a SU(3) gauge
group in the end goes back to O.W.Greenberg who postulated that quarks carry an additional
quantum number known as color with three degrees of freedom known as 'red' (1'), 'green' (g)
and 'blue' (b) [Gr64]. Three colored quarks of each quark flavor form a triplet whereas eight
gluons form an octetlO• QCD is conceptually very similar to the theory of electromagnetic
interaction (QED), since both are based on Yang-Mills fields. However, QED is based on a

10The gauge group U(3) would imply nine gluons. However, experimental results favor the existence of eight
gluons which form a color octet "nd exclude" color singlet state.



dominant contribution at high Q2. The process dependent coefficient functions cti (j = 1,2)
denote the short range interactions and are ca,lculatable using perturbative QeD (pQCD).
filp are the universal, process independent parton distribution functions of the hadron under
consideration. /-IF denotes the factorization scale, whereas IlR is the renormalization scale.
Using these expressions for F1 and F2, one can determine the inclusive ep cross-section. There
exist several renormalization schemes in order to compute F1 and Fz. In the DIS scheme, the
structure function F2(x,Q2) is simply given by:

The parton distribution functions filp(x, Q2) cannot be calculated within the framework of
pQCD and have to be determined experimentally. However, knowing filp(x, Q~) at a particular
value Q~ within the range of applicability of pQCD, allows the determination of filp(x, QZ) and
therefore F2 at any other value of QZ. This increases the predictive power of pQCD enormously.
This procedure is called the evolution of structure functions.
The evolution in QZ follows from a set of integro-differential equations known as the DGLAP
equations [Aln, Gr72]. Both F1 and F2 are measurable quantities and therefore cannot depend
on the choice of the factorization scale /-IF. Therefore, requiring that /-l}(dFi(x,Q2)/d/-l}) = 0
(i = 1,2), one obtains the DGLAP equations.
The DGLAP equations can be written in its most general form as follows:

Figure 2.2: Interrelationship between the substructure of the proton and the functional form
expected for F2: Three valence quarks (left), three bound valence quarks (middle) and valence
quarks plus QCD dynamics (right).

where valence quarks dominate the content of Fz, the quark density is small. At small x, the
quark density is large. Therefore, F2 is expected to decrease with Q2 at large values of x, and
increase with Q2 at small values of x. For fixed values of Q2, F2 is expected to increase with
smaller x values due to the significant increase of the quark density. This behavior of F2, i.e.
the F2 scaling violation and the rapid rise of F2 at small x, has indeed been verified at HERA.
The calculation of the inclusive ep cross-section requires the knowledge of the cross-section for
the interaction between the virtual photon and a quark of momentum fraction x inside the
proton as well as the knowledge of the momentum distribution which defines the probability
to find a particular quark having a momentum fraction between x and x + dx. This approach
emerges from the Quark-parton model. The first short distance process can be calculated using
perturbative calculations whereas the second long-range process is not calculable within the
framework of perturbative QCD (pQCD). This is the physical concept of the QCD factorization
theorem. Factorization introduces an additional scale, the factorization scale /-IF, to denote the
separation into short and long range interactions. By employing the QCD factorization theorem,
the structure functions F1 and F2 can be expressed in the following form [St95]:

1

'"""jdZC,,/·i(=-.Q2./-l}. (2) .. Z II.ZL.J 1 'z' 2' Cts IlR) filp(z, IlF, IlR) + O(Q)_ z z IlR IlR
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h(X,Q2) are the parton density distributions and Pij(x/z) are the QCD splitting functions.
The splitting functions can be interpreted as the probability for finding a parton of type i
with momentum fraction x which originated from a parton j having a momentum fraction z.
nl is the number of flavors. h>o are the quark distribution functions qj(x,QZ), fj<o are the
anti-quark distri bution functions (Ii( x, Q2) and h=o is the gluon distribution function g(x, Q2).
The above equation represents a set of 2n I + 1 coupled integro-differential equations. These
equations can be simplified for the evolution of flavor singlet and flavor non-singlet quark
distributions. The singlet distribution is given by: E(x, Q2) = L~~I[qi(X, Q2) + ij;(x, QZ)] which
gives rise to the following evolution equations:

dE(x,QZ)
dlnQz

dg(x,QZ)
dlnQ2

Ct,(Q2) t dz [(X) 2 (X) 2 ]~ Jx --; Pqq -; E(z,Q) + Pqg -; g(z,Q)

Ct.(Q2) t dz [(X) 2 (X) 2 ]~ Jx --;- Pgq -; E(z,Q) + Pgg -; g(z,Q) (2.57)

(2.58)

The non-singlet distributions, qi(X,Q2) = qi(X,QZ) - qi(X,QZ) and qt(X,Q2) = qi(X,QZ) +
ili(X, Q2) - (l/nl )E(x, Q2) evolve as follows, independently of the gluon distribution:

Fi'P = 2: j dzC;'i (=-; QZ2; /-If; CtS(/-l~)) filp( z; IlF; Il~) + O( QII.:)
1.1,g x z /-lR /-lR

where the so called higher twist terms O( ~) which arise from parton-parton interactions have
been neglected. The above expressions therefore consider only the leading twist case which is the

dq;(x, Q2) = Ct,(Q2) t dz [p (=-) ±( Q2)]
dlnQz 211" Jx z ± Z q. z,

The splitting functions are presently calculated up to next-to-leading order. Expressions for
the splitting functions Pij and P± in NLO can be found in [Gu80, Fu82J.



The qua.rk and gluon distributions are expressed in terms of singlet and non-singlet distributions
which are then evolved using the above equations (Section 12.4).
The range of validity for the DGLAP equations is given by:

"'~u-u

0'.,...
t
=-:s
~

The Prytz LO method [Pr93] allows to extract the gluon density directly from a measurement
of F2 which follows from the last equation by ignoring the contributions of quarks since the
gluon density is expected to be the dominant contribution at low x:

dF2(x, Q2) ~ 50',(Q2) ~ (2 Q2)
dIn Q2 911" 3xg x,

In the derivation of the DG LA P equations, only terms of the form 0': . (In Q2t are kept and
summed to all orders which give the dominant contribution at large x and large Q2. This
approximation is known as the leading logarithmic approximation (LLA). At small values of
x, terms containing In ~ are no longer negligible. The Double Logarithmic Approximation
(DLLA) provides for moderate values in x, i.e. for O',(Q2) In Q2 « 1, O',(Q2) In ~ « 1 and
O',(Q2) In Q2 In ~ ~ 0(1), a scheme to include leading terms In ~ accompanied by leading
terms In Q2.
Within the DLLA approximation, one can determine the small x behavior of the gluon distri-
bution function:

Figure 2.3: Range of validity for various evolution equations. Increasing Q2 leads to a bet-
ter spatial resolution (DGLAP). Smaller values in x yield an increase in the parton density
(BFJ{L). The region of high parton density is the region where saturation effects are expected
to diminish the rise of F2 with decreasing x.

1
O',ln - = 0(1)

x

[11 ~8jn/ In c:~)In ~]

where Q~ is the starting scale for the evolution in Q2. This behavior is numerically compatible
with a power-like behavior of x-O.4 [Le97].
The DGLAP evolution equations allow only to determine the Q2 dependence of the parton
densities but not their x dependence. The BFI<L evolution equation provides an evolution
in x for fixed values of Q2 [Ba78]. Whereas in the DLLA approximation only leading terms
In ~ which are accompanied by leading terms In Q2 are summed, the BFI<L evolution scheme

provides a way to sum up all leading terms In ~. With xg(X,Q2) = t'(dk}/k})fg(x,k}), the
BFI<L equation is given as follows [As94a]:

The BFI<L power law behavior leads to a violation of unitarity in the limit x -. O. The rise
of F2 through the rise of the gluon distribution at small values of x and therefore in ui:t is
limited by the Froissart bound [Fr61]:

.,'p < ~(I ~)2
Uta! _ 2 n

m. So

30',,\ = -41n 2
11"

where m. is the mass of the pion and So is an unknown scale factor.
It is therefore expected that the rise of F2 and ui:t with decreasing x is limited. At small
values in x, the density of quarks and gluons increases drastically and quarks and gluons
start to overlap. Two competitive processes, the annihilation and recombination of gluons, at
high parton densities will eventually limit the increase in the number of quarks and gluons.
Recombination.effects become important at xg(x, Q2) ~ r;/r; where rp ~ 1 fm ~ 5 Gey-l
and rg ~ 2/Q. This yields xg(x, Q2) ~ 6Q2 which is well outside the scope of HERA and
could be only reached at much smaller values in x [Le97]. However, in the hot spot picture the
size of rp can be significantly smaller if one assumes that saturation effects start to occur in a
small localized region (hot spot) within the proton [Mu90]. So far, no evidence has been seen
at HERA for this effect.
Recombination effects can be included in the BFI<L equation through non-linear terms which
lead to the GLR equation [Gr81]:

_ Ofg(x,k})_J<,o.,f,_810'~(kf)[ ( k2)]2
x a x - '<Y 9 16R2P xg x, T

T

_/'J fg(x, k}) = 3a, k2 ["'" dk'i [fg(X, k'i) - fg(x, k}) + Mx, k}) ] = J( 0 f, (2.64)
ax 11" T Jo kf Iki-k}1 J4k~+k} - 9

where J< is the BFI<L kernel. The BFI<L equation only refers to the gluon distribution. It
provides an evolution in x at fixed Q2 with a certain starting distribution at Xo. The solution
of the BFI<L equation is dominated by the largest eigenvalue ,\ of the kernel J<. This leads to
a characteristic Q2 and x dependence for F2(x,Q2) [As94bJ:



The inclusive measurement of F2 at HERA has shown that the evolution of structure functions
through the DGLAP evolution equations are in good agreement with experimental results. Up
until now it has not been possible to discriminate between the DGLAP evolution and the BFI<L
equation (Section 12.2). It has been suggested that differences in the DGLAP and the BFI<L
evolution equations could show up in exclusive measurements such as in high p, forward jets
[Mu90] and in the forward energy flow [l<w94J.
Attempts have been made to achieve a unified BFI<L/DGLAP description [1<1"97].Evolution
equations which allow an evolution in Q2 as well as in x to provide a prescription for the parton
distribution functions in both x and Q2 are considered in the framework of the CCFM evolution
equations [CagO]. The doma,in of the various evolution equations is illustrated in Figure 2.3.

through the assumption that the photon has a dual nature in the sense that it appears as a
superposition of a bare photon as well as a hadronic component:

The uncertainty principle allows the bare photon to fluctuate into a qq pair with the same
quantum numbers as the bare photon, i.e. JPc = 1-- and Q = B = S = 0 which are the
quantum numbers of the three lightest vector mesons: pO, wand ¢>. If the fluctuation time
Tf into a qq pair is large compared to the interaction time, a photon-proton interaction is
expected to show the characteristics of a hadronic-type interaction. The fluctuation time can
be estimated on the basis of the uncertainty principle [Leg7]. The energy difference between
the qq pairs, i.e. vector mesons of mass mv having the same momentum v as the real bare
photon and the energy v of the real bare photon itself is given by: !1E = (m?, + v2r/2 - v.
Using Tf ~ 1/!1 E one obtains for high energy photons, i.e. v» mv in case of Q2 = 0:

2v
Tf(Q2 = 0) ~ -m~Approaching from the region of perturbative QCD the region of non-perturbative QCD, i.e.

Q2 -t 0 results in several constraints on the structure functions F1 and F2 which every para-
meterization has to fulfill in order to connect these two regions [Ba96a].
The hadronic tensor IV,," can be written in the following form using the definition for F1 and
F2:

w = _!lg + F2 pJ'p" + [!l + F2~] q"q" _ F2 q"p" + pJ'q"
,," mp ,," mp mp(p . q) mp mp q2 q2 mp q2 (2.69)

For Q2 -t 0, W,," exhibits two singularities which have to be absorbed within F1 and F2 which
therefore yield tight constraints on the behavior of F1 and F2 approaching the photoproduction
limit. One imposes the following constraints:

2vTf(Q2.J. 0) ~
r m~ +Q2

At low values of x one finds that Tf(Q2 # 0) ~ 1/(2mpx) [Ab95], i.e. at small values of x a
photon even of very high virtuality Q2, is able to fluctuate into a qq pair and interact as such
with the incoming proton.
The quantitative realization of this picture goes back to Sakurai [Sa60]. The vector domi-
nance model (VDM) rests on the assumption that a photon-hadron reaction proceeds via the
interaction of the hadronic photon component I')h.dronic with the hadron only. The hadronic
component within the VDM ansatz is given as the sum over the three lightest vector mesons:

where (p. q) = -q2/2x. The proton structure function F2 has to vanish linearly in Q2 whereas
the longitudinal structure function Fi, = F2 - 2x F1 has to vanish like Q4 for Q2 -t O. The
latter condition is equivalent to the fact that O"i, -t 0 for Q2 -t 0 since real photons are only
transversally polarized. Therefore, O"T -t O"i~ for Q2 -t O. Using the definition for 0"i:,P one
finds:

where mv are the masses of the three lightest vector mesons and Iv denotes the corresponding
strength of the, - V coupling. Vector meson production in , p reactions, as well as in e+e-
annihilation experiments, provide a solid basis for this picture. Data from these experiments
have been used to extract the coupling constants Iv [Bana]. Using this ansatz for b)h.dronic,

one can determine the following expressions for the transversal O"';.p(W, Q2) and longitudinal
O"~'p(W, Q2) cross-section for the interaction of virtual photons on protons at a center-of-mass
energy VII and a momentum transfer Q2:

For Q2 -t 0, pQCD can no longer be used and other, non-perturbative, concepts have to
be considered. The following two sections provide a brief overview of two well-known non-
perturbative concepts, the Vector Dominance Model (VDM) [Sa60] and Hegge theory [C070].
Both concepts are used in a variety of phenomenological models to provide a description of the
transition region from the photoproduction to the deep-inelastic scattering region, i.e. from
non-perturbative to perturbative QCD (Chapter 12).

where O"~p( VII) is the total cross-section of transversely polarized vector mesons on protons at
Q2 = O. The total cross-section of longitudinally polarized vector mesons O"~p(VII) on protons
at Q2 = 0 is given by:It is a well-known experimental fact that photon-proton type interactions exhibit clear similar-

ities compared to pure hadron-hadron type interactions. Such a behavior can be understood



The factor ~I' is introduced t.oaccount. for the fact. that the total transverse cross-section u[p(W)
need not to be the same as the t.otal longitudinal cross-section u~p(W). ~v is expected to be
within 0 ~ 6: ~ 1 [Ba92aJ.
The ratio R of the total longitudinal to the total transversal -(p cross-section is given as follows:

00

A(s, t) = 2)2j + 1)aj(t)Pj(z)
j=O

where Z = cos 0, = 1 - 2s/(t - 4mJ). The partial wave amplitude aj(t) of a resonance contribu-
tion which corresponds to a particular exchanged particle of mass mj, decay width fj(t) and
spin j can be viewed as a propagator like term and is given as follows:

using the above expressions for u;'p(W, Q') and u~'p(W, Q'), one obtains a VDM representation
of the proton structure function F, (Equation 2.37).
The VOM approach, including only the three lightest vector mesons, is not able to account for
various constraints coming from inelastic ep scattering. In an extension of the VDM approach,
all higher mass states are included which is known as the generalized vector dominance model
(GVDM) [Sa72]. The total transverse cross-section u';'p(W', Q') and the total longitudinal
cross-section u~'p(IV', Q') are written in the following form:

art) = fj(t)
J t -m~

All possible exchanged particles line up on a linear trajectory called Regge trajectory or Reggeon
in a plot of the spin j versus the corresponding mass m~ (Chew-Frautschi plot). Each trajec-
tory can be parameterized by a linear function art), i.e. j = arm;). The main idea of the
Regge approach is to evaluate the scattering amplitude A( s, t) taking into account all particles
which correspond to a particular trajectory through an analytical continuation of the scattering
amplitude into the complex angular momentum plane. The sum over exchanged particles is
transformed into an integral by means of the Sommerfeld-Watson transformation:

1 J .. fj(t) ei"j ± 1 Pj(z)
A(s,t)=2' dJ(2J+1)-(t ')-2--'-(-')

Ie - mj SIn 'IrJ
taking into account the diagonal approximation of the transverse photon absorption cross-
section. PT(IV', m') is the spectral weight-function. It is proportional to the product of
the cross-section describing the annihilation of e+e- pairs into a vector meson state of mass
m and the hadronic cross-section of this state of mass m and a nucleon: PT(W', m') =
(1/4'1r'a)u,+.-(m')uhodr(I·V',m'). For PT(W',m') = L:v 4'1ra/gJ(m' - m~)' u[p(W), one
obtains the VDM case as given in equations 2.76 and 2.77.

Using the parameterization art) for the Regge trajectory, one can formulate the partial wave
amplitude aj(t) as aj(t) = (fj(t)da(t)/dt)/(a(t) - j). Choosing a suitable path C in the
complex angular momentum plane, the above integral is simply given by the residue of the
poles at art) = j (Regge poles) employing Cauchy's theorem:

ei",>{t) ± 1 da( t)
A(s,t)=-'lr2. ( ())(2a(t)+1)fo(')-d-PO(tJ(Z)

SIn 'Ira t t

Long before the formulation of QCD as the microscopic theory of strong interactions, Regge
theory had been successfully used to describe the phenomenology of hadron dynamics of two-
particle scattering processes. Regge theory allows to estimate characteristic features of the
behavior of hadronic type interactions in the high energy limit. The region of large values in
IV (equivalent to the small x region) accessible at HERA corresponds to the high energy limit
within the Regge approach and motivates why Regge theory is still of significant interest in
particular for the transition region. This is as well reflected by various low x-low Q' models
(Section 2.3.4) employing Regge theory.
Even before the advent of Regge theory, the one-particle exchange model was developed to
provide an attempt in the description of strong interactions of two-particle scattering processes.
Within this framework, the exchange of one particle in the t channel with spin j (j > 1) yields
a scattering amplitude which is proportional to sj. The total cross-section would therefore rise
with s like u'o' "" S'(j-l) which would violate the Froissart bound and therefore unitarity. Regge
theory provides a scheme to avoid such difficulties by including multiple particle exchanges in
the two-particle scattering process instead of a single particle exchange.
In the following, only the basic steps of the Regge approach are outlined. An introduction into
this field can be found in [C070J. The foundation of Regge theory rests on general properties
of the S-matrix, unitarity and analyticity. The scattering amplitude A(s, t) of a two-particle

Using the asymptotic expression of the Legendre polynomial po(,)(z) for It I« s yields po(,)(z) ~
e-ir.o(t) . (s/so)o('J. In the high energy limit (Regge limit), s -+ 00, the scattering amplitude is
then given as follows:

A(s,t) = {J(t) . (for(')
Via the optical theorem u'o' = ~ImA(s, t = 0), one obtains the total cross-section:

The region of small values in x which is equivalent to the high-energy limit (3 » Q'), is defined
to be the Regge limit.
The intercept of the Regge trajectory for p,W, ... exhange is approximately given by a(t = 0) ~
0.5. The total cross-section is then proportional to 3-0.5 and decreases with increasing energy
s. Unitarity is therefore conserved.
Measurements of the total cross-section of hadronic interactions have shown that u'o' slowly
rises towards higher energies (W > 10 GeV). Such a behavior cannot be generated by any
of the known trajectories since a( t = 0) < 1. One therefore postulated the existence of a
new trajectory (Pomeranchuk trajectory) with the leading Regge pole called Pomeron with



a(t = 0) ?: 1 which yields the observed rise of the total cross-section at high energies. The
Pomeron is not an observed particle but simply a mathematical construct which followed from
the high energy limit in the Regge approach to account for the observed rise of the total
cross-section. It must ha.ve the quantum numbers of the vacuum, i.e. JPc = 0++.
The behavior of the total hadron-hadron and 'Y P cross-sections show a slow rise with the
square of the center-of-mass energy W2 which can be described by a pomeron trajectory
with a~ol')(t) = 1.08 + 0.25t [Do92J. This pomeron is usually referred to as the soft or
non-perturbative pomeron. One therefore expects the cross-section to behave like ult. ex
(W2)<>p(O)-1 = (W2)O.OB.
In contrast to the behavior of the total 'Y P cross-section, the total 'Y.p cross-section shows a
steep rise with W2 for Q2 > 1.5Gey2 based on the 1994 F2 results at HERA [De96a, Ai96].
Such a behavior can be taken into account with a pomeron intercept significantly larger than
1.08 which one assumes for the case of the soft pomeron. The intercept gets larger for larger
values of Q2. Such a behavior at large W2 or small values in x is expected since the slope of
the proton structure F2 is found to increase with increasing values in Q2 due to the smaller
wavelength of the virtual photon probing the proton at small x, i.e. at high parton density.
This pomeron is usually referred to as the hard or perturbative pomeron. In the language of
Pomeron exchange, one expects the pomeron behavior to change from being hard into soft when
going from large to small values of Q2. In summary, the Reggeon, which denotes a particular
Regge trajectory, accounts for the decrease of the total cross-section at small energies above the
resonance region. This behavior turns around at higher energies and exhibits a rise of the total
cross-section which can be taken into account by introducing the Pomeranchuk trajectory.
Introducing the Pomeranchuk trajectory leads to a violation of unitarity at very high energies.
Therefore, some mechanism must exist which eventually diminishs the rise of the total cross-
section at very high energies (Section 2.2.4, hot spot picture) .
So far, it is not understood how the Pomeron can be explained in terms of known Standard
model particles. Due to the fact that the Pomeron is expected to be a colorless object, in some
models it is considered to be composed of two gluons [Ab96].

parameterized in terms of valence and sea quarks with a x dependence like :r;O..,6(l - x J3
and x-O.OB(l - x)\ respectively. These contributions are weighted by factors of the form
Q2/(Q2 + m~) and Q2/(Q2 + m~) respectively, to ensure that F2 vanishes like Q2 in the limit
Q2 -t O. The valence quark term a.ccounts for the Reggeon contribution whereas the sea quark
term accounts for the Pomeron contribution. The parameters in the fit are constrained such
that for Q2 -t 0 one retrieves the value for the ulo~measurement.
This ansatz does not provide by construction a description for all values in Q2 but is rather
meant as a way to investigate the range of validity of the simple soft pomeron picture starting
from Q2 = 0 towards Q2 = 10 Gey2 which is the fitted range in Q2. The authors remark that 'If
the HERA experiments find results for F2 significantly larger at small x than our extrapolations,
we claim that this will be a clear signal that they have discovered new physics'. This will be
discussed in chapter 12.

Capella, Kaidalov, Merino, Tran-Than-Van - CJ(MT

Within the framework of conventional Regge theory, Capella et al. presented a common de-
scription of ult. and F2 for 0 :$ Q2 :$ 5 Gey2 [Ca94]. This description is then used as an initial
condition for a pQCD evolution. They use in their Regge theory motivated ansatz one bare
pomeron with an intercept 1 + t.(Q2) which interpolates between the effective soft pomeron
and the effective hard pomeron. The authors provide the following simple parameterization of
F2 for 0 :$ Q2 :$ 5 Gey2;

2.3.4 Low-x-low-Q2 models
The following section provides a brief overview of current models for the low x -low Q2 region.
A more detailed overview can be found in [8a96a, Le97].

The first term accounts for the Pomeron contribution with the Q2 dependent intercept given
by t.( Q2) = t.o(l + ~). The second term corresponds to the Reggeon contribution at
x -t O. The behavior of F2 for x -t 1 is given by the second factor in each term with n(Q2)
parameterized as n(Q2) = ~(1 + cf4c).

Donnachie, Landshoff - DL

Donnachie and Landshoff showed that Regge theory provides a successful description of all
total cross-sections for PP, pji, rr±p, [(±p and 'Y p scattering [D092]. They fitted the total
cross-sections to the sum of two powers:

Abramowicz, Levin, Levy, Maor - ALLM

The proposed parameterization which is based on a Regge motivated ansatz including pQCD
expectations at high Q2, allows to parameterize F2 over the whole phase space in Q2 and x at
the expense of introducing 23 free parameters to be determined from a fit to experimental data
[Ab90, Ab97]. F2 is decomposed in two terms describing the contribution from Reggeon and
Pomeron exchange:

where the first term accounts for the Pomeron exchange and the second term for the exchange
of a conventional trajectory (p,w, ... ), i.e. a Reggeon. In case of the total 'Y p cross-section
the above parameterization together with X = 0.0677mb, ( = 0.0808, Y = 0.129mb and
T/ = 0.4525 provides a good description of ulo~measured at HERA [De94, Ai95]. A similar
analysis has been presented by Cudell et al. [Cu96], who determined the Pomeron intercept to
be 1.096~g:gb~instead of 1.0808 which was obtained by Donnachie and Landshoff.
This Regge ansatz was extended to virtual photons to investigate the contribution of non-
perturbative mechanisms at larger values in Q2 [D094]. The proton structure function is

Fi = ~C(t)x·;(')(1 _ x)b;(t) (2.91)
2 Q2 + m5 I I

with t = 1 + (~;;=nand t = In (In Q2it~). CR, bR, aR and bp are assumed to be of the
In~

form p(t) = PI + (PI - P2)tP' and Cp, ap of p(t) = PI + (PI - P2) C+I,ps - 1).



In contrast, the approa.ch taken by Gluck, Reya and Vogt is very different from those of con-
ventional QCD analyses [GI94]. The assumption is made that at a very low starting scale of
Q~ = 0.34 GeV2, the nucleon consists entirely of valence-like quarks and gluons. The parton
distributions are then evolved using a next-to-Ieading order (NLO) DGLAP calculation. The
observed rise of F2 with decreasing x is generated dynamically which appears very close to the
starting scale. Q, is very large in this region which is subject to some debate. It was shown that
including charm quark mass effects provides a more successful prediction rather than massless
charm evolutions. The ansatz taken by GRV describes the rapid rise of F2 with decreasing x
down to Q2 = 1.5 GeV2 reasonably well based on the F2 measurements at HERA. The most
recent parameterization is denoted by GRV94.

Schildknecht, Spiesberger, - ScSp

A formula.tion of F2 in the framework of the genera.lized vector dominance model is presented
by providing explicit expressions for I7T and I7L [Sc97aJ. Using F2 = £(I7T + I7L) the following
expression for F2 is obtained:

where N = 1.48, m~ = 0.89Gev2, ( = 0.171 and a = 15.1. These parameters were obtained
from fits to HI and ZEUS data in the range of Q2 < 350GeV2.
The authors remark that refinements to their GVDM ansatz following an old idea [San] are
necessary such as the treatment of the charm contri bution to F2 and the low energy behavior
of photoproduction.

2.3.5 Motivation to explore the low-x-Iow-Q2 region

In 1994, the HI [Ai96] and ZEUS [De96aJ collaborations extended the measurement of F2 down
to Q2 values of 1.5 GeV2. One of the most interesting features of those data is the persistence
of the rapid rise of F2 with decreasing x to the lowest Q2. The perturbative QCD (pQCD)
predictions of Gluck, Reya and Vogt (GRV) (Section 2.3.4) are in broad agreement with this
observation. At fixed Q2, the rapid rise of F2 with decreasing x is equivalent to a rapid rise
of the total virtual-photon proton cross-section, 177::, with the 'Y'p center-of-mass energy W
(W2 ~ Q2/ X in this kinematic regime). In contrast to the W dependence of 177::, the total cross-
section for real photon-proton scattering (photoproduction, with Q2 = 0) shows only a modest
rise with W, consistent with the energy behavior of the total pp cross-section. Regge theory
(Section 2.3.3) has been used successfully by, e.g., Donnachie and Landshoff (DL) (Section 2.3.4)
to describe the energy dependence of the total cross-section for hadron-hadron scattering and
real photon-proton scattering. However, their prediction for virtual photon-proton scattering
fails to describe the data for Q2 ~ 1.5GeV2. At high W, 177:: can be described by a power law
behavior, 177:: ex W2\ For Q2 ~ 1.5 GeV2, the power>. is between 0.15 and 0.35.
A transition between the domain of non-perturbative QCD ('soft') and perturbative QCD
('hard') is therefore expected. The investigation of this transition region by measuring the
proton structure function F2 and the total virtual-photon proton cross-section 17t,: respectively,
is the main motivation of this thesis as briefly outlined in the introduction.

Badelek, Kwiecinski - BK

F2 is represented using the generalized vector dominance model [Ba90]. The three lightest
vector mesons are summed explicitly whereas the contribution of all higher mass vector meson
states with m~ > Q~ are determined by the structure function F!.s in the large Q2 region
and is assumed to be given. F2(x,Q2) is then given as the sum of a vector meson part and a
parton ic part:

where x = (Q2 + Q~)/(s + Q2 - m~ + Q~). The value of Q~ is chosen such that Q~ > (m~ )m.r,
where (mv )m.r is the mass of the heaviest vector meson included in the sum of light vector
mesons (Q~ = 1.2GeV2). The authors stress that apart from Q~ which is constrained by
physical requirements, the proposed representation of F2 does not contain any free parameters
apart from those included in F2AS.

2.3.6 DIS experiments

Figure 2.4 shows the kinematic coverage in the Q2 -x plane for fixed-target experiments (NMC,
BCDMS, E665, SLAC, CCFR) and the range covered by the HERA experiments HI and ZEUS
in 1993 and 1994.
Fixed-target experiments in various laboratories (SLAC, FN AL and CERN) were carried out
with a variety of lepton beams (e,J.l, and v) on a stationary target.
The SLAC experiments concentrated on structure function measurements using an electron
beam of 2.65GeV to 20GeV on a hydrogen and deuterium target.
Using a muon beam of 100, 120,200 and 280 GeV on a hydrogen target, the BCDMS (Bologna,
CERN, Dubna, Munich, Saclay) collaboration investigated the region of 0.06 < x < 0.8 and
7.0 < Q2 < 260 GeV2. The NMC (New Muon Collaboration) experiment at CERN explored
the scattering of muons of 90 GeV to 280 GeV on a liquid hydrogen target. The kinematic range
covered amounts to 0.006 < x < 0.6 and 0.5 < Q2 < 55 GeV2.
The E665 collaboration at FN AL took data using 400 to 500 GeV muons using liquid hydrogen
and deuterium targets. An extension of the fixed-target kinematic region down to 0.0008 in x

Adel, Barreiro, Yndurain - ABY

A parameterization for F2 at small x is presented extending a high Q2 QCD-inspired ansatz
into the low Q2 region [Ad96aJ. The assumption is made that at low values of Q2 F2 can be
written in terms of a soft as well as a hard component. The evolution of Ct, is modified such
that it saturates at a finite value when going to low values of Q2 . The proposed description of
F2 is gi ven as follows:

Gliick, Reya, Vogt - GRV

Purely QCD based F2 parameterizations such as the global fit analysis performed by MRS and
CTEQ start with a certain functional form for the quark and gluon distributions. These are
then evolved using the DGLAP evolution equations with a starting scale Q~ = 3 - 5 GeV2.
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of the neutral current ep scattering process with the final state electron
and the hadronic final state.

scattered under a polar angle 0: having an energy E:. The hadronic final state consists of the
current jet under the angle "( and the proton remnant jet which, in the Quark-Parton Model,
originate from the fragmentation of the struck quark and the proton remnant, respectively. In
the ZEUS coordinate system (Section 4.1), the four vectors of the initial and final state of the
process elk) + P(p) -+ elk') + X(p') are given as follows:

Figure 2.4: Kinematic coverage in the Q2 - x plane for various fixed-target expel-iments and
the HERA collider experiments HI and ZEUS as of 1994.

and 0.23 GeV2 in Q2 was possible. A neutrino beam of 30 < Ev < 600 GeV on an iron target
is used in the CCFR experiment at FNAL which allowed a measurement of structure functions
as low as 0.01 in x.
The HERA experiments provided a drastic increase of the available kinematic region by almost
two order of magnitude in x and Q2 due to the much larger center-of-mass energy at HERA
compared to the fixed-target experiments. The region of very small values in x (10-6 < X <
10-4) and Q2 (Q2 < 1.5GeV2) has not been covered by any experiment before 1994. A
me<l.Surementof the proton structure function F2 at HI and ZEUS with an upgrade of both
detectors in 1995 allowed to investigate this unexplored region which was referred to in the last
sections as the transition region.

( ~. ) k' ( E; s~n~~ C?s ¢; ) p ( E; ) p' = (Eh P~~h)o E. SIl1 O. SIl1 ¢. 0 Eh PY,h
-E. E: cosO: Ep LhPZ,h

where E:, 0: and ¢: are the energy, polar angle and azimuthal angle of the scattered electron
and Eh Eh and (Eh PX,h, Lh PI',h,Lh PZ,h) are the energy and momentum of the hadronic final
state system X which requires a summation over all hadronic final state particles h.
The following provides an overview of various reconstruction methods including a comparison
of these methods to perform an inclusive measurement at low Q2.

The accurate reconstruction of the Lorentz-invariant variables x, y and Q2 is one of the major
ingredients in measuring F2(x, Q2) and otr. The final state in NC eP -+ eX scattering con-
sists of the scattered electron and the hadronic final state system X. Both systems alone or
any combination among them can be used to reconstruct the event kinematics. Aiming at a
precision measurement of F2(x,Q2) and 07:/ at low Q2, places tight constraints on the recon-
struction of the kinematic variables x, y and Q2, on the choice of the kinematic reconstruction
methods and therefore on the measurable quantities. This then defines the requirements of an
experimental configuration with which a measurement of F2(x, Q2) and 070'/ with high precision
at low Q2 can be achieved. It is therefore of vital importance to obtain a solid understanding
of kinematic reconstruction methods before discussing the requirements on the experimental
device to perform a measurement at low Q2 (Chapter 5). The main emphasis in the following
discussion will be placed on the region of low Q2.
Figure 2.5 shows, to lowest order perturbation theory, the ep process with the final state electron

The Electron method is the prime method in ep scattering experiments to reconstruct the event
kinematics. This method relies solely on the final state electron. It is therefore applicable to
NC events only. Using the above four vectors for the initial and final state electron, k and k',
the kinematic variables x, y and Q2 in terms of E: and 0: yield the following expressions:

,E: COS2~

Ep(1 - f. sin2 ~)

E: ( II' ) E: . 2 0:1 - - 1 - cos u = 1 - - SIl1 -
2E. • E. 2

, , , 8' P}e
2E.E.(1 + cosO.) =4E.E.cos2-2• =--'-

1 - Y.

These expressions can be used to plot Q2 as a function of x keeping either E: or 0: fixed. This
is essential in order to understand which values in E: and 0: correspond to which region in the



P}h - (E - pz)~
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F(1- COsl')

2E.
F2 sin2 I'
1 - YJB

low Q2, a good angular resolution is therefore necessary. This method is restricted as well by
the limited acceptance of a particular detector for e: -+ 1800 and I' -+ 1800•

The E method uses the energy and angular information of the scattered electron and I:h (Eh -

PZ,h) from the hadronic final state. The divergence in Y for Y -+ 1 is no longer present. The
angular resolution is for 0: -+ 1800 the dominant contribution of the resolution in both x and
Q2. Both the measurement of the electron as well as the measurement of Eh(Eh - PZ,h) is
restricted due to possible detector acceptance limitations.
To explore the region of small values in x and Q2, a particular detector has to provide an
acceptance for very large scattering angles of the scattered electron and/or the angle I' which
can be associated with the scattering angle of the current jet. It requires to measure the
energy and angle of the scattered electron and/or of the current jet with high precision. These
constraints are of vital importance in the actual design of a particular detector to provide an
acceptance for very small values in x and Q2. This will be discussed in detail in section 5.3.

In the Naive Quark-Parton model, t.he energy F and the polar angle I' correspond t.o the energy
and polar angle of the struck quark. The angle I' can therefore be associated with the angle of
the current jet.
Using the above formulas, the kinematic variables can then be re-written in terms of F and T

These expressions can be used in the same manner as for the Electron method to plot Q2 as a
function of x keeping either F or I' fixed:

Q2(X,I')
sx

(2.111)
1 + (!t;)cot2b/2)

sx(1 - L)
Q2(X, F) =

zE. (2.112)1-(b.)
zE.

Figure 2.6 shows isolines of constant energy F (c) and constant polar angle I' (d) as well as
lines of constant Y values (1, 0.1, 0.01).
For Q2 < 1 Gey2 and x < 10-4, the polar angle I' is well above 1600 and reaches quickly the
detector acceptance limits for Y -+ 1. The energy F is in this region well below the electron
beam energy of 27.5 Ge V. For Q2 < 1 Ge y2 and x > 10-4, the angle I' is larger com pared to
x < 10-4 which avoids the problem of reaching the detector acceptance limits. The energy F
remains below 27.5GeV for x < E./Ep•

The above expressions for F and I' can be used as well to determine the dependencies of the
kinematic variables on the measured quantities F and 1'. The relative errors of the kinematic
variables are given as follows:

(6xJB)

XJ8

(6
YlB)

YJB

(6~}B)
QlB

(_1_) 6FF67 [2 cot I' + (2YJB -1) cot (2)] h
1 - YJB 1 - YJB 2

6F (I')Ii 67 cot 2" 61'

(2 - YJB) 6F [ ( YJB) (1')]--- -F 67 2cotl'+ --- cot - 61'
1 - YJB 1 - YlB 2

The resolution in XJB and Q}B diverges for YJB -+ 1 and no longer for YlB -+ 0 as it is the
case for the Electron method. For large values of the angle 1', the resolution in XJB and Q}B
is dominated by the angular resolution. A precise angular measurement of the hadronic final
state at low Q2 is necessary. The reconstruction of Y using the Jacquet-Blondel method has
the clear advantage that no divergent terms in Y for Y -+ 0 are present.
Besides the electron method and the Jacquet-Blondel method, two other methods are commonly
used.
The Double Angle method reconstructs the kinematic variables using the angles e: and 1'. It
shows a degradation of the resolution in both x and Q2 for very large angles of 0: and 1'. At



kinematic Q2 -;r planc. Figure 2.6 shows isolines of constant electron energy (a.) and consta.nt
scattering angles (b) as well as lines of constant y values (1,0.1,0.01). Those curves can be
determined using the following formulas:

sx

1 + (x~)tan2(~)
E'

sx(l- d
l-(;c~)
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Small electron energies give rise to high y values. The kinematic limit y = 1 as shown in Figure
2.6, is given by Q2 = sx, i.e. the kinematic limit is determined by the center-of-mass energy.
The low Q2 region can only be reached if one measures the final state electron under very
large angles 0:. For Q2 < 1Gey2, the energy of the scattered electron is limited to be below
the electron beam energy of 27.5 GeY for x < E.I Ep which is known as the kinematic peak
position x = E.I Ep. In this region the lines of constant y values are essentially parallel to lines
of constant energy of the scattered electron. Going from small values of the scattered electron
energy towards the kinematic peak point, the isolines start to be further apart from each other
compared to the region of small electron energies. This indicates that small changes in E: lead
to large changes of the kinematic variables.
The above expressions can be used to determine the dependencies of the kinematic variables
on the measured quantities E; and 0:. The relative errors of the kinematic variables are given
as follows:
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Figure 2.6: The dashed lines represent lines of constant y values {l, 0.1, O.OI}. The electron
beam energy amounts to 27.5 Ge V whereas the proton beam energy is 820 Ge V. [salines of
constant electron energies (5-30 Ge V in steps of5 Ge V and 40,50, 100,200 Ge V) (a) I electron
scattering angles (30· - 150· in steps of30· and 170·,175·,177·, 179·) (b), jet energies (5-
30 Ge V in steps of 5 Ge V and 50, 100, 500 Ge V) (c) and hadronic angles (5. - 45· in steps of
10· and 90·,135·,150·,170·,175·) (d).

The resolution in x. and y. diverges for Y. -+ O. The effect of Y. -+ 0 is to enhance the relative
error of the energy measurement. The Electron method is therefore restricted to the region
of high y values due to the singular structure of the resolution in x. and Y. for Y. -+ O. The
lower bound in y. for which the resolution in x. and Y. is still acceptable highly depends on
the resolution with which the energy of the scattered electron can be measured.
The resolution in Q~ divergcs for 0: -+ 180·. The angular resolution at high values of the
electron scattering angle 0: is the dominant contribution for the resolution in Q2. 0: -+ 180·
requires the capability of a particular detector to measure the energy and angle of the scattered
electron under very large angles.
A precise measurement of x, y and Q2 at low Q2, using the Electron method, requires therefore
a precise energy and angular measurement at large electron scattering angles 0: and restrict its
usage to a region of high y values.

particles in dead areas of a detector such as beam pipe holes. It was shown in [Ja79] that the
transverse momentum P},h = (Lh PX,hj2 + (Eh PY,h)2 as well as the difference of the energy and
the longitudinal momentum of the hadronic final state (E - PZ)h = Eh( Eh - PZ,h) satisfy these
requirements. Using the above four vectors with P' = (Eh Eh; Eh PX,h, Eh PY,h, Lh PZ,h) and
the definitions for the kinematic variables, one finds:

XJB
Qh (2.104)
SYJB

YJB
(E - PZ)h

(2.105)
2E.
2

Q~B
--.!!I.L

(2.106)
1 - YJB

Jacquet-Blondel Method

The Jacquet-Blondel method provides a reconstruction of the kinematic variables using the
hadronic final state only. This requires that the reconstructed kinematic variables are inde-
pendent of the final state fragmentation process as well as insensitive to the loss of final state

PT,h as well as (E - PZ)h can be used to define the energy F and the polar angle "y [Be91] of a
massless object which describes the hadronic final state:

F = P},h + (E - pz)~
2(E - PZ)h



Chapter 3

Figure 3.1: The 'Volkspark'in Hamburg surrounded by the HERA collider shown with the ZEUS
experiment located in the South experimental hall (5). The pre-accelerator PETRA, enclosing
the main DESY site, is shown in the foreground.

HERA, the Hadron-Elektron-Ring-Anlage (Figure 3.1), is the world's first electron-proton
collider located at the DESY laboratory in Hamburg, Germany.



HERA

0' ~ ~p HERA parameters Design Values I Values of 1995
e-ring I p-ring Ie-ring p-ring

Circumference (m) 6336
Energy (GeV) 30 820 27.5 820
Center-of-mass energy (GeV) 314 300
Injection energy (GeV) 14 40 12 40
Injection time (min) 15 20 45 60
Energy loss per turn (MeV) 127 1.4· 10 lU 127 1.4 .10-10

Current (mA) 58 160 30 55
Magnetic field (T) 0.165 4.65 0.165 4.65
Number of bunches 210 210 174+15 174+6
Bunch crossing time (ns) 96
Horizontal beam size (mm) 0.301 0.276 0.239 0.185
Vertical beam size (mm) 0.067 0.087 0.055 0.058
Longitudinal beam size (mm) 0.8 11 0.8 11
Specific luminosity (cm -lS mA-l) 3.6. 1029 5.0· lQ'I!'
Instantaneous luminosity (cm -lS ) 1.6· 10°' 4.3·103u
Integrated luminosity per year (pb- fa) 35 12.5The proposal for an ep-facility in Europe was approved in April 1984. The first ep-collisions

were observed on October 19th 1991 at a center-of-mass energy of vs = 152GeV. HERA began
its operation to study inelastic electron-proton scattering with the two collider experiments HI
and ZEUS in spring 1992 at an electron beam energy of 26.6 GeV and a proton beam energy
of 820 GeV which yields a center-of-mass energy of vs = 295 GeV.
The HERA collider consists of two storage rings to accommodate at its design performance
30 GeV electrons or positrons and 820 GeV protons. Figure 3.2 shows the layout of the HERA
accelerator complex. The HERA tunnel which is located 15-30 m below ground consists offour
90· arcs and 360 m long straight sections in between. The energy of the electron beam at its
design value of 30 GeV is limited by the radio frequency power which is needed to compensate
the energy loss due to synchrotron radiation. The magnetic field of the bending sections of
the electron storage ring amounts to 0.165T. Superconducting magnets are used for the proton
storage ring. They are cooled with liquid and gaseous helium which is distributed around
the HERA ring by a central He-plant located on the DESY site. The proton beam energy of
820GeV (design value) is limited by the 4.65T bending field of the dipole magnets! [Wi82].
The HERA collider allows to accommodate two collider experiments, HI in the North experi-
mental hall and ZEUS in the South experimental hall, as seen on Figure 3.2. In both interaction
regions, electrons and protons are brought to collisions head-on at zero crossing angle. In ad-
dition, two fixed-target experiments, HERMES in the East experimental hall and HERA-B2 in
the West experimental hall, have been installed.
The HERMES experiment [HE93] is designed to explore the spin structure of the nucleons
by employing inelastic scattering of longitudinally polarized electrons or positrons on polar-
ized gas jet targets such as hydrogen, deuterium or He3• Spin rotators which are installed
before and after the EAST experimental hall are used to cause a spin flip of transverse and
longitudinal polarized electrons, respectively. The naturally occurring transverse polarization
within an electron storage ring described by the Sokolov-Ternov effect [Te64] is the basis of this
experiment.

The HERA-B experiment [HB94] aims to study Cl'-violation in the BOBO-system using a wire
target in the halo of of the HERA proton beam for the production of B-mesons.
Figure 3.2 shows the HERA accelerator complex. The injection of protons start with a H-
50 MeV linear accelerator. Before injecting the H- -ions into the DESY III storage ring, the
H--ions are stripped. The DESY III storage ring is then filled with 11 bunches with a bunch
spacing of 96 ns which is identical to the HERA bunch spacing and accelerated to 7.5 GeV. The
proton bunches are then transferred to the PETRA II storage ring. 70 bunches are accumulated
within PETRA II and accelerated to 40 GeV. Finally, the proton bunches are transferred to
HERA. This procedure is repeated three times until HERA is filled with 210 proton bunches
which takes about 20 minutes at design performance. Within HERA, the proton bunches are
accelerated to 820 GeV.
The electron (positron) injection begins with a 500 MeV linear accelerator to fill a small storage
ring, the positron intensity accumulator (PIA), with a single bunch of about 60 mA. This bunch
is then transferred to DESY II, accelerated to 7 GeV and afterwards injected into the PETRA
II storage ring until 70 bunches are accumulated. Within PETRA II, the electron (positron)
bunches are accelerated to 14GeV and afterwards transferred to HERA. This procedure is
repeated until HERA is filled with 210 electron (positron) bunches which takes about 15 minutes
at design performance. The electron (positron) bunches are then accelerated to their final
energy. The design performance of HERA is summarized in Table 3.1.

ISomefeasibilitystudies havenbeen made to investigatethe possibilityof raising the proton beam energy
up to ITeV [H097].

'The HERA-Bexperimenthas not been fullycompletedat the time of writing this thesis.

During the HERA run in the year 1994, severe lifetime problems of the electron beam were
observed. The maximum electron current was limited to 25 mA and the typical lifetime was only
two to three hours. The reason for this effect is most likely due to capturing positively charged
dust which originates from ion getter pumps from the HERA electron vacuum system by the
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run with st.able beam conditions started at around 18:30.
The performance of various detector components within an experiment such as ZEUS depends
crucially on t.he reliabilit.y of t.he collideI' operation. This is important in particular for de-
tector components which are installed close to the HERA electron and proton beams. The
injection, dumping and accidental loss of the HERA beams are potential periods during the
accelerator operation which can lead to significant higher background rates compared to the
normal luminosity operation in between. The dumping scheme for the protons consists of a
fast kicker magnet. system which is installed in the West area of the HERA collideI'. Such a
dumping scheme does not exist for the electron beam and one relies on other procedures [H09?].
Some of them have been shown to cause a significant radiation background for the Beam Pipe
Calorimeter (BPC) at ZEUS (Chapter 5) as will be discussed in detail in section 7.2. This has
raised the question to install a kicker magnet system for the electron beam as well [Wi96].

'00 'so 200
Days of running

Figure 3.3: Integrated luminosity delivered by HERA plotted as a function of time in days from
the years 1993 until 1997.

electron beam. In 1994, the HERA operation was therefore changed to accelerate positrons
instead of electrons which resulted in a much larger lifetime of typically eight hours [DESY94].
The HERA runs during the years 1995 to 1997 were carried out as well using positrons instead
of electrons. The main parameters of the HERA operation in 1995 can be seen from Table 3.l.
During the HERA run in 1995, HERA was operated with 174 colliding bunches, 15 positron-
pilot bunches and 6 proton-pilot bunches.
Figure 3.3 shows the HERA integrated luminosity from 1993 until 1997. It shows a continuous
increase of the integrated luminosity delivered by HERA.
A typical HERA luminosity running period over 24 hours is shown in Figure 3.4 with the
positron and proton current in mA plotted as a function of time in hours (h). It shows the end
of a luminosity run at around 10:45. After the subsequent new fill of protons and positrons which
started at approximately 12:45 and 16:15 respectively, both beams were lost which required a
new fill of protons and positrons at around 14:30 and 17:30, respectively. A new luminosity
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Figure 3.4: Electron and proton current (in mAl within HERA as a function of time (in h)
durin.g a typical 24 h luminosity operation.



Chapter 4

The ZEUS detector at HERA is a general purpose magnetic detector which has been in op-
eration since 1992 [Ho93]. It has been designed to study various aspects of electron-proton
scattering. The design incorporates the large forward-backward asymmetry of the ep final-state
system due to the significant difference in the energy of the electron and proton beam which
results in a center-of-mass system which is moving in direction of the proton beam relative to
the lab-frame system. The ZEUS detector consists of various sub-components to characterize
the ep final-state in terms of energy, direction and type of the produced final-state particles,
i.e. hadrons and leptons.
The coordinate system of the ZEUS detector is a right-handed coordinate system with the
origin (X = y = Z = 0) at the nominal interaction point, the Z axis pointing in the proton
beam direction, the Y axis pointing upwards and the X axis pointing horizontally towards the
center of HERA. The polar angle 8 is measured with respect to the positive Z axis and the
azimuthal angle </> relative to the positive X axis. Thus, the polar angle of the proton and
electron beam is equal to D· and 180·, respectively.
Figure 4.1 and 4.2 show a cross-section of the ZEUS detector along and perpendicular to the
beam direction, respectively.
The tracking system consists of a cylindrical drift chamber (CTD) which surrounds the inter-
action point. In the forward direction, three sets of planar drift chambers (FTD) are installed
with transition radiation detectors (TRD) in between. A single arrangement of one planar
drift chamber with three layers (RTD) is installed in the rear direction. This tracking system
provides the necessary tracking information, i.e. the measurement of the momentum and direc-
tion of electrons and charged hadrons which allows a precise determination of the event vertex.
Using the TRD as well as dE/dx measurements among the CTD provides some means of par-
ticle identification. The whole tracking system is enclosed by a superconducting solenoid which
produces an axial magnetic field of 1.43 T. A vertex detector (VXD) which was in operation
until 1994 was removed during the winter shutdown 1995/96.
The tracking system is surrounded by a high resolution uranium calorimeter (UeAL) which
is the prime device for the energy measurement of electrons and hadrons. It is subdivided
into three parts: the forward calorimeter (FCAL), the barrel calorimeter (BCAL) and the rear
calorimeter (RCAL). A small angle rear tracking detector (SRTD) in mounted in front of the
RCAL and covers an area of 68 x 68cm2• Presampler detectors, RPRES and FPRES, which
consist of single layers of scintillator plates, are installed in front of the RCAL and FCAL
modules.
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An iron yoke made of 7.3 cm thick iron plates surrounds the main calorimeter (UCAL) which
provides a return path for the solenoid magnetic field flux. It is instrumented with proportional
chambers to provide a measurement of energy leakage from the main calorimeter and serves
therefore as a backing calorimeter (BAC). The iron yoke itself is magnetized to 1.6 T by copper
coils to deflect muons. Limited streamer tubes are mounted inside and outside of the barrel
(BMUI, BMUO) and the rear (RMUI, RMUO) iron yoke and are used for the muon momentum
measurement. In the forward direction, limited streamer tubes which are mounted on the inside
of the iron yoke (FMUI) as well as drift chambers and limited streamer tubes (FMUO) mounted
outside the iron yoke are used for the forward muon momentum measurement within a toroidal
magnetic field of 1.7T which is produced by two iron toroids.
An iron/scintillator vetowall at Z = -7.3 m is used to reject beam-related background. Two
lead/scintillator electromagnetic calorimeters in the electron beam direction at Z = -34 m and
Z = -107m are used to measure electrons from bremsstrahlung and photoproduction events
and photons from bremsstrahlung events, used for the luminosity determination at ZEUS, and
radiative events, respectively.
In the forward direction, a lead/scintillator counter at Z = 5.1 m, the proton remnant tagger
(PRT), allows to obtain information about the hadronic final state in the forward direction
for a range in pseudorapidityl of 4.3 < T) < 5.8. A leading proton spectrometer (LPS) at
Z = 26 - 96 m is used to measure very forward scattered protons (transverse momentum
< 1GeY /c) using six stations of silicon strip detectors which are mounted very close to the
beam. A forward neutron calorimeter (FNC) of a lead/scintillator sandwich type is installed
at Z = 105.6m to detect very forward produced neutrons.
In 1995, the ZEUS-experiment at HERA significantly enhanced the kinematic coverage for low
Q2 and low x e+p scattering by extending the acceptance for small positron scattering angles
in the rear direction. The upgrade included the modification of the beam pipe with low mass
exit windows and the installation of a small electromagnetic sampling calorimeter, the Beam
Pipe Calorimeter (BPC) (Chapter 5), to explore the region in Q2 of 0.11 ~ Q2 ~ 0.65 Gey2•

A shift of two rear uranium calorimeter (RCAL) modules and the small rear tracking detector
(SRTD) closer to the beam, extended the Q2 coverage of the main detector down to 0.65 Gey2•

The following sections provide a brief description of those detector components which are
relevant for the physics analysis presented in this thesis.

IThe p.eudorapidity i. defined as 'I = -In(tan~) with e the polar angle associated to the hadronic final
.tate.

The three parts of the ZEUS calorimeter [An91, De91, Be93], FCAL, BCAL and RCAL, cover
the polar angle regions of 2.2° to 39.9°, 36.7° to 129.1°, and 128.1° to 176.5° respectively.
The ZEUS calorimeter is a sampling calorimeter which consists of alternating layers of 3.3 mm
thick depleted uranium and 2.6 mm thick plastic scintillator plates (SCSN38). The calorimeter
provides compensation, i.e. the energy response to electrons and hadrons is equalized (e/ h =
1.00 ± 0.02). Compensation is of particular importance for the energy resolution of hadrons.
Under test-beam conditions, the energy resolution was measured to be us/ E = 0.35/v'E for
hadrons and us/ E = 0.18/v'E for electrons with the impact energy E in GeY.
The three calorimeter parts are subdivided into single modules (Figure 4.3). The 32 BCAL
modules (Figure 4.2) have a wedge-shaped design. Each module covers an angle of 11.25° in
<1>. Each calorimeter module is transversally separated into towers which are longitudinally
subdivided into one electromagnetic (EMC) and two (one in RCAL) hadronic sections (HAC1,
HAC2). Each EMC section is further segmented transversally into four cells for the FCAL
and SCAL and two cells for the RCAL. Each cell is read out on two sides (Figure 4.3) by
wavelength shifters which are coupled to photomultiplier tubes. The energy information within
one cell measured on two sides of each cell provides a means of position reconstruction of the
incoming particle, uniformity in the response and redundancy for the readout system. 3 x 3 cm2

silicon diodes are installed at a longitudinal depth of 3 Xo in the RCAL to' provide a way to
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dE/dx of charged particles within the gas-chamber volume of the CTD provides in addition a
means of particle identification.
The CTD is a cylindrical drift chamber. Its active volume has a length of 205 cm, an inner
radius of 18.2cm and an outer radius of 79.4 cm. It has a polar angle coverage of 150 < 9 < 1640

and a full coverage of the azimuthal angle <p. The chamber is filled with a mixture of argon,
CO2 and ethane. Figure 4.4 shows the cross-section of an octant of the CTD. The CTD is
designed as a multi-cell stereo superlayer chamber. It consists of nine superlayers which are
built out of single cells with eight sense wires each. The number of cells increases from the
first superlayer having 32 cells to 96 cells for the last superlayer. The CTD in total consists of
576 cells with 4608 sense wires and 24192 field wires. Superlayers labeled with odd numbers as
shown in Figure 4.4 have sense wires which run parallel to the beam axis whereas even labeled
superlayers have sense wires which are declined by a certain angle with respect to the beam
axis. The angles of inclination are drawn on the bottom of each superlayer, as shown in Figure
4.4. The superlayers 1, 3 and 5 are instrumented with a z-by-timing system for trigger purposes
(O'z ~ 4 cm). The resolution of the CTD in r - <p is about 230/-lm. The momentum resolution
amounts to ~ = 0.005 . p EB 0.0016 (p in GeV /c) for long tracks. The interaction vertex is

p
measured on an event-by-event basis with a typical resolution along (transverse) to the beam
direction of 0.4(0.1) cm.

discriminate electromagnetic from hadronic showers.
In the forward and rear direction, the calorimeter modules have a non-projective geometry, i.e.
the modules are planar and perpendicular with respect to the beam axis (Figure 4.1). In the
barrel region, only the EMC sections are projective in the polar angle. The HAC towers of the
BCAL are as well non-projective.
The large forward-backward asymmetry of the ep-final state is reflected in the depth of the
three components of the ZEUS calorimeter which is significantly larger in case of the FCAL
(7A)2 compared to the RCAL (4A). Besides the energy measurement of hadrons and electrons,
the ZEUS calorimeter provides very accurate timing information. The timing resolution for
a single calorimeter cell is better than O't = 1.5/VE EB 0.5ns above 3GeV. This provides a
powerful tool to reject background events already at the trigger level.
The natural radioactivity of U238provides a very stable reference signal for calibration purposes.
The calibration of the photomultiplier tubes is monitored with the signal from the radioactivity
of the uranium to a precision of < 0.2%.

The determination of the luminosity is a major ingredient to measure a cross-section in a high
energy physics experiment. Knowing the theoretical cross-section for a certain process, one can
determine the luminosity by measuring the rate with which this particular process occurs.
The luminosity of ep-collisions is measured at ZEUS by the rate of hard bremsstrahlung photons
form the Bethe-Heitler process ep -t e"'(p [Be34J. From QED, this cross-section is known to an
accuracy of 0.5%. Thus, a precise measurement of the photon rate allows to precisely determine
the ep-Iuminosity at HERA.
Photons of the Bethe-Heitler process for ()..,< 0.5 mrad exit the beam pipe through a Cu - Be
window at Z = -92 m and are being detected at Z = -107 m by a lead/scintillator calorimeter
(LUMIG) [An92, Pi93j (Figure 4.5). The energy resolution amounts to 18%/VE under test

The central-tracking detector (CTD) [F093] provides a measurement of the direction and mo-
mentum of charged particles with high precision. A measurement of the mean energy loss
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beam conditions. A carbon/lead filter which is installed in front of the LUMIG detector for
shieldi ng against synchrotron radiation reduces the achieved energy resolution under test-beam
conditions to 23%/VE. Two layers of orthogonal 1cm wide scintillator strips are installed
within the LUMIG detector at a depth of 7Xo and provide a means of position reconstruction
of the incoming photon. The position resolution has been determined to be 0.2 cm in X and Y.
Besides determining the position and energy of hard photons resulting from the Bethe-Heitler
process, the LUMIG detector is used in addition to measure photons from initial-state-radiation
processes.
A small electromagnetic lead/scintillator (LUMIE) [An92, Pi93j calorimeter at Z = -35 m
detects electrons for energies between 7 and 20 GeY which are produced under polar angles
less than 5 mrad with respect to the electron beam direction. These electrons are deflected by
the HERA magnet system and leave the beam pipe at Z = -27 m (Figure 4.5). The energy
resolution has been determined to be 18%/VE under test-beam conditions. The electron
LUMIE detector allows to tag photoproduction events in a limited kinematic range of 0.2 <
y < 0.6 and Q2 < 0.01 Gey2 by measuring the electron scattered under very small angles.

clock cycles a particular event and sends its information to a global first level trigger (GFLT).
The GFLT issues a global trigger decision based on various logical combinations among the
components input which takes additional 20 bunch crossings. In case of a positive trigger
decision, the data stored in pipelines of each component are read out and processed further.
The first level trigger at ZEUS is designed to reduce the input rate below 1kHz.

The second-level trigger (SLT) is designed to reduce the input rate of at most 1kHz to below
100 Hz. Each component has its own local second-level trigger which stores the data to be
analyzed in a memory buffer. The component SLTs are based on a network of programmable
transputers. Sophisticated algorithms can be used to identify and reject background events.
The result of the local SLTs are combined in the global second level trigger (GSLT) [Uin] to
execute a final decision.

Once a positive decision of the GSLT has been issued, the data from each component is sent to
the Eventbuilder to combine the component data in one single data set. The Eventbuilder makes
the event information accessible to the third level trigger (TLT) and formats the components
data in the ADAMO format [Gr89] which is used at the TLT and in the off-line reconstruction
and analysis.

The TLT consists of a processor farm of Silicon Graphics CPUs. Part of the off-line reconstruc-
tion code runs on this processor farm to filter out ep-physics events to reduce the input rate to
a few Hz.

Events which are accepted by the TLT are written to tape. After the TLT, the amount of data
to be stored is less than 0.5 MBytes/s.

The ZEUS detector with its subcomponents has a total of 250000 readout channels. The
majority of events which leave a detectable signal in these subcomponents are not ep events.
The total interaction rate is dominated by interactions of the proton beam with the residual
gas in the beam pipe with a rate on the order of 10 - 100kHz whereas the rate for ep physics
events is only a few Hz. Other sources of non ep physics events are beam halo interactions,
electron beam gas interactions and cosmic ray events.
A sophisticated trigger decision during data taking is necessary to filter out ep physics event
candidates despite the large background rate. Such a trigger decision cannot be executed within
the HERA bunch spacing time of 96 ns.
ZEUS has a three-level trigger system to select potential ep physics event candidates efficiently
II'hile reducing the input rate to a few Hz [Sm89, Yon]. Figure 4.6 shows schematically, the
readout system of each component with the three level trigger system.
To avoid dead time, both the components readout and first-level trigger system are pipelined.
The data are stored in 10.4 MHz pipelines. Each local first level trigger analyzes within 25



Chapter 5

The Beam Pipe Calorimeter (BPC)

The investigation of the transition region between photoproduction and deep-inelastic scattering
at small value of x and large values of W respectively, by measuring the proton structure
function F2(x, Q2) and the total virtual photon-proton cross-section <1i:nW2, Q2) respectively,
is the main focus of this thesis. As pointed out in section 2.3.5, the investigation of this
transition region implies the measurement of a Q2 region (Q2 < 1.5 Gey2), which has not been
covered by the HERA experiments HI [Ai96] and ZEUS [De96aJ until 1994. The following
section will motivate the experimental configuration to achieve such a measurement.
The accurate reconstruction of the Lorentz-i nvariant variables x, y and Q2 is one of the key
steps in measuring F2(x, Q2) and <1i:'p(W2, Q2). The final state in neutral current ep -+ eX
scattering consists of the scattered electron and the hadronic final state X. Both systems alone
or any combination among those can be used to reconstruct the event kinematics (Section 2.4).
Investigating the region in Q2 for Q2 < 1.5 Gey2 requires the measurement of the scattered
electron and/or the current jet under very small angles with respect to the incoming electron
which exceeds the acceptance of the ZEUS detector as of 1994. As discussed in detail in section
2.4, at small values of x and Q2 the energy of the current jet is well below 27.5GeY which
makes it difficult to use the Jacquet-Blondel method in this kinematic region. This is due to
the presence of the ZEUS magnetic field, dead material and the reduced response of the uranium
calorimeter to small hadronic-type energy depositions for the region of finite acceptance as of
1994 at low Q2. A measurement in the low Q2 region using the Jacquet-Blondel method would
require a precise measurement of the scattering angle of the current jet. This is as well the case
for the Double Angle method. The usage of the 2: method would require as well, a very careful
study of the mentioned constraints with respect to the energy measurement of the current jet.
Using the Electron method requires a precise energy and angular measurement of the scattered
electron.
An extension of the detector acceptance in the rear direction of the ZEUS experiment as of 1994
is necessary to cover the region in Q2 of Q2 < 1.5 Gey2. To achieve a precise measurement of F2
at low Q2, the only realistic scenario is to use the Electron method. As mentioned before, the
resolution with which the energy of the scattered electron is going to be measured determines
how far down in y one can use the Electron method (Section 2.4). This will be discussed in
detail in section 5.3. The main focus of this thesis is to investigate the transition region using
the Electron method only.
The following three methods are conceivable to perform a low Q2 measurement as shown in
Figure 5.1. Method 1 requires a small electromagnetic calorimeter to measure the final state

An overview of the physics analysis environment of the ZEUS experiment can be found in
[Ba95a].
Figure 4.7 shows a scheme of the ZEUS off-line and Monte Carlo (MC) programs (Chapter 6)
and their interrelationship. Events are reconstructed by the program ZEPHYR using the data
of each component from either the real detector or MC.
The generation of MC events starts with the program ZDIS which contains a shell environment
to steer various MC generator programs and stores the output data in the ADAMO format.
This provides the proper input for the ZEUS detector simulation program MOZART which is
based on the CERN GEANT program package [Br89]. The program ZGANA is responsible for
the MC trigger simulation.
The program EAZE provides a Fortran based physics analysis environment to read in data from
MC or the real detector, performs selection cuts and writes selected events into histograms or
a data structure called ntuple [Br96b, Br96a]. The program LAZE is an event display program
which allows to view graphically various aspects of the ZEUS detector including, e.g. the tracks
of charged particles in the CTD, energy depositions in the UCAL and several other component
related event quantities.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic description of three methods to study the low Q2 region showing within
the horizontal plane of the ZEUS detector the beam pipe, two small electromagnetic calorimeter
modules (BPC-North and BPC-South) (Method 1) and the main calorimeter (CAL).

Figure 5.2: lsolines of constant polar angles (solid and dashed-dotted lines) and constant energy
of the scattered electron (5, 15 and 25 GeV) (dashed lines). Lines of constant y values (y =
0.01,0.1, 1) are shown as well (dotted lines).

electron under very small angles and thus reaching low values in Q2. Spatial constraints re-
strict the location of such a new detector within the existing ZEUS-detector and therefore the
kinematic coverage in Q2. In Method 2, a hard photon with energy E., in the initial state
(ISR1 events) is measured using the LUMIG photon calorimeter. This results in ep scattering
at reduced center-of-energy and thus at lower values of Q2 keeping the electron scattering angle
fixed. Method 3 requires shifting the event vertex in the direction of the incoming proton. For
a fixed impact position in the RCAL, one obtains smaller angles of the scattered electron and
thus smaller values in Q2. Method 3 is limited by the geometrical acceptance of the RCAL.
The clear advantage of using Method 1 and 2 is that one can use the full data sample at
nominal vertex for a low Q2 analysis. The systematic uncertainties on a measurement of F2
using Method 2 are fairly large (Fr96J. Method 3 is limited to dedicated runs and thus to a
relatively small data sample. In 1995, a shift of two rear uranium calorimeter (RCAL) modules
and the small rear tracking detector (SRTD) closer to the beam, together with a data sample
taken with a shifted event vertex, extended the Q2 coverage of the main detector down to
0.65 Ge y2 which corresponds to the central value of the lowest, single bin in Q2. The two next
Q2 bins are at 0.92 Gey2 [Su97). Employing Method 2 has a similar restriction in Q2.
To investigate the behavior of F2 within the transition region requires a measurement of F2 with
high precision over several bins in Q2 and several bins in x. Only Method 1 could enable such
a measurement. It requires the design, construction and operation of a small electromagnetic
calorimeter. As will be shown in detail in section 5.4.1, spatial constraints for such a calorimeter
within the existing ZEUS detector restrict the kinematic coverage in Q2 to 0.1 < Q2 < 0.8 Gey2.
Together with data taken during the HERA run in 1995 with a shifted event vertex using the
ZEUS RCAL and SRTD, allowed a continuous Q2 coverage of Q2 > 0.IGey2 [Su97J.
Figu re 5.2 shows isolines of constant polar angles of the scattered electron for the case of the
BPC (ZEUS BPC 1995) and the main detector (ZEUS SYTX 1995) in comparison to the
detector acceptance as of 1994 (ZEUS 1994 and ZEUS SYTX 1994).

The design of a small electromagnetic calorimeter, the Beam Pipe Calorimeter (BPC), started
in the summer of 1994. The construction was completed by the spring of 1995. The BPC
participated then successfully for the first time at the 1995 HERA run to collect data for the
first F2 measurement at low Q2 and very low x at ZEUS presented in this thesis2.
The following section provides an overview of basic concepts in calorimetry which are relevant
for the design of a small electromagnetic calorimeter. The requirements on the design are
focused on in section 5.3. The actual design and construction will be discussed in detail in
section 5.4 followed by a brief overview of the readout and trigger electronics, the monitoring
system and the survey of this new component within the existing ZEUS detector.

Principle idea of calorimetry

A calorimeter is conceptually the prime device to measure the energy of high energy particles
[Fa82]. The incident particle deposits its energy within the calorimeter volume which is basically
a block of matter through the formation of a shower of decreasingly lower-energy particles. This
requires that the detector volume is deep enough to absorb the energy of the incident particle.
Most of the deposited energy is dissipated and appears in the form of heat and only a small
fraction of the deposited energy is converted into a measurable signal (e.g. scintillation light,
Cherenkov light or ionization charge) depending on the type of material being used for the
conversion. Provided that this fraction is constant, the measurable signal is proportional to
the energy of the primary particle. Using a particle beam of known incident energy provides a
means of absolute energy scale calibration. A calorimeter offers a variety of unique properties:



• The longitudinal dimension of the detector necessary to absorb the energy E of the
primary particle scales only logarithmically with the energy E.

The deposited energy within the active layers of a sampling calorimeter is only a small fraction
of the total deposited energy. This fraction is known as the sampling fraction Ri:

• The fast time response of calorimeters, depending on the type of readout, allows to accept
very high event rates and provides information for a trigger decision at a very early stage.

• The energy resolution of well designed calorimeters improves with increasing energy and
behaves like !rE/ E ex 1/.JE.

where E~ctiv, and E~••• iv, are the total energies deposited in the active and passive layers,
respectively. The index i denotes the particle type. This fraction amounts to about 4% (i = e,
electrons) for the Beam Pipe Calorimeter. Only a small fraction of the latter is in turn available
to be converted into a measurable signal such as scintillation light.
The mean energy deposition within the active and passive layers due to ionization caused by a
charged particle is given by the Bethe-Bloch formula [R061]:

• The response of a calorimeter depends on the particle type. The shower formation of
hadrons is very different from those of electrons. Together with a spatial and/or longitu-
dinal segmentation of the calorimeter design, employing the different spatial and/or lon-
gitudinal energy depositions of electromagnetic and hadronic showers, provides a means
of electron/hadron separation. In addition, spatial segmentation allows to measure the
impact position of the incident particle.

Calorimeter design

Two calorimeter designs are commonly used. In a homogeneous calorimeter, the whole detector
is made out of one medium which serves as the main absorber as well as the active medium
to produce a measurable signal. Heavy crystals such as BGO (Bi.Ge30I2), NaI (detection
mechanism: scintillation) or lead glass (detection mechanism: Cherenkov light) are well known
materials used for a homogeneous calorimeter. Using individual crystals with a transverse
dimension of typically a few centimeters in a matrix arrangement allows not only to measure
the energy of the incident particle, but also its impact position and respective shower shape.
The energy resolution is superior to other calorimeter designs and is mostly dominated by
instrumental limitations over the intrinsic shower fluctuations. To maintain the capability of
crystal-type calorimeters, to measure electron and photon energies with high precision in a
high-radiation environment such as at LHC3, places very tight constraints on the radiation
hardness and precision calibration [Gr94].
In a sampling calorimeter, two different materials are used for the energy dissipation and
measurement. Passive absorber plates and active detector layers are arranged in a sandwich
structure. The absorber material consists typically of a heavy material such as lead, tungsten
or uranium. The thickness of the absorber material is chosen to provide a complete energy
deposition up to the highest expected energies taking into account spatial constraints and the
requirements on the energy resolution. A common choice of the active material is the use
of scintillators [Sc81J. The fast time response of scintillators allows to use calorimeters of
such type for fast timing applications. Segmentation of the active layers provides a means of
position measurement and electron/hadron separation. A complete energy deposition of high
energy hadrons within a calorimeter requires typically a much larger depth compared to the
energy measurement of electrons. Sampling calorimeters are therefore a common choice in the
design of hadronic-type calorimeters since the thickness of the absorber plates can be chosen
accordingly. Fluctuations due to the sampling-type energy measurement in the active layer
contribute as well to the energy resolution and lead to an additional source of uncertainty in
the energy measurement besides the intrinsic shower fluctuations. Ignoring any instrumental
limitations, the typical energy resolution of electromagnetic sampling calorimeters is worse than
those for homogeneous calorimeters.

where m is the electron mass, z and v are the charge (in units of e) and velocity of the ionizing
particle, (J = v/c, No is the Avogadro constant, Z and A are the atomic number and atomic
weight of the medium, and x is the path length in the medium measured in g(cm-2• The
quantity I is an effective ionization potential, approximately given by: 1= 10· Z [eY].
The above formula describes only the ionization loss within gases. To account for the ionization
loss within solid materials a density correction <5has to be applied to equation 5.2. The effect
of the density correction <5is to damp the rise of dE / dx at high energies.
The sampling fraction R is typically normalized relative to the sampling fraction of a hypotheti-
cal minimum ionizing particle (mip) whose energy loss (dE/dx)mip corresponds to the minimum
in (dE/dx)i which is common to all particles i. Rmip is given as follows:

Rmip = a(dE/dx):;~v.
a(dE/dx):~~v. + p(dE/dx);.i:.iv.

where (dE/dx):;~v. and (dE/dx);.i:.iv. are the mean ionization losses per unit length in the
active and passive layers, respectively. a and p are the thicknesses of the corresponding active
and passive layers, respectively. In case of the BPC with (dE/dx);/P = 22.4 MeV(em [Ba96b],
(dE/dx)';6J = 2.01 MeV/cm [Ba96b], p = 0.35cm and a = 0.26cm, one obtains R.nip = 0.062.
The relative fraction R./ Rmip which represents the ratio of the measurable fraction of the
deposited energy for an electron to that of a minimum-ionizing particle is equal to 0.64 and
therefore less than unity contrary to the naive expectations of a Re/ Rmip ratio to be equal to
one. Large differences in the atomic number Z of the passive and active layers lead to a smaller
response to electromagnetic showers than to minimum-ionizing particles of equivalent energy
(R./ Rmip < 1). The larger this difference, the smaller the ratio R./ Rmip < 1 (transition effect)
[Wi87].

Electromagnetic showers

The following section is devoted to provide an overview of the understanding of electromagnetic
showers, i.e. the shower formation due to various underlying electromagnetic processes, the
longitudinal and transverse shower development and the energy resolution of electromagnetic
sampling calorimeters. A thorough understanding of these properties are of vital importance
in the design of an electromagnetic sampling calorimeter.
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shower particles reaches a critical value (0. (0 is defined as the energy for which the energy loss
caused by bremsstrahlung is equal to the ionization loss. The energy loss through ionization for
electrons/photons and the interactions of photons by Compton scattering and the photoelectric
effect will then dominate.
Figure 5.3 shows a cut view in the X - Z-plane4 of the BPC indicating the sandwich structure
of the tungsten and scintillator layers (Section 5.4). Tracks of secondary produced particles
clearly display the cascade-type structure of an electromagnetic shower.
All above mentioned processes of electrons/positrons and photons in matter are well-understood
processes in quantum electrodynamics (QED) and allow a detailed quantitative shower descrip-
tion via Monte-Carlo simulations (Chapter 6).
The amount of energy loss per unit length through bremsstrahlung is mainly determined by
the density of electrons in the medium under consideration. The mean energy loss due to
bremsstrahlung can be written in the following form:

Figure 5.3: Simulation of an electromagnetic shower within a sampling calorimeter (BPC) due
to a 27.5 Ge V positron. The shaded layers denote the absorber plates (tungsten) and the white
layers the active plates (scintillator).

dE dx z/X- = -- ¢> E = Eoe- 0
E Xo

A high energy electromagnetic particle which is intercepted by a calorimeter loses its energy
through the formation of an electromagnetic shower and the subsequent energy deposition
within the calorimeter volume. During the formation of a shower, secondary particles are
produced with decreasing energy such as electrons/positrons and photons. The underlying
processes which lead to the actual shower formation and the energy deposition in the active
layers have a characteristic energy dependence which determines their relative importance dur-
ing the history of an electromagnetic shower. A detailed understanding of the interactions of
electrons/positrons and photons with matter is therefore essential. Electrons and positrons lose
their energy through the following channels: Ionization, bremsstrahlung, positron annihilation,
Mllller scattering and Bhaba scattering. At energies above 100MeV, the main mode of energy
loss is bremsstrahlung. This process becomes energy independent above approximately 1GeV.
Below 100 MeV, electrons/positrons start to lose their energy dominantly through ionization.
The three main interactions of photons in matter are: pair production, Compton scattering and
photoelectric effect. For energies above 100 MeV, the pair production process is the dominant
mode and becomes approximately energy independent above 1GeV. Photons are by far more
penetrating in matter than charged particles due to the much smaller cross-section of the above
three processes. A photon beam is not degraded in energy like an electron/positron beam since
the initial photon is removed in all the above three interaction modes. A photon beam is only
degraded in its intensity:

where x is the thickness of the material, Xo the radiation length and Eo the impact energy. If
the distance x is measured in units of Xo, the energy loss dE/dx becomes material independent.
Xo measures the distance for which the mean energy of an incoming electron/positron beam
dropped down by a factor l/e due to bremsstrahlung. The radiation length is given as follows
[R061]:

1 NA Z(Z + l)r: In (183Z-I
/
3

) (5.6)
Xo = 4QA 1 + 0.12(Z/82)2

where Xo is given in units of g/cm2. Q is the fine structure constant, A the atomic weight, Z the
atomic number, NA the Avogadro constant and r. the classical electron radius. An approximate
estimate for Xo yields [Am81]:

Xo ~ 180;2 [c~21 (!:1:ao < ±20% 13 ~ Z ~ 92)

The critical energy (0 determines the end of the actual shower formation and the beginning of
the energy loss within a medium via ionization:

(~~) brem ••• ~hluns = (~~) ioni ••• ion

(0 is approximately given by [Am81]:

where 1(0) is the incident beam intensity, x the thickness of the absorber penetrated by the
photon beam and I-l the absorption coefficient which is related to the total cross-section in terms
of pair production, Compton scattering and photoelectric effect.
The formation of an electromagnetic shower results from the combined effect of these energy
loss (electron/positrons) and interaction (photons) mechanisms. Let the incident particle be
a positron with a primary energy well above 1GeV. The development of the electromagnetic
shower in matter will then be dominated by bremsstrahlung in the first step and the succession
of bremsstrahlung and pair production among secondary produced electrons/positrons and
photons, respectively. The number of particles will therefore drastically increase from the
first interaction onwards. A cascade of particles is formed around the incident direction of
the primary positron. The propagation of the cascade stops when the mean energy of the

(0 ~ 5~0 [MeV] (~:o< ±10% 13 ~ Z ~ 92)

Besides detailed MC-simulations of electromagnetic showers, it is often useful to evaluate ap-
proximate quantities concerning the shower formation such as the depth tmoz corresponding
to the maximum number of shower particles Nm•z and the mean depth tmed for which half of
the total energy is deposited. Rossi provided an analytical description of the electromagnetic
shower formation based on various simplifications [R061]. The cross-section of ionization is
assumed to be energy independent and multiple and Compton scattering are neglected. This
approximation is known as Rossi's approximation B. With y = E/(o and t = x/Xo, Rossi
provided the following quantities given in Table 5.1.
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Figure 5.5: Differential and integrated radial shower distribution using an EGS4 Me-simulation
of the BPG for an electron impact energy of 25 Ge V.

Figure 5.4: Longitudinal shower profile for different electron energies using an EGS4 MG-
simulation of the BPG.

scales with a characteristic quantity known as Moliere radius RM. Multiple scattering theory
allows to estimate RM:

XoRM = E.-
(0

with E. = 21 MeV. An approximate formula for RM is given as follows [Am81]:

RM~7~ [C~2] (6.Rn:<±10% 13$Z$92)

Approximately 95% of the total energy of an electromagnetic shower is contained within a
radius of R(95%) ~ 2RM [Fa85]. Several parameterizations can been found in the literature
for the transverse shower profile (Section 8.4). Common to most of them is the sum of two
exponentials to take into account the central core surrounded by a halo of low-energy shower
particles. Such a parameterization has been suggested by [Fe88].

I quantity I incident electron I incident photon I
tmar Iny - 1 lny - 0.5
tm.d tm•r + 1.4 tmar + 1. 7
Nmcu:

The longitudinal shower profile dE/dt where t is the calorimeter depth measured in units of
Xo has been parameterized in the following form [Lo75]:

dE bo+1
- E toe-b'di- °r(Q+l)

The parameters Q and b are related through the position of the shower maximum tmar = a/b.
Figure 5.4 shows the longitudinal shower profile as determined from an EGS4 MC-simulation of
the BPC calorimeter design (Section 5.4 and 6.2) for several incident electron energies between
5 GeV and 25 GeV in steps of 5 GeV. The energy deposition rises to a characteristic maximum
the shower maximum, and then gradually falls off. The logarithmic dependence of the showe:
maximum tm.X! denoted by the vertical dotted lines in Figure 5.4, with respect to the incident
energy is clearly visible.
The transverse shower propagation is determined by the typical angle of bremsstrahlung emis-
sion Ob•• m. ~ p./m. and multiple scattering. Multiple scattering is dominant for the low-energy
part of the shower and leads to a gradual widening of the shower. The shower consists of a
central high-energy core and an additional halo which is dominated by low-energy shower par-
ticles. Up to the shower maximum, the shower is well contained in a cylinder with a radius
less than one radiation length. The gradual widening of the shower through multiple scattering

'See section 4.1 for a definition of the ZEUS coordinate system.

where ~l and ~2 are attenuation coefficients describing the two transverse shower components,
012 measures their relative contribution, N is a normalization constant and r is the radial
distance to the shower center in units of RM. Figure 5.5 shows the differential (dE/dr) and
the integrated (E(r)) radial shower distribution using an EGS4 simulation of the BPC with r
measured in cm. The dashed lines on the right plot indicate the case for R(95%) which is equal
to 26 mm. Using the approximation R(95%) ~ 2RM yields RM ~ 13 mm.
For a medium with N compounds, the radiation length Xo and the Moliere radius RM can be
evaluated as follows applying Bragg's rule [Le87]:

1 tWi (~)Xo
(5.14)

;=1 Xo•

1
N (1)

RM LWi R- (5.15)
i=l Mt



aiA;

2:::1 aiA;
where ai is the number of atoms and Ai the atomic weight of the ith element.
The pri nciple idea for the energy measurement within a calorimeter can be understood through
the term track length T. T is defined as the total length of all charged particle tracks within
a calorimeter. It depends on the minimum detectable energy Emin. For Emin = 0, T is simply
given by the ratio of the incident energy Eo to the critical energy (0, T = Eo/ (0. With increasing
Emin, the total track length T will decrease as one would expect it for the case of a realistic
detector. To take into account a finite minimum detectable energy Emin, a correction factor
F(z) has to be applied to the ratio of Eo/(o. The following empirical parameterization of
F(z) provides an approximation for the total track length T in a realistic detector environment
[Am81]:

(a
E

) = 3.2%
E 5l\mp1ins

t.E
F(z)(cosO)Eo

The factor (cos 0) takes into account that the crossing of the sampling layers can occur under
angles different from 900. A parameterization of (cos 0) is given as follows [Am81]:

(cosO) = cos (~) (5.24)
71"(0

Sampling fluctuations become smaller the larger the number of crossings N% and thus the
sampling frequency.
Additional sources which lead to a degradation of the e~rgy resolution are due to Landau
fluctuations and path-length fluctuations [Fa85]. The energy deposition through ionization
follows an asymmetric Landau-distribution. This leads to an additional contribution to the
energy resolution known as Landau fluctuations. This effect plays an important role for very
thin layers such as gaseous detectors with energy deposition of a few keV. It can be ignored in
the case of scintillator or silicon active layers with energy depositions of a few MeV.
Path length fluctuations arise due to the fact that low-energy electrons have a high probability
to be multiply scattered into the active layers. These electrons are then able to pass larger
distances within the active layers and deposit therefore more energy. This leads to additional
fluctuations for the energy deposition in the active layers. This effect is much larger in gas than
in solid detectors [Am8l].
Landau and path length fluctuations give only a small contribution to the intrinsic sampling
fluctuations in dense active layers.
It should be noted that the formula given above to determine the intrinsic sampling fluctuations
provide only a rough estimate and are mainly to illustrate the qualitative understanding of the
relation between the intrinsic shower processes and the actual detector performance. They are
not meant to replace detailed studies using a Me-simulation.
All above sources of uncertainty on the energy measurement are specific properties of the
energy measurement within a calorimeter (intrinsic shower fluctuations) and the sampling-type
calorimeter design (sampling fluctuations).
Instrumental effects represent additional sources of uncertainty on the energy measurement
and have to be well understood in order to limit their impact on the overall energy resolution
within a calorimeter. These instrumental uncertainties can arise from: energy leakage (trans-
verse and longitudinal), non-uniformities and photocathode statistics in PMT5-readout based
calorimeters. In PMTs the release of photoelectrons on the photocathode due to photons and
the subsequent photoelectron multiplication is a statistical process which is governed by Poisson
statistics. The contribution of the photocathode statistics therefore decreases with increasing
number of produced photoelectrons.
To account for various sources of uncertainties which do not necessarily decrease as l/VE, one
can expand the variance of the energy distribution in a power series of E [Go8l]:

a~ = a~+ a:E + aiE' + ... (5.25)

If one divides this expansion in E by E', one obtains an expression for the energy resolution
ad E:

T F(z) Eo (5.17)
(0

F(z) z
e'[l + z In( 1.526)] (5.18)

z 4.58~ Emin (5.19)
A (0

The total track length is proportional to the incident energy Eo. Thus, the total energy de-
posited through ionization is proportional to the total incident energy Eo. This is the main
ingredient of the energy measurement of high-energy particles using a calorimeter.
Fluctuations among the total track length T lead to fluctuations in the measured energy. The
characteristics of these intrinsic fluctuations can be understood as follows. The total number
of energy depositions can be estimated as follows: Nmo% = Eo/ Emin. Using Poisson statistics
among the total number of energy depositions one obtains:

The energy resolution is proportional to 1/..,rth. This holds only for an ideal situation of
negligible instrumental effects, full shower containment and a homogeneous calorimeter design.
Shower leakage results in a degradation of the energy resolution where longitudinal shower
leakage compared to transverse shower leakage has been shown to have a much larger impact
on the energy resolution [Fa85]. A sampling calorimeter design leads to an additional component
of the energy resolution due to the sampling-type energy measurement.
In a sampling calorimeter, one determines not the total track length T but only a fraction of it
depending on the thickness of passive and active absorber plates. The total number of crossings
N% which determine the size of the measurable signal is then given by:

N% = Td = F(z)~ = F(z) Eo
d t.E (od

where Td is the sum of all charged particles tracks in the active layers, t.E the energy loss
per-unit-cell and d the gap between two active layers. Assuming that the number of crossings
N% are not correlated and their number follows a normal distribution,

(aE) (aN,)
E .ampl'n! '" N%

1
= ..;N;



Any additional sources of uncertainty will then be represented by one of the constants O'j and
can be obtained from a fit to the measured energy resolution for various impact energies such as
in a t.est-beam environment. Calorimeter specific uncertainties (intrinsic shower fluctuations,
sampling fluctuations) are represented by the constant at known as the stochastic term. In
addition, photocathode statistics in PMT-readout based calorimeters contribute as well to the
constant at. The O'o-term arises from contributions which are only important at small energies
such as electronics noise. The 0'2-term (constant term) affects the whole energy resolution curve
as a function of E. It includes therefore imperfections of the calorimeter design and the calibra-
tion. The 0'2-term also includes intrinsic shower fluctuations, e.g. the electromagnetic/hadronic
response in hadronic calorimeters.
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Figure 5.6: Relative error on y as function of y (a) and Q2 (b) for constant values of the energy
resolution 6E:/ E: = a/..[E'. with a = 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25%.A precise energy and position reconstruction at low Q2 using a small electromagnetic calorime-

ter, the Beam Pipe Calorimeter (BPC), imposes several tight constraints on the energy and
position resolution as well as the understanding of the energy calibration, the intrinsic position
bias of the type of position reconstruction algorithm and the detector alignment. The following
discussion will be restricted to the two independent kinematic variables y and Q2 to describe the
ep inelastic scattering process at low values of Q2 (Section 2.4). The goal is to develop a set of
minimum requirements on the energy and position measurement using a small electromagnetic
calorimeter to achieve a precise measurement of the proton structure function F2 over several
bins in y and Q2.
In case of very small electron scattering angles, the kinematic variables y and Q2 can be written
in the following form using 19: = 1r - 0: instead of 0::

The relative error on the angle 19: ~ r / Z is determined by the error on the position measurement
r = ";X2 + y2 and the error on the Z position (Z = Zverlex + ZBPC) and is given by:

C:::) = C:) ffi C:)

Cg22)
C:)

where ZBPC is the surveyed Z position of the BPC and Zverlex the ep vertex position with
respect to the ZEUS coordinate system. Provided that the Z vertex position using the ZEUS
CTD (Section 4.3) can be well reconstructed, the contribution from the Z vertex resolution can
be ignored. As will be shown later, the angle of the scattered electron to be measured within
the BPC does not leave any track in the ZEUS CTD. One therefore relies on the hadronic final
state to determine the Z vertex position which in turn depends on the topology of the event.
If there is no information from the CTD on the Z vertex position available, the width in the Z
vertex distribution of the proton beam profile will then dominate the Q2 resolution.
Figure 5.6 shows the relative error 6y/y as a function of y (a) and Q2 (b) for constant values
of the energy resolution 6E:/ E: = a/..[E'. with a = 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25%. The relative
error on y depends drastically on the energy resolution. 6y/y increases as expected for y -t 0
and the energy resolution determines how low in y one can go. For 6E:/ E: = 0.15/..[E'. and
y > 0.1, the relative error on y remains well below 30%. The relative error on y is as expected
independent of Q2 as shown in Figure 5.6 (b) for y = 0.1.
The relative error on Q2, as shown in Figure 5.7 (a) as a function of y for 6E:/ E: = a/..[E'.
with a = 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25%, shows for y < 0.8 only a moderate dependence. For
6E:/ E: = 0.15/..[E'., the relative error in Q2 is approximately 6% for 0.1 < y < 0.8 and
Q2 = 0.IGey2. The relative error on Q2 as a function of Q2 (Figure 5.7 (b)) for y = 0.8 is
almost flat up to Q2 = 0.1 Gey2 and drastically increases from there onwards. Figure 5.7 (c) and
5.7 (d) display the resolution in Q2 for fixed angular resolution of 619: = 0.03, 0.17, 0.33, 0.67
and 1.67mrad which translates into a position resolution of 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 5.0mm
ignoring the contribution from the Z vertex resolution. For y < 0.8, the resolution in Q2
is well below 7% provided that the angular resolution is less than 0.33mrad (Figure 5.7 (c)
for Q2 = 0.1 Gey2). For Q2 > 0.1 Gey2 and an angular resolution of better than 0.33 mrad,
6Q2/Q2 is flat in Q2 (Figure 5.7 (d) for y = 0.8).

This approximation shows that y is to first order independent of the scattering angle 19:, pro-
vided that 19: is very small. The relative errors on y and Q2 at low values of 19: are given as
follows:

The proton structure function F2(x, Q2) is extracted from the double differential inelastic ep
cross-section d20'/dydQ2 over a certain bin size (Cly, ClQ2) in the y - Q2 phase space. The
size of the chosen bins are primarily restricted by the experimental resolution of the kinematic
variables y and Q2 provided that the number of measured events are large enough that statistical
fluctuations are small. In this case, the resolution of the kinematic variables y and Q2 and
therefore the resolution of the measured energy and angle define the number of bins in a.
particular kinematic region for which the proton structure function F2(x, Q2) ca.n be extracted.
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Figure 5.8: Systematic shift on y (a) (lines of constant energy shift oE:/ E: of 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 2.5
and 5.0%) and Q2 (b) (lines of constant values in the position bias of 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and
5.0 mm) as a function of y and Q2, respectively.

precise energy calibration of less than 0.5% to limit the bias on y to be at most 10% for
y > 0.01. The bias in Q2, as shown in Figure 5.8 (b) as a function of Q2 for constant values
in the position bias of 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 5.0 mm, increases towards low values of Q2. For
Q2 > 0.1 GeY\ the bias in Q2 remains below 5% provided that a position bias of better than
1 mm can be achieved. For Q2 > 0.1 Gey2, the difference in the bias on Q2 between a position
bias of 0.1 mm and 0.5mm is well below 1%.
Both the requirement on the energy calibration of 0.5% as well as the position bias to be less
than 1mm places very tight constraints on the energy and position reconstruction (Chapter 8).

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
Ql

Figure 5.7: Relative error on Q2 as a function of y (a) and Q2 (b) for constant values of the
energy resolution 0 E:/ E: = a/.JE'. with a = 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25% whereas 011: = 0.33
mrad and as a function of y (c) and Q2 (d) for constant values of the angular resolution
811:= 0.03,0.17,0.33,0.67 and 1.67mrad whereas 8E:/E: = 0.15/.JE'..

The accessible kinematic region for a small electromagnetic calorimeter (BPC) is shown in
Figure 5.2. To achieve a measurement of F2(x,Q2) for y > 0.1 and Q2 > 0.1 Gey2 over
approximately eight bins in y and Q2, an energy resolution of approximately 15%/VE and
an angular resolution of less than 0.33 mrad is required. The latter requirement translates
into a position resolution to be better than 1mm ignoring the contribution from the Z vertex
resolution.

Besides resolution effects, the accuracy of the energy calibration and the position bias of a
small electromagnetic calorimeter is of vital importance to control systematic shifts in the
determination of y and Q2 and therefore in F2(x, Q2). The term position bias refers to the
intri nsic position bias of the position reconstruction algorithm itself as well as to the accuracy
of the detector alignment. Figure 5.8 shows the bias in y and Q2 as a function of y and Q2,
respectively. [n Figure 5.8, (a) lines of constant energy shift 8E:/ E: of 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 2.5 and
5.0% are drawn. Limiting systematic biases on y to be less than 5% translates into knowing
the absolute energy scale to an accuracy of about 0.5% for y > 0.1. The bias on y drastically
increases for y < 0.1. Exploring the region of low values of Q2 and y < 0.1 using the Electron
method provided that the energy resolution is well below 0.15/.JE'. requires an extremely

Calorimeter performance specifications

The following list provides an overview of various requirements on the specifications of a small
electromagnetic calorimeter.

The energy resolution is expected to be at the level of 15%/VE. The design of a small electro-
magnetic calorimeter has to provide the capability of a position reconstruction via a segmented
calorimeter readout with a position resolution to be better than 1 mm.

As can be seen from Figure 2.6 (a), the energy of the scattered electron is kinematically limited
to be less than 27.5 GeY in the low-x-low-Q2 region. The design has therefore to be such that
it contains electron energies up to 27.5 GeY to avoid any degradation in the energy resolution
due to longitudinal energy leakage. It has been shown by using an EGS4 MC-simulation that
at least 24Xo are necessary to sufficiently contain electron energies up to 27.5 GeY. In this
case, the longitudinal energy leakage is approximately 0.5% (Figure 5.4). An overall spatial
limitation in Z of about 30 cm restrict the type of possible absorber materials to those having
a very smflll radiation length.



=> Transverse dimension:

The rest.ricted spa..cefor a small electromagnetic ca..lorimeter in both transverse directions X
and }.. requires a calorimet.er such that the transverse spread of the electromagnetic shower and
therefore the :-'10lihe radius is as small as possible to maximize the angular acceptance and thus
t.he acceptance in Q2. As can be seen from Figure 5.5, a Moliere radius of approximately 13mm
can be achieved within a tungsten-scintillator calorimeter design based on an EGS4 MC-study.
This is of particular importance to accept electrons as close as possible to the calorimeter edge
to provide an acceptance towards very low values in Q2.

=> Linearity:

The linearity is required to be well below 1%. This ensures an accurate energy measurement
over the whole energy range of the scattered electrons up to the highest expected energies at
the kinematic peak of 27.5 GeV.

=> Magnetic field:

The readout of a calorimeter using PMTs requires magnetic shielding since it has to be operated
in the presence of the magnetic field of the ZEUS compensator and central magnet.

=> Radiation background:
The new calorimeter will be operated very close to the electron and proton beam at HERA.
The radiation background is expected to be considerably higher compared to locations within
the ZEUS detector at larger distances from the HERA beam [H093]. The design of the new
calorimeter has to take into account the high radiation background in the choice of the active
calorimeter material. A monitoring system is necessary to evaluate the accumulated dosage on
a regular basis.

=> Background rejection:

Non ep events such as proton beam-gas background events can be rejected through a timing
requirement on the measured signal with respect to the HERA bunch crossing as it is suc-
cessfully used for the ZEUS uranium calorimeter. This requires a fast time response of the
active material and the readout element such as photomultiplier tubes. The timing accuracy
is expected to be less than 1ns for 5 GeV electrons and higher. An identification of electrons
over hadronic-type energy depositions and pre-showered electrons by means of shower width
characterization can be achieved with a segmented calorimeter readout.

To limit systematic biases in y to be less than 5%, the energy scale has to be determined at
the level of 0.5%. Furthermore, the energy uniformity is expected to be at the level of 0.5%.
Kinematical peak events as well as elastic pO events will be used for the energy calibration of
the new calorimeter.

=> Intrinsic position bias:

Any intrinsic position biases related to the position reconstruction algorithm are expected to
be less than 1mm.

=> Detector alignment:

The alignment accuracy of the BPC is expected to be well below 1mm. This requires a precise
optical survey procedure and possibly an in-situ alignment scheme. It will be shown in section
8.3.4 that elastic QED Compton events provide a means of in-situ position calibration.

The operation of the BPC requires a set of calibration tools to monitor and calibrate the
readout system which has been adapted from the readout monitoring system of the ZEUS
uranium calorimeter. Furthermore, it requires various techniques to monitor the a.mount and
effect of the high radiation background, such as radiation dose measurements using passive and
active elements (TLD8 meter, Si-diode radiation monitor) and 60Co scans.

Trigger and readout

=> Trigger:

The local trigger of the BPC has to provide energy and timing information to the ZEUS first-
level trigger in order to reject background events at a very early stage. This requires a fast
readout scheme for the local trigger system using e.g. FADCs 6 for the energy and fast TDCs7

for the timing information.

=> Readout:

A specialized readout is necessary to incorporate the 96 ns HERA bunch structure. The readout
of the BPC enormously profited from the existing ZEUS uranium calorimeter readout electron-
ics which is based on 10 MHz pipelines with a pipeline delay of 5 J.ts and 12-bit ADCs with a
digital signal processor to provide an on-board energy and time reconstruction.

6 FI ash analog-to-d igi tal converter.
7Time-to-digital coO'·erter.
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Figure 5.9: Longitudinal cut of the ZEUS detector. The upper arrow indicates the location of
the BPC behind the RCAL and in front of the compensator magnet. The lower arrow points to
the location of the BPC front-end electronics inside the cryo-tower. Figure 5.10: Schematic layout of the BPC and the new beam pipe (left) and photographs of the

BPC modules and the North beam pipe exit window (right).

longitudinal direction than the previous C5-counter. The total available space in Z amounts
to approximately 30 cm.
The transversal dimensions are determined by the position of the surrounding RCAL modules
and the location of the new beam pipe. Two BPC modules were built and installed on either
side of the new beam pipe. Following the geographical location of the ZEUS-experiment with
respect to the HERA collider, one module is called BPC North and the other one BPC South.
This design of two modules on either side of the beam pipe incorporates the two exit windows
of the new beam pipe at 2498 mm from the interaction point in the direction of the positrons.
Figure 5.10 shows a schematic layout of the new rear beam pipe section with the two BPC
modules. The two photographs on the right side in Figure 5.10 show the two BPC modules
within the ZEUS detector as seen from the interaction point with the RCAL being open. The
lower photograph shows, in direction of the proton beam, the North beam pipe exit window.
The beampipe exit windows are made of 1.5 mm thick aluminum which equals to 0.016 Xo and
meets the requirement to have as little dead material in front of the BPC as possible. This
enables positrons to exit the beam pipe with minimal interference. The transversal size of the
exit windows determine the actual fiducial volume for the BPC modules which is substantially
smaller in case of the BPC South module.
The inner diameter of the central beampipe was determined by the requirement that no part
can be hit by direct or backscattered synchrotron radiation. This is the reason why the inner
diameter of the South-window is at -75 mm, whereas at the North-side it is at 39 mm. The
outer dimensions as well as the height of the window on both sides were determined by the

Following the requirements on a Beam Pipe Calorimeter (BPC) for the ZEUS-experiment, the
next sections are devoted to a detailed discussion on the actual design and construction of the
BPC.

The dimensions of the BPC are constrained in all three spatial coordinates due to various
existing detector components in the rear (positron) direction9•

The BPC is located at 2937 mm from the interaction point in the rear direction. It is mounted
in front of the compensator magnet and behind the RCAL. Figure 5.9 shows a longitudinal
cut through the ZEUS-detector indicating the position of the BPC with respect to the ZEUS-
detector and the location of the BPC front-end electronics inside the cryo-tower.
The design of the BPC incorporates a new beam pipe which was installed during the winter
shutdown 1994/95 [Lo96].
In longitudinal direction, the BPC had to fit in the available space between the compensator
magnet and the RCAL. In order to enlarge the limited available longitudinal space, the collima-
tor C5, which had originally movable jaws, was replaced by fixed collimators. A new C5-counter
was installed as well during the winter shutdown 1995/96 which requires much less space in



Figure 5.12: Closeup view of both BPC modules indicating the position of the upper two brass
distance bars.

between both BPC modules. The brass bars are machined such that their respective ends fit
into precisely machined holes on the BPC support structure.
The passive layers consist of 26 3.5 mm tungsten alloy plates (DENSIMET DI8K) [PI94J. The
fraction of pure tungsten amounts to about 95.5%. The rest is given by a nickel-copper binder.
This type of tungsten alloy offers improved machinability compared to pure tungsten and high
densities similar to pure tungsten. The chosen tungsten alloy has a density of 18gcm-3 and a
radiation length of 3.87 mm. This yields an overall length of 24Xo which is required to provide
a sufficient longitudinal shower containment for electrons up to 27.5 GeV. The tungsten alloy
plates have been machined with an accuracy of 0.1 mm. The thickness has been measured for
a small sample of plates at various locations to confirm the required precision of 0.1 mm.
The active layers, as can be seen from Figure 5.11, consist of alternating 7.9mm wide and
2.6 mm thick scintillator fingers in X and V-direction. The chosen width of 7.9 mm represents
a compromise between optimizing the position resolution and limitations due to the size of
various readout elements. The dependence of the position resolution on the width of the
scintillator fingers has been studied using an EGS4 MC-sample. This will be discussed in more
detail in section 8.3.3. Both modules use the same scintillator material (SCSN38) [Ka83] that
is used for the ZEUS uranium calorimeter [H093].
Each scintillator finger is read out from one side by 7 mm wide and 2 mm thick wavelength
shifting (WLS) bars of 30ppm Y7 in PMMA. The scheme of the readout is such that scintillator
fingers which are oriented behind each other in longitudinal direction are read out together by
one WLS bar representing one readout channel (Figure 5.11). The chosen WLS-readout scheme
does not offer longitudinal segmentation as for the ZEUS-calorimeter.
Both modules have 16 channels for the V-reconstruction whereas for the X-reconstruction the
BPC North module has 15 channels and the BPC South modules has 11 channels due to the
different spatial constraints in X as discussed earlier. Vertically oriented scintillator fingers pro-
vide the X-reconstruction whereas horizontally oriented fingers provide the V-reconstruction.
The channels are labeled as follows:

Figure 5.11: CAD drawing of both BPC modules (left) and photographs of a single plate (BPC
South module) and a PMT support block with a PMT (Hamamatsu R5600-09) in the foreground.

surrounding RCAL modules.
The beam position is not centered inside the rear beam pipe section, whereas the position of
the surrounding RCAL modules are centered with respect to the beam position. The transverse
position of the rear beam pipe with respect to the position of the surrounding RCAL modules
led to different X-dimensions of the BPC modules. The Y dimensions of both modules were
restricted by the surrounding RCAL modules. Both BPC modules have equal dimensions in Y
and Z.
A collection of detailed drawings on various aspects of the BPC can be found in sections A.l
and A.2.

Both BPC modules are designed as segmented tungsten-scintillator sampling calorimeters which
allows the measurement of the energy and impact position of the scattered positron. Figure
5.11 shows a CAD-drawing of both BPC modules.
The distance between both modules is determined by the beam pipe and had been omitted in the
CAD-drawing for clarity. A precise alignment of both BPC modules with respect to each other
is required to apply elastic QED Compton events for an in-situ position calibration (Section
8.3.4). This has been achieved by brass distance bars which are machined to an accuracy of
0.2 mm. Figure 5.12 shows a closeup view of both BPC modules with two of four brass distance
bars on top of the beam pipe. The two other distance bars are mounted below the beam pipe

(5.32)

(5.33)



Depth ~ 24Xo 5.2 and 5.4.2
Moliere radius ~ 13mm 5.2
Energy resolution 17%/"; E (stochastic term) 8.5.4
Energy scale calibration ±0.5% 8.5.3
Energy uniformity ±0.5% 8.5.3
Linearity <1% 8.5.4
Position resolution <lmm 8.3.3
Intrinsic position bias <lmm 8.3.3
Alignment accuracy ±0.5mm 5.8 and 8.3.4
Time resolution < 1ns 8.6

detectors would be desirable to provide an independent Z vertex reconstruction. The last two
items have been considered in an upgrade programlO of the current BPC [Ca96].
The next section will concentrate on several details of the design and construction of the BPC.
Table 5.2 summarizes the BPC performance specifications. The performance of the BPC, along
with a detailed discussion of the energy and position reconstruction, will be discussed in chapter
8.

using a lucite fibre light distribution system. This is an important tool to monitor the perfor-
mance of each PMT.

Each BPC module has a single scintillator tile with a thickness of 5 mm at the back of the
calorimeter with two sheets of 2 mm thick lead plates in the front and the back. It is being read
out from two sides by WLS-bars which in turn, are read out by the same PMTs as the main
BPC calorimeter modules. The back tile was included inside each BPC module as a possible
tool to reject background events. It has not been included in the physics analysis of this thesis.

This design of the BPC modules incorporates all minimal requirements on a Beam Pipe
Calorimeter for the ZEUS experiment. Some decisions on various aspects of the detector design
represent a compromise between a precise measurement of F2(x, Q2) at low Q2 and very low
x over several bins and the goal to achieve a first measurement of F2(x, Q2) on a short time
scale. The design took advantage of the expertise in existing technologies at ZEUS in sampling
calorimetry and the availability of various materials such as the scintillator and wavelength
shifting material of the ZEUS uranium calorimeter to construct a tungsten-scintillator sam-
pling calorimeter. This enormously reduced the time from the beginning of the design to the
actual beginning of data taking with the BPC at ZEUS in 1995. It is understood that using
a crystal-type calorimeter design could provide a better energy resolution such as the use of
PbW04 crystals which are expected to be sufficiently radiation hard. Several details on the
performance of this type of crystal is still open and requires a detailed understanding [CMS94].
The Z vertex reconstruction in the Q2 range of the BPC relies on the hadronic final state. An
independent tracking system in front of the BPC such as the use of several layers of silicon strip

The magnetic field in the vicinity of the BPC (PMT-location of the BPC South V-readout
channels) has been measured in aU three spatial coordinates using 3 x 3 Hall probes. The
Hall probes have been calibrated using a dipole magnet at the DESY II test-beam facility.
The accuracy of the measurement has been estimated to be approximately 10%. Table 5.3
summarizes the magnitude of the measured magnetic field along with the location of the Hall
probes. The Z component of the magnetic field is larger than all other components and reaches
a value of 413 G. According to the specifications of the manufacturer of the chosen miniature
PMTs (Hamamatsu R5600-03) [Ha94], the PMTs are expected to be insensitive to magnetic
fields up to 100G. The effectiveness of the ARMCO magnetic iron blocks has been investigated
in a similar location as the ones for the BPC modules. The measured field inside the PMT
support within the iron block did not exceed 20 G in Y and Z direction. The performance
of the PMTs are therefore expected not to be degraded. This has been confirmed using LED
test trigger runs employing the BPC LED monitoring system with the magnetic field of the
compensator and central magnet turned on in sequence. The measured signal of the PMTs has
been found to be completely insensitive to the surrounding magnetic field.
Furthermore, the ARMCO magnetic iron block was mounted on a strain gauge to measure the
force on the iron block in the presence of the magnetic field. The measured net force was found
to be as well completely negligible.

IOTwo layers of silicon strip detectors have been installed in September 1997 in front of the BPe North
module.



tungsten plate and are used to mount individual tungsten-scintillator units together by inserting
stainless steel bolts through each of the four brass spacers. The height of each brass spacer
exceeds the thickness of the scintillator fingers within one layer by approximately 0.2 mm (Figure
5.13). This is to avoid any pressure on the scintillator layers within a completed calorimeter
stack.
The attenuation of scintillator light along scintillator fingers has not been corrected directly
using a particular correction pattern. The attenuation effect is being corrected for off-line
(Section 8.5). To ensure a uniform response of the scintillator fingers, the mechanical cutting
and polishing procedure has to be done with high accuracy since any surface imperfections
spoil the uniformity of the scintillator fingers [Ge94]. The uniform response was confirmed by
scanning a small sample of the scintillator fingers (Section 5.4.3).
To ensure that the response of the calorimeter depends only on the deposited energy pf the
positron and not on the depth of the energy deposition, one has to account for the attenuation
of light along the wavelength shifting bars. This was achieved using the fact that a certain
fraction of light which is being inserted from each scintillator finger into the WLS escapes the
WLS on the backside. Tuning the amount of light which is reflected back into each WLS, one
can achieve a uniform response along the WLS provided that the amount of light which escapes
the backside of each WLS is large enough to account for the attenuation along the WLS. It
has been confirmed that 30 ppm Y7 in PMMA allows to correct for this effect. All WLS were
scanned to measure their individual attenuation length (Section 5.4.3). These measurements
were then used to develop a pattern printed on Tyvek-paper which was placed on the backside
of each WLS inside an aluminum cassette which provided at the same time the fixation of each
WLS-bar. Aluminum lamellas between each WLS-bar decouple each SCI-finger (Figure 5.14).
To ensure a constant air gap of about 1mm between the scintillator fingers and the WLS-bars,
plastic distance pieces were glued on three locations along the calorimeter stack on tungsten
bars between SCI-fingers (Section 5.4.3).
As seen in Figure 5.11, each WLS-bar is bent by 90° with a radius of 30mm away from the
calorimeter and coupled to a photomultiplier tube. This was necessary to avoid placing the
PMTs used for the WLS readout close to the beam pipe where the magnetic field as well as
the radiation background is higher. The loss in light yield due to the WLS bending amounts
to about 10%. This has been determined by comparing scanning results of a straight and bent
WLS.
The miniature Hamamatsu R5600-03 PMTs [Ha94] (Figure 5.16) were used which exhibit in
the presence of magnetic fields up to 100G no performance degradation. The PMTs are placed
inside an ARMCO-magnetic iron block (IJ ~ 1000 for B = 800 G) [Ar95] to provide in addi-
tion an effective magnetic shielding. The PMTs inside the ARMCO-magnetic iron block are
surrounded by a 2 mm-thick PYC cover to electrically decouple the PMTs from the surround-
ing iron block. The orientation of the PMTs inside the iron block is diagonal due to spatial
constraints. Therefore, three different lengths of the WLS of 32, 34 and 36 cm were required.
The actual length of the calorimeter itself amounts to about 16cm. The photoelectron yield
has been estimated to be approximately 200 photoelectrons/GeY (Section 8.5.4).
A completed stack of 26 tungsten-scintillator units was mounted onto a 10 mm thick stainless
steel plate using four stainless steel bolts inserted into each of the four brass spacers. The
stainless steel plate itself as well as the ARMCO magnetic iron blocks are attached to an
aluminum support structure which is used to mount the BPC inside the ZEUS detector on a
support structure attached to the compensator magnet support (Figure 5.11).
An LED light distribution system was incorporated inside each BPC module by inserting light
from a yellow LED (Hewlett Packard, HLMA-DLOO, Amber) onto the front face of each PMT

Figure 5.13: Single plate of the BPe North module showing the three 5 mm thick tungsten bars,
15 scintillator fingers wrapped in aluminum foil and the four brass spacers at each corner.

where the X-readout channels are counted from the beam pipe away and the V-readout channels
are counted from bottom to top (Figure 5.11).
The side of each scintillator finger which is not read out is aluminized to provide an efficient
end reflector. Each scintillator finger has to be optically decoupled from each other. This
was achieved along the scintillator fingers by wrapping them in 27.51Jm thick aluminum foil
which in turn increases the attainable light yield. It has been found that aluminum foil has a
lower reflectivity than Tyvek-paper by about 10% depending on the the type of Tyvek paper
used. This has been confirmed by [M094] as well. On the other hand, aluminum foil has a
completely smooth surface whereas Tyvek paper has a rather coarse surface. Aluminum foil
can be bent precisely at the edges of each scintillator finger which yields very sharp edges. This
is fairly difficult to do with Tyvek paper. Using aluminum foil allows a precise positioning of
the wrapped scintillator fingers.
The scintillator fingers are kept in place, in transverse direction, by 5 mm wide tungsten bars
which were glued on each tungsten plate by epoxy glue (Figure 5.13). The distance between
respective tungsten bars determines the accuracy of the alignment of scintillator fingers in one
particular layer. The gluing procedure has been therefore performed in a precisely machined
support structure in order to hold the tungsten bars in place during the gluing procedure. The
relative distance was checked before and after the gluing procedure and was controlled to an
accuracy of 0.1 mm. The tungsten-bars also define the minimum distance of the scintillator
fingers to the beam pipe edge which is 5 mm. The scintillator fingers have been machined to an
accuracy of 0.1 mm [Ge94]. This has been confirmed by measuring the thickness and width of a
small sample of scintillator fingers. The width of the scintillator fingers of 7.9 mm together with
the thickness of the aluminum foil, taking into account the gap between respective tungsten
bars, yields an effective thickness of each scintillator finger of 8.0 mm including air gaps.
Brass sJ>acers which were machined with an accuracy of 0.1 mm were glued on each corner of a



1,2,3 -13.5 -25.0 -323.0 97 48 313
4,5,6 -13.5 -35.0 -323.0 51 133 370
7,8,9 -13.5 -45.0 -323.0 83 242 413

Table 5.3: Results of magnetic field measurements in the vicinity of the BPC (PMT-Iocation of
the BPC South Y -readout channels).

Photomultiplier tubes and HV-system

Spatial constraints in the design of the BPC required a PMT which is significantly smaller in
size than other known PMTs such as the ones used for the EMC sections of the ZEUS uranium
calorimeter [H093].

PHOTO-
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channels covering the fiducial volume. The nominal operating HV for all PMTs ranges from
700 V to almost 1000 V. 60Co-scans among the BPC (Section 5.7) have been used to equalize
the response of each BPC readout channel by adjusting the HV for each readout channel
accordingly. In addition, the HV for each readout channel was set such that a single readout
channel saturates the readout electronics (Section 5.5) due to an incoming electron of 35 GeV.
This estimate has been carried out prior to the installation of the BPC using a cosmic-ray
experiment.
Figure 5.18 shows one of the ARMCO magnetic iron blocks with a photomultiplier tube in front
plugged inside the corresponding base together with the PVC cover and a flat cable for the
PMT HV supply. The cross-section of a wavelength shifting bar, together with a lucite fibre,
can be seen in one of the PMT support within the iron block. The WLS bars and the lucite
fibres are attached to the iron block using a PVC fixation. The overall light yield depends on
the orientation of the cross-section of the WLS bar with respect to the PMT which is due to
the dynode structure which can be seen from Figure 5.16. According to the manufacturer, the
light yield is maximized if the longer side of the WLS cross-section is oriented in parallel to
the PMT dynode structure. This has been verified on the bench by turning the PMT in steps
of 5° with respect to a fixed WLS bar. The difference between a parallel to a perpendicular
orientation has been found to be approximately 10%. The distance between the front face of
each PMT and the WLS and the lucite fibre respectively, amounts to a fraction of a millimeter.
The HV for all BPC PMTs is generated using a remote controlled Cockroft-Walton (CW) type
HV power supply [G096]. The voltage division among the PMT dynodes is performed inside
the HV supply itself as !:1 : 1 : 1 : 1 : 1 : 1 : 1. The divided HV is then supplied on a 5 m flat
cable to the PMT dynodes of the BPC. The CW HV-power supply provides a security logic to
set a maximum anode current beyond which the HV-supply is turned off and restarted after a
certain time period if the problem of high anode currents disappeared. The maximum current
is set to 100{lA. The output voltage is stable within 1%.

The miniature PMTs Hamamatsu R5600-03 (Figure 5.15 and 5.16) have an overall diameter
of 15.5 mm and a height of 16.3 mm and have been advertised as the smallest PMTs in the
world. The diameter of the photocathode amounts to 8 mm which is only slightly larger than
the width of the wavelength shifting bars of 7 mm. The type used has a UV-glass window and
a bialkali photocathode material with a spectral response in the range of 185 - 650 nm with
a maximum at approximately 480 nm which equals to the maximum in the emission spectra
of the wavelength shifter used. The dynode structure consists of an eight stage metal channel
dynode arrangement built inside a standard TO-8 type metal package.
Fast timing characteristics of the BPC readout elements are extremely important to provide a
means of background rejection based on timing requirements. The Hamamatsu R5600-03 PMT
offers unique timing properties with a rise time of approximately 0.6 ns and a fall time of 1.0 ns.
An output current of 30 mA is attained at a 5% deviation from the ideal linearity.
The characteristics of all PMTs have been evaluated in an extensive test program on the bench
evaluati ng their gain and dark current properties [M097b]. The gain performances have been
determi ned by measuring the yield of each PMT injecting light from a yellow LED (Hewlett
Packard, HLMA-DLOO,Amber) inside a dark box onto each PMT as a function of the applied
high voltage (HV). Figure 5.17 shows a typical gain curve. Gain factors of typically 5 . 105

have been achieved at an applied HV of 700 V. All PMTs have been grouped according to their
respecti ve performance. The best performing tubes have then been chosen for those readout

Scintillator fingers

The scintillator material used for the active layers of the BPC is the same as the one for the
ZEUS uranium calorimeter (SCSN38) [Ka83]. It consists of a cross-linked polystyrene base
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Figure 5.17: Measured gain curve for a typical Hamamatsu R5600-03 miniature PMT. The
measured gain values have been fitted in the range of 700 - 900 V to a functional form of:
gain == 10· . Hyb.

which is doped with two wavelength shifting dyes (buthyl-PDB (1%) and BDB (0.02%)). The
composition of wavelength shifting dyes has been optimized to obtain the best possible light
output (112% relative to NEll0) and attenuation length. The decay time is given as 2 ns. It has
been shown that the SCSN38 scintillator material exhibits a good performance against aging
effects. The dependence of the light yield on the magnetic field is approximately 1% at 1000G
which has been studied using a prototype module of the ZEUS uranium calorimeter [H093].
The SCSN38 material is highly resistant against radiation. It has been shown in [Da96] that
the performance of the ZEUS uranium calorimeter is not expected to be degraded for an
accumulated dose as high as 3 kGy. The damage of optical materials, i.e. scintillators and
wavelength shifters, leads to the creation of additional absorption centers which results in a
change of the attenuation coefficient and therefore in a change of the uniformity of the measured
light yield. Furthermore, optical components such as fluorides and UY-absorbers are being
destroyed which reduces the attainable light yield. In the following, the main features of the
radiation damage will be briefly summarized for the scintillator SCSN38. The results have
been obtained assuming a homogeneous irradiation of examined scintillator samples in an air
atmosphere [Da96]. No dependence of the actual damage on the dose rate between 3 Gy/h and
3 kGy /h has been observed. The ratio of the intensity of fluorescence light yield before hand
after f. irradiation has been parameterized as follows:

Figure 5.18: Photography of an ARMCO magnetic iron block with a Hamamatsu R5600-03
PMT in the foreground.

obtained for a homogeneous irradiation. Any non-uniform radiation damage will result in a
position dependent loss of fluorescence light and absorption coefficient t./i (Section 7.2).
A sample of non-irradiated scintillator fingers have been scanned to verify their uniform re-
sponse and light yield which is of particular importance as mentioned earlier since no internal
attenuation correction is made which enormously simplified the construction of the BPC mod-
ules. It will be shown in detail in section 8.5.3 that the attenuation effect can be corrected to
obtain a uniform energy response of the BPC at the level of 0.5%.
Figure 5.19 shows schematically, the setup to measure the response of scintillator fingers
[B096a]. A I06Ru source was mounted on a computer controlled stepping motor plate to al-
low the movement of the radioactive source in all three spatial coordinates. The aluminum
wrapped scintillator fingers have been fixed inside a grove of a precisely machined aluminum
bar perpendicular to the moving source.
Several checks have been made to verify the reproducibility of the scintillator finger scans. It
was found that subsequent measurements of the same scintillator fingers are reproducible at
the percent level in terms of the overall uniformity and the light yield at a fixed position to be
used for comparison.
Figure 5.20 shows the result of a scintillator finger scan with an aluminized end using a I06Ru
source. The divergence of p-particles from the I06Ru source has been reduced using a collimator
in front of the I06Ru. The slope of the rise of the light yield at the aluminum end occurs over
a very small distance with a width of approximately 0.5 em. The measured light yield rises
towards the open end of the scintillator finger with a slope up to approximately 3 em from
the open end which is significantly smaller than the slope very close to the edge. This can be
understood given the fact that the wavelength dependent attenuation coefficient is significantly

These parameterizations have been determined to be independent of the particular scintillator
geometry. For accumulated doses of 1, 5 and 10 kGy, the intensity of fluorescence light is
expected to decrease by 1%,4% and 9%. It should be noted again that these results have been
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higher for small wavelengths compared to larger wavelengths which then leads to the observed
behavior of the measured light yield. The measured light yield at the open end can be written
in the following form:

Figure 5.20: Scan of a scintillator finger using a I06Ru source. The horizontal arrow denotes
the fiducial volume covered by the scanned X -scintillator finger.

l(x) = J A(A)' l(x, A) dA which yields an overall smaller slope compared to R < 1 and exhibits a slope of naught at
x = L. The BPC scintillator fingers require the use of end reflectors of equal response which
is of significant importance since any attenuation effect will be corrected off-line. It has been
found that this can be best achieved by aluminizing each scintillator finger end instead of using
small pieces of aluminum. The aluminization of all scintillator fingers had been carried at the
Astronomical Observatory at the University of Hamburg within an aluminization apparatus
which is normally used for the production of mirrors within telescopes for astronomical appli-
cations. Scanning a sample of scintillator fingers after aluminizing their respective ends verified
their uniform response.

where A(A) accounts for the sensitivity spectra of the experimental setup of the scintillator
finger readout, i.e. the WLS-PMT arrangement. l(x, A) denotes the intensity at the open end
of the scintillator finger depending on the wavelength of the emitted scintillation light and the
location x of the primary produced scintillation light by the J06Ru source. Taking into account
the direct and reflected light, l(x, A) has been parameterized in the following form:

l(x A) = l(x = 0, A) (e-p(.I)z) + R. e-p(.I)(2L-z»)
, 1 + R(A) . e-2p(.I)L

The overlayed function represents a fit to the observed light yield using a fit of the following
form:

l(x) = 100(e-z/p, + Re-(2L-z)/p,) + I02e-z/P2 (5.38)

This ansatz is motivated by the description of the propagation of scintillator light as given
by equation 5.37 assuming that the integrated distribution as given in equation 5.36 can be
described by an exponential-type ansatz. The coefficients iJl and iJ2 cannot be associated
with the attenuation coefficients iJ(A) in equation 5.37. iJl and iJ2 represent effective values
of the attenuation of scintillator light of a characteristic spectra, where iJl accounts for the
low attenuated part and iJ2 for the large attenuated part of the scintillator light. This is a
simplification provided that the main emphasis is placed on the integrated attenuation effect
along a particular scintillator finger. The result of this fit shows that this ansatz describes
the integrated attenuation rather well. The steep rise of the measured light yield towards the
open end characterized by iJ2 occurs for all scintillator fingers outside the fiducial volume and
therefore enormously simplifies the off-line attenuation correction procedure.
The use of an end reflector significantly improves the overall uniformity along a scintillator
finger. This effect can be easily understood plotting the function in equation 5.38 for several
values of R. Ignoring the second term in equation 5.38, one obtains for R = 1, I ex cosh(iJJx)

Wavelength shifter readout

The WLS material used for the BPC has also been used for the ZEUS uranium calorimeter.
It consists of a PMMA base doped with a fluorescent dye of 30 ppm Y7. The absorption and
emission spectra of the fluorescent dye Y7 matches well with those for the emission spectra
of the SCSN38 scintillator and the spectral sensitivity of the bialkali photocathode (Hama-
matsu R5600-03), respectively. The effect of radiation damage for the WLS material has been
parameterized as follows [Da96J:

(t) = 1 - (3 ± 1) .1Q-6Gy-1 . D

These results have been obtained based on the same assumptions as discussed in the previous
section for the case of the scintillator material SCSN38.
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Figure 5.22: Deviation from linearity of the absolute energy scale due to a WLS non-uniformity
of 50, 20, 10, 5, 2, 1 and 0% using an EGS4 Me-simulation. For a WLS non-uniformity of
less then 5%, the deviation from linearity is well below 1% for impact energies of 1Ge V using
an impact energy of 25 Ge V to establish the energy scale.

The WLS bars were also aluminized at the end which considerably reduced the WLS non-
uniformity from 15% with an open end to approximately 8% with an aluminized end over the
whole length of the actual calorimeter of 16cm.
Figure 5.22 shows the effect of longitudinal non-uniformity on the linearity of the absolute
energy scale. These results have been obtained using an EGS4 MC-simulation of the BPC. A
longitudinal non-uniformity of maximum 5% is required to limit the linearity of the absolute
energy scale to be well below 1%.
A correction pattern was developed to correct for the attenuation of light along the WLS bars.
For that, each of the WLS bars was scanned using a similar setup to the one for the scintillator
fingers. The light from a Xenon-lamp (Hamamatsu L2175) was guided using a flexible Quartz
fibre to a scintillator plate (SCSN38) with an open end having the same cross-section as a BPC
scintillator finger. The scintillator plate was then scanned along the WLS bar while measuring
the light yield using a PMT. The schematic drawing of this setup is shown in Figure 5.21.
Several checks have been made as well to control the reproducibility. It has been found that
the bent WLS cannot be aligned in a reproducible manner inside a similar aluminum support as
it was the case for the scintillator fingers without any additional fixation. This is important to
correctly determine the attenuation of light within the WLS bars. It was therefore decided to
keep each WLS to be scanned in place by using a very thin fishing line. This led to a reduction
in the measured light yield at the place of the fishing line fixation, depending on the applied
force of the fishing line on the WLS. Nevertheless, it has been found that this does not degrade
the determination of the overall non-uniformity of each WLS bar.
The principle idea to produce a correction pattern has already been outlined in section 5.4.2.
Each WLS was scanned using the setup described above. A typical result of these scans is
shown in Figure 5.23 (top). The measured light yield has then been fitted for simplicity by a
straight line to account for the observed non-uniformity of approximately 8%. The measured
light yield at the open WLS end can be written as a function of the location x in terms of
a primary component Ip and a secondary component I, which is due to the fraction of the

primary component which is reflected back into the WLS due to a particular back reflector.
The measured light yield at the open WLS can then be written as: I(x) = Ip + I, = Ip(1 + r),
where r depends on the amount of dye Y7. In case of the BPC WLS, r is approximately
r = 0.38 which has been determined using a spectral photometer. If no light is reflected back,
i.e. in case of a black back reflector, I(x) decreases. By tuning the amount of ba.ck reflected
light, one is able to achieve a uniform WLS response. Let b be the amount of 'blackness', i.e.
o < b < 1 and Ib and I be the measured light yield with and without a black reflector of
'blackness' b. h and I are given as follows:

h(x)
I(x)

Ip(x)[1 + (1 - b(x))· r]
Ip(x)[1 + r]

Solving these two equations for b( x) and using R( x)
h(x) = I(x = L) one obtains:

(5.41)
(5.42)

L) with

(
1 + r)b(x) = -r- R(x)

Dividing the whole sensitive length of the WLS bar in a certain number of bins of size Abin,
one obtains the number N of black dots as follows with Ado! being the size of a particular black
dot:

N = A~in(1 + r) R(x) = B (1 + r) R(x) (5.44)
Ado! r r

where R(x) is evaluated using the result of a fit to a particular WLS. This scheme provides
an appropriate ansatz for the development of a correction pattern as shown in Figure 5.23. In
practice, the precise value for B = A~in/Ado! has to be determined iteratively to obtain the
best possible uniformity along a WLS bar. The correction pattern has been printed on Tyvek
paper using a high resolution plotter from a postscript file which has been created using the
graphics package PAW [Br96aJ. The final result is shown in Figure 5.23. With this scheme, a
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Figure 5.23: WLS scanning result (top), pattern (middle) and result of a WLS scan including
the correction pattern (bottom).

WLS uniformity of 2% has been achieved. In this case, any deviations from the linearity of the
absolute energy scale are completely negligible as can be seen from Figure 5.22.
The correction patterns printed on Tyvek paper were cut out including a 2 mm side reflector
for each WLS bar and placed inside each aluminum slot as shown in Figure 5.14. These
aluminum cassettes, including the WLS, were then placed on the actual calorimeter stack as
will be discussed in more detail in the next section. The interface between scintillator fingers
and WLS bars can be seen in Figure 5.24. Three plastic distance pieces were glued on three
locations along the calorimeter stack to provide an approximately 1mm air gap between each
scintillator finger and a respective WLS bar. The aluminum lamellas within the aluminum
cassettes were colored black and precisely positioned between each scintillator finger to avoid
cross-talk of scintillator light between neighboring scintillator fingers. It was not possible to
experimentally quantify the quality of the interface connection to verify the absence of cross-talk
using for example a muon test-beam due to time constraints.

Figure 5.24: Side view and front view of the interface between longitudinally oriented scintillator
fingers and a respective WLS bar.

light distribution system inside each BPC module.
The light is then distributed to the front face of each PMT as shown in Figure 5.18. The LED
is driven by a pulser with a pulse height of -4 m V and a width of 6 ns [R096). The BPC light
distribution system allows to monitor possible gain variations of the BPC PMTs at the level of
1- 2%.

Calorimeter assembly

The actual calorimeter assembly included the following steps:

LED monitoring system

A simple LED light distribution system was implemented to monitor the performance of the
PMTs of the BPC. It allows to inject light from an LED and the ZEUS laser calibration system
[H093] onto the front face of each PMT.
The light from a Yellow LED (Hewlett Packard, HLMA-DLOO, Amber) or from the ZEUS laser
calibration system is injected onto the front face of a 8 x 8 x 80 mm3 large polished lucite block.
Lucite fibres for each PMT are glued inside a lucite cylinder and placed as shown in Figure 5.25
on the opposite side of the rectangular lucite block. The lucite block and the lucite cylinder are
mounted inside a plastic cylinder inside the NY (North Y-channels) and SY (South Y-channels)
iron blocks, respectively. Figure 5.25 shows a schematic drawing of the main elements of the

• aluminization of scintillator fingers and wavelength shifting bars

• wrapping of scintillator fingers using precisely cut (accuracy: 0.5 mm) aluminum foil

• scan of wavelength shifting bars (Figure 5.21), optimization of correction patterns and prepa.-
ration of correction patterns (Figure 5.23) to be placed inside the aluminum cassettes (Figure
5.14)
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including lucite fibres

• placing scintillator fingers inside each tungsten plate (Figure 5.13)

• measure performance of each PMT and classify them [M097b]

• stacking tungsten plates including scintillator fingers on a flat metal surface including four long
bolts from front to back of the calorimeter with the aluminum support structure at the end
(Figure A.8)

Figure 5.26: Photography of the calorimeter stack (right) and the WLS bars mounted to an
ARMCO magnetic iron block (left).

• insert bolts through all four brass spacers and align the calorimeter with respect to the flat metal
surface, tighten bolts and turn stack around onto the aluminum support structure (Figure A.9)

• glue plastic distance pieces for scintillator finger WLS interface onto the calorimeter stack

• mounting PMTs, light distribution system, lucite fibres and wavelength shifting bars inside
PMT iron block (Figure 5.26)

• attach aluminum cassettes including the correction pattern onto each WLS bar and align them
onto the calorimeter stack (Figure A.7 and Figure 5.26)

• make calorimeter light tight using black Tedlar paper and covers between calorimeter stack and
PMT iron blocks

• perform light tightness check

• check performance of each PMT using the LED light distribution system

A front view of the assembled BPC North module (without light-tight covers) is shown in
Figure 5.27. A collection of several photographs taken during the construction of the BPC can
be found in section A.4.



photons peaks at very small energies (keY-range) and are therefore expected to be stopped
already after the first tungsten layers.
Proton beam gas background events typically occur out of time with ep scattering events and
can therefore be rejected by requiring a proper timing from the measured BPC signal relative
to the ep bunch crossing. Electron beam gas background events typically occur in-time with ep

scattering events and are expected to decrease towards large energies of the candidate electron.
The BPC trigger scheme is intended to provide energy and timing information to the GFLT
which will be then used via an energy threshold cut and a cut on the measured timing infor-
mation from the BPC to reduce the rate of background events. The precise energy and timing
cuts will be discussed in section 7.1. The following section is devoted to provide an overview
of the hardware of the BPC trigger scheme.
Several analog sums are formed among the BPC readout channels taking into account the
fiducial region of the BPC due to the restricted size of the beam pipe window. This is achieved
by resistively splitting approximately 10% of the charge of the BPC readout channels and
adding them together using current mode operational amplifiers [Ri94]. The summing circuits
have been laid out on standard NIM cards which are located inside a NIM crate within the
ZEUS cryo-tower (Figure A.l4). The following analog sum signals are provided from the North
(South) module:

• Yertical sum: N(S)V = 2::~~e)N(S)X;

• Horizontal sum: N(S)H = L::~3 N(S)Y;

• Outer sum: N(S)O = 2::~\II~~)N(S)X; + N(S)Yi + N(S)Y2 + N(S)Yis + N(S)Yie

• Inner sum: N(S)1 = N(S)X1

• Back tile sum: N(S)B = 2:::1 N(S)B;

Figure A.14 displays t.he location of various components of the BPC readout system. The BPC
front-end electronics is mounted inside the ZEUS cryo-tower (Figure 5.9). The BPC PMT
pulses are sent on 5 m coaxial cables to the trigger summing cards which split off a charge of
approximately 10% for each of the BPC PMT pulses to be used for the BPC first-level trigger
(Section 5.6). The rest is sent to the BPC analog cards. These, together with the digital cards
in the ZEUS electronics rucksack, represent the whole BPC readout system. The BPC readout
system was implemented as a subcomponent of the readout chain of the main calorimeter.
The architecture of the analog cards reflect the design of the readout electronics of the ZEUS
uranium calorimeter [Ca93]. The analog cards used for the BPC have been laid out in a
standard Eurocard dimension to allow a compact installation inside a Eurocrate [K095]. Since
a 12 bit dynamic range is sufficient for the case of the BPC, a single gain channel has been
used instead of a two-gain channel as it is the case for the analog cards of the ZEUS uranium
calorimeter. Figure A.12 displays an overview of the BPC readout system. One analog card
integrates and shapes up to twelve PMT signals, samples the shaped signal at a rate of 96 ns
and stores the samples in a 5/-ls deep analog pipeline. In case of a positive trigger decision from
the GFLT, the samples are transferred to a one-event buffer which stores up to eight samples
from a pipeline. The samples are then multiplexed to the digital cards.
The digital cards are identical to those of the ZEUS uranium calorimeter [Ca93]. Each digital
card has four 12 bit ADCs which digitize the analog samples. A DSP" processor is used
to provide on-board pedestal and gain corrections and to reconstruct the energy and time
of an event. These variables are then made available to the second level processor. Each
digital card allows to process the signals from 24 PMTs. Input and output buffers take into
account fluctuations in the first-level trigger rate and in the second level trigger decision time,
respect ively.

The actual sum signal and its corresponding inversion are sent on 30 m long BNC cables to the
ZEUS electronics rucksack. Figure A.13 shows the setup of the BPC first-level trigger scheme.
The sum signals are fed into differential receivers which are used as a filter for 50 Hz noise and
also to provide a 1-t0-4 fanout of the corresponding input signal. The trigger scheme for both
BPC modules is divided into an energy and timing part.
In case of the BPC North module, the energy information for the GFLT is derived using a 4-bit
FADCn based on the CAMAC LeCroy Model 4504 which allows four analog input signals to
be digitized into a 4-bit digital word at a frequency of up to 100 MHz and a sampling time as
short as 4 ns. The fast conversion process is required to use the BPC at the ZEUS first-level
trigger. The digitized signals are sent on twisted-pair cables to the GFLT to be used in various
first-level trigger applications, as will be shown in detail in chapter 7. The strobe signal is
derived from the ZEUS clock signal associated with the ep bunch crossing. A problem with
the strobe-signal discriminator during the 1995 data taking caused the strobe signal for the
FADC to get lost for some of the runs which resulted in a decrease of the trigger efficiency.
This problem has been examined in detail as part of the off-line physics analysis and will be
discussed in section 9.2.
Only one FADC-module was available at the time of the startup for the BPC first-level trigger.
Since the BPC South module is not explicitly used for the physics analysis presented in this
thesis, it was decided to simply form a lower and upper threshold among the BPC South sum

The measurement of the final state electron in ep collisions using the BPC as a new component
of the ZEUS experiment requires a trigger scheme to reduce background events at a very early
stage while efficiently selecting physics events of interest. This is of particular importance for
an inclusive measurement using the BPC. Non ep background events are expected to arise from:

• background events due to electrons having lost part of their energy due to bremsstrahlung
which are then being bent by the HERA interaction lattice into the BPC.

The last item will be discussed in more detail in chapter 7 which required a modification of
some of the collimator positions within the ZEUS interaction region after the implementation
of the BPC trigger scheme. The rate of this type of background events was not known at the
beginning of the design of the BPC first-level trigger scheme and therefore required a careful
investigation at the startup of the 1995 HERA run including the BPC as a new component.
The amount of synchrotron radiation background is expected to be completely negligible taking
into account the respective rate of synchrotron radia.tion. The energy of synchrotron radiation
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Monitoring the accumulated radiation dose using passive and active radiation monitors is of
vital importance since the BPC is located at a fixed distance of only 38.7 mm (Section 5.8) from
the beam contrary to the rear and forward uranium calorimeter at ZEUS which are retracted
by 40 cm from the beam during injection and ramping periods in HERA. Figure 5.28 shows
a front view of both BPC modules as seen from the interaction point. Groves Ivith a cross-
section of 1.5 x 1.5mm2 have been machined on two sides of the first and the last tungsten
plates. Prior to the assembly of the BPC modules, brass tubes with a diameter of 1.5mm
were glued inside these groves in such a way that their respective ends are accessible from the
outside of both BPC modules. These tubes are filled with TLD14 crystals (Harshaw TLD-700)
on a regular basis as will be discussed in more detail in section 7.2. The type of TLD crystals
used are based on a Lithium-7 isotope fluoride (LiF2) which are useful to measure doses up to
3 kGy. The TLD crystals are calibrated using a 131Cs source and analyzed using an automated
apparatus by measuring the glow curve of exposed TLD crystals. The accuracy of the measured
dose has been estimated to be approximately 10% which significantly decreases if the range of
applicability is reached.
As will be discussed in detail in section 7.2, the measurement of the radiation background of
the BPC by means of a dark current measurement using a Si-diode was essential to determine
the origin of the measured accumulated dose as a function of the HERA operation. Two
Hamamatsu silicon photodiodes (Hamamatsu S2662) with a sensitive area of 7.5 x 20 mm2

enclosed inside a light-tight cover were installed in front of both BPC modules, as shown in
Figure 5.28. These two diodes were read out by a simple pre-amplifier circuit [We92]. It has
been laid out on a standard NIM card located inside the cryo-tower and read out by a voltage-
sensitive ADC [L096]. The readout scheme was implemented to be completely independent of
the ZEUS data acquisition system. A bias voltage of 27 V was chosen to allow a maximum
sensitivity to the incoming particle flux.
Two standard monitoring tools have been used to investigate the performance of the optical
components of the BPC:

• 60Co-scans [Be92] of both BPC modules and
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Figure 5.28: Top and front view of both BPC modules showing the location of TLDs and the
Si-diodes for the BPC radiation monitoring. All dimensions are in mm.

signals, SH and SV, using a discriminator and send the NIM-ECL converted NIM-signals on
twisted pair cables to the GFLT. The same procedure has been followed for the BPC North
backtile sum signal.
The timing information for both BPC modules are derived using conventional LeCroy discrim-
inators whose respective logic output signals are fed into 4-bit TDCs13 with a 5 ns step at the
GFLT.
The implementation of the BPC into the 1995 ZEUS trigger scheme, the calibration of the
FADC-digitized energy to the off-line calibrated measured energy in the BPC North module
as well as the efficiency of the BPC North energy and timing cut will be discussed in detail
in sections 7.1 and 9.2. Apart from a problem with the strobe-signal discriminator, the BPC
first-level trigger was found to work reliably.

• a scan of individual scintillator fingers.

Prior to the installation of the BPC both BPC modules were scanned using 60Coscans. A point-
like 60Co source emitting 'Yrays of 1.17 MeV and 1.33 MeV was moved using a stepping motor
on the opposite side of the WLS-bars along the BPC within a brass tube as sholVn in Figure
5.29. The plot above the schematic drawing shows the response of one particular readout
channel as a function of the location of the 6OCOsource. These scans have been performed
moving the 6OCOsource for each readout channel on the respective opposite side. It allowed
to determine assembly faults and a first relative calibration. For that, the response for each
readout channel has been integrated and used to adjust the HV of the respective PMT using
the gain measurements of the BPC PMTs. This allowed a first relative calibration at the level
of approximately 7% (Section 8.5.3).
The BPC North modules was scanned after the 1995 data taking to evaluate the effect of
radiation damage on the optical components. The 60Co results before the installation of the
BPC modules within the ZEUS experiment served as a reference. A comparison of these results
will be presented in section 7.2.
Besides a scan using a movable 60Co source, several scintillator fingers have been scanned using
the same setup as described in section 5.4.3. A comparison of scanning results among individual
scintillator fingers before and after the 1995 HERA run will be discussed in section 7.2.

Several tools have been implemented to monitor the performance of the BPC readout electron-
ics, the performance of the BPC photomultiplier tubes and in particular the effect of radiation
damage on the optical components of the BPC.
Daily test trigger runs are taken in between luminosity periods to evaluate the integrity of the
readout electronics by means of charge injection and pedestal test triggers. A full electronics
calibration is performed once per week. The stability of the readout electronics has been found
to be at the level of 0.1% [H093]. On-line charge injection and pedestal test triggers, as well
as LED and laser test triggers, are used in addition to monitor on-line the performance of
the readout electronics and the BPC photomultiplier tubes. Details on these monitoring and
calibration tools of the readout electronics can be found in [H093].



I BPC module I X (mm) I Y (mm) I Z (mm) I
I North I 38.71 1.81-2936.61

South -74.7 1.4 -2936.8

Table 5.4: Survey results of the BPC North and South modules in 1995.
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survey marks have been then surveyed from both reference points on top of the compensator
magnet. The survey platform including the two survey marks were later surveyed on the bench
to an accuracy of 0.1 mm. Using the internal alignment of the scintillator fi'ngers known to an
accuracy of 0.1 mm (Section 5.4.2), it was possible to calculate among the survey results the
absolute position of the BPC (X: front beam pipe edge; Y: interface between 8th and 9th
scintillator finger; Z: front face of first tungsten plate) with respect to the mechanical axis of
the CTD and therefore to the ZEUS coordinate system. The accuracy of the BPC surv,ey has
been estimated to be at best 0.5 mm [We96]. The major source of uncertainty is due to the
difficulty in the determination of the absolute position of the reference platforms on top of the
compensator magnet with respect to the ZEUS coordinate system. The compensator magnet
is subject to horizontal movements of up to 0.5 mm depending on the position of the ZEUS
RCAL modules. An independent measurement of the reference platforms prior to the actual
BPC survey is essential.
To achieve an accuracy of the absolute positioning of the BPC of 0.5 mm, an independent
position calibration via elastic QED Compton events is necessary (Section 8.3.4).
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The absolute position of the BPC was determined through an optical survey procedure at the
end of the 1995 data taking period besides an in-situ position calibration using elastic QED
Compton events (Section 8.3.4).
The top of the compensator magnet has two reference platforms which have been surveyed
prior to the actual survey of the BPC with respect to the CTD frustum with an accuracy of
approximately 0.5 mm. These two reference points have then been used to survey both BPC
modules, i.e. the distance as well as the polar and azimuthal angle of a particular survey
mark on the BPC with respect to the reference platforms. The tilt of both BPC modules have
been measured as well. The tilt of the nominal beam axis (Figure A.6) with respect to the
horizontal plane has been measured to be 5.875 mrad. Both BPC modules have been installed
within ZEUS such that they are tilted with respect to the horizontal plane by approximately
6mrad.
Since the polar angles turned out to be too steep and not visible by the theodolite used, a
precisely machined survey platform was mounted on top of each BPC module which allowed
to insert two survey marks, as shown in Figure 5.30 for one of the reference points. These



Chapter 6

Simulation of physics events as well as detector effects by means of Monte-Carlo (MC) tech-
niques are essential ingredients in any analysis effort in a high-energy-physics experiment. This
includes for example their importance in the development of reconstruction algorithms to ex-
tract measurable quantities such as the energy and position of a high energy particle from energy
depositions within a calorimeter. Detector and physics event simulations are used to evaluate
acceptance and efficiency corrections as well as resolution effects and radiative corrections in
order to measure cross-sections.
The following sections provide a brief overview on various aspects of the detector and physics
event simulation which are essential for the understanding of the BPC F2 analysis. A stand-
alone detector simulation of the BPC within EGS41 was written and used for the development
of energy and position reconstruction algorithms. The implementation of the BPC within EGS4
and the optimization of various tracking parameters will be focused on in the next section. The
detector simulation of the ZEUS detector including the BPC based on the simulation package
GEANT [Br89] will be briefly summarized in section 6.3. Basic elements of the simulation of ep
physics events such as electroweak radiation at the lepton vertex as well as the simulation of the
hadronic final state will be discussed in section 6.4. An overview of the MC event generators
used for the physics analysis, in particular the modifications of some MC generators to generate
physics events in the kinematic region of the BPC, will be given in section 6.5.

The EGS4 code is a general purpose MC simulation package for the coupled transport of elec-
trons/positrons and photons in an arbitrary geometry which can consist of any element, com-
pound, or mixture [Bi94]. The simulation only concerns electromagnetic processes which are
theoretically well understood and calculatable within the framework of QED. The simulation
of electromagnetic processes using EGS4 therefore allows precise estimates of event quantities
such as the energy deposition within a calorimeter which have been cross checked in numerous
applications. The processes simulated within EGS4 which refer to interactions of electrons in
matter are (Section 5.2): bremsstrahlung, positron annihilation, Bhabha and Ml1lllerscattering,
multiple scattering and energy loss due to excitation and ionization. The following photon pro-
cesses are simulated within EGS4: pair production, Rayleigh scattering, Compton scattering,



3. Energy uniformity scan (5GeV, lOGeV, 15GeV, 20GeV and 25 GeV) with vnrying nor-
mal incident impact position in X with an incident angle of 88° and 90· respectively, with
respect to t.he BPC front face.

4. Implementation of the degradation of each scintillator strip due to radiation damage
(5GeV, 10GeV, 15GeV, 20GeV, 25GeV and 27.5 GeV) (Section 7.2 and 8.5.4).

These samples (1-3) are used for the development of the BPC energy and position reconstruction
algorithms (Chapter 8). The fourth sample is used to evaluate the effect of radiation damage
on the linearity of the absolute energy scale of the BPC. This will be discussed in detail in
section 8.5.4.

The ZEUS detector simulation [H093] is based on an extensive software chain which provides
a description of various detector components representing their geometry, the materials they
consist of and their position. Electromagnetic and hadronic type particles can be tracked
through these simulated detector volumes taking into account various electromagnetic and
hadronic interactions which these particle undergo within a particular media. The detector
simulation is based on the GEANT program [Br89]. The ZEUS detector simulation, together
with various trigger simulation related software packages, is called MOZART (MOnte Carlo
for ZEUS Analysis, Reconstruction and Trigger).
The BPC detector simulation based on GEANT was incorporated within the program MOZART
including several additions among the simulation of the rear section of the ZEUS detector such
as the new asymmetric beam pipe (Section 5.4) and the movement of two RCAL modules R12T
and R12B closer to the beam. The impact of tracking parameters such as the step length and
the shower energy thresholds on the energy resolution, sampling fraction and CPU time has
been extensively studied and optimized for the BPC detector simulation. Figure 6.2 shows a
3D view of the BPC North module as implemented within MOZART using GEANT. Similar to
the case of the simulation of the BPC within EGS4, several readout elements such as the WLS
have been omitted for simplicity in the BPC detector simulation. It was shown as well that the
energy responds across the simulated scintillator fingers as well as the energy resolution is not
affected by ignoring the 100pm gap between adjacent scintillator fingers [Ti97].
The tracking of particles from simulated ep physics events starts with a list of particles for a
particular event which includes for each particle its type, four vector and production vertex.
MC event information, characteristic to each detector component such as the energy depositions
in the BPC scintillator fingers, are used to fill the same type of ADAMO tables (Section 4.6)
as for real data. True MC event information such as the true energy of a positron hitting the
BPC is provided in additional ADAMO tables.

differential cross-section. The proton structure functions F1 and F2 are defined with respect to
the Born differential cross-section.

Figure 6.3 (a) shows the Born-level ep Feynman diagram. Higher order diagrams lead to
corrections which have to be taken into account in order to extract the Born differential cross-
section and thus the proton structure function F2• These corrections arise from the emission
of additional real or virtual photons from either the lepton or the quark line. Corrections at
the quark line are proportional to the square of the quark charge and are therefore smaller
than leptonic corrections. The quarkonic corrections are included in the definition of parton
distribution functions. Corrections due to lepton-quark interference have been shown to be
significantly smaller than leptonic corrections. Contributions which involve the heavy gauge
bosons ZO and W± can be completely ignored in the kinematic region covered in this thesis
[Sp92].

The dominant contributions to higher order corrections above the Born level are therefore
QED corrections. Figure 6.3 (b-e) show the Feynman diagrams at order 0.3 which refer to
QED corrections. In case of initial state radiation, the emitted photon travels collinearly with
the electron beam and remains therefore undetected in the main detector. The energy of the
electron at the leptonic vertex is therefore less than the beam energy. If the electron beam
energy is used to evaluate the kinematic variables x, y and Q2 (Electron method), one obtains
the so called apparent values (xopp, YoPP and Q~pp) which are different from the true values
at the hadronic vertex. In case of final state radiation, the emitted photon travels close to
the outgoing electron. Provided that the angle of emission is small, the energy of the final-
state-radiated photon is included in the energy measurement of the outgoing electron using a
calorimeter. One therefore obtains the true kinematic variables x, y and Q2. In summary, the
emission of a photon at the lepton line will shift the kinematic variables which are therefore
systematically different from the kinematic variables at the hadronic vertex where the proton
is being probed. To infer from the observed cross-section the Born cross-section, one has to
take these system<l.tic shifts into account. Radiative corrections [M069] are included through
the term JRc(y, Q2) which is defined as follows:

The double differential cross-section describing inelastic ep sC<l.ttering, du2jdydQ2, has been
discussed in detail in section 2.2.2 to lowest order perturbation theory, i.e. only terms of order
0.2 have been taken into account. This double differential cross-section is known <l.Sthe Born



~,l1dt.he phot,oclcct.ric effect. EGS4 allows the simulation of incident elcctrons/ positrons in the
r~l1ge of a few tens of keY up t.o a fel\' thousand GeV. In case of photons, simulations can be
performed for photon energics between 1keY and several thousand GeV. Energy depositions
within a particular detector volume such as the active layers of the BPC can be scored and
read out on an event-by-event basis. Thus, the response of a detector to a particular incident
electromagnetic particle can be simulated.
The EGS4 code, written in FORTRAN, is provided by a set of subroutines and block data
statements. Before performing a simulation using EGS4 the material data, i.e. the material
cross-section and branching ratio data have to be created by the program PEGS4.
The user has to provide a main program which has to proceed through the following steps by
calling various EGS4 subroutines:
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1, 3, 5~" 51 (tungsttn)

55 59 1 53 2, 4, 6~_, 52 (scintillitor)
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• initialization of the radiation transport: charge, position, angle and energy

of incident particle,

scintillator fingers amounts to 100pm. It has been verified that the energy response across the
simulated scintillator fingers as well as the energy resolution is not affected by ignoring the
gap in the geometry definition of the active layers of the BPC. This enormously simplifies the
simulation, in particular the execution time.
The tungsten material is specified as a mixture of 95.5% tungsten and 4.5% copper with a
density of 18.0 gcm-3 (Section 5.4.2). The scintillator layers are represented by polystyrene
with a ratio of the number of hydrogen to carbon atoms of one and a density of 1.032gcm-3•

Several tracking parameters within EGS4 can be tuned and optimized for a particular applica-
tion.
The energy cutoff parameters of electrons ECUT and photons PCUT determine below which en-
ergy the tracking is terminated and the energy of a particle is deposited on the spot. The
energy cutoff parameters have been optimized by examining the sampling fraction, the energy
resolution and the CPU time per event as a function of the cutoff energy. The sampling frac-
tion and the energy resolution remain fairly stable below 0.2 MeV. Based on this optimization
procedure, it was decided to use a value of 0.1 MeV for ECUT2 and PCUT. These parameters have
been chosen for the simulation of electrons having an incident energy above 1GeV.
The parameter ESTEPE determines the amount of energy deposition per simulated step length.
Choosing a step length which is too large could result in significant uncertainties in particular
in multilayer applications. Very small step lengths can cause multiple scattering to be turned
off and increase the CPU time. The optimization of ESTEPE has been performed according to a
procedure which was used for the parameter study of a ZEUS UCAL prototype module [J099].
The generated EGS4 samples with 10000 events each are as follows:

Within the user routine HOWFAR, any auxiliary volume such as planes, cylinders, cones, spheres,
etc. can be specified. The user has access to a variety of event quantities which spccify the
particle type, energy, position and media type. Using this information, the user has to determine
within the subroutine HOWFAR if a particular particle leaves the current volume having a certain
size and therefore enters another volume and the tracking of the particle is continued in the
new volume or the tracking should be stopped since the particle under consideration leaves the
detector volume. The definition of volumes is performed through various constraints among
the position of particles being tracked.
The subroutine AUSGAB is used to score and output for each tracking step a variety of quantities
on request of the user such as the position of particles, particle type, type of interaction and
the amount of energy deposited during the last tracking step. In the case of simulation of an
electromagnetic sampling calorimeter, the deposited energy information for each step can be
summed for each active sampling layer and recorded after the simulation of the whole shower
is finisned. The simulation for a particular particle in a shower is terminated if its energy falls
below a certain energy cutoff which has to be specified in the initialization of the material data.
The simulated geometry of the BPC reflects the size of the BPC North module (Section 5.4).
Figure 6.1 shows the implemented geometry of the BPC within EGS4. 26 layers of 3.5 mm thick
tungsten alloy plates (ID: 1,3,5, ... ,51) are separated by layers of2.6 mm thick scintillator sheets
(ID: 2, 4, 6, ... , 52) which in turn are separated by 8 mm wide scintillator fingers to provide a
segmented energy deposition. The 5 mm wide tungsten bars on the edge of each tungsten
plate are simulated as well. Each volume needed has the shape of a cube. The geometry
definition within HOWFAR has therefore been enormously simplified by writing a single subroutine
which specifies the general geometrical layout of a cube with the size of each individual layer
stored in a data statement. Depending on the position of a particular shower particle, the
corresponding dimensions of the current layer is picked up from this data statement. Any details
concerning the WLS readout, the brass spacers and the aluminum wrapping of scintillator
fingers have been omitted for simplicity. As pointed out in Section 5.4, the gap between

1. Fixed normal incident impact position in the center of the BPC with varying electron
impact energies (5 GeV, 10 GeV, 15GeV, 20 GeV, 25 GeV and 30 GeV).

2. Fixed incident impact position in the center of the BPC with an incident angle of 88°
with respect to the BPC front face and varying electron impact energies (5GeV, 10GeV,
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The Monte Carlo generator HERACLES [Kw911provides a simulation of the NC process eq -t

eq-y which includes initial and final state radiation and the full one-loop virtual corrections.
Figure 6.4 shows the size of radiative corrections in % as a function of y for Q2 = 0.3 Gey2. The
solid Iine refers to the LLA3 order 03 radiative correction. The dashed line represents the sum
of LLA order 03 and 04 radiative corrections together with higher order terms from soft photon
exponentiation. The difference between both estimates is well below 1% for 0.08 < y < 0.74
which represents the kinematic range in y covered by the physics analysis presented in this
thesis. These corrections have been evaluated using the program HERACLES [Kw91] in the
HELlOS mode [Bl91]. It has been shown that the amount of radiative corrections varies only
slowly within the Q2 range of the BPC. The amount of radiative corrections drastically increases
towards high values in y to be well above 30%. This can be significantly reduced by imposing a
cut on the variable E - Pz reconstructed from the hadronic final state which will be discussed
in detail in section 10.2. This cut is equivalent to imposing a cut on the energy of the initial
state photon.
A MC prediction for ORc(y, Q2) is used for the radiative correction procedure. This can be done
explicitly by correcting the measured cross-section or implicitly by using a MC sample which
was generated with radiative corrections. The implicit radiative correction procedure will be
discussed in more detail in section 11.3.
The hadronic final state has to be as well simulated using MC techniques which turns out to
be significantly more complicated. This is because of the QCD dynamics which affects the
struck quark which carries a certain color. Figure 6.5 displays the development of the hadronic
final state of the ep scattering process. The formation of hadrons which are being measured
in the detector out of a collection of quarks and gluons cannot be calculated within QCD.
Phenomenological models are necessary to provide a description of the parton shower process
as well as the final hadronization. The formation of a parton shower is being simulated using for
example the Color Dipole Model (CDM) [An89]. A color dipole is formed between the struck
quark and the proton remnant which can radiate gluons which in turn form additional dipoles.
Quark-antiquark pairs are created from the break up of color dipoles. This shower process
is terminated after the participating quarks and gluons reach a certain minimum momentum.
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Figure 6.4: Magnitude of radiative corrections. The solid line refers to the LLA order 03

radiative correction. The dashed line represents the sum of LLA order 03 and 04 radiative
corrections together with higher order terms from soft photon exponentiation. The vertical
dotted lines refer to the kinematic range in y covered by the physics analysis presented in this
thesis.

This mechanism is implemented in the MC generator ARIADNE [Lii92]. ARIADNE also allows
the simulation of diffractive events with a large rapidity gap on the basis of a color singlet
exchange assuming that the struck quark originates from a colorless state within the proton. An
alternative approach to describe the formation of a parton shower is given by the parton shower
(PS) model [Be88]. The hadronization among the produced quarks and gluons is simulated
within the program JETSET [Be87bl which uses the LUND string fragmentation model [An83J.
A color string is formed between quarks moving apart. Provided that the string energy is large
enough, a string can break apart into shorter pieces. This procedure stops as soon as the energy
of a string is no longer enough to create additional strings. In the final step, these strings are
converted into hadrons.

The starting point for the simulation of e+p collisions in the kinematic region of the BPC
is the program package DJANGO 6.22 which combines the programs LEPTO 6.4.1 [In96],
HERACLES 4.5.1 [Kw91] and ARIADNE 4.06 [L092J.
The MC-generator HERACLES calculates the structure functions F2 and FL from an input
set of parton density functions from which it calculates the differential cross-section including
initial and final state radiation and the full one-loop virtual corrections. The description of
the parton shower formation is taken into account using the program ARIADNE. The program
JETSET, as implemented in LEPTO, is then used to perform the LUND string fragmentation
and hadronization.
The measurement of the proton structure function F2 requires to know the longitudinal struc-
ture function FL, since both cannot be measured separately at fixed center-of-mass energy ..;s.



the acceptance determination was compared to those of different MC generators (Section 9.5).
The program EPSOFT [Ka95] was used to generate a non-diffractive sample of minimum bias
events. A non-diffractive sample of minimum bias events as well as resolved and direct di-
jet events was generated using the PYTHIA [Be87a] program. Single and double dissociate
diffractive events as well as elastic l events were generated using the HERWIG Me generator
[Ti96].
Photoproduction background events were generated using the PYTHIA program [Be87a] using
an ALLM [Ab90J cross-section parameterization. The contributions from various sub-processes
have been taken from [De94]. Events were generated in the range of Q~in < Q2 < 0.05 and
0.5 < y < 1.0 whereas Q~in = m~y2 /(1- y). The generated background sample of 60000 events
corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 0.59 pb-I.
Both MC samples were passed through the complete ZEUS simulation chain and processed
using the same off-line reconstruction software as for data. A simulation of the BPC trigger
has been omitted. The BPC trigger efficiency has been taken into account off-line (Section 9.2).
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The contribution from FL to the double-differential cross-section d(12/dydQ2 is kinematically
suppressed at low y. FL is expected to vanish like FL ex: Q4 for Q2 -+ 0 (Section 2.3.1). Since
the contribution from FL to d(12/dydQ2 is expected to be small, FL has been set to naught for
the generation of MC events for the analysis presented in this thesis. This implies that the
extracted F2 values from data are those for which FL = O. Any other assumption on FL can
later be used to correct the extracted F2 (FL = 0) values from data (Section 11.3.2).
Several modifications were necessary for the simulation of e+p events in the kinematic region
of the 8PC. The DL parameterization (Section 2.3.4) was used to evaluate F2 in the kinematic
region of the BPC. This parameterization yields in the limit Q2 -+ 0 the total photoproduction
cross-section which is well described by the DL model. HERACLES requires a set of parton
distribution functions as input. These have been calculated by re-weighting MRSA [Ma94]
parton distribution functions using the following weight factor: F2{DL)/ F2{MRSA).
Diffractive events were generated using the program ARIADNE according to ~(1/dtdMl ~
eb'/{MJ. + Q2 - M;)"fP with b = 6Gey-2 and alP = 1.1 where t is the square of the four-
momentum transferred to the outgoing proton. Mx is the invariant mass of the hadronic final
state.
Elastic vector meson production contribute to the total photoproduction cross-section to about
12%. The relative fraction of the light vector mesons in photoproduction amounts to pO: w =
12: 1 and pO: ¢ = 15: 1, respectively [De96c]. The elastic pO vector meson contribution is
therefore expected to dominate. This event class was generated in the kinematic range of the
BPC using a similar procedure as for the generation of large Mx diffractive events [Ti97].
The fraction of diffractive and elastic pO used in the final sample will be discussed in section
9.5.
In total, 600000 events were generated using the above MC generator programs which corre-
sponds to an integrated luminosity of 3.6 pb-I. These events have been generated imposing
the following kinematic cuts: Q2 > 0.05 Gey2 and y> 0.03. The choice of these cuts has been
carefully determined taking into account smearing effects which implies that the cuts imposed
on Q2 and y should be not too high. The requirement to obtain as many events in the kinematic
region as possible despite the rise of the double-differential cross-section for Q2 -+ 0 and y -+ 0
means that the cuts imposed on Q2 and y should be not too low. A compromise between both
gave rise to the above choice [Ti97].
In order to estimate the sensitivity of the acceptance, derived from the above MC sample for
the determination of the proton structure function F2, on the simulation of various underlying
MC processes with respect to several constraints among the hadronic final state (Section 10.2),



Chapter 7

The 95-running conditions

The hardware part of the BPC first-level trigger was discussed in detail in section 5.6. Energy
and timing information of the BPC trigger is used at the ZEUS Global First Level Trigger
(GFLT). The trigger logic formed from the BPC trigger information together with the first-
level trigger input from other detector components defines a particular BPC GFLT trigger slot.
This provides the BPC related input at the next trigger levels within the ZEUS trigger scheme
(Section 4.5) which is used in a variety of physics applications. The BPC trigger configuration
was designed to incorporate the following physics interests:

• BPC F2 measurement,

• study of elastic pO vector meson production,

• study of BPC tagged radiative events,

• study of elastic QED Compton events tagged in both BPC modules,

• study of BPC tagged elastic e+p events and

• study of the photoproduction background for high Q2 events with a reconstructed positron
in the main calorimeter.

This list underlines the physics potential of the BPC at ZEUS. The following section provides
an overview of the implementation of the BPC trigger within the ZEUS trigger scheme, in
particular the definition of energy and timing cuts, a discussion of the BPC trigger rate and an
overview of the configuration of the BPC trigger within the ZEUS three-level trigger scheme to
incorporate the above physics interests. The following discussion will focus on the BPC North
module which is the main component used for the physics analysis presented in this thesis.

Implementation

A series of test trigger runs have been taken prior to the actual BPC data taking in 1995 to
examine the TDC spectra for the BPC timing and the FADC spectra for the BPC energy in
order to establish proper cuts at the GFLT for the BPC North module. Among the various
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Figure 7.1: FADC (left) and TDC (right) spectra for events passing the GFLT SLOT 52 re-
quirements (FADC(BPCN)H ~ 4 and 1 $ TDC(BPCN)H < 8).

t.rigger sums provided by the BPC trigger hardware (Section 5.6), only the horizontal sum was
used to derive a trigger signal for the energy and timing information. This choice was made over
t.he vert.ical sum to minimize the influence of a possible degradation of the inner most vertical
strips due to radiation damage which is expected to increase towards the beam pipe edge of the
BPC (Section 7.2). All other trigger sums have not been used for any trigger decision at the
GFLT. This enormously simplified the understanding of the BPC trigger. The main emphasis
will be placed in the following on the BPC F2 trigger configuration. The design of an inclusive
trigger for the BPC F2 measurement. was driven by the requirement to only impose cuts on the
BPC energy and timing information available at the GFLT. This concept had to be somewhat
modified due to unexpected high background rates.
Figure 7.1 shows the FADC and TDC spectra. Figure 7.2 displays the correlation between
the FADC digitized energy for the horizontal trigger sum and the final off-line reconstructed
energy of the BPC North module. Events to be triggered had to pass a timing window of
1 $ TDC(BPCN)H < 8. The calibration of the FADC energy spectra using the off-line re-
constructed energy which was determined to an accuracy of 0.5% yields a calibration factor of
approximately 1.8 GeV per FADC count. This value has been determined from a linear fit to
the correlation plot in Figure 7.2. The last FADC bit has not been included in the straight line
fit since the FADC was already saturated. The small offset is due to the voltage offset in the dif-
ferential receiver cards (Section 5.6). The chosen energy cut amounts to FADC(BPCN)H ~ 4.
The chosen cuts represent a compromise between reducing the rate of background events at the
trigger level which is expected to increase towards small positron energies and still having a
large enough acceptance for small positron energies to achieve a maximum possible coverage of
the region of small x values. The initial setup of the BPC trigger as a pure inclusive trigger, i.e.
using only the BPC energy and timing information, is very sensitive to any background events
which occur in time to an e+p collision. It turned out that a vast amount of the unexpected
high background rate in the BPC North and the BPC South module was due to off-momentum
positrons.
A series of dipole and quadrupole magnets of the straight section downstream of the ZEUS
detector is used to deflect and focus the positron beam onto the interaction point to yield a
head-on collision between positrons and protons. A simulation of positrons losing energy via

Figure 7.2: Correlation between the FADC digitized energy for the horizontal trigger sum and
the final off-line reconstructed energy of the BPC North module. A linear fit yields 1.8 Ge V per
FADC count.

bremsstrahlung was used to track these off-momentum positrons through the HERA machine
lattice [«0971. It was found that a lattice arrangement which would only consist of dipole
magnets would only give rise to a significant background in the BPC North module, since the
magnetic field within the dipole magnets has to bend the positron beam towards the interaction
point. Quadrupole magnets are responsible for the fact that positrons having lost part of their
energy through bremsstrahlung are being tracked through the lattice arrangement in such a
way that they can end up on the opposite side, i.e. towards the side of the BPC South module
which allows to understand the high background rate observed in the BPC South module. The
result of the simulation of off-momentum positrons provided a qualitative understanding of the
observed high background rate. A detailed quantitative understanding is rather difficult due
to the complex dependence on the precise lattice layout, the Z position where the energy loss
due to bremsstrahlung occurs and in particular the quality of the vacuum downstream of the
ZEUS detector.

Figure A.3 shows a top view of the ZEUS interaction region. The positron beam which is being
bent towards the interaction point is a strong source of synchrotron radiation. The collima-
tors (CI-C4) are used to shield the central tracking detector as well as the calorimeter from
synchrotron radiation. It was found that moving the inner (outer) collimator C4 towards the
HERA beams cuts into the stream of off-momentum positrons and thereby significantly reduces
the high background rate for the BPC North (South) module. Using a machine condition with
only positrons in HERA and the C4 collimator being open, the measured energy in the BPC
North module peaks at almost half the positron beam energy which gave rise to a significant
background rate in the BPC North module based on the timing and energy cuts mentioned
above. Closing the inner collimator C4 reduces these type of events and the BPC North energy
spectra is dominated by low energy positrons well below 7 GeV. The inner and outer collimator
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• GFLT SLOT 50: At the end of the 1995 HERA run, the GFLT SLOT 50 was imple-
mented to study the photoproduction background for high Q2 events by requiring energy
a,nd timing cuts in the BPC North module and energy in the RCAL E:\1C sections.

• GFLT SLOT 52: This GFLT SLOT is the main BPC F2 GFLT trigger slot. It imposes
energy as well as timing cuts on the BPC North module.

• GFLT SLOT 32: The study of elastic pO vector meson production and BPC tagged
radiative events is the main focus of this trigger. It requires energy as well as timing cuts
on the BPC North module together with either a good track at the CTD FLT or energy
in the LUMIG detector above 1GeV.
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• GFLT SLOT 34: BPC tagged high ET jet events are studied by requiring energy as well

as timing cuts in the BPC North or South module and energy in the main calorimeter
(CAL).

The precise cuts imposed on the energy and timing information for SLOT 52 are the ones which
have been discussed in the last section.
A brief description of the GSLT slots (DIS5, DIS2, DIS3, SPP6, HPPl) as well as the TLT
slots (DISI9, DIS20, DIS17, DIS22, DIS21, DISI8, SPPI5, HPP20) can be seen in Figure 7.3.
A prescale factor 2 at the TLT slot DIS 17 was moved during the 1995 run from the GFLT
SLOT 52 to the TLT slot DIS 17.
The trigger efficiency of the BPC F2 trigger (GFLT SLOT 52) will be discussed in detail
in section 9.2. The GFLT SLOTS 31 and 32 have been exclusively used for alignment and
calibration purposes. A detailed trigger efficiency study among those triggers was therefore
omitted. The impact of the main calorimeter cuts on the acceptance determination will be
focused on in section 9.5.

C4 and the inner jaw of C3 had been open during the HERA runs from 1992 to 1994. With
the installation of the BPC in 1995, the inner jaw of C4 was closed by 15mm, the outer C4 jaw
by 6 mm and the inner C3 jaw by 4 mm during luminosity operation. With this new collimator
configuration, the background was reduced by approximately two orders of magnitude in the
BPC North module.
The BPC FLT rate was between 10 and 30 Hz for the 1995 running period, taking into account
the cuts on the energy and timing information as well as the new collimator position.
No BPC trigger information was available for the 1995 HERA run at the Second and Third
Level trigger. The rate of the BPC inclusive trigger turned out to be still not at an acceptable
level at the Third Level Trigger. This necessitated imposing two additional cuts on two non-
BPC quantities at the Second Level Trigger. The total energy measured in the main calorimeter
(CAL) was required to be greater than 3 GeV. An approximate value of YJB which was deter-
mined from the energy measured in the main calorimeter assuming an interaction vertex at
Z = 0, was required to be greater than 0.02.

Configuration

Figure 7.3 displays the 1995 BPC trigger configuration at all three trigger levels. This scheme
takes into account the above mentioned physics items to be examined using the BPC. The
following list provides a brief description of the individual GFLT trigger slots:

• GFLT SLOT 31: This GFLT SLOT is intended to study elastic QED Compton events
tagged in both BPC modules and BPC tagged elastic e+p events. For the first item,
energy as well as timing cuts were imposed on the BPC South and BPC North modules.
The second item required energy and timing cuts on the BPC North module and a hit in
the LPS.

The BPC North module is located only 38.7 mm away from the beam. The accumulated dose
was measured on a regular monthly basis using the TLDs mounted inside brass tubes within
the BPC (Section 5.7). After the first months of data taking in 1995, a very high accumulated
dose was measured on a monthly basis in the front inner brass tube of the BPC North module.
Figure 7.4 shows the accumulated dose as a function of the central position of each TLD crystal
within the front inner brass tube. The alignment accuracy of the TLD crystals was estimated to
be approximately 2 mm. Over the whole 1995 data taking period, a characteristic dose profile
was measured which shows a clear peak in the horizontal plane of the beam which falls off
towards larger distances. The measured peak values reached the limits of the TLDs. It has
been measured over a period of one month that the accumulated dose across the front face of
the BPC North module shows approximately an exponential falloff in X.
Figure 7.5 shows a front and back view of both BPC modules as seen from the interaction
point. Vertical lines indicate the position of the brass tubes containing the TLD crystals. The
plotted values correspond to the accumulated dose measured over the whole 1995 HERA run
in Gray. The position of the plotted dose values correspond to the approximate position of
the TLD crystals. The accumulated dose in the BPC North module drops down significantly
for larger distances away from the beam. It shows as well, a significant difference between the
front. and the back plane of the BPC North module which suggests t.hat the particle flux leading
to such a high dose has to be in direction of the positron beam. The dose in the BPC South
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Figure 7.5: Measured dose in the front (left) and back (right) of the BPC modules for the HERA
run in 1995.

positron beam using a series of dipole magnets in the WEST area [H097].
The significant difference between the accumulated dose measured within the BPC North mod-
ule a.nd the BPC South module has not been fully understood.
The total a.ccumulated dose during the HERA run in 1995 amounted to about 12 kGy and
10kGy during 1996 measured in the center of the front inner brass tube of the BPC North
module. The amount of radiation damage in the BPC North module was determined using
BOCo-scans. Radiation damage was clearly identified which showed a non-uniform structure as
expected from the dose profile measurements. It was therefore decided to disassemble the BPC
North module after the HERA run in 1995 and 1996 to investigate the response of individual
scintillator fingers and replace damaged scintillator fingers.
In the following, results of BOCo-scansand of scintillator finger scans will be briefly summarized.
The use of BOCo-scansas a calorimeter monitoring tool has been discussed in detail in section
5.7. The results of BOCo-scansamong the BPC North module prior to its installation provides
a reference which will be used to compare the BOCo-scansof the BPC North module after the
1995 data taking with. Scintillator strips which are closest to the beam as well as scintillator
strips around the central position of the BPC are expected to be more damaged compared to
scintillator strips being further away from the beam and the central position. Figure 7.6 shows
results of four BOCo-scansof the X2 and X5 channels as well as among the Y9 and the Y13
channels (dashed line) in comparison to the reference BOCo measurements (solid line). One
clearly notices the loss of light yield in individual scintillator fingers towards the front of the
BPC for the channels X2 and Y9. This effect is no longer visible for the channels X5 and Y13.

A sample of scintillator fingers have been scanned using the setup as described in section 5.4.3.
Figure 7.7 shows results of scans among X scintillator fingers from the first active Ia.yer (a) and
the seventh active layer (c). Figure 7.7 displays as well the case for Y fingers from the second
(b) and eighth (d) active layer. Horizontal arrows indicate the location of the fiducial volume
of the BPC North module. The amount of radiation damage increases towards the beam pipe
edge of the BPC and the central position of the BPC associated with a characteristic loss of
light yield. It was found that the amount of light yield loss increases from the first active
layers towards approximately the shower maximum and then quickly decreases to the case of a
reference sample. This underlines the fact that the particle flux has to be associated with high
energy electromagnetic particles which have been found to result from the dump of positrons
and accidental losses of positrons within HERA. The results of the scintillator finger scans
follow the expectations from the dose profile measurements (Figure 7.4).
The shape of the curves in Figure 7.7 can be understood through the following qualita.tive ansatz

Figure 7.4: Dose pl'Ofile (left) and accumulated dose for the maximum in Y (right) measured
inside the front inner tube of the BPC North module for the HERA run in 1995.

module, measured over a period of one month, amounts to approximately 50 Gy which is lower
by a factor 40 compared to the monthly dose measured in the BPC North module.
Over the first few months, several attempts have been made to understand the origin of such
a high accumulated dose using various background monitoring devices in the RCAL region. It
was not possible with these existing tools to trace the origin of the measured monthly dose as
a function of the HERA operation, i.e. injection, luminosity run and dump or loss of particle
beams. With the measured dose profile in mind, it was decided to install a silicon diode having
a large sensitive area in front of the BPC North module approximately centered around the
horizontal position of the HERA beams (Section 5.7). One crucial item was to design the
readout of the silicon diode to be completely independent of the ZEUS data acquisition system
which allowed to study the particle flux during the injection and dump of the HERA beams.
It was found that the dump of positrons gave rise to a significant increase in the leakage current
of the silicon diodes installed in front of the BPC resulting in a permanent offset of the leakage
current. At HERA, a fast kicker magnet system was only foreseen for the proton beam. Such
a system does not exist for the positron beam. The method which was used during most of
the 1995 data taking was to create a closed orbit of the positron beam using several dipole
magnets installed in the WEST area. In this scheme, positrons would get lost in particular in
those places where the aperture is small [H097].
It then became apparent for the BPC location why during the dump of positron beams, the
current in the silicon diodes exhibit a well reproducible jump. During the HERA run in 1996,
several of these incidences have been observed as well. The overall increase in the leakage current
of the silicon diode and the accumulated dose showed a perfect correlation. Besides the dump
of the positron beam, some unexpected particle losses, in particular during machine studies,
gave as well rise to a permanent increase in the overall leakage current. The accumulated dose
during injection, as well as during the luminosity operation, has been found to be negligible. It
was therefore concluded that a significant fraction of the accumulated dose is due to the dump
of positrons and accidental beam losses in particular during machine studies.
Several other dumping schemes have been considered during the 1996 HERA run. The method
which has shown the best performance since then creates a local bump in the orbit of the
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Chapter 8

BPC Reconstruction and performance
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The key to studying inclusive e+p-scattering at very small values of Q2 with the ZEUS detector
is to tag the scattered positron under very small angles using the Beam Pipe Calorimeter
(BPC) (Section 5.1). One has to identify the scattered positron and to precisely determine its
energy and angle. The kinematic variables y and Q2 are then reconstructed from the energy
and angle of the scattered positron. To limit systematic shifts on y and Q2 for y > 0.1
and Q2 > 0.1 Gey2 to be less than 5%, the energy scale has to be determined at the level
of 0.5% and the angle measurement with a precision of at least 0.3 mrad which requires the
intrinsic position bias and the detector alignment to be well below 1mm (Section 5.3). This
places stringent requirements on the energy and position reconstruction as well as the detector
alignment. The energy calibration was performed in-situ using kinematic peak (KP) eventsl and
elastic pO events. Elastic QED Compton events were used as a cross-check of an optical survey
of the BPC modules to establish their absolute position. The performance of the BPC South
module was examined in a test-beam experiment at DESY II prior to its installation within the
ZEUS-detector. The experimental setup of this test-beam experiment will be discussed in the
next section. The position and energy reconstruction will be focused on in detai 1 afterwards
along with a discussion of the transverse shower behavior. A discussion of the EPC energy
resolution and linearity and the BPC timing reconstruction will be presented in the last two
sections of this chapter.

Figure 7.8: Scan of aX 1 scintillator finger (seventh active layer) from the BPC North module
aftel' the HERA run in 1995. The horizontal arrow indicates the location of the fiducial volume
of the BPC Nol'ih module. The solid curve represents a fit to the observed light yield behavior
due to radiation damage according to equation 7.1.

It should be noted that a detailed wavelength dependent quantitative understanding has been
shown for the case of a homogeneous damaged scintillator material in [Da96]. In turns out
that the strongly localized damage within a scintillator finger makes a detailed wavelength
dependent quantitative understanding rather difficult. Several wavelength dependent studies
have been carried out and can be found in [B097aJ.

The main purpose of the test-beam experiment at the DESY II test-beam 21 beam line was to
investigate the performance of the BPC South module. The BPC North module was already
installed within the ZEUS-detector at the time of the test-beam experiment. The BPC North
module is the main component for the physics analysis presented in this thesis. In order to
study the new BPC trigger, it was necessary to participate in the 1995 data taking period from
the very beginning with the BPC North module. As discussed in detail in section 5.4, both
modules are identical apart from their X-dimensions. Therefore, the conclusions which are
drawn from the test-beam results are assumed to be valid for the BPC North module as well.
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Figure 7.6: 6OCo-scnn of the BPC North module before (solid line) and after (dashed line) the
HERA run in 1995. The distance is measured with respect to the last scintillator finger (X = 0).
The first scintillator finger corresponds to X = 120 mm. The integrated light yield distribution
before the installation of the BPC North module is normalized to unity. The response of the
last three scintillator fingers after the HERA run in 1995 are normalized to the response of
the respective scintillator fingers before the HERA run in 1995 assuming that the last three
scintillator fingers have not been damaged.

Figure 7.7: Scan of scintillator fingers from the BPC North module used for the HERA run
in 1995. The hOl'izontal arrows indicate the location of the fiducial volume of the BPC North
module. The light yield of each scan at 6 mm from the open end is normalized using the results
from the 6OCo-scans. A drop in the overall light yield due to radiation damage from X5 to Xl
and Y13 to Y9 is clearly visible.

Figure 7.8 shows the case for the Xl finger from the seventh active layer. The proposed ansatz
in equation 7.J provides a good description of the measured light yield in the radiation damaged
scintillator fingers. The loss of light yield (/o(x)) or the change in the attenuation coefficient
(tlJ.L(x)) alone does not allow to describe the observed light yield behavior due to radiation
damage, It is the effect of both items which have to be taken into account to provide a proper
description, according to equation 7.1.
The loss of light yield for fingers close to the beam pipe edge has been as well observed towards
the end of the 1995 run in data using a kinematic peak (KP) sample. The final reconstructed
energy Ex as a function of Y within the fiducial volume showed as well a similar shape as the
one shown in Figure 7.7 (a) and (c). After the relative strip-to-strip calibration, the energy
uniformity across the whole fiducial volume is well within 0.5%, as will be shown in detail in
section 8.5.3.
The result of these scintillator finger scans have been used to evaluate the effect on the linearity
of the absolute energy scale of the BPC North module. This will be discussed in detail in section
8.5.4.

which ignores any dependence of the change in the attenuation coefficient with the wavelength
of the scintillator light. It simply considers the integrated effect similar to the ansatz discussed
in section 5.4.3 to account for the attenuation of scintillator light in a sample of non-damaged
scintillator fingers. The light yield I(x) as a function of distance to the open end of a particular
scintillator finger can be written in the following form:

where po(x) = fCD[J.LO + tlJ.L(x')]dx' and J.LR(X) = fCR[J.LO + tlJ.L(x')Jdx'. lo(x) and J.Lo(x)
(J.LR(X)) account for the position dependent loss of light yield and the change in the attenuation
coefficient of the direct (reflected) light, respectively. Co and CR denotes the path of the
direct and reflected scintillator light, respectively. For tlJ.L(x) = 0 and lo(x) = 10, one obtains
the ansatz USE:din section 5.4.3. Assuming a Gaussian function to account for the position
dependen! loss of light yield lo(x) and the change in the attenuation coefficient tlJ.L(x), the
function [(x) was used to fit the observed light yield behavior in various scintillator fingers.
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resolution of the beitm has been estimated in [Ba92b] to be aE! E < 5%. After passing a beam
shutter S, electrons enter the test-beam area 21.
The trigger definition for the electron test-beam is based on a coincidence of four scintillator
counters (Tl,T2,T3,T4). The relative positioning of these trigger counters with respect to the
BPC South module can be seen in Figure 8.1. Tl is a 5 x 20 cm2 large scintillator counter which
is installed with its larger side along the horizontal direction. T2 is a 20 x 30 cm2 scintillator
tile with a 3 em hole in the middle. T2 is used as a veto-counter. Both T3 and T4 are 1cm-
wide scintillator strip counters which are mounted 58 em away from the BPC South module in
the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. All four trigger counters are read out via
PMTs4.

A LU~1I scintillator-finger counterS was installed in front of the BPC South module to restrict
the transverse size of the electron test-beam. Four scintillator fingers, each with a width of
0.26 em, are mounted within this counter in horizontal and vertical directions and are coupled
to photodiodes [Pi96]. All eight channels are read out along with the BPC South module.
To restrict the transverse size of the beam, one requires off-line a tag of only one of the four
scintillator fingers. This restricts the beam size in the horizontal and vertical directions to
2.6/ y12 mm= 0.75 mm.
The BPC South module was mounted on a remotely controllable table. The table can be
moved in the horizontal and vertical directions with a precision of about 0.5 mm. This had
been cross-checked with a direct measurement.
The nominal position of the electron beam is indicated by a survey mark on the concrete block
wall opposite the collimator C. A string from the opening of collimator C to this survey mark
was used to align the BPC South module with respect to the nominal position of the electron
test-beam .
The main limitations of the test-beam experiment are first the lack of tracking information.
The short time scale for the design and construction of the BPC modules did not allow a high
resolution tracking chamber to be installed in front of the BPC South module in the test-beam
experiment to provide a very precise determination of the true position of the test-beam on
an event-by-event basis. Knowing the true position of the test-beam is necessary to study in
detail the position resolution and the bias between the measured position using the BPC South
module and the true position of the test-beam. The LUMI scintillator-finger counter was used
to limit the transverse size of the test-beam in order to estimate the position resolution of the
BPC South module.
The second limitation is due to the fact that it was not possible to verify the resolution and
the calibration of the test-beam. In order to determine the energy spread, one can use a second
dipole magnet after the first bending magnet. Measuring the beam profile with and without
the magnetic field of the second dipole magnet and the corresponding shift in the beam profile,
one can determine the energy spread of the test-beam. This second dipole magnet within
the test-beam 21 area was not in operation. It was not possible to perform an independent
determination of the energy scale of the test-beam. As it will be shown in section 8.5.4, it was
found that the nominal beam energy of the test-beam should be lower by about 300 MeV which
was also concluded by a test-beam experiment [Pi96] right after the one presented here. It was
later confirmed by the DESY II test-beam administration [Me95].
Furthermore, it was not possible to use the same HV-distribution system and the same readout
system as the one being used within the ZEUS-detector.

Figure S.l: Schematic drawing of the DESY /I test-beam area 21. The actual size of the trigger
counter's and other beam/ine related components are not meant to scale with the size of the
test-beam area shOlen.

The main emphasis of the test-beam program is to investigate the energy resolution, uniformity
and linearity as well as the position resolution of the BPC restricted to low electron energies
(2 - 6 GeV) available at the DESY II test-beam. It should be stressed that the test-beam
experiment was not used to establish the energy scale for the physics analysis. In detail, the
following test-beam program was performed:

• Energy scan (2 - 6 GeV) at fixed beam impact position.

The beam impact position was chosen to be approximately in the center of the calorimeter
to provide a full transverse shower containment while changing the energy of the test-beam
from 2 GeV to 6 GeV in steps of 1GeV

• Energy uniformity scan varying the beam impact position in both transverse directions.

At fixed beam energy, the calorimeter was moved across the incoming test-beam in steps of
1 mm in the horizontal and vertical direction while keeping the position of the calorimeter
fixed at several vertical and horizontal coordinates, respectively.

8.2.2 Overview of the experimental setup
Figure 8.1 shows the experimental setup with emphasis on the location of the BPC South
module, the beam defining trigger counters (Tl,T2,T3,T4) and several beam line related com-
ponents.
Electrons in the halo of the beam at the DESY II synchrotron are used to produce high energy
photons within a carbon target. These photons traverse the DESY III proton synchrotron
which is installed in the same horizontal plane as the electron synchrotron. The photons are
then converted into electron-positron pairs using a copper conversion target. The dipole magnet
MR21, right after the copper conversion target, directs electrons into the DESY II test-beam
are it 21. The choice of a certain dipole magnet (MR21) current setting and the position of
the collimators Cv/Ch2 and C3 selects particles of a certain energy E and spread aE. The

2CV ICh are two tungsten-blocks in vertical and horizontal direction.
3Lead-collimator with a fixed opening.

4PIlOto-muitiplier tubes.
SLoan from the ZEUS LUMI-group.
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8.2.3 Electronics and Data Acquisition system
Figure 8.2 shows the complete trigger and DAQ setup for the test-beam experiment. The
PMT-signals are sent to NIM-discriminators to provide a well-defined logic signal from each
trigger counter above noise. A coincidence among these NIM-logic output signals is formed via
a NIM-coincidence unit. The test-beam trigger has the following logic structure:

Figure 8.3: Pedestal distributions of the BPC test-beam experiment (Refer to text for further
details).

distributions of the X-channel sum (11 channels) and the Y-channel sum (16 channels) for a
typical pedestal run are shown in Figure 8.3 (a) and Figure 8.3 (b), respectively. The RMS in
both cases is equal to 2 ADC-counts which is equivalent to an energy of 16MeV (Section 8.5.4).
The mean value of the X -channel sum and Y -channel sum for each pedestal run are shown in
Figure 8.3 (c) and Figure 8.3 (d) respectively, as a function of the corresponding run number.
The variations of the pedestal-sums over the whole three week data taking period are well within
2 ADC-counts which is equal to the RMS-value of the corresponding pedestal distributions of
a typical single pedestal run.
The dependence of the energy resolution of the electron test-beam on the size of the collimator
opening was studied prior to the test-beam data taking period. The collimator open ing between
the two tungsten-blocks (Cv/Ch) in vertical and horizontal directions was changed from 2 x
2 mm2 to 10 x 10mm2 while keeping the opening of the lead collimator C fixed at 5 x 5 mm2•

The second test was done keeping the opening of Cv/Ch fixed at 5 x 5mm2 changing the
opening of the lead collimator C from 2 x 2 mm2 to 10 x 10mm2• The change in the energy
resolution is negligible compared to the nominal setting of 5 x 5 mm2 (Cv/Ch) and 5 x 5 mm2

(C), respectively. This nominal setting was chosen for higher rate considerations.
The nominal PMT-HV of 850 V was lowered from 850 V to 700 V. The change in the measured
ADC-counts for each BPC channel agreed well with the changes to be expected from the PMT-
gain curves. Regular LED-runs using the BPC LED light distribution system (Section 5.4.3)
were taken to monitor the stability of the PMTs and the HV-system. The changes over the
th ree week test-beam period were less than 1%.

The trigger signal provides the gate signal for the digitization of the analog signals of the readout
channels of the BPC South-module and the LUMI-scintillator finger counter via ADCs. Four
LeCroy 2249A ADCs6 were used for the digitization. The input sensitivity of the 2249A model
is 0.25 pC/count for a full scale range of 256 pC. The gate width was set to 100ns. This gate
width is wide enough to contain more than 99% of the input analog signals. Several tests have
been made to check the influence of the gate width on the digitized signals from each readout
channel. The LeCroy 2249A ADCs are read out by a VME based OS9-system. The data were
stored on a hard disk on an event-by-event basis.
The HV was generated by a conventional LeCroy HV-unit. A resistive-chain divider was then
used to provide the proper HV for each PMT-dynode. The nominal HV was set to 850 V.

During regular data taking, the pedestal of each ADC-channel was determined using random
trigger events while the beam shutter S was closed prior to any test-beam related run. 1000
pedestal events were taken to evaluate off-line the mean value of the pedestal distri bution for
each ADC-channel. The pedestal mean values corresponding to a particular test-beam related
run were then used off-line for the pedestal subtraction of each ADC-channel. The pedestal



Besides knowing t.he coordinat.es of t.he event vert.ex (Section 9.3), the angle reconstruction of
t.he scattered positron using the BPC requires a precise measurement of its impact position
in t.he BPC. The essential ingredients of the position reconstruction for the BPC as discussed
in detail in section 5.3 are: a good position resolution, low bias between the measured and
the true impact position of the scattered positron and a precise determination of the absolute
position of the BPC with respect to the ZEUS coordinate system.
Two distinct methods for the position reconstruction are first qualitatively discussed in the
followi ng section which differ in the way the lateral energy depositions of the BPC readout
channels are taken into account in the actual position reconstruction by either a linear or
a logarithmic weighting. The importance between the functional form of the shower profile
resulting in the lateral energy depositions and the way these energy depositions are taken into
account will be st.ressed. It will be shown that a logarithmic weighting of the lateral energy
depositions yield a smaller intrinsic position bias as well as a better position resolution. This
qualitative discussion is then followed by various detailed studies in section 8.3.3 on the intrinsic
position bias and the position resolution of the 'logarithmic-weighting method' employing an
EGS4 MC-simulation. Section 8.3.4 will focus on the determination of the absolute position
of the BPC using elastic QED Compton events. Some comments on the position and angle
reconstruction of the BPC within the ZEUS-detector will be discussed in section 8.3.5. Figure 8.4: Schematic drawing of the X -scintillator readout with an overlayed exponential lateral

shower profile.

The position resolution is of statistical nature whereas the position bias is of systematic nature.
Both were studied by an EGS4 MC-simulation. In addition, an analytical approach was used
to understand the position bias.
Several methods have been developed in the past to determine the shower central position from
a lateral segmented calorimeter design [Bu77]. In the following, the qualitative behavior of
the position bias for two distinct methods will be discussed postponing a detailed quantitative
presentation to section 8.3.3. The difference between the two methods lies in the way the lateral
segmented energy deposits in the readout channels are being used in the position reconstruction.
The distinct features of the position bias for the two methods will be developed analytically
which requires a description of the shower within the BPC resulting from energy depositions
in the scintillator strip readout channels. For that purpose, the assumption is made that
the lateral shower profile dE/dX can be described approximately by one exponential function
(Section 8.4). This ansatz is primarily chosen to present in a simple way the qualitative behavior
of the two methods with respect to the position bias:

The design of the active layers of the BPC provides a lateral segmented measurement of energy
deposits due to the shower formation caused by the incoming positron within the BPC. This is
a common technique in high energy physics experiments used for position measurements within
a calorimeter [Fa82].
The active layers of the BPC are laterally segmented into 7.9 mm-wide scintillator strips. The
lateral segmentation allows to measure the energy deposition of the shower over distance inter-
vals of 7.9 mm transverse to the shower axis. Taking all BPC readout channels together, one
can then determine the centroid of the deposited energy and thus obtain an estimate of the
impact position of the positron in the BPC.
In order to meet the stringent requirements on the position resolution and bias, a thorough
understanding of various details of the position reconstruction is essential. Both position reso-
lution and bias mainly depend on:

dE = E (O)e-IX-XoIIR
dX D

where ED(O) is the energy per unit length at the impact position Xo and R denotes the distance
from the impact position Xo for which the lateral shower profile dE/dX dropped down by a
factor 1/ e. R therefore serves as a parameter to characterize the lateral shower size. It has
been shown that using two exponential functions will not alter the conclusions of the following
qua.litative discussion.
Since the structure of the lateral segmentation of the BPC is identical in both directions X and
Y, the following discussion will be restricted to X only.
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Figure 8.5: Bias between the measured position X as a function of the true position Xo f01'
Method 1 (linear-weighting method).

Figure 8.6: Bias between the measured position X as a function of the true position Xo for
Method 2 (logarithmic-weighting method) for several values of Wo; (i = 1 ... 4) whereas W01 <
W02 < W03 < Wo•.

Figure 8.4 shows schematically the X-scintillator strip readout channels (Xl- X15, N = 15) of
the BPC North module with an exponential lateral shower profile given by equation 8.2. The
width of the strips is denoted by s. X and Yare the two coordinates of the ZEUS-coordinate
system describing the orientation of the X-scintillator strip readout channels.
Using the lateral shower profile given in equation 8.2, one can calculate for each readout channel
the expected mean deposited energy E;:

where X, Xo E [-s/2; s/2]. The dependence of X on Xo is not linear, but is systematically
governed by:

lX;+./2 ( dE ) lX;+./2 ,
E; = -" dX' = Ev(O)e-lx -Xol/RdX'

X;-./2 dX X;-./2

X oc sinh (;)

Figure 8.5 shows X as a function of the Xo for Method 1. One clearly notices a 'S-curve' relation
between X and Xo. X is an unbiased estimate of the true position Xo only in the middle of
each scintillator strip and at the borders between two adjacent scintillator strips due to the
symmetric arrangement of the scintillator strips in these two cases around the shower axis. The
position bias in case of Method 1 as shown in Figure 8.5, is the result of the exponential-type
energy per unit length approximated by one exponential function and the linear weighting of
the lateral center position X; of the readout channels i by the corresponding measured energy
Ei. Keeping the shower size parameter R fixed, the position bias systematically increases with
increasing strip width s. With R getting smaller for fixed s, the position bias systematically
increases.
Attempts have been made in [Akn] to parameterize the 'S-curve' structure between X and
Xo to obtain a correction for X which could yield in an unbiased estimate for Xo. It was
found that a very detailed understanding of the detector geometry is necessary to provide an
accurate determination for such a correction. Furthermore, this correction method depends on
the incident angle and energy of the positron.
An algorithm based on fitting the normalized shower energy in each lateral segmented readout
channel to the expected exponential form with the centroid Xo and the width of the shower
R taken as fitted parameters has been presented in [Bun]. The fitting procedure is time
consuming and fairly complicated due to the large shower fluctuations.

The integration is performed for each readout channel i over the corresponding lateral bound-
aries. X; is the coordinate center of the readout channel i. The gap width between adjacent
scintillator strips of about 0.01 cm has been omitted for simplicity. It has been shown that the
result of the following qualitative discussion does not depend on that. The size of the shaded
area in Figure 8.4 corresponds schematically to the expected deposited energy E; (here i = 7).

Method 1 • linear-weighting technique

One of the most straightforward techniques is to estimate the shower central position X by
simply calculating the center of gravity of the shower using a linear weighting of the lateral
center position Xi of the readout channels i by the corresponding measured energy Ei:

, (s) sinh(~)
X = '2 sinh( i1i)

Method 2 - logarithmic-weighting technique

To reduce the systematic bias of Method 1 as shown in Figure 8.5, algorithms [Akn] were
developed which take into account the exponential falloff of the shower profile by weighting Xi
not linearly in E;, but rather using the logarithm of E;. Several authors introduced in [Aw92J
a logarithmic weighting technique of the observed energy deposition in lateral segmented cells

Using equation 8.3 and 8.4 together with the lateral shower profile given in equation 8.2, one
then finds a simple expression for the measured position X as a function of the true position
Xo of the positron in the BPC:



wit.hin a calorimeter which is simila.r t.o t.hose met.hods presented in [Aki7]. The position
measured using the lat.eri\1 segmented BPC readout. employing this method is t.hen given as
follows (~1ethod 2):

• comparison of linear and logarithmic weighting,

• dependence of the position resolution on the impact position,

N

E = :LEi
1=1

• position resolution results from the DESY II test-beam,

• effects of the position reconstruction at the BPC edge,

• dependence of the position resolution on the electron energy and

• dependence of the position resolution on the strip width.

All studies have been carried out using various EGS4 MC-samples. The impact of real detector
related items on the position reconstruction such as the relative strip-to-strip calibration of the
BPC, the influence of the ZEUS magnetic field and the correction of the reconstructed positions
within the BPC to the impact position at the front face of the BPC as well as the polar angle
reconstruction will be focused on in section 8.3.5.

The requirement of IVi ~ 0 makes it necessary to introduce the positive dimensionless pari\meter
Woo IVoserves as a threshold on the fraction of the total shower energy E which a strip imust
exceed in order to be included in calculating the position X. It provides at the same time a way
to control shower fluctuations and the inclusion of the shower tails in the position reconstruction.
In the following, the qualitative behavior of Method 2 is discussed in the same framework as
for Method I. The expected deposited energy Ei is calculated using equation 8.3.
Using equations 8.i and 8.8, one can then plot in the same manner the measured position X
as a function of the the true position Xo as shown in Figure 8.6.
In case of logarithmic weighting, the systematic bias between the measured position X and the
true position Xo depends on the parameter Woo The position bias is found to decrease with
larger values of Wo (WO! < WOl < W03 < W04). In the limit of very large values of Wo = W04,

the position bias is found to vanish. In the latter case, the value for Wo is chosen to be large
enough to avoid any dependence on the strips to be included in the position reconstruction.
For I-tlo -+ 0, only the most energetic strips are included in the position reconstruction and
one therefore expects the position bias to increase. For Wo -+ 00, the shower tails are being
taken into account in the position reconstruction. The weight factors corresponding to the
shower tails are increased compared to linear weighting since Wo is very large although Ed E
is very small which makes their contribution for the linear weighting very small. The position
resolution is expected to worsen. This will be shown in the next section. The determination of
the precise value of Wo is therefore a compromise to keep both position resolution and bias as
small as possible. As it will be shown in the next section, the position bias in case of logarithmic
weighting with the optimized parameter Wo is significantly reduced over the linear weighting
but does not vanish for the reasons explained above.
The simple ansatz made above using an exponential-type lateral shower profile showed the
distinct qualitative behavior in calculating the measured position X by either using a linear
weighting of the energy Ei (Method 1) or rather by using a logarithmic weighting technique
(Method 2), taking into account the exponential falloff of the shower profile. Assuming a
triangular shaped and therefore linear shower profile dE / dX, a linear weighting of Xi by Ei

results in a vanishing position bias as it is the case for Method 2 for very larger values of Wo.
This points to the importance of the relation between the functional form of the shower profile
and the way the weighting of the positions Xi by the energy Ei is being done in order to control
the position bias.
A detailed quantitative discussion based on an EGS4 MC-simulation and the DESY II test-beam
results will be presented in the next section employing the logarithmic weighting technique. This
method (Method 2) is the basis of the position reconstruction algorithm used for the BPC.

Determination of Wo

The weight factors Wi which are used for the logarithmic-weighting method given by equation
8.8 contain Wo as a free parameter. It has to be determined by optimizing both the position
resolution as well as the position bias as discussed in the previous section. The existence of a
simultaneous optimum value of Wo on the position resolution as well as the position bias can
be understood from the definition of Wi. The possible range of Wo is as follows: Wo E ]0,00[.
For Wo -+ 00, all laterally segmented readout channels are included in the determination of the
measured position since e-wo -+ O. The position bias is expected to vanish and the position
resolution to worsen.
In case of Wo -+ 0, only the most energetic readout channels are included in the position
reconstruction since e-wo -+ I. Therefore, only a few readout channels dominate the position
reconstruction. The position bias will increase. This can be understood by looking at two
extreme cases of the impact position, namely first in the center of a scintillator strip and
second between two adjacent strips. For Wo -+ 0, the actual number of strips being included in
the position reconstruction changes in a discrete way from two for an impact position between
two strips to one for an impact position in the center of one strip. This leads to a significant
position bias when moving the impact position from one to the other of the two extreme points.
The position resolution will also be very sensitive to the impact position and is expected to
have a drastic difference for impact positions in the center of a strip compared to an impact
position between two strips.
Choosing the optimum value for Wo was therefore performed by plotting the dependence of the
position resolution as well as the position bias as a function of Woo In both cases, the incident
electron energies have been chosen between 10GeV and 25 GeV to avoid any bias on the chosen
incident energy. The position resolution values correspond to the o--value of a Gaussian fit to
the difference of the measured position X and the true position Xo.
The position resolution as a function of Wo is expected to have an absolute minimum, whereas
the position bias as a function of Wo is expected to decrease towards larger Wo-values. The
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Figure 8.9: Position bias ll.X as a function of Xo in several Wo-bins for 10 Ge V (closed circles)
and 20 Ge V (open circles) electrons using an EGS4 MC-simulation. The vertical solid lines
indicate the strip boundaries whereas the dashed lines indicate the strip centers. The actual
Wo-values are plotted in the lower left corner of each plot.Figure 8.8: Position bias ll.X as a function of Xo (left) and position spectra (right) for several

position reconstruction methods for 10 Ge V electrons from an EGS4 MC-simulation.
position reconstruction. The sensitivity of the choice of Wo on the position resolution and bias
and therefore on the position reconstruction has been taken into account in the determination
of systematic errors on the physics results.

position resolution has been evaluated over the same range of the impact position, as the
position bias, namely over one strip in order to avoid any systematic bias due to a fixed impact
position.
Figure 8.7 (left) shows the dependence of the position resolution as a function of Woo Figure
8.7 (right) displays the maximum difference between X and Xo as a function of Woo The actual
position bias as a function of Xo for several Wo-bins is shown in Figure 8.9. As can be seen,
the position bias decreases and vanishes for large values of Wo as expected from the above
discussion. The position resolution shows a clear absolute minimum in Wo of about 2.6. At
Wo = 2.8, one observes a local minimum of the maximum position bias as a function of Xo.
The position resolution at Wo = 2.8 is only slightly higher compared to Wo = 2.6. It has
been verified that a change in the impact angle between 88° and 90· with respect to the BPC
front face, to account for the expected range in impact angles for the BPC within ZEUS, has
a negligible effect on this procedure.
Taking both criteria for the optimization together, a value of 2.8 was chosen for Wo for the DPC

The qualitative behavior of the linear-weighting method and the logarithmic-weighting method
have been presented in section 8.3.2. Figure 8.8 shows the position bias as a function of Xo for
10GeV electrons for the linear-weighting method (open circles) as well as for the logarithmic
weighting method (closed circles) using the optimized value for Wo of 2.8. The bias in case
of the linear weighting method is within 0.1 cm, whereas in case of the logarithmic weighting
method the bias is well within 0.05 cm and therefore demonstrates the clear advantage of the
logarithmic over the linear weighing method. The crosses in Figure 8.8 demonstrate the case
of the logarithmic-weighting method with Wo = 5.0, i.e. Ed E > 0.7%. No position bias is
observed as expected. The position resolution is a factor of three larger compared to the case



of IVo = 2.8. For the linear weighting method, the position resolution is about 30% larger
comp<l.rcd to the logarit.hmic weighting method using \VO = 2.8.

Dependence of the position resolution on the impact position

The position bias bctwecn the true position Xo and the measured position X vanishes for
the electron impact position either between two strips or in the center of one strip, as secn in
Figure 8.10 (left) for 10GeV electrons simulated by EGS4. Figure 8.10 (right) shows for 10GeV
electrons the position resolution as a function of the impact position over the same region of
the impact position, as shown in Figure 8.10 (left). The position resolution is seen to decrease
by about 0.04 cm when moving from the center of a strip to an impact position between two
adjacent strips. The position resolution has a minimum between two adjacent strips.
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Using the LUMI scintillator-finger counter in the DESY II test-beam experiment, the transverse
size of the electron test-beam was restricted to 0.75 mm. Figure 8.11 shows the reconstructed
position obtained from 5 GeV-test-beam electrons. The mean reconstructed value has been
subtracted from each reconstructed position. The value for I:T of the Gaussian fit, together with
the beam width of I:Tbe&m = 0.75 mm, allows an estimate of the intrinsic position resolution of
the BPC, I:TBPC, for 5GeV test-beam electrons. The relation between them is given as follows:
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Figure 8.10: Position bias f::,.X (left) and position resolution I:Tw (right) as a function of XO•

The dashed line indicates the strip center. The Xo-range in both plots is over one strip. These
results have been obtained from an EGS4 Me-simulation of 10 Ge If electrons.

One obtains a value for I:TBPC of 0.13cm. The mean of the impact position lies in the center
of one strip. An EGS4 MC-simulation was used to compare the position resolution between
the DESY II test-beam and the simulation. The impact position, and therefore the mean of
the reconstructed position, has been chosen for the EGS4 MC-simulation as well to be in the
center of one strip. The position resolution of the EGS4 MC-simulation is equal to 0.13 cm and
therefore the same as the one obtained from the DESY II test-beam result.

Effects of the position reconstruction at the BPC edge

In order to have access to very small values in Q2, it is necessary to accept positrons as close
as possible to the beam pipe edge for the physics analysis. It is therefore necessary to evaluate
how close one can approach the edge limiting the position bias to within 0.05 cm. Figure 8.12
shows the position bias as a function of the true position Xo for the logarithmic weighting
method (closed circles) and the linear weighting method (open circles) for 10 GeV electrons
from an EGS4 MC-simulation.
One can clearly see that the bias is well within 0.05 cm for the logarithmic-weighting method
if one restricts the fiducial volume of the physics analysis to start from the second scintillator
strip on, i.e. 0.8 cm from the edge. This is certainly not the case for the linear-weighting
method. This demonstrates again the clear advantage of the logarithmic-weighting method
over the linear-weighting method. The change in the position resolution using the logarithmic-
weighting method has the same behavior in this fiducial volume region as discussed before.

,,-0. "±0.01cm

ilndf-1.0

1 1.25 1.5
X (em)

Dependence of the position resolution on the electron energy

The position resolution for energies higher than those available at the DESY II test-beam was
determined by an EGS4 MC-simulation as well. The impact position was chosen uniformly

Figure 8.11: Reconstructed position from the DESY JJ test-beam experiment with 5 Gelf elec-
trons.
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Figure 8.12: Position bias fiX a function of Xo for 10 Ge V electrons from an EGS4 MC-
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corresponding strip. Xo = 0 corresponds to the edge of the BPC. Closed circles are taken for
the logarithmic-teeighting method and open circles for the linear-tveighting method.

over the range of one strip. The position resolution is expected to decrease with higher electron
energies. In Figure 8.13, the position resolution is plotted as a function of liVE, where E is
the incident electron energy. Values for E have been chosen between 5 GeV and 25 GeV. One
clearly notices the improvement in the position resolution for higher incident electron energies.
One obtains a position resolution of 0.05 cm at 25 GeV.

Dependence of the position resolution on the strip width

The position resolution depends on the ratio of the width of the scintillator strips to the size of
the shower. The position resolution as well as the position bias increases if this ratio gets large.
In Figure 8.14, the position resolution is plotted as a function of the strip width. A steady
improvement of the position resolution towards smaller values of the scintillator strip widths is
clearly visible. These results have been obtained from a simulation of 10GeV electrons using
an EGS4 MC-simulation
As discussed in detail in chapter 5, the chosen width of the scintillator strips represents a
compromise between optimizing the position resolution and experimental constraints due to
the fixed size of several readout elements such as the PMTs.

8.3.4 Determination of the absolute BPC position
The BPC modules have been surveyed within the ZEUS-detector by an optical survey procedure
(Section 5.8) to determine their absolute position with respect to the ZEUS-coordinate system
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Figure 8.13: Dependence of the position resolution Um on the electron energy. The impact
position teas chosen uniformly over the range of one strip. These results have been obtained
from an EGS4 MC-simulation.
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after the data taking period in 1995. The accuracy of that procedure suffers from various sys-
tematic uncertainties and was estimated to be at best 0.5 mm (Section 5.8). The requirement
on the absolute position of the BPC is 0.5 mm (Section 5.3). To meet such a stringent require-
ment on the absolute position, an independent verification of the BPC position calibration is
essential. Elastic QED Compton events [C092] provide a way of an in-situ position calibration.
In the QED Compton process as shown in Figure 8.15,

the final state consists of two electromagnetic objects, a positron and a photon besides the
hadronic final state system X. The QED Compton process corresponds to the case of q2 -+ 0,
i.e. Q2 -+ 0 and q'2 > O. The hadronic final state system X can be classified in the following
way [Co92]:

Figure 8.16: Schematic layout of the in-situ position calibration of the BPC using elastic QED
Compton events.

Using four-momentum conservation among the initial and final state particles of the QED
Compton process, one obtains the following equations:

The square of the mass of the hadronic final state is given by: m~ = m~ + Q2(1 - x)lx
with 0 $ x $ 1. For Q2 -+ 0 (QED Compton condition), the elastic contribution will be the
dominant contribution [BI93J.
The principle idea of using the elastic QED Compton process for the BPC position calibration
is to measure the final state positron and photon in the BPC North and South module (Figure
8.16). Employing the precisely known relative distance between the two BPC modules, the
reconstructed position of the final state positron and photon measured in the two BPC modules
and the energy of either the positron or the photon measured in the BPC North module, one
can determine the absolute position of the BPC modules with respect to the ZEUS coordinate
system taking into account the positron beam tilt and the vertex position (Section 9.3).
The application of the QED Compton process for the BPC position calibration relies on various
simplifications. The following part will focus on them in detail.

E, + Ep

o
o

-E, + Ep

E~ + E~ + Ex
E; sin 0; cos 4>;+ E~ sin O~cos 4>~+ lP'x sin Ox cos 4>x

E~sinO;sin4>; + E~sinO~sin4>~ + lP'xlsinOx sin 4>x

E~ cos 0; + E~ cos O~+ lP'xI cos Ox

(8.12)

(8.13)

(8.14)

(8.15)

With the QED Compton condition of Q2 ~ 0, the angle of the elastically scattered proton will
vanish, i.e. cos Ox = 1. Using the above equations and employing the fact of cos ()x = 1, one
can write the energy of the positron E~ and photon E~ in the final state as a function of the
reconstructed angles ()~and ()~:

sin O~
2E, . ()' . ()' . (()' 0' )SIl1 ,+ SIl1 ., - SIl1 ,+ .,
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.5.4.2). XIl. is known to an accuracy of 0.02cm. Knowing Xb." one can determine Xb, using
XIl. as well.
Equation 8.18 can be re-writ.ten in the following form using the surveyed Z-position of the BPC
(Section 5.8). the reconstructed positions Xs and XN in the BPC South and North module,
respectively a.nd the distances Xb, and XbN of the BPC South and North module, respectively
to the incoming positron beam:

43.6 ± 0.2 (slat) ± 0.4 (sys) t.t 43.7 ± O.S (sys)

illl . fl
H ~.t/ t.~

,it '.+ +
, + ++ •u· "~.''" +••
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XBPC.edge (mm)

where the two terms (XN+XbN)2/Z2 « 10-3) and (XS+Xb,)2/Z2 « 10-3) have been ignored.
"Vith rE = (E, - EN)/ EN and Xb, = XIl. - XbN, one obtains a prediction for the BPC North
module position XbN with respect to the incoming positron beam:

E~(Xs + Xbs)

Z 1+ CXs~.s)')
E;(XN + XbN)

Z 1+ CXN~~'N)')
Re-writing equation 8.22 in terms of the measured energy in the BPC North module EN which
replaces either E; or E~ depending on whether the final state positron or photon is being tagged
by the BPC North module and the energy of the other final state particle which is not being
measured in the I3PC North module, E, - EN, yields:

Figure 8.17: Distribution of the reconstructed BPC North position. The dotted t1ertical line
indicates the result obtained from the optical survey.

, sin ():
E~ = 2E, . ()' . ()' . (()' (}')slO ,+ slO ~ - SIO ,+ ~

x _ "E(Xs + XIl.) - XN
bN - 1 + rE

The reconstructed positions Xs and XN from both BPC modules and only the energy of the
BPC North module enter the above formula to obtain XbN•

After correcting XbN for the positron beam offset and tilt (Section 9.3), one obtains the BPC
North module position with respect to the ZEUS-coordinate system and can compare this
in-situ survey result with the one obtained form the optical survey procedure.
During the 1995 data taking, a special QED Compton event trigger was implemented which
required a simultaneous energy deposition in both BPC modules (Section 7.1).
The selection criteria of QED Compton events will be discussed in chapter ten. The selection
cuts are summarized in Table 13.3.
The distribution of the reconstructed position Xb,,, after correcting for the positron beam
offset (1.15 mm) and tilt (0.25 mrad), is shown in Figure 8.17. The mean of the Gaussian fit is
43.6 mm. The survey result from the optical survey procedure is shown by the vertical dotted
line and amounts to be 43.7 mm. The systematic error on the reconstructed position XbN has
been estimated to be 0.4 mm. It is dominated by the accuracy of the absolute energy scale
calibration (0.5%) of the BPC North module which will be discussed in detail in section 8.5.3.
Both survey procedures agree well within 0.5 mm, taking into account the respective uncertain-
ties. It is therefore concluded that the absolute position of the BPC modules is known to an
accuracy of 0.5 mm.

Using equations 8.12-8.15 together with cos ()x = 1, one obtains three characteristic conditions
for the QED Compton events. First, the transverse momentum between the positron and
photon in the final state has to be balanced:

The final state positron and photon in the QED Compton process are found to be back-to-back.
The angle of acoplanarity defined as

has to vanish. Third, using equations 8.16 and 8.17 and the fact that the scattering angles of
the final state positron and photon being measured within the BPC modules are very small,
the energies of the positron and photon have to sum up to the positron beam energy.

8.3.5 Comments on the position and polar angle reconstruction
Dependence on the relative strip-to-strip calibration

Prior to the relative strip-to-strip calibration (Section 8.5.3), the relative response of all strips
was adjusted using 60 Co-scans to a level of about 7 % (Section 5.7). The relative strip-to-strip

Equations 8.18 and 8.21 will be now used to derive a prediction for the BPC North module
position. Figure 8.16 illustrates all abbreviations to be used in the following derivation. The
relative distance X Il. = Xbs + XbN is given by the length of the brass distance bars (Section



calibration procedure requires a fiducial volume cut. This implies that the position reconstruc-
tion for the fiducial volume cut of the relative strip-to-strip calibration procedure is ba.sed on
a relat.ive strip-to-strip uniformity of 7 %. The systematic shift of the reconstructed position
before and after the relative strip-to-strip calibration procedure has been found to be well be-
low 0.5 mm. It has been verified that. the extracted relative strip-to-strip calibration values are
insensitive to systematic shifts of 0.5 mm in the definition of the fiducial volume. The final
extracted relative strip-to-strip calibration values have been then used for any fiducial volume
cuts, i.e. for the absolute energy scale calibration, as well as the physics analysis presented in
this thesis.

Dependence on the ZEUS-magnetic field

The scattered positron has to pass on its way from the interaction point to the BPC through a
magnetic field resulting from the ZEUS central magnet. This magnetic field has essentially only
an axial component in the central part of the detector, but a negative radial component in front
of the RCAL. It was found that positrons are displaced in Y downwards. The displacement
in X can be completely ignored. The displacement in Y, i.e. the difference between the true
impact position and the reconstructed position in Y is proportional to XI EBPC assuming a
constant radial magnetic field component within the acceptance of the BPC. A straight line
was fitted to the displacement in Y as a function of XI EBPC using a MC simulation (Section
6.3). The extracted slope has then been used to correct the reconstructed Y position in data
which amounts to about 0.5 mm for I<P-events.

3 4 5

True position Xo (em)

Figure 8.18: Normalized energy as a function of the true position Xo for 25 Ge V electrons
simulated by EGSr The solid vertical lines indicate the strip boundaries.

Dependence of the longitudinal shower deposition

\Vithi n ZEUS, the angle of incidence of the scattered positron measured by the BPC is not
exactly orthogonal to the front face of the BPC. The maximum energy deposition of a positron
occurs at the shower maximum which amounts to about 7Xo (Section 5.2). The impact posi-
tion is therefore reconstructed at this depth. The reconstructed position has to be therefore
projected to the front face of the BPC. It has been shown that the position of the shower
maximum follows roughly the relation for tm." as given in Table 5.1. This relation has then
been used to correct the reconstructed positions in X and Y to the front face of the BPC. The
correction is well below 2.0%.

A detailed understanding of the lateral shower behavior of the BPC is important for the physics
analysis for two reasons.

In order to have access to very small values in Q2, it is necessary to accept positrons within
the BPC as close as possible to the beam pipe edge. The BPC is being used for the position
as well as for the energy measurement of the incoming positron. To limit the position bias to
0.05 cm, the fiducial volume has to start 0.8 cm away from the active layer edge towards the
beam pipe, as discussed in detail in the previous section. For positrons being reconstructed
as close as 0.8 cm to the active layer edge, transverse energy leakage cannot be avoided and
has to be corrected for. The principle idea of the energy leakage correction is based on a fit
to the normalized energy distribution as a function of the reconstructed X -position using a
certain ansatz for the lateral shower distribution dEldX. The result of the fit is then used
for the relative strip-to-strip calibration as well as for the energy reconstruction (Section 8.5).
Comparisons of two types of dEldX-parameterizations and the dependence of the integrated
lateral shower distribution on the positron energy will be presented in section 8.4.2.

The lateral segmentation of the active layers of the BPC allows, besides the reconstruction of
the impact position of the incoming positron, the determination of the shower width through
the second moment of the lateral shower distribution on an event-by-event basis. The shower
width provides a means of positron identification employing the difference in the size of elec-
tromagnetic and hadronic showers. An observed discrepancy of the shower width between MC
and data using a clean I<P-sample gave rise to a correction of the transverse shower distribution
in MC which will be discussed in detail.

Polar angle reconstruction

The reconstruction of the polar of the scattered positron within ZEUS has to take into account:
the above corrections on the reconstructed X and Y positions measured in the BPC using the
logarithmic-weighting method, offsets in the X and Y vertex positions using the ZEUS central-
tracking detector (CTD) and the positron beam tilt IJ~I' = 0.25 mrad with respect to the ZEUS
coordinate system. The determination of the event vertex position as well the positron beam
tilt wil I be discussed in detail in section 9.3. The final reconstructed polar angle is then given
by:

where Z = Zve'te.+ Zspc. Zve,.e. is the reconstructed Z vertex position and Zspc the surveyed
Z posi tion of the BPC. Xcorr and Xcorr are the corrected X and Y positions reconstructed in
the BPC.
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pa.rt.icular readout. channel are summed together in longitudinal direction. The above equation
ca.n be int.egra.ted over in ¢ and Z and one obtains pk which will be called the transverse shower
disf1'iblltion:

\ = lL 12
r. 3 ( Z A.)dZdA. = lL 12

r.~ (aE(r, z,¢») dZdA.
PE 0 0 PE 1', ,'f' 'f' 0 0 Eo araZa¢> 'f'

where L corresponds to the total depth of the BPC. It is common to use normalized shower
distributions. The normalization condition for the transverse shower distribution pk is chosen

[0 pkdr = 1 (8.28)

The BPC provides a lateral segmentation in X and Y, each with an independent readout
scheme. The preferred description of energy depositions dE is therefore in X and Y, respec-
tively. The projection of energy depositions dE in dr onto the X and Y axis respectively, will
then lead to the shower distributions dE/dX and dE/dY, respectively. These distributions
will be called lateral shower distributions. The lateral shower distributions are normalized as
follows: 1:00

~o (::') dX' = 1 (8.29)

Due to the identical lateral structure of the BPC in X and Y, the following discussion will be
restricted to X. As it will be shown in section 8.5.3, it is only the X-direction where the need
arises to correct for transverse energy leakage.
Several parameterizations have been suggested in the literature to describe transverse as well as
lateral shower distributions. It should be noted that most of the suggested parameterizations do
not follow from 'first principles' but describe the energy distribution rather well. One ansatz
which is common to most descriptions is an exponential-type shower distribution (Section
5.2). Several authors in [Ak77] parameterize the lateral shower distribution by the sum of two
exponential functions which was used as well by [Fe88] for a description of the transverse shower
distribution. The total energy Ex in the BPC is given by:

Figure 8.19: Ex(X = Xo)/Ex plotted as function of the true position Xo (left). dE/dX
(normali::ed) using the sum of two exponential functions, plotted as a function of the true
position Xo (right). The impact position is chosen to be in the center of the seventh strip.
The central position of the seventh stl'ip, X7, has been subtracted such that the impact position
appeal's at Xo = O. The dotted vertical lines indicate the strip boundaries.

The need to correct the reconstructed energy within the BPC for transverse energy leakage is
illustrated in Figure 8.18. The normalized energy for 25 GeV electrons is plotted as a function
of the true position Xo simulated by an EGS4 MC-sample. The true position Xo and not the
measured position X has been chosen to illustrate the amount of energy leakage close to the
active layer edge. Solid vertical lines indicate the scintillator strip boundaries. The left edge of
the X2-strip corresponds to the 0.8 cm distance from the active layer edge towards the beam
pipe which defines the beginning of the fiducial volume. The transverse energy leakage there
is about 5%. The amount of transverse energy leakage depends on the cluster size used for
the energy reconstruction which will be discussed in section 8.5.2. The following discussion is
based on the final choice of the cluster size using four strips.
The most general description of the shower development in space is given by:

3 ( • Z A.) = 1 aE(r, Z, ¢»
PE 1, ,'f' Eo araZa¢>

Ex = rX
,,+./2 (dE,) dX'

}X,-./2 dX

where Xi denotes the center of strip i and s the strip width. The gap between individual strips
of 0.01 cm has been omitted for simplicity. The energy Ex (X) defined as the sum of all energy
depositions from X\ - s/2 up to an arbitrary position X is then given as follows:

Cylindrical coordinates are the preferred coordinate system due to the corresponding symmetry
of the shower development. The transverse position of the energy deposition dE is defined by
1', the distance between the shower axis and the place of the energy deposition dE, the angle ¢>
and the longitudinal position Z. Provided that the angle of incidence of the incoming positron
is orthogonal to the 13PC, the energy deposition has no preferred direction in ¢>. Positrons
entering the BPC within ZEUS have polar angles measured in direction of the incoming positron
of at most 2° and therefore angles of impact on the front face of the BPC of at least 88°.
Asymmetries between the case of perpendicular incidence and the case of the BPC within
ZEUS are expected to be small and have been ignored for the following discussion. Although
t.he energy deposition dE depends on the depth Z within the BPC, the readout scheme of
the BPC provides no longitudinal segmentation and energy depositions corresponding to one

lx (dE) ,Ex(X) = dX' dX
X,-./2

Choosing the impact position to be in the center of the seventh strip as shown in Figure 8.19
(left), one obtains by plotting the ratio of Ex(X = Xo)/ Ex as a function of Xo the integrated
lateml shower distribution. The energy measured in the BPC Ex(X = Xd is exactly one half
of the total energy Ex. For X -+ X\5 + s/2, Ex(X) will approach the total energy Ex, i.e.
Ex (X) -+ Ex. Choosing the impact position at X\ - s/2, i.e. at the Xl-edge, one obtains
the typical energy leakage curve, as shown in Figure 8.18. The key to perform the leakage
correction are fits of the form Ex(X)/ Ex to the normalized energy distribution as a function
of X using a given parameterization for dE/dX. As can be seen from equations 8.30 and



Figure 8.21: Normalized energy for 5 Ge II (open circles) and 25 Ge II (closed circles) electrons
simulated by EGS4 (left). A fit to the 25 Ge II electron case of Ex(X = Xo)1 Ex based on two
exponential functions is overlayed (solid line). Corrected normalized energy using a fit to the
25 Ge II electron case as a function of Xo for 5 Ge II (open circles) and 25 Ge II (closed circles)
electrons simulated by EGS4 (right).
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True position X. (em) be shown, a common leakage correction provides a flat energy distribution independent of the
positron's impact energy.

Figure 8.20 (left) shows the result of two fits to the normalized energy distribution from 25 GeV
electrons using an EGS4 Me-sample. The true impact position has been used for the position
information to illustrate the behavior of the energy leakage as well as the quality of the fits
close to the edge. Both parameterizations give a good description up to the right edge of the
Xl-strip. Going closer to the edge, a steeper energy distribution is preferred and only the sum
of two exponential functions describes the energy falloff towards the active layer edge well. The
difference between the two cases can be seen also in Figure 8.20 (right), where the result of the
two fits have been used to plot the corresponding lateral shower distribution. For a distance of
at least 0.8 cm away from the shower axis, the two distributions result in the same slope, but
for distances very close to the shower axis, the sum of two exponentials yields a much steeper
lateral shower distribution compared to one exponential function. The result of the fits have
been used to correct for the observed energy leakage. The result of this correction is shown
in 8.20 (bottom) and demonstrates that a leakage correction using the ansatz described above
is very well able to yield a flat energy distribution up to the X2-strip. The uniformity is well
within the statistical errors and amounts to about 0.5%. A one-exponential type fit has been
used for the relative strip-to-strip calibration and the energy reconstruction.

It will be shown in the following that a common leakage correction for all electron energies
provides a flat energy distribution. The leakage correction fit has been performed using 25 GeV
electrons simulated by EGS4. The correction has been then applied to lower electron energies.
The fit to the 25 GeV case is shown in Figure 8.21 (left). Using the same leakage correction
provides for all energies in the range of 5 - 25 GeV a flat energy distribution. The open circles
denote the case for 5 GeV electrons as shown in Figure 8.21. The energy uniformity is well
within 0.5% using a common leakage correction for all electron energies.

Figure 8.20: Normalized energy as a function of the true position Xo for 25 Ge II electrons
simulated by EGS4 (left). A fit to Ex(X = Xo)1 Ex using one (dashed line) and two (solid
line) exponential function is overlayed. dE IdX (normalized) plotted as a function of Xo fOl· one
and two exponential functions (right). Corrected normalized energy plotted as function of Xo
using a correction based on one exponential (open squares) and two (closed squaI·es) exponential
functions (bottom).

8.31, the function Ex(X)1 Ex which is used to fit the normalized energy distribution does not
include a clustering of deposited energies. This ansatz results in a satisfactory description of
the transverse energy leakage. The use of a cluster algorithm in the evaluation of Ex(X)1 Ex
has been therefore omitted.
These parameterizations of the lateral shower distribution are then used for the relative strip-
to-strip calibration and the energy reconstruction. Table 8.1 summarizes the type of dEldX-

I normalization
2A\,X\ = 1

Li=\ 2Ai'xi = I

dEldX

AI exp( -XI,Xd
I::i=~Ai exp( - X I 'xi)

ansatz and the corresponding lateral shower distribution Ex(X)1 Ex which are used for the
followi ng discussion. It should be noted that no attempt was made to discriminate between
different positron energies in the parameterization of the lateral shower distribution. As will
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Figure 8.23: Tracks from shower particles for positrons with no dead material (left), positrons
with dead material (3Xo) (middle) and pions hitting the BPC (right) simulated within GEANT.
The shaded layers denote the tungsten plates whereas the white layers denote the scintillator
finger layers.

Figure 8.22: Number of X -strips (a) and number of Y -strips (d) included in the evaluation of
the corresponding shower width (J'x (b) and (J'y (e) and (J' (c) for a KP-sample. reconstruction show in the case of the shower width O'x a similar feature as the position bias.

The free parameter Wo in the logarithmic-weighting method has been determined in section
8.3.3 using an optimization of the position resolution and bias. The amount of bias on (J'X is
also significantly reduced when using the logarithmic-weighting technique. The size of the bias
in the shower width decreases for larger values in Woo This has been investigated in detail
using an EGS4-MC sample as well as an analytical approach. The free parameter Wo has been
chosen to be the same as obtained in section 8.3.3 to be 2.8.
The non-vanishing bias of the shower width using Wo = 2.8 leads to a distribution in (J'X and
(J'I' which is not smooth. Figure 8.22 (a) and 8.22 (d) show for a data KP-sample, the number
of strips nx and ny respectively, included in the position reconstruction. Including two strips
in the evaluation of the shower width for almost equal energy deposits leads to a shower width
of approximately 0.4 cm which shows up as a clear peak in Figure 8.22 (b) and 8.22 (e). The
inclusion of three or more strips leads to larger values in the reconstructed shower width. The
slightly larger value of (J'x compared to (J'y is due to the non-perpendicular incidence of the
scattered positron on the front face of the BPC within ZEUS. The characterization of the
shower width has been performed by using the following expression:

fI¥I2+(J'2
(J'= ~

2

The determination of the lateral shower profile dE/dX by fitting the integrated lateral shower
distribution, as discussed in the previous section, provides a means of shower width character-
ization. It is dependent on the assumption of the functional form of dE / dX. Besides that,
two other schemes are used which do not require any assumptions on the form of the lateral
shower distribution dE/dX. The lateral segmentation of the BPC active layers allows energy
depositions to be measured over a distance of 0.79cm in X and Y. The width of the energy
distribution, employing the energy depositions in each scintillator strip around the mean recon-
structed position, provides a way to investigate the shower width with no initial assumption on
dE/dX. The use of the shower width as a means of positron identification requires a method
which provides the shower width on an event-by-event basis which is not possible employing
the latter approach. This is possible by using the second moment of the lateral shower width
distribution in X and Y. This is the principle idea of part of the BPC positron identification
(Section 9.4). The following discussion is restricted to the X-coordinate only. The second
moment of the lateral shower distri bution is defined as follows:

2::; w;(X - X;)2

LiWi
(J' will be used for the following discussion. Figure 8.22 (c) shows the distribution of (J' for
a data KP-sample. As will be shown in more detail in section 10.2, a cut of 0' < 0.7 cm is
used to identify single positron signals in data and MC over possibly pre-showered positrons
on the beam-pipe wall and hadronic energy deposits which lead to larger values of the recon-
structed shower width. Figure 8.23 shows the tracks from shower particles based on a GEANT
MC-simulation (Section 6.3) for three different cases of positrons with no dead material (left),
positrons with dead material (3Xo) (middle) and pions hitting the BPC (right). Larger recon-
structed values for (J' from the last two cases compared to a single positron signal, can be clearly

where Xi are the coordinate centers of the scintillator strips, X is the mean reconstructed
position and w; are the weight factors depending on the type of reconstruction method used.
O'x is a measure of the spread in the energy depositions around the mean reconstructed position.
The size of this spread determines the size of (J'X.

The first mentioned approach to investigate the shower width will be used for a detailed com-
parison of the shower width between MC and data. The two distinct methods for the position
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Figure 8.27: Normalized energy as a function of the true position Xo (left). Percent deviation
of Ex with respect to the maximum of Ex within the shown interval as a function of the true
position Xo for several cluster sizes (right) (See text for further details).

were found. This strongly supports the effectiveness of the shower width cut to reject events
with positrons having pre-showered at the beam pipe wall which lead to significantly larger
values of the reconstructed shower width.

E{ = Ix(X, Y) . ax(Y)' L a~. Eto",
clu8ter

E~ = ly(X, Y) . ay(X)· L ay· E~iro",
dUlter

The BPC energy reconstruction has to meet the requirements on the precision of the absolute
energy scale and the energy uniformity of 0.5% (Section 5.3). Kinematic peak (KP) events
and elastic pO will be used for the energy calibration. The following section introduces the
method of the BPC energy reconstruction and motivates the usage of a clustering among the
lateral segmented BPC readout channels. The actual energy calibration will be discussed in
detail in section 8.5.3, i.e. the relative strip-to-strip calibration taking into account transverse
energy leakage and the attenuation of scintillator light along the scintillator strips as well as
the absolute energy scale calibration. Section 8.5.4 will focus on the BPC energy resolution
and linearity.

where Ix(X, Y) and IdX, Y) are the leakage correction functions and ax(Y) and ay(X) are
the attenuation correction functions. The constants a~ and a~ are the relative strip-to-strip
calibration constants. The index j denotes the strip j with the maximum energy deposition
around which a cluster sum is performed. It will be used only for those cases were it is explicitly
needed. The total energy EBPC is then reconstructed as the energy scale weighted sum of Ex
and Ej':

The determination of the leakage and attenuation correction functions, the relative strip-to-
strip calibration constants a~ and a~, are determined by the relative calibration [Mo96] and
the scale values Sx and Sy by the absolute energy scale calibration procedure.
The summation in equations 8.34 and 8.35 can be performed simply over all strips, i.e. 15 in X
and 16 in Y (BPC North module) or as denoted by the term 'cluster' around the strip j with
the maximum energy deposition using a certain cluster size Nt. As shown in Figure 8.26, the
energy Ex is contained in only a few readout channels which is also the case for Ey.
It will be shown in the following that using a clustering algorithm has clear advantages over the
simple sum including all strips. The following discussion will be restricted to the X-direction.
Using a similar ansatz for the lateral shower distribution dEjdX as given by equation 8.2, one
can calculate using

The BPC consists conceptually of two independent readout schemes in X and Y. The laterally
segmented readout channels in X and Yare used to reconstruct the energies Ex and Ey,
respectively. The total energy EBPC is then obtained from the energies Ex and Ey. The
reconstruction of Ex and Ej, has to take into account

lx;+(.-glf2 ( dE ) ,
Ei = --, dX

X,-(.-g)f2 dX
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Figure 8.24: E;/ E versus 1';- Y for MC (re-weighted) (a), mean E;/ E versus 1'; - Y for data
(closed cil'cles) and MC (open cil'Cies) (b), 0' (c), Ed E versus 1'; - Y for data (d), and mean
Ed E versus 1'; - Y for data (closed circles) and MC (open circles) (re-weighted) (e) for a
[IP-sample.

Figure 8.25: Ed E versus 1'; - Y for 5 Ge V (a), E;/ E versus 1'; - Y for 15 Ge V (b), Ed E
versus 1';- Y for 25 Ge V (c) and mean Ed E versus 1'; - Y for 5, 15 and 25 Ge V (d) electrons
using an EGS4 MC simulation.

inferred from this graphical presentation.

Acceptance corrections used within the physics analysis which are derived from a MC-sample
require that the shower width cut has a comparable efficiency in MC as well as in data. In order
to use a common threshold for the shower width cut in MC and data requires in particular
that the shower width distributions in MC and data have to agree. A discrepancy in the
reconstructed shower width distribution for a KP-sample necessitates correcting the transverse
energy distribution in MC. In Figure 8.24 (b), the fraction Ed E is plotted as a function of
1'; - Y for MC (open circles) and data (solid circles) using a KP-sample. The difference in
the overall shape is clearly visible. It is found that the transverse energy distribution in MC
is narrower in the tails compared to data and slightly more energy is deposited close to the
shower central position. This discrepancy is seen in both directions X and Y. Figure 8.24 (c)
shows 0' for data and MC. A shift in the mean reconstructed shower width towards smaller
values for MC compared to data is clearly visible.

Cross-talk effects between individual scintillator fingers at the interface of the scintillator fin-
gers to the wavelength shifting bars is a possible explanation for this discrepancy. It has been
estimated that this cross-talk amounts to only a few percent, i.e. the loss of scintillator light
into two neighbouring scintillator fingers. This has been obtained assuming the observed dis-
crepancy is due to cross-talk by changing the energy deposition in the scintillator fingers in
MC accordingly. Using a muon beam in a test-beam experiment could eventually have resolved
this problem which was not possible due to the lack of time. The transverse energy distri-
bution in MC was re-weighted on an event-by-event basis using the ratio of data to MC of
the corresponding transverse energy distribution based on a KP-sample. The re-weighted MC
distribution is shown in Figure 8.24 (e) with the data points overlayed. No difference is visible
in the mean reconstructed values for Ed E in bins of 1'; - Y between MC (re-weighted) and

data. The effect of this re-weighting procedure on 0' is shown in Figure 8.24 (c). The mean
reconstructed shower width for data and MC is now at the same place. The MC distribution
in 0' has a tendency to have somewhat larger tails towards larger values in 0', This has been
identified due to the difference in the amount of shower fluctuations in MC and data as seen in
Figure 8.24 (a) and 8.24 (d) for MC (re-weighted) and data, respectively. The amount of events
in the tails above threshold (Ed E > exp( -2.8)) denoted by the solid horizontal line is larger
in case of MC compared to data. This discrepancy in MC and data leads to the difference in
the right tails of 0'.

The re-weighting of MC has been done independently of the energy of the scattered positron.
This simplification is supported by comparing the distribution of Ed E as a function of 1'; - Y
for several energies as seen in Figure 8.25. The mean reconstructed values are the same for all
shown energies. Only differences in the amount of fluctuations in the tails are visible which are
larger towards lower energies which lead to somewhat larger values at the right tail of the 0'

distribution, i.e. towards larger values in 0',

The vertical arrow in Figure 8.24 (c) denotes the cut used in MC and data on the shower width
for the physics analysis. The efficiency of this cut over the whole energy range used for the
physics analysis will be discussed in Section 9.4. The uncertainty in the choice of the shower
width cut has been taken into account in the evaluation of systematic errors,
Figure 8.26 shows the fraction of energy deposited in each X-strip around the strip with the
maximum energy deposition, This result is obtained after the final relative strip-to-strip cal-
ibration using a KP-sample, including the shower width cut of 0.7 cm. The energy distribu-
tion is perfectly symmetric. Using this sample after applying all selection cuts, a search was
performed for any energy depositions larger or equal to the energy depositions in the strips
E(imax), E(imax - 1) and E(imax) for strips j with j > imax + 1 or j < imax - 1. No events
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Taking t.hese considerations into account, a cluster size of Ne = 4 was chosen for the energy
reconstruction of the BPC. It has been verified that the energy resolution stays constant for
Ne 2: 4. Furthermore, it has been verified that for MC, the difference between the re-weighted
and the non re-weighted transverse energy distribution has a negligible effect on the overall
energy spectra using Ne = 4 and has been therefore omitted for the energy reconstruction in
MC. The excellent agreement between data and MC for a KP-sample, as will be shown in
section 8.5.3, supports this as well.

• relative strip-to-strip calibration including leakage and attenuation corrections an~

• absolute energy scale calibration.

Both steps are driven by the requirements on the calibration of the BPC, which have been
discussed in section 5.3, namely that the uniformity of the energy measurement as well as the
accuracy of the absolute energy scale, should be at the level of 0.5 %. Both calibration steps are
performed using KP-events. Due to reductions in the gain for some of the PMTs and the loss
of light yield in some of the scintillator strips due to radiation damage (Section 7.2), the energy
scale was not stable within 0.5 % for the whole BPC 1995 data. The drop in the energy scale
over the whole BPC running-period is at most 2.5 % for regions closest to the beam determined
by a KP-sample. To correct for this, the whole data sample was separated into four time periods
and the calibration procedure, i.e. relative and absolute calibration performed separately for
each time period. It was found that four periods are enough to ensure a stability of the energy
scale at the level of 0.5 % within each calibration period.
The selection criteria of KP events will be discussed in chapter ten. The selection cuts are
summarized in Table B.2.

14 16

X (em)

Figure 8.28: Fiducial l'olume of the BPC (North module). The solid horizontal and vertical
lines denote the strip boundaries.

the energy Ex using a certain cluster size. Xi is the central position of strip i, s is the width
of the scintillator fingers including wrapping and 9 is the gap between two adjacent scintillator
fingers. Ex can then be plotted as a function of the true position Xo as shown in Figure 8.27
(right) for several choices of Ne between 3 and 7. The impact position has been restricted to
be between the center of a strip (Xo = 0) and the corresponding edge (Xo = 4 mm) due to
the symmetry of the scintillator strip arrangement. The Y-axis denotes the percent deviation
of Ex within that interval to the maximum value of Ex within the same interval. A clear
correlation between the functional form and the use of either even or odd integers for Ne is
visible. The maximum deviation has a tendency to get smaller for larger values of Ne• The
deviation is found to be almost equal for Ne = 4 and Ne = 6 and clearly smaller compared to
Ne $ 7 with Ne being odd. It has been verified that the relative difference in the deviation as a
function of the impact position Xo, between the choices of Ne, is not dependent on the precise
parameters used in the determination of the lateral shower distribution. This qualitative study
shows that the energy uniformity depends on the cluster size and shows a minimal variation
with Nc = 4 for Ne $ 7.

Figure 8.27 (left) shows the transverse energy leakage for 25 GeV electrons simulated with EGS4
for Nc = 4 and the case performing the sum in equation 8.34 over all strips for Ex setting the
term lx(X, Y) to one. The sensitivity to transverse energy leakage is clearly reduced, as one
would expect, by using a clustering algorithm.

As will be shown in the next section, relative strip-to-strip calibration values can be only
obtained with the algorithm used for strips within the fiducial volume. A cluster algorithm
reduces the influence of non-calibrated readout channels since only edge strips outside the
fiducial volume are taken into account in the reconstruction of Ex and El,. Using a cluster
algori thm also reduces the sensitivity to noise.

Relative strip-to-strip calibration

The relative strip-to-strip calibration has to equalize the response of the individual readout
channels, taking into account the attenuation of scintillator light within the scintillator strips
and the transverse shower leakage towards the edges of the BPC.
The beam pipe window determines the fiducial volume of the BPC. Figure 8.28 shows a scatter
plot of reconstructed X and Y positions from a data KP-sample applying the final fiducial
volume cuts for the calibration procedure. The solid horizontal and vertical lines denote the
strip boundaries. One can see that six strips in X (X2 - X7) and and eight strips in Y (Ys- Y12)
cover the actual fiducial volume. The upper and lower edges, as well as the right edge of the
fiducial volume, are determined by the shape of the beam pipe window. The left edge is
determined by the requirement to restrict the position bias to stay within 0.05 cm (Section
8.3.3).
The algorithm used for the relative strip-to-strip calibration only allows off-line calibration
factors a~ and a(, to be obtained for those strips which are within the fiducial volume. Since
the cluster size for the energy reconstruction is four strips and the final fiducial volume cuts are
quite restrictive, only the first strips outside the fiducial volume represent some uncertainty on
the energy uniformity. However, the energy uniformity was determined to be ±0.5% in both
directions X and Y within the fiducial volume and the influence of non-calibrated edge strips
does therefore not represent a systematic degradation of the energy uniformity.
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Figure 8.29: Results fmm the DESY JI test-beam experiment on the attenuation of scintillator
light in scintillator fingers of the BPC South module showing E1, as a function X (left) and
Ex as a function Y (right). A fit to the observed attenuation is overlayed tlSing the first term
in equation 5.38.

The relative response of all strips was adjusted prior to the installation of the BPC using a
6OCo-scan to a level of about 7% as described in Section 5.7.
In the previous section it was shown that the total energy is obtained as the energy scale
weighted sum of the reconstructed energies Ex and Ey. [~i. ,!I:~EtB

6789689 89
X (an) X (em) X (an)

E~ = Ix(X, Y) . ax(Y)' L O"~ . Etaw
chuter Figure 8.30: Relative strip-to-strip calibration procedure. The uniformity of the final recon-

structed energies Ex and Ey is well within ±0.5%. The histograms shown are taken from the
first calibration period. .E~ = 11'(X, Y) . adX), L O"y. Etraw

cltuter

using electrons from the DESY II test-beam data. This ansatz provides a good description of
the observed attenuation within scintillator fingers. The scans using electrons from the DESY
II test-beam data have been performed over several fixed positions. The attenuation lengths,
using the mentioned ansatz, are well within ±5 cm which has been as well confirmed by a
sample of scanned scintillator fingers on the bench (Section 5.4.3). Using a single attenuation
correction ax(Y) and ay(X) for all positions X and Y provides a well justified simplification
of the relative strip-to-strip calibration procedure to be discussed now in detail.
Etaw and Ei:row are the raw energies in each BPC readout channel. Due to the restricted
fiducial volume in Y, one can completely ignore any transverse energy leakage and the function
l(X, Y) reduces to a correction function in X only, i.e. l(X). The energy E~ depends on
two correction functions, l(X) and ax(Y), which can be decoupled. ax(Y) accounts for the
attenuation of light along the vertical X-scintillator fingers. The correction function l(X) was
determined by a fit to ELaw as a function of X whereas ax(Y) was obtained by a fit to Etow
as a function of Y.
The readout schemes of the BPC in X and Y direction are identical in both transverse dimen-

The mapping of the readout channels to a particular index follows the convention in Figure
8.28. ELow and E~row denote the case for which the correction functions as well as the relative
calibration constants O"~ and O"~ are not applied in equations 8.39 and 8.40. The first column
in Figure 8.30 shows the raw energies Etaw and E~row as a function of X and Y. The first two
plots clearly show the need to equalize the response of individual readout channels. E~ as a
function of X also displays the effect of transverse energy leakage towards the beam pi;~Wedge.
The attenuation of scintillator light along the vertical X-strips can be seen in the third plot
with EL.w plotted as a function of Y. The last plot in the first column shows both transverse
energy leakage and the attenuation of scintillator light along the horizontal V-strips for E{'raw
plotted as a function of X.
The leakage correction has been performed using an ansatz of one exponential function for
dE/dX to obtain the integrated lateral shower distribution, as discussed in detail in section
8.4.2. The attenuation correction is taken care of by the same ansatz as used for a description
of scans on scintillator fingers of the same type (Section 5.4.3), taking into account only the
low attenuated part represented by J.l.l (Equation 5.38). Figure 8.29 shows such a fit of a scan
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Figure 8.31: Unif01'171ity of the final reconstructed energy EBPC as a function of X and }' for
the whole 1995 KP.sample.

sions. The correction function I(X) was therefore used for Et as well. The correction function
ay(X) was then obtained by a fit to I(X)E~ •• lU as a function of X. The result of this correction
proced ure prior to the determination of the relative calibration factors Q~ and Q~ can be seen
in Figure 8.30.
This procedure has been performed for each of the four calibration periods.
The relative strip-to-strip calibration are taken into account by multiplicative factors a~ and
Ct;, as being discussed in the following.
If one moves the positron impact position along the OPC in direction of X or Y and therefore
changi ng the index j, the reconstructed energy Ei and Et respectively, for the same event class
should be strictly independent of the index j, i.e. the response of the OPC should be uniform.
Selecting I'['·events, one therefore sets E~ or Et to be 13.75GeV which is half of the positron
l,c,\Iu cnl'rgy. This neglects radiative corrections as well kinematic cuts introduced by the cut on
YJ8 and the Ql.acceptance of the OPC which leads to somewhat lower values than 13.75 GeV.
This will be taken into acconnt through the absolute energy scale calibration. It only ensures
that the r('constructed energy E~ and Ej, are independent of the impact position of the positron
hy adjust.ing the individual response of the OPC readout channels by thl' relative strip-to-strip
calihration factors a:~and a\ ..
TIll' i\lJ,~x j runs in principle from I to 15 in X and from I to 16 in }". The cluster-sum indl'x
i rllns over the same interval. One therefore obtains a matrix equation in which the solution
vect.or corresponds to the fixed reconstructed energy which is set to be 13.75 GeV for strips
within the fiducial volume. Strips outside the fiducial volume are assigned to have relative
calibration factors of 1 during the whole calibration procedure. Let us define the following
abbreviatious for the matrix elements:

Figure 8,32: Percent deviation of the reconstructed mean energy in each 8 mm bin from the
,'cconstructed mean energy over the whole fiducial volume for the whole 1995 gP-sample.

". . {13.75 for j E V;nE~Ox = E~ = 1 - ..for j E Voul and E~ = e5ii

Efja(, = Et = { 113.75 for j E ~n d E:ji _ e5ji (8.44)
for j E You I an _y-

wherc till' sum is being extended over double occurring indices. V;n denotes the fiducial volume
and \ ~'" the whole rcgion outside the fiducial volume. If one inverts the matrix E~ and E~!,
Oill' obtains thc relative strip· to-strip calibration values via the following equations:

Using an iteration in the evaluation of the relative calibration constants, the difference of these
constants between the first and the second iteration is well below 0.1%. Applying these relative
calibration factors, one obtains the final reconstructed energies Ex and £1' plotted as a function
of .Y and }' as shown in Figure 8.30. The energy uniformity of Ex and £\' as a function of
.Y and }' is well within 0.5%, denoted by the solid horizontal lines in Figure 8.30, which is the
case for all foul' calibration periods.
Figure 8.31 shows uniformity of the final reconstructed energy EBPC, including the absolute
PllC'rgyscale calibration to be discussed, as a function of X and Y over the whole data taking
pl'riod. One clearly finds that in both transverse directions the uniformity is well within 0.·5 %.
The uniformity in EBPC for each of the four calibration periods is as well within 0.5 %. There
is no indication of a systematic change from the beginning to the end of the data taking period
which has not been taken into account by the above relative calibration procedure which could
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is being done by minimizing a X2 between the data and MC Ex and Ey energy distributions,
varying the scale values for the data distributions Sx and Sy, respectively. Let Ndoto(j, k) be
the number of events in bin j of the energy distribution Ex and Ey respectively, where k de-
notes the scale value Sx and Sl' with which the array Ndoto(j, k) was filled. NMC(j) is the same
expression for MC for bin j. The scale values Sx and Sy were then determined by minimizing
the following expression by varying Sx and Sy:Figure 8.33: Selection of kinematic peak events in the BPC 7-egion including lines of constant

positron energy (dashed lines) and constant polar angle with 11: = 17 and 35 mrad representing
the BPC fiducial volume (solid lines). The dotted lines represent lines of constant y values (1
and 0.04).

In Figure 8.34, X2 is plotted as a function of Sx and Sy, respectively. The minimum appears
at Sx = 1 and Sl" = 1, since the final scale values have been already included. Changing the
absolute value of X2 by one unit, one obtains an estimate of the statistical error which amounts
to be in both cases about 0.1% of the scale values obtained, denoted by the vertical arrows in
Figure 8.34.
In order to evaluate the systematic error on the obtained scale values using the above procedure,
a whole series of checks have been performed changing the following quantities:

lea.d to a systematic degradation of the energy uniformity. It indicates that the above relative
calibration procedure ensures a uniform energy response for the whole 1995 BPC data by
adjusting the attenuation correction as well as the relative strip-to-strip calibration constants.
Figure 8.32 shows in bins of 8 mm for the whole 1995 data in a two-dimensional plot, the
percent deviation of the reconstructed mean energy in each bin from the reconstructed mean
energy in the whole fiducial volume. Vertical and horizontal lines indicate the position of the
scintillator strips. The RMS-value of the percent deviations is, as shown, 0.33 %.
The same relative calibration procedure has been applied to data from the DESY " test-beam
experiment. The energy uniformity was determined as well to be within 0.5%.

• binning of the energy distribution Ex and Ey,

• number of points used to calculate x\
Absolute energy scale calibration

The final reconstructed energy is given by:

EBPC = Sx . Ex + Sy . El,

where Ex and El, are the X- and Y-energies after the relative strip-to-strip calibration. The
kinematic peak is not simply at 27.5 GeV but due to radiative corrections and kinematic re-
strictions such as on YJB and the Q2-acceptance of the BPC at a somewhat smaller value. This
can be seen from Figure 8.33. Positron energies between approximately 96.5% and 100.0% of
EBPC are accepted for the energy scale calibration.
To account for radiative corrections as well as kinematic restrictions, a MC-prediction (HERA-
CLES) [Kw91] was used to determine the energy scale selecting a KP-sample. The scale values
Sx and Sl' for the independent reconstructed energies Ex and Ey are adjusted separately. This

1 54/50 49/50
2 55/50 55/50
3 51/50 50/50
4 52/50 54/50
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Figure 8.36: Event display of a typical elastic pO event. Tracks from the two decay pions are
clearly visible in the CTD. The upper right plot shows a cross section of the BPC modules as
seen from the proton beam with the BPC North module on the left.

Figure 8.35: Comparison between MC and data for Ex, E1, and E8PC for the whole BPC 1995
data .

• cut on YJ8 to select KP-events.

The dependence on the underlying structure function in MC is expected to be small in the
selected kinematic region of low values in y. This has been cross-checked by re-weighting the MC
input structure function based on the DL-parametrization (Section 6.5) to the parameterization
given by CKMT (Section 2.3.4). Taking these uncertainties into account, the systematic error
of the above procedure was estimated to be 0.2 %. This procedure has been performed for all
four calibration periods. Table 8.2 provides the values of X2 fndf for all four periods. There is
no indication of a systematic change from the beginning to the end of the data taking period
which has not been taken into account by the above calibration procedure. Figure 8.35 shows,
for the whole BPC 1995 data, the reconstructed energies Ex, Ey and E8PC comparing data
and MC. In all three cases, one finds a good agreement between MC and data.
The absolute energy scale obtained with a KP-sample was checked using elastic pO events,
e+p -t e+pOp. The pO vector meson decays almost exclusively into two charged pions, i.e.
pO --+ rr+ + rr-. Those can be measured in the ZEUS central-tracking detector (CTD)
(Section 4.3) over a limited kinematic region which amounts to 0.004 < y < 0.09 in case of the
BPC. The position of the scattered positron was measured in the BPC. Using four momentum
conservation, one can derive an expression for the energy of the scattered positron in terms of
the scattering angle of the positron and the energy and momenta of the final state pO decaying
into two pions:

!l 800
c~> 700~....
Q

•• p -7 ••pop'" 600~.0
8 500 • Data peak = 0.995 ± 0.004:l
Z

400 - Me peak = 0.993 ± 0.005

300

200

100

'h.s 0.6 0.7 0.8 1 1.1 1.2
EBPCI ECak

E' _ 2£. - (E - PZ)po (8.49)
• - (1- cos e:)

where E. is the energy of the incoming positron taken to be 27.5 GeV ignoring initial-state
radiation, (E - Pz )po are the energy and momenta of the final state pO determined via its decay
particles pO -+ rr+ + rr-. The selection criteria of elastic pO events will be discussed in chapter
ten. The selection cuts are summarized in Table B.4.
Figure 8.36 shows an event display of a typical elastic pO event. Two tracks coming from the
two decay pions are clearly visible as well as the positron measured in the BPC.

Figure 8.37: Comparison between MC and data of the ratio of the measured positron energy in
the BPC, E8PC, to the calculated positron energy, Ec•1c, using elastic pO events.



Figure 8.37 shows t.he ratio of the measured energy of the scattered positron in the BPC to the
energy det.ermined using t,he above formula for both data and MC. Radiative corrections are
responsible for the tail towards low values and the fact that both distributions peak below unity.
The a.greement bet.ween both spectra is good. The accuracy of the BPC energy reconstruction
is within 0.5%, taking int.o account. the energy uniformity and the comparison among the energy
scale det.ermined from J<P-events and elastic pO events between data and MC (Figure 8.37).
The latter value has been used in the evaluation of systematic errors for the physics analysis of
this thesis.
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The energy resolution and linearity of the BPC has been verified using results from the BPC
South test-beam experiment restricted to electron energies between 2 - 6 GeV. An EGS4 MC-
simulation was used to establish the energy resolution and linearity at higher energies. Further-
more, an EGS4 MC-simulation was used to estimate the effect on the linearity of the absolute
energy scale due to radiation damage as discussed in detail in section 7.2.

Figure 8.38 (a) displays the reconstructed energy in the BPC South module for energies of the
test beam of 2 - 6 GeV using the energy reconstruction and calibration procedure as discussed
in detail in section 8.5.3 The mean values of a Gaussian fit for all test-beam energies, as shown
in Figure 8.38 (b) for 6GeV test-beam electrons, is plotted in Figure 8.38 (c) as a function of
the respect nominal beam energy. A linear fit is overlayed which does not pass through the
origin. As discussed in section 8.2, this effect is due to a mis-calibration of the test-beam energy
which should be lower by 300 MeV to force the linear fit as shown in Figure 8.38 (c) to pass
through the origin. The deviation from the linear fit is shown in Figure 8.38 (d) as a function
of the respective nominal beam energy. The deviation is within 1% for all energies between
2 - 6GeV.
The linearity of the BPC at higher energies than those available at the DESY II test-beam
is shown in Figure 8.39 for energies of 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 GeV electrons based on an EGS4
~1C-simulation. The deviation from a linear fit (Figure 8.39 (c)) is shown in Figure 8.39 (d).
The deviation is within 1% for all energies between 5 - 25 GeV.
The degradation of some of the BPC scintillator fingers due to radiation damage has been
determined from a scan of individual scintillator fingers (Section 7.2). The results of these scans
have been incorporated within an EGS4 MC-simulation by weighting the energy deposition of a
particular shower particle inside a scintillator finger using the respective scanning result. Figure
8.40 displays the result of this investigation. The straight line in Figure 8.40 (left) is drawn
through the reconstructed energy at 27.5 GeV and the origin. This refers to the actual energy
scale calibration using KP-events. Figure 8.40 (right) shows the deviation from this straight
line as a function of the respective impact energy. For energies above 7GeV, the deviation is
less than 1%. A fit of the form ex: In(E), indicated by the solid line in Figure 8.40 (right),
provides a good description of the deviation from linearity. This functional form has been used
to determine the systematic error on the extracted proton structure function F2 due to the
observed non-linearity.
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Figure 8.41 shows the energy resolution as obtained from the BPC South test-beam experiment.
The reconstructed IJ / E values are plotted as a function of the respective beam energy subtracted
by the beam energy offset of 300 MeV. The fractional energy resolution has been fitted by a
functional form of (IJE/ E)2 = (a2/ E2) + W/ E) + c2, as introduced in section 5.2, which yields
the following parameters: a = 110 ± 5.0 MeV, b = 17.2 ± 0.2 %GeV1/2 and c = 2.1 ± 0.2 %.

678

E(GeV)

The energy spread of a 3mm copper target amounts to approximately 100 MeV which con-
tributes to the a term [Me95]. The impact of the finite collimator aperture has been estimated
to be about 1 - 2 %. The c term is compatible with this estimation. The sampling term to-
gether with the contribution from photocathode statistics amounts to 17.2%/..jE. Using LED
test-trigger data among the calibrated BPC North module, the photoelectron yield has been
estimated to be about 200 photoelectrons/GeV which yields a photoelectron contribution to
the stochastic term of 7 %/..jE. Taking this value as the contribution of the photoelectron
statistics for the BPC South module, the sampling fraction of the BPC South module amounts
to 15.7 %/..jE.
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The reconstructed fractional energy resolution IJ/ E is shown in Figure 8.42 for an EGS4 MC-
simulation with impact energies in the range of 5 - 25 GeV. The extracted sampling term
amounts to 16.0%/VE which is in good agreement with the one extracted from the BPC
South test-beam experiment.

Figure 8.43 shows for the BPC South module for 3 GeV test-beam electrons, the fractional
resolution IJ/ E as a function of the respective reconstructed position measured with respect to
the edge of the first scintillator strip. The energy resolution is flat to within 8 mm from the
edge of the BPC.

The photoelectron yield of 200 photoelectrons/GeV has been taken into account in the simu-
lation of the physics events using the ZEUS MC-program MOZART (Section 6.3). The good
agreement between the final reconstructed energies Ex, Ey and EBPC (Figure 8.35), reflects
the fact that the energy resolution in data is well reproduced by the MC simulation.
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Figure 8.43: Energy resolution of the BPC at the BPC edge for 3 Ge V electrons from the DES Y
Il test-beam experiment.

The DSP-reconstructed time (Section 5.5) for each BPC readout channel t; has been used to
determine a mean reconstructed time tBPe for one particular BPC module on an event-by-event
basis. Each timing information ti has been linearly weighted by the respective deposited energy
Ei, i.e.:

t _ l::':t E;t;
BPe - l::':t Ei

with N being the number of readout channels for one particular BPC module (North: N = 31;
South: N = 27).
Figure 8.44 shows the timing distribution for the BPC North module for one particular run
after applying all final selection cuts which includes an energy cut of 7 GeV (Section 10.2).
The tails in the timing distribution are no longer visible for a I<P-sample. As will be shown in
section 10.2, the timing distribution is required to be within 3 ns for all data samples.
A Gaussian fit yields a timing resolution of 0.4 ns. The BPC timing signal has been used since
1995 to provide an on-line timing information for the ZEUS data taking.

.
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Chapter 9

Efficiencies and systematics

The following chapter will discuss in detail, several efficiency and systematic effects which are
relevant for the determination of the proton structure function F2 and its systematic uncertain-
ties as well as for the choice of some of the off-line selection cuts. This includes the study of
the BPC trigger efficiency, the determination of the event vertex using the CTD, the efficiency
of the shower width cut in data and MC, the dependence of the acceptance on the underlying
physics process due to various requirements on the hadronic final state and the understanding
of radiative corrections.

o
12400 12600 12800 13000 13200 13400 13600 13800 14000 14200

run

The hardware of the BPC First-Level Trigger (FLT) and its implementation in the 1995 trigger
configuration was presented in section 5.6 and 7.1, respectively. In order to evaluate the effi-
ciency of the BPC FLT cuts on the FADC-digitized energy spectra of FADC(BPCN)H ~ 4 and
the TDC-digitized timing information of 1 ::;TDC(BPCN)H < 8, an independently triggered
sample was used which only required an energy deposit in the main calorimeter (CAL). All
off-line selection cuts for the BPC F2 sample, except those which take into account the off-line
reconstructed BPC energy, were imposed on this independently triggered sample (Section 10.2).
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Figure 9.2: BPC FLT tl'iggel' efficiency as a fltnction of the off-line reconstructed BPC energy
imposing the TDC-cut (top), the FADC-cut (middle) and the TDC and FADC requirements
together (bottom).

Figure 9.3: Comparison of the Z vertex distribution between data and MC before (top) and
after (bottom) reweighting the MC input vertex distribution.

Using the BPC FLT requirements then allowed the determination of the trigger efficiency of
the I3PC FLT n.sa function of the BPC off-line reconstructed energy.

During the 1995 data taking, a hardware problem of the BPC FLT caused the HERA 10 MHz
clock signal, derived from the GFLT, to be lost at the FADC which is used as the strobe input
signal. This has been clearly identified as an intermittent problem with a NIM discriminator
which caused the strobe signal at the FADC to be lost (Figure A.13). This resulted in a drop of
efficiency for some of the runs. It has been verified that the loss of efficiency is independent of
the reconstructed energy and position of the scattered positron and therefore of the respective
kinematic variables.

Figure 9.1 shows the BPC FLT efficiency as a function of run number. The events are required
to have an off-line reconstructed BPC energy of at least 10 GeV and are therefore expected
to be 100% efficient, taking into account the calibration of the FADC energy spectra and the
BPC FLT trigger requirements as discussed in detail in section 7.1. Those runs which suffered
from the hardware problem can be clearly identified. Runs with an efficiency of less than 50%
have been excluded from the physics analysis. 82% of the remaining runs have an efficiency
of 100% whereas for 18% the overall efficiency amounts to 81 ± 4%, which yields an overall
efficiency for the whole data sample of 96.6 ± 0.7%. The overall drop in the trigger efficiency
from 100% to 96.6 ± 0.7% has been taken into account in the luminosity determination. Figure
9.2 shows the trigger efficiency as a function of the BPC off-line reconstructed energy for the
BPC FLT trigger requirements. The efficiency of the BPC FLT timing cut as a function of

the BPC off-line reconstructed energy amounts to 100% above 2 GeV (Figure 9.2 (top)). The
turn-on of the trigger efficiency around 7 GeV with respect to the FADC cut is clearly visible
(Figure 9.2 (middle)). Figure 9.2 (bottom) shows the trigger efficiency of both BPC FLT trigger
requirements. The efficiency amounts to 100% for energies above 7GeV.

The following section will focus on several items of the event vertex reconstruction. The tilt of
the positron beam with respect to the ZEUS coordinate system and its impact on the kinematic
reconstruction will be discussed as well.
The event vertex reconstruction using the ZEUS CTD is a major ingredient in the evaluation
of the event kinematics through the reconstruction of the positron scattering angle (Electron
method) using the CTD reconstructed vertex position and the impact position of the scattered
positron in the BPC. The CTD vertex position is also needed to reconstruct the hadronic
variables YJ8 and E - Pz. Cuts on the reconstructed Z vertex position provide a means of
background rejection, in particular for positron/proton beam gas events and cosmic ray events
(Section 10.2).
In the case of the BPC, the final state positron cannot be used for the determination of the event
vertex since it is far outside the acceptance of the CTD and one therefore relies on the hadronic
final state. The topology of the hadronic final state introduces an additional dependence on
the event vertex reconstruction. For events where the hadronic final state is lost in the forward
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Figure 9.4: Mean X (top) and mean Y (bottom) vertex positions averaged over one run as a
function of the respective run number.

Figure 9.5: X and Y position distributions in the LUMIG detector. The mean reconstructed
X position yields a tilt of the positron beam of -0.15 mrad with respect to the nominal proton
orbit.

direction (e.g. very low y events) or diffractive events which do not leave any tracks in the
CTD, no event vertex information is available and the Z-position of the vertex is set for the
full data sample to the nominal vertex position of (Z) = -2.5 cm. This leads to a worsening
of the resolution of kinematic variables and therefore affects the migration among the chosen
bins (Section 11.2).

The CTD requires at least one track for a vertex reconstruction to be possible. The quality of
the vertex reconstruction increases with the number of tracks and reaches for events with two
or more tracks a resolution in Z of about 4 mm.

The B PC acceptance changes with the position of the reconstructed Z vertex. The recon-
structed Z vertex distribution in MC is therefore required to match those in data. Otherwise,
systematic shifts in the distribution of kinematic variables between MC and data would result
in a wrong acceptance correction and thus in errors when determining the proton structure
function F2. It is therefore important to provide a correct input vertex distribution to the MC
simulation.

The input vertex distribution was determined from a measurement using a minimum-bias pho-
toprod uction sample [Ma96a]. Such a sample exhibits little bias in the Z-dependence of the
vertex reconstruction and was therefore used to obtain the true vertex distribution as input
for the MC simulation. Figure 9.3 (top) shows the reconstructed Z vertex distribution of data
and MC. Stringent timing cuts on the main calorimeter in the determination of the input
vertex distribution using a minimum-bias photoproduction sample resulted in a drop in the
acceptance at large IZI values, as can be seen from Figure 9.3 (top). The second pe",k in the

vertex distribution, besides the central peak, is due to spill over protons from the main bunch.
These satellite protons arrive approximately 4.8 ns earlier and give rise to e+p interactions at
Z = 70 cm which enhance the acceptance for low Q2 events.
The spike in the center corresponds to events where no vertex has been found.
The obvious difference in the reconstructed Z vertex distribution between data and MC requires
the input Z vertex distribution to be modified [Ti96]. The vertex reweighting procedure is
based on the observation that the measured vertex distribution in MC is close to the MC input
distribution. Reweighting the input distribution by the measured distribution in data provides
therefore a way to obtain the proper measured vertex distribution in MC. For that, each MC
event is assigned a weight factor depending on the true Z vertex position, as the ratio of the
number of reconstructed events in data to those generated in MC at the same Z position. The
weight factors are normalized such that the average Z vertex weight factor is one.
Besides the correction of the Z vertex distribution in MC, an additional correction has to be
applied which is related to the discrepancy in the number of events without a reconstructed
Z vertex between data and MC. This effect is dominated by the type of underlying process.
The number of events with no reconstructed Z vertex amounts to 5% for non-diffractive and
39% for diffractive events in case of data. For MC, only 3% of non-diffractive and 21% of
diffr",ctive events are found to have no reconstructed vertex position. This difference leads to
an overestimation of the resolution of kinematic variables in MC, in particular the Q2 resolution.
This influences the smearing corrections derived from the MC sample. To match the number of
events with no Z-vertex information in data and MC, a randomly chosen sample of MC events
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Figure 9.6: Efficiency of the positron shower width cut as a function of the off-line reconstr'ucted
energy in the BPC.

was selected and their vertex information was ignored by putting their reconstructed Z vertex
strictly to the nominal vertex position. This was performed separately for non-diffractive and
diffractive events. As a systematic check, the fraction of MC events whose Z vertex information
was ignored was changed by ±50% to investigate the impact on the reconstructed Fz values.
The effect on Fz is negligible in all chosen bins (Section 11.5).
Including both corrections, Figure 9.3 (bottom) shows a good agreement in the reconstructed
Z vertex distribution between data and MC. It has been verified that the Z vertex distribu-
tion between data and MC agrees for each of the chosen bins (Section 11.2) after the above
reweighting procedure.
The CTD also allows to reconstruct the X and Y vertex position. The resolution in the X and
Y vertex amounts to about 1.0mm which is considerably larger than the spread of the HERA
beams which amounts to 300/-lm in X and 70/-lm in Y. This has been taken into account by
averaging the event-by-event X and Y vertex information over one particular run applying all
off-line selection cuts used for the BPC Fz sample (Section 10.2). Figure 9.4 (top) shows that
the X vertex as a function of run number changes by more than 1mm over the whole run period
used for the physics analysis in this thesis. The changes in the Y vertex distribution are smaller
(Figure 9.4 (bottom)). The run dependent mean values of the X and Y vertex distributions
were used to reconstruct the event kinematics. The impact on the extracted proton structure
function Fz, between using a run-by-run X and Y vertex correction rather than using a mean
X and Y vertex position averaged over the whole run period, amounts to, at most, 2% for the
highest 0; bins and therefore falls below statistical uncertainties (Chapter 11).
The kinematic variables QZ, x and yare changed if the incoming positron exhibits a tilt with
respect to the ZEUS coordinate system (Section 8.3.5). The impact of a finite positron tilt angle
can be completely ignored for large positron scattering angles. It has to be taken into account
for very small values of the positron scattering angles such as for tagged photoproduction events
[De94].
The tilt of the positron beam with respect to the ZEUS coordinate system can be determined by
measuring the impact position of bremsstrahlung photons in the LUMIG detector, as shown in
Figure 9.5. The mean reconstructed position in X amounts to -1.7 cm, which is measured with
respect to the nominal proton orbit. This, together with the distance of the LUMIG detector
of 107m from the ZEUS detector, yields a positron tilt angle of -0.15 mrad with respect to the

nominal proton orbit in the X-Z-plane, i.e the positron beam is tilted outwards with respect
to the HERA ring. The nominal proton orbit has been surveyed [We96] with respect to the
mechanical axis of the CTD and therefore to the ZEUS coordinate system. It exhibits a tilt
in the X-Z-plane of 0.405mrad as shown in Figure A.6 with respect to the mechanical axis of
the CTD. The positron beam therefore has an angle of 0.25 mrad with respect to the ZEUS
coordinate system. Ignoring a correction for the positron beam tilt in data and MC leads to
changes in the extracted Fz values by at most 2% for the highest 0; bins which are less than
statistical uncertainties (Chapter 11).

The efficiency of the shower width cut (Section 8.4.3) has been determined both in data and
MC as a function of the energy of the final state positron. Background events or those events
for which the final state positron has lost part of its energy in dead material before reaching
the BPC, have a lower predicted energy. An elastic QED Compton event sample and an elastic
pO sample was used for the efficiency determination in data. Both samples allow to predict
the measured energy in the BPC North module (Section 8.3.4 and 8.5.3). Applying all final
selection cuts except a cut on the reconstructed shower width and requiring the measured
energy in the BPC to be within 20' of its predicted value yields a clean sample of final state
positrons for both data and MC.
Figure 9.6 shows the efficiency as a function of the energy of the final state positron for MC
and for the two data samples. For energies above 12 GeV, the efficiency is close to 100%. It
falls in case of MC to approximately 98% at 7 GeV. A possible discrepancy between data and
MC below 12GeV has been taken into account in the evaluation of systematic uncertainties by
changing the cut on the reconstructed shower width from 0.7 cm (Section 8.4.3) to 0.8 cm.

The contribution of various underlying processes such as non-diffractive and diffractive pro-
cesses to the inclusive total cross-section in the kinematic region of the BPC has never been
measured. Their fractional contribution was therefore unknown. The topology of these pro-
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cesses as anticipated from results in the photoproduction and deep-inelastic scattering (DIS)
region are quite different. The overall acceptance in the kinematic region of the BPC for the
measurement of the proton structure function F2 depends on their fractional contribution and
the topology of these processes due to various constraints on the hadronic final state such as
the cut on the total E - Pz and the cut on YJ8 (Sections 10.2).
The fractional contribution of diffractive processes is completely different in the photoproduc-
tion region compared to the deep-inelastic scattering region. A common experimental way to
quanti fy the fraction of diffractive over non-diffractive events is to use the variable called pseu-
dorapidity T]I. T]MAX refers to the most forward deposited energy in the detector with at least
400 MeV energy.
10% of all DIS events exhibit T]M AX values of less than 1.5 whereas for photoproduction events,
this fraction amounts to 35%. It is therefore expected that the contribution of diffractive events,
based on the fraction of events with T]MAX < 1.5 in the kinematic region of the BPC, is between
10% and 35%, depending on Q2. The fraction of inelastic, high-mass diffractive events in MC
(Section 6.5) was generated with a contribution of 30% to the total cross-section and reweighted
later on. This reweighting procedure will be discussed below.
The fraction of diffractive events in the final MC sample used for the extraction of the proton
structure function F2 (Chapter 11) was determined from the fraction of events with T'fMAX < 1.5
in data. This fraction was determined in data as a function of Q2, as shown in Figure 9.7. It
does not depend on y. Not all diffractively generated events in MC pass the cut on T]MAX of
T'fMAX < 1.5. The fraction of MC diffractive events was reweighted such that the fraction of
events with T]MAX < 1.5 agrees to those in data depending on Q2. For that, a straight line was
fitted to the fractional contribution of events in data with T'fMAX < 1.5 as a function of Q2.

The fractional contribution of elastic pO events (Section 6.5) was fixed at 5% for the generation
of Me events and subsequently reweighted taking into account results from the cross-section
measurement of elastic pO production in the kinematic region of the BPC [M097a].
The IV dependence of the elastic l cross-section was measured for a Q2 value of 0.47GeV2

with a slope in HI which is consistent with the prediction by DL and therefore the same as
the one used for the simulation of the total cross-section (Section 6.5). It has been used to
evaluate the absolute contri bution of the elastic l cross-section to the total cross-section. The

IThe pseudorapidity is defined as 'I = -In(tan~) with e the polar angle associated to the hadronic final
state.

Q2 dependence of the fractional elastic pO contribution has been approximated by a simple
straight line fit.
With this reweighting scheme in mind, each MC event used for the extraction of the proton
structure function F2 was assigned a weight factor depending on the type of generated event,
i.e. elastic po, inelastic high mass diffractive and non-diffractive events [Ti96]. The fraction of
non-diffractive events is then determined such that the total weight of all MC event classes is
one.
The uncertainty in the determination of the amount of diffractive events has been estimated
to be 25% from varying the cut on T]MAX and the uncertainty to fit the fraction of events with
T'fM AX < 1.5 as a function of Q2. This uncertainty has been taken into account in the evaluation
of systematic errors (Section 11.5).
The sensitivity of the acceptance, with respect to the two cuts of E - Pz and YJ8 on the
simulation of various underlying MC processes, has been estimated by comparing the acceptance
as obtained from the MC sample described above to various different MC generators (Section
6.5) [Ti96].
A non-diffractive sample of minimum bias events, as well as resolved and direct di-jet events,
was generated using the PYTHIA [Be87a] program. The program EPSOFT [Ka95] was used
to generate a non-diffractive sample of minimum bias events. Single and double dissociate
diffractive events as well as elastic l events were generated using the HERWIG MC generator
[Ma92]. These MC samples were compared to the individual processes of the final MC sample.
Figure 9.8 displays the fraction of events which pass the cut on the total E - Pz of the three
underlying MC processes used for extraction of the proton structure function F2 as a function of
y. Elastic l events exhibit a significantly smaller acceptance at high y compared to diffractive
and non-diffractive events. At large values of y, i.e. in the rear direction of the ZEUS detector,
the two decaying pions of the po are likely to be lost in the rear beam pipe section and therefore
fail the cut on the total E - Pz which yields a drop in the acceptance for elastic po events at
high y.
The non-diffractive sample of the final MC sample agrees well with the results obtained from the
simulation of non-diffractive events based on PYTHIA. Differences of up to 4% were observed
at high y between the non-diffractive sample generated by the program EPSOFT and the final
non-diffractive MC sample.
The acceptance for resolved and direct di-jet events is found to be somewhat larger at high Y
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The measurement of the proton structure function F2( x, Q2) and the total 'Y.pcross section u7:t
using the Beam Pipe Calorimeter (BPC) at ZEUS is based on a reconstruction of the kinematic
variables employing the Electron method (Section 2.4 and 5.1). This requires to identify the
final state positron in e+p-collisions and to precisely measure its energy and angle. The on-
line and off-line selection cuts for the measurement of the proton structure function F2( x, Q2)
are chosen to provide a sample of identified final state positrons in a well-measured kinematic
region while reducing background events such as beam gas and photoproduction events.
Throughout the analysis several data samples have been extracted such as for the measurement
of the proton structure function F2(x, Q2) itself, for the relative and absolute energy scale
calibration (Section 8.5), for a cross-check of the energy scale using elastic pO events (Section
8.5) and for the alignment of the BPC using elastic QED Compton events (Section 8.3.4). The
requirements on the final state positron are essentially common to all four samples, whereas the
cuts imposed among the hadronic final state differ due to the different event topology and the
requirements on the kinematic region to be accepted. An overview of the precise selection cuts
will be given in the next section, where the emphasis will be placed on the extraction of the
data sample for the measurement of the proton structure function F2(x, Q2). Section 10.3 will
present the effect of various selection cuts on the energy in the BPC, the total E - Pz and the
population of rejected events in the Q2 - x-plane. Section 10.4 will discuss the understanding
and subtraction of beam gas and photoproduction background events.

compared to the final non-diffractive MC-sample. This occurs since a PT cut at the generator
level ensures that the di-jets are not lost in the rear beam pipe section. Differences in the
acceptance of up 10% at high y were found among the diffractive and elastic pO MC-samples.
The effect on the overall acceptance is limited due to the fact that the diffractive and elastic
pO contribution to the total cross-section is approximately 10 - 20% and 5%, respectively.
From the uncertainty in the acceptance determination due to the different fraction of events
accepted by the cut on the total E - Pz and the cut on YJ8, an uncertainty of 2% was assigned
to the extracted values of F2 (Section 11.5) for y < 0.4 rising linearly to 5% at y = 0.74.

QED radiative corrections at the lepton vertex lead to a systematic shift of kinematic variables
reconstructed among the final state positron compared to those at the hadronic vertex where
the proton is being probed (Section 6.4). As will be shown in section 10.2, a cut on the total
E - Pz of E - Pz > 35 GeV removes events with an energy of the initial state photon above
approximately 10GeV. This significantly reduces the amount of radiative corrections at large
values of y.
The magnitude of the radiative corrections can be estimated by looking at the fraction of
events passing all off-line selection cuts of the BPC F2 sample, as shown in Figure 9.9, with an
initial state radiated photon. The difference in the polar angle between the radiated photon
and the positron is shown in Figure 9.10 for initial and final state radiation, respectively. In
the case of final state radiation, the radiated photon is included in the measurement of the
positron in the BPC and the event can therefore be considered as non-radiative. The amount
of radiative corrections are significantly reduced compared to those shown in Figure 6.4 and
are approximately 10 - 15% for the y range of the BPC integrated over Q2 (Figure 9.9).
The uncertainty in the amount of radiative corrections, as predicted by the MC program
HERACLES [I<w91], has been estimated by comparing the tails in the E8PC/ Ecole distri-
butions between Data and MC (Figure 8.37) for elastic pO events which are due to initial state
radiation events. This allows to determine the uncertainty in the radiative corrections for
0.004 < y < 0.09 integrated over Q2. The agreement is at the level of 25%. This uncertainty
has been used in the evaluation of systematic errors on F2, assuming an accuracy of 25% of the
amount of radiative corrections as shown in Figure 9.9.

The measurement of the proton structure function F2(x, Q2) is based on a data sample of
1.65 pb-t• This sample was taken during the 1995 HERA run for the run range 12430 - 14054,
where the first run corresponds to the beginning of the full BPC trigger implementation (Section
7.1) and the last run to the end of the 1995 running period with the event vertex at its nominal
position. Those runs, for which part of the detector was not fully functioning, are excluded
from the analysis. The uncertainty in the determination of the luminosity amounts to 1.5%.

On-line selection

The use of the BPC in the 1995 trigger configuration has been discussed in detail in section
7.1. The following on-line requirements have been used for the physics analysis presented in
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The definition of each trigger slot has been discussed in detail in section 7.1. The energy and
timing information provided by the BPC first-level trigger were used in all four cases at the
GFLT. In the case of the OPC F2 analysis (GFLT SLOT 52), an energy cut was made a.nd
the timing was required to be consistent with e+p collisions (Section 7.1). Scintillation counter
arrays located along the beam-line at Z = -730, -315, and -150cm respectively, were used
to reject proton-gas events.
No additional cuts were required at the Second and Third Level Trigger for the in-situ alignment
sample as well as for the selection of kinematical peak events. As for the elastic pO sample,
several criteria are imposed on the track finding at the Second and Third Level Trigger.
In case of the BPC F2 sample, timing information from the main calorimeter (CAL) was used
at the Second Level Trigger to reject non e+p events. An approximate value for YJB, which was
determined from the CAL energy assuming the interaction vertex to be at Z = 0, was required
to be greater than 0.02 and the total CAL energy to be greater than 3 GeV. Both cuts at the
Second Level trigger are not simulated in the ZEUS trigger simulation. Off-line cuts imposed
on YJB to be greater than 0.06 and the total energy to be greater than 3.1 GeV, ensure the
DIS2 slot at the Second Level Trigger to be 100% efficient. No additional cuts were required
for the BPC F2 sample at the Third Level Trigger for the HERA run in 1995.
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Figure 10.1: BPC timing distribution with an overlayed Gaussian fit (a). Variation of the
mean·reconstructed time for one particular run as a function of the respective run number (b).
Reconstructed BPC time for one particular run subtracted by the respective mean-reconstructed
time (c). The vertical arrows indicate the off·line requirement on the BPC time (Equation
10.1).

applying all other selection cuts. For all data samples the BPC timing is required to be within
3 ns of the time for the e+p collisionThe off-line selection cuts fall into two categories of requirements among the final state positron

and the hadronic final state. The following part provides a detailed overview of these two
categories. Several cuts have already been justified earlier. For a more detailed description, we
refer to the respective section of this thesis.

These cuts are used to identify the final state positron within a well-measured fiducial region
of the BPC while reducing background events.

The OPC energy reconstruction has been presented in detail in section 8.5. The trigger efficiency
of the cuts imposed at the GFLT slot 52 has been determined in section 9.2. The GFLT timing
cut is 100% efficient for energies above 2 GeV measured in the BPC. The energy cut at the
GFLT was found to be fully efficient for energies above 7 GeV. The chosen off-line BPC energy
cut ofIt has been shown in section 8.6 that the BPC time, tBPC, is reconstructed as the energy-

weighted time among all BPC readout channels. As shown in Figure 10.1 (b), the mean-
reconstructed time for one particular run has considerable variations as a function of the re-
spective run number. This is due to run-to-run variations in the HERA e+p bunch crossing
time which in turn is due to a shift of the relative phase of the proton and positron radiofre-
quency at HERA. These variations have been taken into account by using the reconstructed
BPC time with the run dependent mean BPC time subtracted. The mean of the BPC time
for one particular run is reconstructed from a Gaussian fit, as shown in Figure 10.1 (a), after

ensures a 100% trigger efficiency. It represents a compromise between keeping the off-line BPC
energy cut as low as possible to have access to low values in x and at the same time reducing
the amount of background events which are expected to increase towards small energies of the
scattered positron reconstructed in the BPC.



the BPC energy cut. As can be seen from Figure 8.24 (c) using a KP sample, the imposed
cut on the reconstructed shower width (J" is fairly loose in order to attain a high positron
identification efficiency. The dominant contribution of final state particles measured in the
OPC of photoproduction background events is due to photons which cannot be rejected by
the above shower width cut. Relaxing the shower width cut does therefore not lead to an
unacceptable increase in the fraction of background events. This has been verified with a
sample of generated photoproduction background events and LUMIE-tagged events (Section
10.4.2).
The efficiency of the shower width cut has been studied in detail in section 9.4 which showed
that the shower width cut is 100% efficient in both data and MC above 12GeV. It falls down
to 98% at 7 GeV in case of MC. The uncertainty in the choice of the shower width cut and a
possible discrepancy in the efficiency of the shower width cut in data and MC below 12GeV
has been taken into account in the evaluation of systematic errors (Section 11.5).
All requirements on the final state positron for the BPC F2 analysis as well as for the calibration
and in-situ alignment samples are summarized in the appendix B.l to B.4.
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X (em) The measurement of the proton structure F2 using the BPC is intended to be a purely inclusive
measurement which follows from an identification of the final state positron by measuring its
energy and angle to reconstruct the event kinematics. However, it is not possible to rely only
on requirements on the final state positron. The purpose of cuts on the hadronic final state
for the BPC F2 analysis is to reject background events, to reduce QED radiative corrections
and to control event migrations at low y due the poor Y. resolution (Electron method). The
influence of these cuts on the acceptance has been discussed in section 9.5. Furthermore, one
relies on the hadronic final state for the identification of an exclusive pO sample and for the
isolation of a KP sample. The reconstruction of various hadronic quantities to be discussed in
the following depends on:

Figure 10.2: BPC fiduciall'olume cut showing the front face of the BPC North module as seen
from the interaction point.

Figure 10.2 shows the BPC reconstructed Y position as a function of the reconstructed X
position (Section 8.3) where all selection cuts have been applied except for the final fiducial
volume cuts. The trapezoidal shaped fiducial volume is denoted by the solid line in Figure 10.2.
The upper and lower edges, as well as the right edge of the fiducial volume, are determined by
the shape of the beam pipe window whose shape can be inferred from the projection onto the
front face of the BPC. The left edge is determined by the requirement to restrict the position
bias to stay within 0.05 cm and to limit the amount of transverse energy leakage (Chapter 8).
The final fiducial volume cuts are as follows:

[((X> 8.37) /\ (X < 9.97)) /\
(Y < ((8.37 + 3.38) - X)) /\ (Y > ((-8.37 - 2.62) + X))J V
[(X> 5.17) /\ (X < 8.37) /\ (Y < 3.38) /\ (Y > -2.62)J

• the accuracy of the hadronic energy measurement.

The ZEUS depleted uranium calorimeter provides a very stable reference signal from the natural
radioactivity of 238U which is used for calibration purposes. This signal has to be isolated
from energy depositions which originate from e+p collisions. This noise contribution has to be
simulated within MC since the reconstruction of the variables among the hadronic final state
suffer from this contribution. At low values of y, hadronic variables such as dh = (E - PZ)h
and YJB = dh/2E. are very sensitive to calorimeter noise since dh is very small. The CAL noise
contribution is performed through a study of random trigger events which provide information
on the status of the detector without any events originating from e+p collisions and therefore
provide a means of studying energy depositions within the CAL cells due to noise.
Besides this noise signal which is due to the natural radioactivity of 238U,two other sources of
noise have to be eliminated from the data sample since they are not simulated in MC. These
noise signals are due to hot cells which result from PMTs that continuously produce a signal
and so called mini-sparks which originate from cells where one PMT produces frequently a large
signal. The calorimeter cells that were noisy during the 1995 data taking have been identified
using random trigger events [Wa96] and implemented in a standard noise routine to be used
for the analysis of data taken during the 1995 HERA run. The following requirements are
implemented to remove the mentioned sources of noise:

The effect of changing the fiducial volume cuts on the physics result will be taken into account
in the determination of systematic uncertainties (Section 11.5).

Id. BPe shower width cut:

The reconstruction of the shower width has been discussed in detail in section 8.4.3. The cut
on the shower width of

~
(J" = V ~ < 0.7cm (10.4)

provides a means of rejecting events of pre-showered positrons or hadrons which have a larger
reconstructed shower width compared to well-measured positrons. Particles resulting in a
MIP-like energy deposition such as muons and hadrons or pre-showered positrons, which have
lost a large fraction of their initial energy before reaching the BPC, are mostly rejected by



• st.andard noise suppression cuts: < SOMeV (EMC), < 120 MeV (HAC) for isolated cells

• relative imbalance> 0.7 for isolated cells with an energy of < 0.7GeV

Using four-momentum conservation among the initial and final state in e+p scattering one
obtains:

• explicit remova,l of noisy cells in data

The hadronic energy measurement of the main calorimeter has a significant impact on the
reconstruction of kinematic variables among the ha,dronic final state. Its accuracy has been
studied in detail in [Vr96J.
The influence of the noise suppression cuts and the uncertainty in the hadronic energy measure-
ment on the physics result has been taken into account in the evaluation of systematic errors
(Section 11.5).

Erem refers to the energy of the proton remnant which is lost in the forward beam hole since
the ZEUS detector is not fully hermetic (Section 4.2). (PZ)rem is approximately given by Erem.

The sum extends over all ZEUS calorimeter cells.
Subtracting both equations from each other results in:

The reconstruction of the kinematic variable y using the Jacquet-Blondel method has been
discussed in detail in section 2.4: Conservation of energy and momentum yields that the total (E - Pz) peaks at two times the

energy of the positron beam energy. This ignores possible particles losses in the backward
beamhole.
For events with a radiated photon in the initial state, a significant fraction of the total (E - Pz)
can be lost in the backward beam hole by the radiated photon. In this case, ODlS decreases
by two times the energy of the radiated photon E~SR,i.e. oPIJ = 2(Ee - E~SR). A cut on a of
> 35 GeV is equivalent to a cut on E., < 10 GeV. This provides a way to reduce the amount
of [SR events with a hard photon in the initial state and therefore the amount of radiative
corrections as mentioned in section 9.6.

YJ8 provides at low Y a much more accurate determination of the kinematical variable y than
the estimate of y using the Electron method. The chosen cut of YJ8 > 0.06 for the BPC F2

analysis represents a compromise between controlling event migration at low y and not cutting
into the Ye distribution of the lowest Ye bins. The impact of changing the cut on YJ8 on the
physics result has been taken into account in the evaluation of systematic errors.
As discussed in detail in section 8.5.3, a cut of YJ8 < 0.04 is used for the relative as well as for the
absolute energy scale calibration. The influence on changing the YJ8 cut on the determination
of the absolute energy scale has been used to estimate the systematic uncertainties of the
absolute energy scale calibration.

~ Photoproduction events:

[n this case, cosO; = -I. Equations (10.7) and (10.8) yield:

rPHP _ ~ Eh(1 _ Oh) - 2(E _ E') - 2EPHP
0metu - ~ i COS i - e e - "y

2b. Cut on the total energy ETOT using the CAL:

A cut on the total energy ETOT has been performed at the Second Level Trigger (Section 7.1)
and is being replaced off-line by a cut on ETOT:

E~HP refers to the energy of the real photon in photoproduction. The photoproduction cross
section decreases with increasing values of 2E~HP, thus most of the photoproduction background
events are removed by imposing a lower cut on Orne •• ' A cut on Orne •• of

A cut of YJ8 > 0.06 implies that (E - Pz) > 3.3 GeV. The YJ8 cut already removes a significant
fraction of events with ETOT ~ 3.1 GeV in particular events for which the hadronic final state is
reconstructed in the forward direction. The cut of YJ8 > 0.06 implies a minimum total energy,
£rOT, of 1.65GeV. As will be shown in the next section, the cut on the total energy ETOT has
therefore only a minor effect compared to the preceding cut on YJ8 of YJ8 > 0.06. It has been
verified by using events from the GSLT DIS3 pass-through trigger (Section 7.1) that an off-line
cut of ETOT > 3.1 GeV rejects all events which have been discarded by the GSLT cut on ETOT.

is used to reject various types of background events such as:

• Photoprod uction events,

which are characterized by small values in the Orne •• distribution. The remaining photo-
production background will be subtracted statistically (Section 10.4.2).

• Initial state radiation events, with a hard radiated photon in the initial state

above JO GeV which is lost in the backward beamhole, are removed which considerably
reduces the amount of radiative corrections in particular at high y.

• Proton beam gas events with the event vertex inside the main detector

which lead to energy depositions in the forward direction are characterized by relatively
small values in Orne •• '

2c. Cut on the total (E - Pz) using the CAL:

The main characteristics of the cut on the total (E - Pz) can be seen from the following
comparison of (E - Pz) in DIS events and (E - Pz) in photoproduction events.

~ DIS events:
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Z vertex distribution centered around the nomina! interaction vertex. If the event vertex is
well reconstructed within the CTD by requiring two reconstructed tracks, the Z position of the
event vertex is required to be within

Including the satellite peak in the Z vertex distribution minimizes the error on the total lumi-
nosity since the luminosity is measured over all Z-vertex positions, i.e. including events from
e+p collisions a.mong the proton satellite bunch. The cuts on the Z vertex distribution have
been varied to investigate the effect on the physics result (Section 11.5).
A summary of all selection cuts on the hadronic final state used for various data samples
throughout the analysis can be found in the appendix B1-B4. For the following sections, off-
line selection cuts are meant to be those for the BPC F2 analysis unless stated otherwise.

Figure 10.3: Fraction of rejected (a) and taken (b) events. Fraction of remaining events after
the different stages of the selection cuts (c).

• Proton beam gas events upstream of the main detector,

which could lead to considerable energy depositions in the RCAL and BPC above 60 GeV
for Orne.,' This cut provides another way to reject this type of background events besides
timing requirements .

• Pre-showered positrons,

which have lost energy in dead-material on the way to the BPC and which have passed
the requirements on the BPC fiducial volume and the BPC shower width cut. This type
of event is characterized by small values in Orne.,'

Figure 10.3 presents the fraction of events which have been rejected (a) and which have passed
(b) the individual selection cuts, respectively among the final state positron and the hadronic
final state. The fraction of remaining events after the different stages of the selection cuts
are displayed in Figure 10.3 (c). The number of events in each bin in Figure 10.3 has been
normalized with respect to the number of events passing the trigger bit selection for the BPC
F2 analysis, i.e. GFLT SLOT 52 &. TLT DIS 17.
After applying all off-line selection cuts 102803 events remain in the final sample prior to the
background subtraction of photoproduction and positron/proton beam gas background events.
The effect of the selection cuts on the final state positron and the hadronic final state on the .5
distribution (a) and the BPC energy spectrum (b) is shown in Figure 10.4.
Figure 10.5 shows the Q2 - x distribution of events which have been rejected by a particular
selection cut. The BPC energy cut (Figure 10.5 (a)) removes events at very high values of y as
expected from Figure 2.6. Events rejected by the fiducial volume cut (Figure 10.5 (b)) populate
mainly the region of very low values in Q2. The shower width cut (Figure 10.5 (c)) removes
predominately events at high values of y. The effect of the .5 cut is displayed in Figure 10.5

Timing requirements among the main calorimeter are used to reject additional background
events such as positron/proton beam gas events which would yield a proper timing for the
BPC but not for the main calorimeter.

A cut on the Z vertex distribution (Section 9.3) provides another means to reject non e+p
background events such as positron and/or proton beam gas events which are characterized
by a uniform Z vertex distribution contrary to the case of e+p events with a Gaussian shaped



(d) which shows that this cut removes events at very large values of y which correspond to a
significant fraction to photoproduction background events.
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• Positron/proton interactions with the residual beam gas and the beam pipe wall:

Proton beam gas interactions occurring upstream are removed by timing requirements
for events which deposit energy in the RCAL only. These cuts cannot be used to remove
proton beam gas interactions which deposit energy in the FCAL since the debris reach
the FCA L in time with the proton beam. Positron beam gas interactions can be removed
for those events which deposit energy in the FCA L. They cannot be removed if no energy
is deposited in the FCAL but only in the RCAL since the interaction products reach the
RCAL in time with the positron beam.Figure 10.5: Population of events rejected by various off-line selection cuts: BPC energy cut

(a), BPC fiducial volume cut (b), BPC shower width cut (c) and 0 cut (d),

After applying all off-line selection cuts, the main sources of remaining background events are
due to photoproduction and non-e+p background events, These types of background events
have to be subtracted statistically.
A search has been performed for events with a positron candidate of higher Q2 found in the
main calorimeter passing all off-line selection cuts which could be due to particles from the
hadronic final state faking a positron signal in the BPC, elastic QED Compton events with
one of the electromagnetic objects found in the BPC and the other one found in the main
calorimeter or due to ISR/FSR events. This type of background has been estimated to be
below 0.1%. Based on a MC study, none of these events are associated with a hadronic object
measured in the BPC (Section 9.4). Elastic QED Compton events with the electromagnetic
objects measured in both BPC modules are rejected by the cut on the total energy in the main
calorimeter of ETOT > 3.1 GeV.

• Synchrotron radiation:

As discussed in section 5.6, this type of non-e+p background is completely negligible
since the energy of synchrotron radiation photons peaks at very small energies (keY-
range) which will therefore be absorbed in the first tungsten layers and will fail the BPC
energy cut of 7 GeY.

• Off-momentum positrons:

These type of non-e+p background events occur due to positrons which have lost part of
their energy due to bremsstrahlung which are then being bent by the HERA interaction
lattice into the BPC and occur in time with the positron beam and are therefore able to
pass the off-line selection cuts.

All beam related non-e+p background events can be estimated by using unpaired proton and
positron bunchesl. 6 proton-pilot and 15 positron-pilot bunches were used for the HERA run
in 1995 (Section 3.2). These types of bunches are distinguished from the colliding bunches by
their respective bunch crossing number.

'The determination of proton beam induced non e+p background events u.ing proton· pilot bunch"" allow.
only a very rough egtimate for the CMeof e+p buncheg, .ince the phMe space of the proton beam for proton-pilot
bunches is different from those of e+p bunches.
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Figure 10.6 shows the Q2 - x distribution of events passing the off-line selection cuts for positron
(a) and proton (b) beam gas events. Each event passing the off-line selection cuts is assigned
a luminosity weighted ratio of the current in e+p bunches to the current of positron-pilot and
proton-pilot bunches, respectively. Figure 10.7 shows the ratio of the luminosity weighted
positron current and proton current in the paired e+p bunches to the current in the unpaired
positron (a) and proton (b) bunches respectively, which amounts to 30.7 ± 4.4 in the case of
unpaired proton bunches and 11.6 ± 1.2 in the case of unpaired positron bunches. To avoid
any statistical fluctuations due to a bin-by-bin subtraction of the positron/proton beam gas
background, an overall scale factor was assigned to the total number of events in data. This
assumption is justified since the events passing the off-line selection cuts for positron/proton
beam gas events are distributed rather uniformly over the kinematic region of interest as shown
in Figure 10.6.
The total contribution from proton beam gas events and positron beam gas events has been
estimated to be 0.3% and 0.9%. The fraction of events which pass the off-line selection for
empty bunches due to cosmic events is well below 0.1% and can be therefore ignored.

10.4.2 Photoproduction background

The general characteristic of photoproduction background events is given by the scattered
positron which escapes down the rear beam pipe and a particle from the hadronic final state,
which is identified in the BPC as a positron and passes all off-line selection cuts. A significant
fraction of photoproduction background events are due to 11'0 decays in the final state which
result in a photon signal in the BPC which cannot be removed by the off-line selection cuts. A
significant fraction of photoproduction background events are removed by the 6 cut since those
events have much lower 6 values than the signal events. A cut on 6 of 6 > 35 GeY restricts the
possible contamination due to photoproduction background events to y > 0.64.
Photoproduction background events were generated using the PYTHIA program [Be87a] (Sec-
tion 6.5) using an ALLM cross section parameterization [Ab90]. A sample of 60000 events
were generated with a. y cut of y > 0.5 which corresponds to a total cross section of 1.5/tb.
Taking into account a fiducial volume cut at the generator level, this yields a cross section of
101nb which gives rise to a luminosity of 592 nb-I which is approximately one third of the

Figure 10.8: Q2 - X distribution of photoproduction background events (PYTHIA Me) after
off-line selection cuts.

integrated luminosity used for the BPC F2 analysis (.cVATA == 1.65 pb-I). Each event from the
photoproduction MC sample which passed the off-line selection cuts was assigned a weight as
the ratio of the luminosity of the photoproduction MC sample to the integrated luminosity in
data:

W == (NpYTHlA/UPI'THlA) == .cPI'THlA == 2.83
.cVATA .cVAT A

This weight factor was then used to perform a bin-by-bin subtraction of the photoproduction
background for MC events being subtracted in a particular bin (Section 11.2).
Figure 10.8 shows in the Q2 - x plane all events from the photoproduction MC sample which
passed the off-line selection cuts. The fractional contribution of the photoproduction estimate
amounts to at most 10% for the highest y bins. It can be completely ignored for y < 0.4
To validate the estimate of the photoproduction background using the PYTHIA program,
the photoproduction background was measured directly by using the very small angle LUMIE
positron detector (Section 4.4). This detector allows to tag photoproduction background events
in a limited kinematic range of 0.2 < y < 0.6 and Q2 < 0.01 Gey2 by measuring the scattered
positron under very small angles. The limited acceptance of the LUMIE positron detector re-
stricts the measurement of the photoproduction background to 6 < 41 GeY since the acceptance
for positron energies less than 7 GeY was found to be zero.
In order to estimate the amount of photoproduction background events in data in bins of 6 by
tagging the final state positron in the LUMIE positron detector, two correction factors have to
be evaluated to correct the number of events in each 6 bin:

• the fraction of photoproduction background events with a final state positron in the
LUMIE positron detector and
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The following chapter is devoted to provide a detailed discussion of the extraction of the proton
structure function F2(x, Q2) and the total -(p cross-section (Jti at low Q2 and very low x.
F2(x,Q2) and (J'[,r were extracted for 0.11 ::; Q2 ::; 0.65GeV2 and 1.7.10-6 ::; X ::; 6.0.10-5

using the ZEUS detector with the Beam Pipe Calorimeter (BPC) (Chapter 5). This analysis
is based on 1.65 pb-I of data which were taken during the 1995 HERA run.
The proton structure function F2(x, Q2) is extracted by subdividing the kinematic plane into
y_Q2 bins (Section 2.2.2). The following section will discuss in detail the resolution of kinematic
variables and the impact on the binning of kinematic variables. Section 11.3 will present the
determination of the proton structure function F2 and the total -(p cross-section (Jl:r This
includes a discussion on the treatment of the longitudinal structure function h (Section 2.2.2),
a description of the unfolding procedure used to obtain an estimation of the true distribution
of kinematic variables from the corresponding measured distributions along with a comparison
of various distributions between data and MC in section 11.4. The evaluation of systematic
uncertainties will be discussed in detail in section 11.5. The final results on the proton structure
function F2(x, Q2) and the total -(p cross-section (flo'r are presented in section 11.6.
The reconstruction of kinematic variables was performed using the energy and angle of the
scattered positron, i.e. the Electron method (Section 2.4). The energy and impact position are
measured with the BPC (Chapter 8) and the event vertex position with the CTD (Section 4.3).
Various efficiencies and systematic effects such as the BPC trigger efficiency, the determination
of the event vertex using the CTD, the BPC positron identification, the dependence of the
acceptance on the underlying physics process due to various requirements among the hadronic
final state and the understanding of radiative corrections have been presented in chapter 9.
On-line and off-line selection cuts to extract a clean sample of well-measured positrons in the
BPC were outlined in the preceding chapter together with a discussion of remaining background
events after applying all final selection cuts.
The proton structure function F2(x, Q2) is obtained from the double differential cross-section
(d2(J /dydQ2) integrated over a certain region in the kinematic plane, known as a bin. The double
differential cross-section for inclusive neutral current e+p scattering which includes radiative
corrections is given as follows (Section 2.2.2):

Figure 10.9: § distribution for data (solid circles), signal simulation (dashed line), photopro-
duction simulation (shaded region) and the sum of the signal and photoproduction simulations
(solid line). The measured background from LUMIE-tagged events is shown as the triangular
points.

These factors have been estimated from a photoproduction MC sample. Bremsstrahlungoverlay
events are rejected by requiring that §+ 2ELUMIEto be less than 65 GeV since those events for
a BPC signal event have typically much larger values for §+ 2ELUMIE.
Figure 10.9 shows the § distribution for data (solid circles), signal simulation (dashed line),
photoproduction simulation (shaded region) and the sum of the signal and photoproduction
simulations (solid line). The latter sum and the § distribution for data are in good agreement.
The measured background from LUMIE-tagged events is shown as the triangular points. The
simulated photoproduction background and the measured LUMIE-tagged events are in good
agreement. The uncertainty on the determination of the photoproduction background has been
estimated to be 30% which will be used in section 11.5 for the determination of systematic errors.
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Figure 11.1: Resolution and bias for the kinematic variables Y and Q2 as a function of the
respective true variables from Me events. The term 'true' denotes the true variables at the
hadronic vertex. 'meas' refers to the respective measured variables.
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integrated over the bin (i,j), is determined from the estimated true event distribution Ndata(i,j)
and the luminosity (data:

Figure 11.2: Selected y_Q2 bins in the x_Q2 plane. A sub-sample of reconstructed events IS

overlayed.

11 (~) d dQ2 = Ndata(i,j)
dydQ2 y rdata

bin (i.i) '--

The indices i and j denote a particular y - Q2 bin. This then allows to extract the proton struc-
ture function F2(x, Q2) in a particular bin (i,j) by making a certain ansatz for the longitudinal
structure function FL (Section 11.3). x and Q2 are the kinematic variables for a particular bin
(i, j) at which the the proton structure function F2 is being extracted (Section 11.3.1). The
total -(p cross-section uio"t is then obtained from the extracted F2 values using equation 2.37.
Table ILl provides a summary of various bin variables which are used throughout the following
discussion.

straints.
The examination of the behavior of the proton structure function F2 in the transition region
between deep-inelastic scattering (DIS) and photoproduction (Section 2.3.5 and 5.3) makes a
measurement of the proton structure function F2 over as many bins as possible in the kinematic
plane at low Q2 desirable. However, the size of each bin should be large enough to limit
statistical fluctuations as well as correlations and systematic effects between bins due to the
finite resolution of the kinematic variables. The geometric acceptance of the BPC together with
various selection cuts such as the YJB cut of YJB > 0.06, the BPC energy cut of Egpc > 7GeV
and the fiducial volume cut restrict the accessible'kinematic region and therefore the region
over which the proton structure function F2 can be extracted.
Figure 11.1 shows the systematic shift and resolution of Y and Q2 as a function of the respective
true kinematic variable using the MC sample which was discussed in detail in section 6.5. The
size of the error bars denotes the RMS resolution. The size of the systematic shift is typically
smaller than the resolution for a particular bin and is mainly due to events with a photon
radiated in the initial state (Section 9.6).
Figure 11.2 represents the chosen Y - Q2 bins in the Q2 - x kinematic plane including an
overlayed sub-sample of reconstructed events passing all final selection cuts (Section 10.2).
The analysis has been performed using Y - Q2 bins, which make efficient use of the available
phase space taking into account the cut on YJ8 as well as the lower electron energy cut which
corresponds to an upper Y cut.
Figures 11.3 and 11.4 show for each bin the fractional resolution function in Q2 and Y, respec-
tively.
The migration in the Q2 - x plane is shown in Figure 11.5 for the chosen Y - Q2 bins. The base
of the arrow is at the average generated y and Q2 for a particular bin, whereas the head of each

NMv'(i,j) Number of MC events generated in bin (i,j)
MMU(i,j) Number of MC events measured in bin (i,j)
Ndata(i,j) Estimated true number of data events in bin (i,j)
Mda'a(i,j) Number of measured data events in bin (i,j)

The choice of the binning of the kinematic variables for the extraction of the proton struc-
ture function F2 represents a compromise between various requirements and experimental con-
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st.ructure functions F2 and FL or equivalently in terms of the total transversal and longitudinal
cross-sections O'T a.nd O'L (Section 2.2.2):

(d~;2 ) b~~ ~ b~~
----;;Q4(F2 - y+ FL) . [1 + llrl = ----;;Q4(F2),// . [1 + llrl

r .(O'T + (O'Ll . [1 + llrJ = r· V::n./1 . [1 + llrl

(11.7)

( 11.8)

where Y+ = 1+ (l_y)2, the flux factor r = a(l +(1- y)2)/(21TQ2y) and the photon polarization
(= 2(1 - y)/(l + (1 _ y)2).
The double-differential cross-section (d20'/dydQ2) is determined over a bin of size (boy, boQ2)
from the estimated true event distribution Nda'a(i,j) and the luminosity £data in the kinematic
plane as discussed in the preceding sections:

J 1 ( d20' ) Ndata(i j)
O'o(i,j) = ... d dQ2 dydQ2 = £dat.'

bon (.,)) Y ,
Using an iterative procedure to reweight the MC input structure function to ensure that the y
and Q2 dependence in MC match those in data (Section 11.3.3), the effective proton structure
function (F2),// or equivalently the effective cross-section (O'i:n,// in data and MC can be
related to the respective event distributions:

(
, )dataf kn (i,j) ~ dydQ2

f fbin U,j) (d~;Q' ) MC dydQ2

Ndata (i, j) / £data
NMC(i,j)/£McFigure 11.6: Selected y.Q2 bins. The respective bin quality factors purity and acceptance are

shown for each bin.

(F2)~'jia(Y,Q2) (~] [1 + Wta(y,Q2)]
(F2)~7(Y' Q2) [2~:~rt J [1 + WC(y, Q2)J

where M(;.fC(i,j) denotes the number of events generated and reconstructed in a bin (i,j) with
respect to the measured kinematic variables. N:;:,C(i,j) is the generated number of events with
respect to the true kinematic variables passing all final selection cuts.
The bin quality factors have been determined using the MC sample as discussed in detail in
section 6.5. This places stringent requirements on the accuracy of the MC simulation (Section
11.4). The acceptance factors quantify the effect of the limited BPC detector acceptance and
the final selection cuts with respect to the total number of generated events NMC(i,j) in a bin
(i,j). The purity p(i,j) measures the amount of event migration from surrounding bins. Bins
have been selected whose purity is above 45%. The acceptance in each bin (i,j) is required
to be above 4%. All selected bins are shown in Figure 11.6 along with their respective purity
and acceptance values. The purity values are typically 50%. The acceptance varies between
4% and 15%. The latter corresponds to the maximum geometric acceptance. As expected, a
maximum acceptance is achieved for the central bins whereas the edge bins have a significant
lower acceptance due to the limited azimuthal angle acceptance of the BPC.

(O'i:n~'jia(y, Q2) r [1 + cS~ata(y, Q2)J
(O'i:n~7(Y, Q2) r [1 + WC(y, Q2)J

(lLl1)

(ILl2)

Assuming that the MC simulation provides a correct description of the radiative corrections in
data (Section 9.6), the last equation can be simplified to obtain (F2)~'jia(y, Q2) [( O'i:n~m as
follows:

,.p
Determination of F2 and (Jtot

da'a [ .,'p data] 2 _ Ndata(i,j)/£data MC [ .,'p MC] 2
(F2),// (O'tot ),// (y,Q) - NMC(i,j)/£MC (F2)'/1 (O'tot )'// (y,Q) (lLl3)

where y and Q2 are the kinematic variables for each bin (i,j) at which (F2)~'jia(y, Q2) [(O';:"n~f~J
is being determined which are chosen to be the centers of gravity (COG) of the true MC Q2
and y distributions for a particular y - Q2 bin.
In order to obtain the proton structure function F2 from the extracted values of (F2),// =
F2 - (y2 /Y+) FL, the contribution of the longitudinal structure function FL has to be separated.
The proton structure function F2 is obtained as follows:

Fta'a = (F2)~'jiO[1 + cSta1a(y, Q2)J (lLl4)

where cSL = O'gL=O(i,j)/O'gL#O(i,j) - 1. The factor llt'C(y,Q2) is zero, since the contribution
from FL has not been included in the generation of the used MC sample (Section 6.5). In

The proton structure function F2 has been introduced in the description of the e+p -+ e+X
double-differential cross-section (d20'/dydQ2). (d20'/dydQ2) can be formulated in terms of the
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Figure 11.3: Fractional Q2 resolution function in the chosen y_Q2 bins. The resolution values
(in %) from a Gaussian fit are plotted in the upper left corner of each bin.

Figure 11.5: Migration of the kinematic variables y and Q2 in the X_Q2 plane (See text for
further details).
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arrow denotes the average reconstructed y and Q2. Only events which pass all final selection
cuts (Section 10.2) were included.
The bin width !:i.y and !:i.Q2 of each bin were chosen to be larger than the corresponding
resolutions (1y and (1Q' in each bin, i.e.:

( 11.3)
(11.4)

Figure 11.4: Fractional y resolution function in the chosen y_Q2 bins. The resolution values
(in %) from a Gaussian fit are plotted in the upper left corner of each bin.

The lowest bin boundary in Q2 is chosen to be at 0.1 Gey2. The lowest Q2 bin has a width of
approximately 2.5 (1Q" A constant bin width in In Q2 was chosen for higher Q2 bins to accom-
modate the rapidly falling event statistics due to the I/Q4 dependence of the double-differential
cross-section. The chosen Q2 bin sizes yield an approximately constant number of events in each
Q2 interval. The Q2 bin boundaries are at 0.10, 0.13, 0.17, 0.21, 0.27, 0.35, 0.45, 0.58 and
0.74 Gey2. The lowest bin boundary in y is chosen to be at 0.08. The size of the lowest y bin
is chosen to be 2(1y. For y values above 0.37, bins of approximately constant width are used to
take into account the decrease in the number of events due to the l/y dependence of the double-
differential cross-section. The bin boundaries in yare 0.08, 0.16, 0.23, 0.30, 0.37, 0.45, 0.54,
0.64 and 0.74.
The quality of each bin can be quantified using the bin quality factors purity p(i, j) and accep-
tance a(i,j):

M[':C(i,j)
MMC(i,j)



t.his case. Ff1c = (F2)~\;7'. The t.reabnent, of t.he longit.udinal structure function FL in data is
subject. of t.he next. section.
To quote t.he ext,raded va.lues for F2(y. Q2) at any other point. within a particular y - Q2 bin,
a bin cent.ering correction is applied using an explicit. parameterization of the extra.cted values
of F2(y, Q2) (Section 11.3.3). For the following discussion, the kinematic variables are taken to
be those at which the final values of F2(y, Q2) are being quoted.
The uncertainty in the radiative corrections will be taken into account in the evaluation of
systematic uncertainties.
The ratio between the unfolded event distribution Nd.t·(i,j) and the number of generated
events with a true y and Q2 in the bin (i,j) for the MC simulation, NMC(i,j), will be determined
through a bin-by-bin unfolding procedure which will be discussed in detail in section 11.3.3.
The total/'p cross-section (J''io't is determined from the extracted F2 values according to (Section
2.2.2):

• NMC
t:. CDHSW
• SLAC(p+d)
f; E140X
<> SCOMS
0 EMC.•. CCFR prelim •

0.01 X .tot.errort
11.3,2 Treatment of the longitudinal structure function FL

Using the definition for n of R = Fd(F2 - Fd, equation 11.7 can be written in the following
form:

X

line.: .olid - R(1990) - SLACparamo
dotted - OCDprediction. with MRSparamo
do.hed - model Badelek,Kwiecin.ki,Sta.to

The following discussion will be restricted to R, since the proposed procedure to extract the
proton structure function F2 provides explicit values for R.
The extracted F2 values are then obtained as follows:

Figure 11.7: Measurement of R for different bins in Q2 from various fixed target experiments
in comparison to a SLAG R-parameterization (solid line), a QGD prediction (dotted line) and
the pt'edieted R values by the BKS-models (dashed line) [Ba97aJ.

Ff·'· = (F2)~ff·[1 + o~t·(Y,Q2)J (11.17)

where OR = (J'~=O(i,j)/(J'~1'O(i,j) - 1.
The longitudinal structure function FL or equivalently the value of R has so far not been
measured in the HERA kinematic region. One therefore relies on a model description for FL in
order to extract the proton structure function F2. A perturbative QCD ansatz for FL was used
for the F2 measurement at HERA for Q2 ~ 1.5 GeV2 [Ai96, De96al. The measured kinematic
region in Q2 (0.11 ~ Q2 ~ 0.65 GeV2) presented in this thesis concerns the transition region
between non-perturbative and perturbative QCD. Since perturbative QCD is expected to lose
its validity towards the photoproduction limit (Chapter 12), a non-perturbative QCD based
descri ption for R has been chosen to extract the proton structure function F2 and the total ,'p
cross-section (J'-::r.
In the first approach, an attempt is made according to [Sa721 to separate the contribution
of the total transversal ((J'T) and longitudinal ((J'd cross-sections from the extracted values of
((J'-::n.f/ = (J'T+ ((J'L using a GVDM parameterization of (J'Tand (J'L. This then allows to obtain
a value for R constrained by the data itself. The latter approach will be discussed in detail in
chapter 12. The extracted values of R are referred to as RoVDM.
A pure model description is used for the second approach. Badelek, Kwiecinski and Stasto
[Da97b) suggested for the lowx-IowQ2 region a model for R based on the photon-gluon fusion
process suitably extrapolated to the region of low Q2. It includes the required limit of FL ~ Q4

as Q2 -t 0 (Section 2.3.1). The prediction for R is in broad agreement with measurements of
R from fixed target experiments as can be seen from Figure II. 7. In the lowx-lowQ2 region,
RBI,S is found to be only weakly dependent on x.
The contribution of n to the double differential cross-section and therefore to (F2)ef/ increases
for y -t 1. Assuming R to be zero decreases the extracted F2 values compared to the case of
RBI.:S (RoVDM) by at most 3% (2%) for the highest y bins used in this analysis (Section 11.2).
Both va.lues of R will be used in section 11.6 for the presentation of the final results on F2 and

.,'p
<7tot .

The measured number of events Md·'·(i,j) differs from the estimated true number of events
Nd•t• (i, j) due to smearing and efficiency effects as well as the limited detector acceptance.
Smearing effects arise from the finite detector resolution, the choice of reconstruction method
as well as the presence of radiative corrections whereas efficiency effects are due to on-line and
off-line selection cuts as well as detector effects. The goal of the unfolding procedure is to extract
an estimate of the true distribution in y and Q2, from the corresponding measured distribution,
i.e. to extract Nd.t·(i,j) from Md.t·(i,j).
In mathematical terms, the n-dimensional measured distribution m(xt, ... ,xn) is related to the



n-dimensional true distribution II(YI, ... , y,,) t.hrough t.he transfer function f:

j J'
m(xl"" ,;f,,) = ... f(.TI"" .:T,,:YI,··· ,y,,)n(Yt, ... ,y,,)dYt, ... ,dYn

I' I'where t.he integration is performed over the whole Xt, ... ,:T" phase space. Knowing the transfer
functi,on all~ws t.q,estin]i\te tl~f true distribution from the measured distribution. The transfer
function f(XI,"" X,,: YI,.' ., y,,) is obtained by means of MC techniques which requires that

.a ~1c;.simu,lationlakes,~nto 4fcount various distortions which lead to the difference between
the measured and the true distribution. The above equation can be formulated for data as

"well ":Is for ~1C. 'J;J1e es~~mated true data distribution n(YI"'" y,,) is then evalua.ted from the
measured data distri bution m( XI, •.. ,x,,) a.nd the transfer function f( XI, ... , X"i YI, ... , y,,),

,.whicfJ.has q.een d§termined through MC studies.
In our case of a two dimensional unfolding problem with two discrete variables, i.e. the measured

A(MM~k = (i,j)) i\nd the true (NMCk = (i,j)) number of events for a bin k = (i,j) denoting a
particular y - Q2 bin, equation 11.18 simplifies as follows:

MtfC = L Tt'/c Nrc
/=1

where n is the number of bins covering the whole y - Q2 phase space. The transfer function is
now given by a n x n dimensional matrix, the transfer matrix, and MtfC and Nrc are both
n-dimensional vectors which refer to the measured and true number of events in each bin k
and I, respectively. Tt'/c describes the probability that an event which originated from bin
I = (i', j') is reconstructed in bin k = (i, j).
Several approaches have been taken in the past to determine the transfer matrix Tt'/c. A rather
straightforward solution of the above matrix equation is to determine the inverse of the transfer
matrix Tl'!c to obtain the true data distribution N/d,', as follows (Matrix inversion methorI):

Nd't' = (TMCrl Md," (11.20)

It requires the transfer matrix TMC to be non-singular otherwise one encounters unvoidable
inversion problems. The results obtained with this method are strongly unstable and will
therefore not be considered any further [Ag94].
A detailed discussion on the Bayes unfolding method [Ag94] and the Matrix unfolding method
can be found in [Qa96].
The unfolding method used in this thesis is known as the Bin-by-bin unfolding method which
has been used for several measurements of the proton structure function F2 at ZEUS [De96aJ.
A comparison between different unfolding methods will be given at the end of this section. The
following part is devoted to a discussion of the bin-by-bin unfolding method.
If one considers only the net migration effect as the ratio of the number of reconstructed events
in bin k, Mrc, to the number of events generated in the same bin, Nrc, and therefore ignores
any correlation between bins, Mrc in equation 11.19 can be formulated as follows:
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Figure 11.8: x~;" as a function of the number of iterations for all selected y_Q2 bins. The dotted
line refet·s to the case of x~;" = 0 whereas the dashed lines indicate the case of x~;" = 1 and
x~;" = 5.

with the correction factor cZ'c. The contribution from off-diagonal elements decreases the
larger the purity factor Pk. For Pk = 1, the correction factor Ck is simply given by the inverse
of the diagonal elements of the transfer matrix, I/Ttf,G.
A first estimate of the true data distribution is then given by Nt't'(n = 1) which is equal to the
measured distribution in data, Mt"·, multiplied by the correction factor erc as determined
from MC:

(
NMC("=O»)Nd.t.(,,=I) _ MC Md.,. _ k Md.t.

k - ck k - MMC("=O) k
k

Using equation (11.13) and (11.23), the corresponding first iteration of (F2).// is then given as
follows:

MMC _ '" TMCNMC _ mMcNMC
k - LJ kl / - k k

1=1

where m~'lc denotes the migration factor as determined from a MC simulation.
above equation for mZ'c yields:

MC TMC 1 ~ TMCNMC 1
mk = kk + NMC LJ kl I = 7JC

k I_I Ck,,,.

The last step shows that the above procedure using a bin-by-bin unfolding procedure requires
only the measured number of events in MC, MMC(n = OHi,j), for a particular bin which is
given by:

where nbi,,(i,j) is the number of entries in MC in bin (i,j). The MC weight factors wdi//r and
w~.rt•• used to obtain the proper fraction of non-diffractive, diffractive and VM events as well
as the re-weighting of the Z vertex distribution were discussed in detail in sections 9.5 and 9.3,
respectively. The weight factors w· are normalized to one.



nbin(i,i) ( (F )d_'_(n)( Q2))'
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For the above procedure to work it is required that the MC simulation correctly describes the
data distributions very well in all phase space regions from which the measured events originate
and that migration effects among bins are small, i.e. the purity is large (Section 11.2). This is
achieved by iteratively reweighting each MC event to the structure function (F2)~;~-(n) obtained
from the nth iteration. The result of this iteration, (F2)~;7(n+t), is then used for a next iteration:

where n ~ 1. The iteration is continued until a stable result is reached. The relative fraction of
diffractive and YM events are kept fixed in this procedure. y and Q2 refer to the true kinematic
variables in MC.
The measured (F2)~;7(n) (n ~ 1) values are fitted by a smooth function to provide a parameter-
ization for the iterative reweighting procedure. The CI<MT F2 parameterization (Section 2.3.4)
has been used to fit the measured (F2)~;~·(n) results which yields a satisfactory description of
the measured (F2)~;7(n) values. As an alternative F2 parameterization, a simplified ansatz of
the A LLM F2 parameterization (Section 2.3.4) ignoring the Reggeon term has been used as
well. The difference of the final result on (F2)~;~·(n) using either the CI<MT or the simplified
ALLM F2 parameterization is less than 0.5%.
Three iterations are required to yield a result on (F2)~;7(n) such that changes between subse-
quent iterations are less than 0.5% in all bins.
Figure 11.8 shows for each selected y_Q2 bin the individual X~in value

Figure 11.10: Comparison of various measured variables between data and MC: BPC energy
(a), BPC angle (b), y, (c), Q~ (d), x, (e) and YJB (f). Data are shown as solid circles,
photoproduction simulation as black histograms and the sum of the signal and photoproduction
simulations as shaded histogmms.

estimated from the statistical uncertainties of the data and MC samples assuming a statistical
independence of the two samples and ignoring any correlation between bins:

1 1
Md_'- + MMC

'II

as a function of the number of iteration. The individual X~in values for all y_Q2 bins rapidly
converge.
The above bin-by-bin unfolding procedure does not permit the determination of the covariance
matrix. The statistical error on the obtained (F2)'11 result, 5(F2),11 /( F2).II, has been therefore

where W· are the MC event weight factors. The small contribution of background events in
data have been ignored.
Figure 11.9 shows for Q2 = 10Gey2 a comparison between the bin-by-bin unfolding method,
the matrix unfolding method and the Bayes unfolding method. Two statistically independent
samples have been used with one being considered as the 'data' sample and the other one as the
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A comprehensive list of systematic checks was performed which covers various systematic un-
certainties related to the BPC, the main ZEUS detector and the :-'1Csimulation. The following
part will discuss in detail all systematic checks which have been performed.

0.6

Q:(G.v'j

1. Systematic errors related to the BPC

The BPC-related systematic checks concern in particular, the uncertainty of the BPC absolute
energy scale (Section 8.5.3), the effect of a possible non-linear response of the BPC (Section
8.5.4), the impact of the energy uniformity (Section 8.5.3), the uncertainty in the choice of
the parameter Wo which enters the BPC position reconstruction (Section 8.3.3), the effect of
changing the shower width cut (Section 9.4), the uncertainty in the BPC alignment (Section
8.3.4) and the effect of changing the fiducial volume cuts (Section 10.2).

la. Energy scale:

The uncertainty of the BPC energy scale has been estimated in section 8.5.3 to be 0.5%. The
energy scale of the BPC has been therefore systematically changed by ±0.5% for data events
only. This affects F2 by at most 3%.

lb. Non-linearity:

An upper-limit for a non-linear behavior of the BPC due to radiation damage has been estimated
in section 8.5.4. This effect has been taken into account by lowering the measured BPC energy
in data according to 0.8In(0.4E;) - 2.0. The changes in F2 are within 2%.

Ie. Energy uniformity:

The relative energy calibration of the BPC yields an energy uniformity across the fiducial
volume of the BPC of ±0.5% (Section 8.5.3). To estimate the effect of a systema.tically lower
energy response towards the edge of the BPC due to radiation damage or an underestimate of
transverse energy leakage, the BPC energy was systematically lowered in data by 0.5% at the
fiducial volume edge facing the beam which exponentially decreases to 0% at the outer edge of
the BPC fiducial volume (Figure 10.2). This affects F2 by at most 2% for the highest £I; bins.
The changes in all other bins are negligible.

ld. Choice of log-weighting parameter Wo:

The log-weighting parameter Wo for the BPC reconstruction was optimized in section 8.3.3 by
minimizing both the position resolution and bias using an EGS4 MC simulation. The chosen
value of Wo of 2.8 has been systematically changed in data and MC by ±0.2 to include the
actual uncertainty in the determination of Woo The changes in F2 are at most 1%.

Ie. Change of shower width cut:

To estimate the uncertainty in the positron finding efficiency (Section 9.4), the shower width
cut was raised by 1mm in data and MC. This leads to changes in F2 of up to 2% at high y.

If. Alignment accuracy:

The BPC alignment accuracy has been estimated in section 8.3.4 to be 0.5 mm. Varying the
absolute position of the BPC by ±0.5 mm for data events, results in changes for F2 of 2 - 5%.

19. Change of fiducial volume cuts:

To estimate the impact of the uncertainty in the definition of the BPC fiducial volume, the
fiducial volume boundaries were systematically varied by ±0.5 cm in data and MC. The changes
in F2 are well within 1%.

Figure 11.11: Percent deviation of data and Me distributions for the kinematic variables V.
and Q:.
'MC'sample. Four combinations of the two structure function parameterizations MRSADO' and
MRSD-' have been used either as the underlying structure function in 'data' to be extracted or
in 'MC'. For all three unfolding methods good agreement is found between the input structure
and the extracted values for F2 even if the underlying structure function in 'data' and 'MC' are
quite different. The differences are within statistical uncertainties.

The MC sample was reweighted on an event-by-event basis to the final extracted proton struc-
ture function F2 as shown in Figure 11.10 for the measured quantities EBPC, £IBPc and YJB as
well as for the kinematic variables x., Y. and Q: in comparison to the respective data distribu-
tions. The contributions from photoproduction background are shown as the black histograms.
It has been added to the signal MC sample for comparison to the respective variables in data.
In all six cases, the data and MC distributions are in good agreement. Figure 11.11 shows the
percent deviation of the y. and Q: distribution between data and MC which clearly underlines
that both distributions for data and MC agree well within statistical uncertainties. The dis-
crepancy at low values of YJB is considered to be due to the type of noise description of the
ZEUS uranium calorimeter (CAL) in the MC. This discrepancy has been taken into account in
the evaluation of systematic uncertainties.

Systematic uncertainties in the measurement of F2 arise from uncertainties in the detector
understanding as well as the conditions under which F2 is being extracted.
The systematic error of the extracted proton structure function F2 assigned to each bin was
estimated by changing a certain aspect of the off-line selection cuts, the reconstruction of kine-
matic variables or the determination of F2 itself. The obtained F2 values were then compared to
the F2 values extracted under nominal conditions. The differences are recorded as a systematic
error for a particular systematic check. The total systematic error for F2 for a particular bin
is then determined by adding the final systematic errors for a particular systematic check in



2. Systematic errors related to the main ZEUS detector

The syst.emat.ic errors relat.ed t.o the main ZEUS detector include the uncertainty of t.he energy
sca.le of the main calorimeter, t.he accuracy of the ~1C simulation of the noise of the ZECS
uTanium calorimet.er, t.he impact of changing the YJ/1 and 8 cut.s as well as the use of a t.ighter
cut. 011 the reconst.ructed Z vert.ex posit.ion.

The uncert.aint.y in t.he amount of photoproduction background events in the final data sample
was est.imated t.o be ±30% (Section 10.4.2). This has been included in the evaluation of
systematic errors by lowering and raising the photoproduction event weight by ±30%. This
leads to changes in F2 in the highest Y bins of up to 5%.

3b. Fraction of diffractive and VM events:

The uncertainty of the energy scale of the main calorimeter of approximately 3% influences
reconstruction of the hadronic variables 8h and YJB (Section 10.2). The energy measured in the
main calorimeter was systematically varied by ±3% for data events prior to the determination
of 8h and YJB. The effects on F2 are negligible for the medium Y bins. It affects F2 by 3% at
high y and 4% at low Y due to the impact on the reconstruction of 8 and YJB.

The fraction of diffractive events was determined in section 9.5. The uncertainty on the amount
of diffractive events was estimated to be ±25%. The fraction of non-diffractive, diffractive and
VM events were therefore changed accordingly. This leads to changes in F2 of up to 4% at low
and high Y, since diffractive events for the same Y values typically have lower values in 8 and
YJB compared to non-diffractive events. I

3c. Description of hadronic final state:

The uncertainty in the description of the hadronic final state was estimated by comparing the
results from various MC simulation programs. HER\VIG [Ma92] was used to investigate the
acceptance for diffractive events, while PYTHIA [Be87a] and EPSOFT [Ka95] have been used
for non-diffractive events with respect to the cuts on YJB and 8. An error of 2% on F2 has been
assigned for Y less than 0.4, rising linearly to 5% at Y = 0.74.

The noise suppression cuts (Section 10.2) were systematically varied from the nominal values
of 80 MeV and 120MeV for the EMC and HAC cells of the main calorimeter to 60 MeV and
100 MeV and 100MeV and 140MeV in MC to check the accuracy of the noise simulation in
MC. The changes in F2 are negligible for most of the bins. Bins at low Y exhibit a systematic
change in F2 of up to 4% due to the changes introduced in the reconstruction of YJB.

The effect on changing the YJB cut of YJB > 0.06 due to a possible mismatch in the YJB

resolution between data and MC and the simulation of the hadronic final state, as well as the
noise description of the ZEUS uranium calorimeter, has been taken into account by changing
the cut on YJB of ±0.01 for both data and MC events. This leads to changes in F2 at low Y of
up to 4%. The changes in the mid to high Y bins are negligible.

The fraction of MC events with no Z vertex information has been reweighted in MC to match
those in data (Section 9.3). As a systematic check, the fraction of MC events whose Z vertex
information was ignored was changed by ±50% to investigate the impact on the reconstructed
F2 values. The effect on F2 is negligible in all chosen bins.

The uncertainty in the amount of radiative corrections of 10 - 15% was estimated in section
9.6 to be approximately 25%. This leads to changes of 3 - 5% on F2•The impact of changing the cut on 8 of 8> 35 GeV to account for the photoproduction back-

ground contamination, a possible mismatch in the 8 resolution between data and MC and the
simulation of the hadronic final state has been included in the evaluation of the systematic
errors by changing the 8 cut by ±2 GeV for both data and MC events. The changes in F2

increase towards high Y to at most 3%.
The final systematic error assigned to each systematic check is taken to be the average of the
positive and negative deviations with respect to a particular systematic check. This results
in symmetric errors around the mean reconstructed F2 values. This approach is motivated
by the fact that most of the systematic checks yield symmetric changes around the nominal
extracted F2 values. Any deviation from that are due to statistical fluctuations. This is not the
case for the BPC non-linearity check as well as the BPC positron identification check. Both
systematic checks result in changes in F2 which are well within 2%. The contribution to the
total systematic error is therefore small.
The total systematic error for a particular y_Q2 bin is determined by adding the final systematic
errors for each systematic check in quadrature.
Those systematic checks which have been included in the evaluation of the total systematic
errors for each Y - Q2 bin are shown in Figures 11.12 and Figure 11.13. These plots display the
systematic error contribution as a function of y and as a function of the respective systematic
check 10, respectively. The lower two plots in Figure 11.12 represent the variation of the

The range of the cut on the Z vertex position has been changed to -40 - 50 cm in data and
MC in order to estimate the uncertainty on the satellite luminosity and acceptance. This leads
to changes in F2 of at most 2%.

3. Systematic errors related to the Me event simulation

Systematic uncertainties related to the MC event simulation are due to the amount of photopro-
duction background, the fraction of diffractive and VM events, the description of the hadronic
final state, the fraction of events with no Z vertex information and the simulation of radiative
corrections.



st.at.istical errors and t.he t.ot.a.!systemat.ic errors as a function of y. The statistical errors are well
wit.hin 5% for all bins. The total systematic errors are within 5% to 10%. The total systematic
errors are around 6% for modera.t.~ y bins and are dominated by the BPC calibration, the I1PC
posit.ion alignment and nncertainties in t.he ra.diat.ive corrections. At low y, the t.otal systematic
error is dominated by t.he uncertainties in the description of the hadronic final state and the
energy scale of the main calorimeter which leads to systematic uncertainties of up to 8%. At
high y, the contributions from the photoproduction background as well as the description of
the hadronic final st.ate resulted in errors as high as 10%.
The uncertainties in the luminosity measurement and the trigger efficiency (Section 9.2) leads
to a normalization error of 2.4%.
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Positron Identification

The final values for F2 and ui:t have been determined using the y - Q2 bins as discussed in
detail in section 11.2. The mean values for F2 and ui:t, including their statistical uncertainties,
have been then evaluated using an iterative bin-by-bin unfolding procedure. The estimation of
systematic uncertainties has been presented in the last section.
The final values for F2 assuming R = RBKS together with their statistical and systematic
errors are shown in Table 11.2. Values of R obtained from a GVDM-ansatz are shown for
comparison. As discussed in section 11.3.2, assuming R to be zero decreases the extracted F2

values compared to the case of RBKS (RoVDM) by at most 3% (2%) for the highest y bins used
in this analysis.
Figure 11.14 shows the results on F2 as determined in this thesis labeled as BPC 1995 (solid
dots). The value of R has been taken from the BKS model, as discussed in section 11.3.2.
Results from an independent F2 analysis (ZEUS BPC 1995) using the BPC at ZEUS are shown
as well based on the same y_Q2 bins as the ones presented in section 11.2 [Br97]. This analysis is
based on the same data sample. However, the complete position and energy reconstruction has
been performed completely independently using in both cases a somewhat different approach
as the one presented in this thesis. Both results of F2 shown as a function of x are in good
agreement for all of the eight Q2 bins. Also shown in Figure 11.14 are data from the E665
[Ad96b] experiment at similar Q2 values but much larger x values. Recent low Q2 data from
HI (HI SVTX 1995) [Ad97] are shown as well. At the bottom of Figure 11.14, the F2 values
for Q2 = 1.5, 3.0 and 6.5 GeV2 are shown, taken from HI and ZEUS publications and from
E665 to illustrate the rapid rise of F2 with decreasing x. The theoretical predictions of the
soft pomeron model DL [D094] and the perturbative QCD model GRV94 [GI94], as discussed
in detail in section 2.3.4, are overlaid. Results from the ALLM parameterization [Ab97] are
shown as well which included the recent low Q2 results from HI (HI SVTX 1995) and ZEUS
(ZEUS BPC 1995) in their parameter fit.
Figure 11.15 shows the total 'Y.p cross-section ui:t as a function of W2 as extracted from the
F2 measurement with R given by the BKS model. The cross-section results as determined in
this thesis are labeled as BPC 1995 (solid dots). The total cross-section for real 'YP scattering is
shown as well. The theoretical predictions of the soft pomeron model DL and the perturbative
QCD model GRV94 as discussed in detail in section 2.3.4 are overlaid including the ALLM
cross-section parameterization.
A comparison of these results to various lowx-lowQ2 models (Section 2.3.4) along with a phe-
nomenological analysis and a QCD analysis will be presented in the next chapter.
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Figure 11.12: Individual systematic errors, 6.F2/ F2 (in %), as a function of y which have been
taken into account in the evaluation of the total systematic error. Solid circles refer to positive
changes whereas the open circles denote the case of negative changes for a particular systematic
check. The statistical errors and the total systematic errors for each y.Q2 bin are shown on the
bottom as a function of y.
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Figure 11.14: F2(x, Q2) as a function of x for different ~ values. The data from this analysis,
BPe 95, al'e shown as solid dots, with E665, H1 and previous ZEUS points shown as open
squal'es, open circles and solid triangles, respectively. Results from an independent BPC F2

analysis are shown as open triangles (ZEUS BPC 1995) [Br97j. New points from H1 [Ad97] at
low Q2 are shown as solid inverted fI'iangles (the point at Q2 = 0.35 Ge \12 is displayed in the
0.4 Ge \12 bin). Curves from the models of DL and GRV and the ALLM parameterization are
overlaid.

Figure 11.15: The total virtual photon-proton cross-section ui,,°t as a function of 11\/2. The data
from this analysis (BPC 95), previous 1994 ZEUS analyses, H1, and E665 are shown. Results
from an independent BPC F2 analysis are shown as open triangles (ZEUS BPC 1995) [Br97].
The total cross-section for real photon-proton scattering from ZEUS, H1 and photoproduction
experiments at low Ware also shown. The predictions of DL and GRV and the ALLM pa-
rameterization (at the ZEUS Q2 values) are indicated by the dotted, dashed and solid curves,
respectively.



Q2 1J :r IV K(U-:.n'ff RBKS RcVVM F2 O.t.t O.y. Oto'
(GeV2) (GeV) (RBKS) (%) (%) (%)

0.11 0.60 0.0000020 233 0.157 0.031 0.022 0.158 2.9 6.7 7.3
0.11 0.70 0.0000017 251 0.171 0.031 0.022 0.173 3.5 7.8 8.5
0.15 0.40 0.0000042 190 0.191 0.042 0.029 0.192 2.9 6.5 7.1
0.15 0.50 0.0000033 212 0.200 0.042 0.029 0.202 2.8 6.0 6.6
0.15 0.60 0.0000028 233 0.199 0.042 0.029 0.202 3.0 6.7 7.3
0.15 0.70 0.0000024 251 0.204 0.042 0.029 0.208 3.7 9.2 9.9
0.20 0.26 0.0000085 153 0.223 0.055 0.037 0.224 2.2 5.2 5.7
0.20 0.33 0.0000067 173 0.227 0.056 0.037 0.228 2.5 4.8 5.4
0.20 0.40 0.0000055 190 0.224 0.056 0.037 0.225 2.5 5.5 6.1
0.20 0.50 0.0000044 212 0.233 0.056 0.037 0.235 2.8 6.1 6.7
0.20 0.60 0.0000037 233 0.247 0.056 0.037 0.251 3.3 6.5 7.2
0.20 0.70 0.0000032 251 0.256 0.056 0.037 0.262 4.2 8.6 9.6
0.25 0.20 0.0000139 134 0.240 0.067 0.045 0.240 1.9 5.0 5.3
0.25 0.26 0.0000107 153 0.255 0.068 0.045 0.256 2.2 5.3 5.7
0.25 0.33 0.0000084 173 0.266 0.069 0.045 0.267 2.5 5.0 5.6
0.25 0.40 0.0000069 190 0.275 0.069 0.045 0.277 2.8 5.2 5.9
0.25 0.50 0.0000055 212 0.277 0.070 0.045 0.281 3.1 5.6 6.4
0.25 0.60 0.0000046 233 0.268 0.070 0.045 0.274 3.8 7.4 8.3
0.30 0.12 0.0000277 104 0.256 0.077 0.053 0.256 1.7 6.9 7.1
0.30 0.20 0.0000166 134 0.276 0.079 0.053 0.276 2.0 5.0 5.4
0.30 0.26 0.0000128 153 0.294 0.080 0.053 0.295 2.4 4.8 5.3
0.30 0.33 0.0000101 173 0.297 0.081 0.053 0.299 2.8 5.9 6.5
0.30 0.40 0.0000083 190 0.302 0.082 0.053 0.305 3.0 5.0 5.9
0.30 0.50 0.0000067 212 0.303 0.083 0.053 0.308 3.5 5.9 6.9
0.40 0.12 0.0000370 104 0.330 0.099 0.067 0.330 1.8 6.5 6.7
0.40 0.20 0.0000222 134 0.333 0.101 0.067 0.334 2.3 4.8 5.3
0.40 0.26 0.0000171 153 0.368 0.102 0.067 0.369 2.6 5.2 5.8
0.40 0.33 0.0000134 173 0.366 0.104 0.067 0.369 3.1 4.7 5.6
0.40 0.40 0.0000111 190 0.392 0.105 0.067 0.396 3.6 5.8 6.9
0.50 0.12 0.0000462 104 0.343 0.119 0.081 0.343 2.2 6.5 6.8
0.50 0.20 0.0000277 134 0.376 0.121 0.081 0.377 2.7 5.3 5.9
0.50 0.26 0.0000213 153 0.407 0.123 0.081 0.409 3.3 5.1 6.1

0.65 0.12 0.0000601 104 0.389 0.145 0.099 0.389 3.0 7.2 7.8
0.65 0.20 0.0000360 134 0.440 0.148 0.099 0.441 4.3 5.3 6.8
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Figure 11.13: Individual systematic errors for each y_Q2 bin as the percent deviation with re-
spect to the extraction of F2 under nominal conditions as a function of the respective systematic
check ID which are plotted in the upper left corner. Odd numbers refer to positive changes
whereas even numbers denote the case of negative changes for a particular systematic check.
The dotted lines indicate the case of the size of the statistical errors in each y_Q2 bin.

Table 11.2: Table of the 94 extracted F2 values. The first four columns refer to the kinematic
variables Q2, y, x and W. The extracted values for (ui:n'ff multiplied by K = Q2f4-rr2a are
shown in the fifth column. In case of R = 0, K(ui:n'!1 is identical to F2. The values for RBKS
and RcVVM are given in the sixth and seventh column. The value of R as predicted by the
BJ(S-model has been used to extract the proton structure function F2 from the measured values
of (U'!:n'ff' These are shown in the eighth column. The statistical, systematic and total errors
(in %) for each bin are shown in the last three columns.



Chapter 12

The investigation of the transition region between non-perturbative and perturbative QCD
(pQCD) by measuring the proton structure function F2 in inelastic neutral current scattering,
e+p -+ e+X, at low Q2, is the main physics motivation of this thesis (Section 2.3.5).
Results on measurements of the proton structure function F2 from the two HERA experiments
HI and ZEUS [Ai96, De96a] revealed that the kinematic region of Q2 2: 1.5Gey2 exhibits a
strong rise of F2 with decreasing x or equivalently of the total virtual photon-proton ('Y.p)
cross-section ui:,P (Equation 2.37) with increasing W2. pQCD allows to describe the rapid rise
of F2 with decreasing x down to Q2 = 1.5 Gey2. In contrast to (J'-::'p, the total cross-section
for real photon-proton (-yp) scattering (J''i:. shows only a modest rise with W2• This behavior
can be well described within the framework of non-perturbative QCD such as Regge theory
(Section 2.3.3), which predicts a power law behavior for the total hadron-hadron cross-sections
at large energies.
The results of the measurement of F2 for 0.11 ::; Q2 ::; 0.65 GeY\ as obtained in this thesis,
will be used together with other data sets (Figure 12.1) to investigate in detail the behavior of
F2(x, Q2) and uio',P(W2, Q2) in the transition region of non-perturbative and perturbative QCD
at low Q2.
The next section will present the behavior of F2 as a function of x and Q2, as well as the
behavior of (J'-::'p as a function of W2 and Q2 in comparison to various models which have been
discussed in detail in section 2.3.4.
The transition from a 'soft' to a 'hard' behavior of F2 and (J'i:,P will be quantified by employing
several model descriptions within the framework of non-perturbative and perturbative QCD to
the observed behavior of F2 and uir,',P to establish their reliability and region of applicability
including possible physical interpretations of F2 and uio',P within the transition region.
A first ansatz within the framework of the generalized vector dominance model (GYDM) (Sec-
tion 2.3.2) will be used according to [Sa72], to extrapolate the Q2 dependence of the measured
values of ((J'io't).// = u:;"P + ((J''[P (Section 11.6) to the total 'YP cross-section. The GYDM
prediction for R = (J''[P /u:;"P will be presented as well. A simple Regge motivated ansatz for
F2 is used according to [Do94] to investigate the range of validity of a simple soft pomeron
behavior. These studies will be presented in section 12.3.
Results of a QCD-analysis (Section 12.4) will be used to examine the reliability and stability
of pQCD calculations at low Q2.
Section 12.5 summarizes the current status of the measurement of the proton structure function
F2 at low Q2 and the current understanding of the transition from 'soft' to 'hard' physics.
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• Q2 :s 0.1 Gey2 ('photoproduction region'),

with an almost flat behavior of (J-::r as a function of the logarithm in Q2 with qia'; ~ (Jit..
• 0.1 :s Q2 :s 1.0 Gey2,

with a characteristic change of (Ji:r as a function of the logarithm in Q2 from the photo-
production to the deep-inelastic scattering region ('transition region').

• Q2 ~ 1.0 Gey2,

with a steady decrease of (Jio'r as a function of the logarithm in Q2 ('deep-inelastic scat-
tering region ').

It can be clearly seen that the BPC F2 data cover the 'transition region'. A GYDM-ansatz will
be used to extrapolate the BPC ((J-::n.// = q:;.'P + ((Jr'P results to the photoproduction limit,
i.e. Q2 = o.
As can be seen from Figure 12.5, F2 exhibits, for fixed values of x with x ~ 0.0001, an almost
linear increase with the logarithm of Q2 indicating the violation of scaling as expected from
pQCD (Section 2.2.4). The scaling violation is expected to increase at low x values and to
decrease towards larger values of x. This behavior can be clearly inferred from Figure 12.5.
For x bins of 0.0000120 < x < 0.0000630 with F2 data points around Q2 = 1.0 GeV', a change
in the slope of F2 as a function Q' is noticeable indicating the region where non-perturbative
effects become dominant.

Figure 12.1: Kinematic coverage in the Q2 - x plane for various fixed-target experiments and
the HERA col/ider experiments HI and ZEUS as of 1995. The data sets of ZEUS BPC 1995,
ZEUS SVTX 1995 and HI SVTX 1995 aI/owed a significant increase of the kinematic coverage
at low Q2 and low x compared to the results on the measurement of F2 from HI and ZEUS as
of 1994 (HERA 1994) (See Figure 2.4).

"f.p 2 2Dependence of F2 and (Jtot on x, Wand Q
(a) x and W' dependence

Figure 12.3 and 12.4, at the end of this section, show results on F2 and (Ji:r as a function of
x and W2 respectively, for different Q2 values. The results on F2 and qi:r, as determined in
this thesis (BPC 1995), are displayed as solid dots. Preliminary results from the 1995 ZEUS
shifted vertex run (ZEUS SYTX 95 Prel.) [Su97] are shown as solid squares whereas the recent
low Q2 data from HI (HI SYTX 1995) [Ad97] are shown as inverted solid triangles. The
ZEUS 1994 F2 results are shown as open triangles [De96b]. Also shown are data from the E665
[Ad96b] experiment at similar Q2 values, but much larger x values (open circles). The x and
W2 dependence with respect to F2 and (1i:r of the individual data sets, show a satisfactory
agreement within errors.
The data exhibit a smooth transition from a steeper rise of F2 in x and (Ji:r in W2 respectively,
observed at the higher Q2 bins, to a modest rise when approaching the photoproduction limit
towards low values of x.

(c) Comparison to low-x-Iow-Q2 models

The following section will discuss in detail, various low-x-low-Q2 models in comparison to results
on F, and (J-::r as a function of x and Q2 based on the data sets discussed above (Figures 12.3,
12.4, 12.5 and 12.6)
The emphasis will be placed on the x and Q2 dependence in the transition region, as well
as on the approach of the photoproduction and deep-inelastic scattering region. The models
presented have been discussed in detail in section 2.3.4.

(b) Q2 dependence

Figure 12.5 and 12.6, at the end of this section, show results on F2 and (J-::r as a function of
Q2 for fixed values of x and Hl2, respectively. The results on F2 and (Ji:r as determined in this
thesis (BPC 1995), are displayed as solid dots. Preliminary results from the 1995 ZEUS shifted
vertex run (ZEUS SYTX 95 Prel.) [Su97] are shown as solid squares whereas the recent low Q'
data from HI (HI SYTX 1995) [Ad97] are shown as inverted solid triangles. The 1994 ZEUS

The parameters of the DL model have not been fitted to the data sets used for the com-
parison. F2-DL is systematically lower than the data, as shown in Figure 12.3 and 12.4 for
Q2 ~ 0.11 Gey2. However, the DL model for the total photoproduction cross-section (Fig-
ure 12.4) successfully describes the W' dependence of the total photoproduction cross-section
measurements from the low W data [Ca78j and those obtained by the two HERA experiments
HI and ZEUS [Ai95, De94]. The fact that it undershoots the BPC F2 results already at the
lowest Q2 values indicates that there seems to be a discrepancy in the BPC F2 results and
the photoproduction measurements at HERA. This will be discussed in the next section when
extrapolating from the BPC (J:;.'P+ ((Jr'P results to the total photoproduction cross-section.
The F2 data for Q2 < I Gey2 favor a constant slope in W2 but with a value somewhat larger



t.han the one implemented in the OL model based on a soft Pomeron ansatz with an intercept
of 1.0808. It will be sho\\'n in the next section that a OL ansatz fitted to the F2 data allows to
describe the F2 behavior well for Q2 < 1Gey2 which shows that a simple soft Pomeron ansatz,
as implement.ed in the OL model, allows to describe the behavior of F2 up to approximately
1Gey2.
The slope of F2 as a function of Q2 is reasonably well reflected by the OL model for the four
lowest x bins, as shown in Figure 12.5, taking into account the mentioned discrepancy in the
normalization between data and the OL model. It cannot reproduce the beginning of the
steeper rise of F2 in Q2 at around Q2 ~ 1Gey2 when pQCO effects become important.

(NLO) DGLAP evolution. The rise of F2 at low x is generated dynamically, since all starting
distributions are assumed to be valence like.
As can be seen from Figure 12.3 and 12.4, the GRY(94) prediction reproduces the rapid rise
of F2 for Q2 <. 1Gey2, but tends to lie somewhat above the data. GRY is not expected to
work close to the starting scale. The value of F2 as given by the GRY model, amounts to
approximately 50% of the measured F2 values at Q2 = 0.50 GeY\ rising to about 80% at
Q2 = 0.65Gey2.
Figure 12.5 displays the predicted Q2 dependence for F2 in bins of x. In all bins, GRY(94)
predicts a slope in F2 as a function of Q2, i.e. the size of scaling violations, which is significantly
larger than the one seen in the data. This will be discussed in more detail in section 12.4.
Although GRY(94) provides a reasonable description of the x dependence of the F2 results, the
choice of the very low starting scale scale of Q~ = 0.34 Gey2 is subject of some debate, since
cr, is on the order of 0.5. The reliability of pQCD calculations at such a low starting scale will
be discussed in section 12.4.

The CJ<MT model, which did not include the data sets used for the comparison in the parameter
fit, provides a description of F2 with a Q2 dependent Pomeron intercept which interpolates
between the effective soft pomeron and the effective hard pomeron. It is almost equal to the
description of F2 as given by the DL model for the four lowest Q2 bins, as shown in Figure 12.3.
Due to the Q2 dependent Pomeron intercept, the slope of the CKMT F2 parameterization starts
to deviate for Q2 <.0.3 Gey2 from the slope as given by the DL model. However, it cannot
account for the rapid rise of F2 in x at larger values of Q2. It allows to provide a successful
description of the total photoproduction cross-section (Figure 12.4), but undershoots in the
same way as the DL model the BPC F2 results. The CKMT parameterization has been used
as the re-weighting function for the determination of F2 in this thesis (Section 11.3). It allows
to provide a reasonable description of F2 up to approximately 2 - 3 Gey2 in Q2.

The ABY parameterization including a recent update [Ba97c], used low Q2 F2 results from HI
and ZEUS [Ba97c] in the parameter fit. It gives a good description of the x and Q2 dependence
at low x (x < 10-2) (Figures 12.3, 12.4, 12.5 and 12.6). A recent parameterization of the total
photoproduction cross-section provides a good description of the measured photoproduction
cross-section at low and high W values [Ba97c].

'Y'p 4rr2cr [Q2 ~ ( mtO'v(W2)) ( Q2 ) AS _ 2 2 ]
O'tot = Q2 4rr l:,., 'Y~(Q2 + mtF + Q2 + Q~ F2 (x,Q + Qo)

where x = (Q2 + Q~)/(s + Q2 - m; + Q~). Q~ is chosen to be 1.2 Gey2, i.e. only the three
lightest vector mesons p, wand </> are taken into account (Section 2.3.4). The asymptotic
structure function F2

AS has been taken from GRY(94). The BK prediction provides a reasonable
description of the x and Q2 dependence for Q2 > 1Gey2 (Figure 12.3 and Figure 12.5). It
however starts to overshoot the measured F2 results for Q2 < 1Gey2.
The BI< model, by construction, predicts a vector meson as well as a partonic contribution at
any Q2 value as can be seen from equation 12.1. At Q2 = 0, the BK model yields a partonic
contri bution to the total photoproduction cross-section of about 10 - 15% which gives rise to
the fact that the BI< model starts to overshoot the F2 measurements for Q2 < 1Gey2 and in
particular the measured total photoproduction cross-section [Ba97a]. The authors remark that
improvements of the model have to be made by reducing the partonic contribution rather than
changing the YDM contribution.

The virtual-photon proton cross-section and thus F2 is expressed in terms of O':;"P and O'z'P which
are described in the framework of the GYDM model using a logarithmic rise of the spectral
weight function in W2 (Section 2.3.2), i.e. pr(W2, m2) = N In(W2 /am2)/m4. The so-obtained
expression for F2 is then fitted to the HERA data from the HI and ZEUS experiments over the
full Q2 range from the photoproduction region to Q2 = 350 Gey2 and energies W from W ~
60 GeY to W ~ 245 GeY, i.e. x ~ 0.05. This GYDM ansatz provides a reasonable description
of the W2 and Q2 dependence at high values of W including the measured photoproduction
cross-sections at HERA (Figures 12.3, 12.4 and 12.6). The present ansatz does not permit to
describe the low W region which requires a refinement of the proposed GYDM ansatz [Sc97b].

F2 is represented as the sum of a vector meson part and a partonic part based on the GYDM
model. The expression for O'~':is given as follows:

An update of the ALLM parameterization [Ab97] which included the ZEUS BPC and the
HI shifted vertex F2 results from the 1995 HERA run in the parameter fit, provides a good
description of the W2 and Q2 dependence of 0'-::: over the whole (x, Q2) kinematic region
including the photoproduction region down to W2 = 3 Gey2, as can be seen from Figures
11.14, 11.15 and 12.6. The ALLM approach thus provides a parameterization to describe the
data on 17-::: in the whole kinematic region.

(d) Bjorken plot

Figure 12.2 shows Q2U~': ex: F2 as a function of Q2 in bins of W2 for all fixed-target and HERA
data from inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering including the one presented in this thesis. Such a
presentation has been suggested by Bjorken [Bj96] in order to investigate tendencies towards a
BFJ<L dynamics.

The GRY pQCD model rests on the assumption of a valence like quark and gluon distribution
at a very low starting scale of Q~ = 0.34 Gey2. Those are then evolved using a next-to-Ieading



This ca.n be qualitatively understood by comparing the following DGLAP and BPKL approxi-
mations for F, (Section 2.2.4):

FfGLAP(X,Q')
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The different Q2 dependence would give rise to a different shape of F, as a function of Q2 for
fixed values of W2• It would be curved concave downwards in case of DGLAP whereas for
BFKL, F2 would show only a little dependence with Q2.
As can be seen from Figure 12.2, the F2 data in bins of W2 are clearly curved concave down-
wards. Thus, no tendencies for a BF1<L dynamics is visible in the presently available data.
The product of Q2 times the measured photoproduction cross-section by ZEUS is shown as the
dashed line. It has been suggested that differences in the DGLAP and the BF1<L evolution
equations could show up in exclusive measurements [Mu90, 1<w94J.
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Figure 12.3: F2 as a function of x for different Q2 values. Curves from the models of DL,
CJ(MT, BJ(, GRV(94), ABY and ScSp are overlaid. The eight lowest Q2 bins can be seen more
clearly in Figure 11.14. This presentation has been chosen to display the change from a steep
rise of F2 in x at high Q2 to a modest rise at low Q2.

Figure 12.2: Bjorken plot of Q2(/;':: as a function of Q2 in bins of W2. The dashed line "efers
to the total photoproduction cross-section limit.
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Figure 12.4: The total virtual-photon proton cross-section u70'/ as a function of w2 for different
Q2 values. Curves from the models of DL, Cf(MT, Bf{, GRV(94), ABY and ScSp are overlaid.
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Figure 12.5: F2 as a function of Q2 for different x values. Curves from the models of DL,
Cf{MT, GRV(94), Bf( and ABY are overlaid.
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The vector meson dominance (VDM) model and its extension to the generalized vector dom-
inance model (GVD~1) as well as Regge theory have been discussed in detail in section 2.3
as two non-perturbative concepts which are used in a variety of phenomenological models. A
GVD~1 prediction for the Q2 dependence of (1:;.'P and (1r"P will be used in the following section
to describe the Q2 dependence of the BPC results on (1:;.'P + (1r"p. Regge theory predicts a
power law behavior of the total photoproduction cross-section. The extension of this concept by
Donnachie and Landshoff towards larger values in Q2 will be used in the following to investigate
the range of applicability of this soft Pomeron ansatz.

(a) GVDM analysis

The principal idea of the GVDM model has been outlined in section 2.3.2. These concepts had
first been used to describe the Q2 dependence of the very early SLAC-MIT measurements of
(1;'P + (1r"P from the SLAC-r,lIT experiment on inelastic electron-proton scattering [B169, Sa72].
The BPC F2 results will be analyzed within the same framework to extract in bins of IV
the total 'YP cross-section as well as the ratio R = (1r"P /(1:;.'p. The spectral weight function,
PT(IV2, m2) = (1/41T2a)(1.+.-(m2)(1hadr(IV2, m2), has been chosen to be for fixed values of IV
of the following functional form: PT(IV2, m2) ex l/m· [Sa72]. The GVDM expressions for (1:;.'P
and (1{P are then given as follows:

The integration in equations 2.80 and 2.81 has been performed from m~ to infinity. mo exhibits
an effective mass cutoff parameter.
As can be seen from the above equations, (1r"P vanishes for Q2 --t 0, whereas (1:;.'P --t (1;':, (IV).
The value of ~ has been fixed to be 0.2 according to [Sa72].
The above expressions have been fitted to the measured values of (1:;.'P+ (1r"P in eight bins of IV
(Section 11.6). The result of these fits are shown in Figure 12.7 which displays (1:;.'P + (12'P (a)
and (F2).J! = F2 - (y2/Y+)FL (b) as a function of Q2. The statistical errors on the extracted
value of m~ and the eight values of (1;':'(IV) have been determined from a fit to the BPC F2

results including statistical errors only. The systematic errors have been evaluated, taking into
account all individual systematic errors of the BPC F2 result, by moving each point up and
down by the respective systematic error and repeating the fit including statistical errors only.
The changes with respect to the nominal values of (1:;.'P + (12'P in the determination of m~ and
(1;':'(IV) were added in quadrature and quoted as the respective systematic error.
The value for m~ has been determined to be: m~ = 0.475 ± 0.038 (stat) ± 0.066 (sys). The
results for each extracted total 'YP cross-section are shown in Table 12.1 with the W values, (
and the cross-section values together with their statistical and systematic uncertainties. It has
been found that the choice ~ =: 0.2 yields a minimal X2• To account for the effect of a change
in ~ on the extracted (1;':,(IV) values, ~ has been varied by ±0.2 with respect to ~ = 0.2. The
changes in the total 'YP cross-section are indicated in the last column which are less than the
statistical uncertainties.

BK
ABY
ALLM
ScSp

Figure 12.6: (1~'t as a function of Q2 for different IV values. Curves from the models of BJ(,
ABY, ALLM and ScSp are overlaid.
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w ( (Tttt ± stat ± sys ~(T;::;(~ = 0.0) ~(T~(~ = 0.4)
(GcV) (pb) (pb) (pb)

104 0.99 151.2 ± 5.2 ± 13.2 -2.2 +2.1
134 0.98 160.9 ± 5.0 ± 9.2 -2.6 +2.6
153 0.96 172.6 ± 5.0 ± 10.2 -3.0 +3.0
173 0.92 175.8 ± 5.1 ± 10.3 -3.3 +3.4
190 0.88 180.4 ± 4.9 ± 10.5 -3.5 +3.8
212 0.80 184.5 ± 5.0 ± 11.0 -4.1 +4.6
233 0.69 190.9 ± 4.8 ± 12.2 -4.4 +5.1
251 0.55 204.5 ± 5.8 ± 16.0 -5.1 +6.2

Figure 12.8 (a) shows for one W bin (W = 134GeY) the measured values of (T}'P + C(T2'P

(c = 0.98) together with the fitted curves for (Tr
p
, (T2'P and (Tr

p
+C(T2'p. Figure 12.8 (b) indicates

that the above GVDM ansatz provides a good description of the observed Q' dependence
(X' /ndf = 34/(34 - 9) = 1.3).
Figure 12.8 (c) shows the ratio R of the fitted (Tr

p and (T2'P expressions, taking into account
the total error of m~ as denoted by the error band. The plotted values for ~ = 0.2 are shown
in comparison to the R prediction by the BI<S-model and the ratio R based on the recent
GVDM-ansatz of Schildknecht and Spiesberger (ScSp).
Using the simple GYDM inspired ansatz for (Tr

p (Equation 12.6) and (T2'P (Equation 12.7)
allows to successfully describe the Q' dependence of the measured values of (TT + C(TL as obtained
in this thesis. This then allows to extract the total -yp cross-section as well as the ratio R =
(T2'P/(Trp using a particular GVDM-ansatz.
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(b) Regge analysis

Figure 12.7 (c) shows a fit to low W data [Ca78], the BPC extrapolated total -yp cross-sections
and the published measurement of the total photoproduction cross-section at HERA [Ai95,
De94] using a Regge motivated description as the sum of a Reggeon and a Pomeron contribution
(Section 2.3.3):

(Tio':(W) = AR(W'y>R-l + Ap(W,y>p-l

This fit yields the following result:

Figure 12.7: Extrapolation to the total photoproduction cross-section using the BPC (Trp +
C(T2'P results: O'r

p + C(T2'P (a) and (F,).// = F, - (y'/Y+)FL (b) as a function of Q'. The
respective GVDM-expression is overlayed (dashed-dotted curve). The extrapolated values for
(Ti:.(W) are shown in (c) and (d) (solid dots) together with published measurements of the total
photoproduction cl'Oss-section from HI and ZEUS (open crosses) and unpublished ZEUS results
(open circles). Various fitted curves are overlayed for comparison.

0.663 ± 0.022 (stat) ± 0.044 (sys)
127.7 J.Lb ± 1.5 J.Lb (stat) ± 9.7 J.Lb(sys)

1.118 ± 0.006 (stat) ± 0.024 (sys)
50.l/tb ± 2.9 J.Lb (stat) ± 9.4 J.Lb (sys)

The extrapolated total -yp cross-sections using the BPC F, results are based on a common value
for m~, as discussed in the preceding section. The statistical errors on the extrapolated total -yp
cross-sections are therefore correlated. This correlation has been ignored for the above Regge
inspired fit.
Ignoring the Reggeon contribution, which is less than 5% for W' > 10000GeY' based on the
above expression, the fit to the extrapolated total -yp cross-sections using only the BPC F,
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Cip 1.157 ± 0.019 (stat) ± 0.040 (sys)
Ap 34.8pb± 7.0pb(stat) ± 14.7pb(sys)

A fit to the extrapolated total ,p cross-sections using the BPC F2 results based on a logarithmic
rise in W2 with a7:' = A In" W2 yields the following result:

, 1.500 ± 0.324 (stat) ± 0.107 (sys)
A 5.340 pb ± 0.054 pb (stat) ± 1.470pb (sys)

Figure 12.7 (d) shows the BPC extrapolated total ,p cross-sections together with measured
total ,p cross-sections at HERA in comparison to the DL description of the total ,p cross-
section, the above two Regge inspired fits and the fit assuming a logarithmic rise of a7:' in W2•

The W2 dependence of the extracted values of a7:' using the BPC F2 results can be equally
well described by a logarithmic rise, a7:, ex: In" W2, and a Regge-type power law behavior,
a7:' ex: (W2)"p-l.
The value for the Pomeron intercept of Cip = 1.118 ± 0.006 (stat) ± 0.024 (sys) was obtained
in this analysis. A OIrtype analysis performed by Cudell et al. [Cu96] resulted in a Pomeron
intercept of Cip = 1.096!g:~~. Both fitting results yield a Pomeron intercept which is higher
than the one given by OL of 1.0808. The latter case provides a good description of the measured
total ,p cross-sections at HERA. Those measured cross-sections are below the ones extrapolated
from the BPC F2 results. Unpublished results on a measurement of the total ,p cross-section
at ZEUS [Ma95, Sa96]lie slightly above the extrapolated values using the BPC F2 results as
shown in Figure 12.7 (d). This discrepancy can only be resolved with a measurement of the
total ,p cross-section at HERA with higher precision compared to the ones performed in the
past.
The above Regge ansatz, as the sum of a Reggeon and Pomeron contribution, can be extended
towards larger values of Q2 to investigate the contribution of non-perturbative mechanisms at
larger values in Q2 similar to the DL model presented in [0094]. The measured at,t cross-
section values are fitted to the following functional form:

a"·P(W2 Q2) = ( Mk ) A (W2)aR-l + ( M~ ) A (w2)ap-l
tot' Mk + Q2 R M~ + Q2 p

The parameters for AR and CiR as well as Ap and Cip, are fixed to the ones extracted from
the fit to low W, the extrapolated total ,p cross-section values and published measurements of
the total photoproduction cross-section at HERA. The effective Reggeon and Pomeron masses
MR and Mp are constrained by the fit and are determined to be: Mk = 0.144 Gey2 and
M~ = 0.511Gey2. The result of this fit is shown in Figure 12.9. Only Q2 bins with Q2 ~
0.65 Gey2 are included in the fit which yield x2/ndf = 38/(34 - 2) = 1.2. Including higher Q2
bins worsen the quality of the fit. This Regge fit, dominated by the contribution from a soft
Pomeron mechanism, provides a good description of the BPC F2 results. It cannot account
for the steeper rise in F2 as a function of x for Q2 ;:::0.92 Gey2. The behavior of F2 as a
function of x at low values of x is therefore consistent with the exchange of a soft Pomeron for
Q2 ~ 0.65Gey2.

Figure 12.8: Extrapolation to the total photopmduction cross-section showing for W = 134 Ge V
the Q2 dependence of the measured BPC a:;' P + {atp results with curves for aj."P + {atp, a:;'·p
and atp (a) and (b). The ratio R of the fitted GVDM aj."P and atp expressions are shown in
the lower plot (c) in comparison to the R prediction by the BJ(S-model and the ratio R based
on the recent GVDM-ansatz of Schildknecht and Spiesberger (ScSp).
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formed for each of the four data sets to be independent. For one particular data set, the F2

points for each Q2 bin were moved up and down by the respective systematic error and the fit
was repeated including statistical errors only, keeping the respective other data sets fixed. The
changes, with respect to the nominal values of F2 in the determination of >"'11' were added in
quadrature and quoted as the respective systematic error for each extracted >"./1 value.

Figure 12.10 shows the slope of F2, >"./f = din F2/ d In x, as a function of Q2. The slope of F2 is
found to be constant up to the highest Q2 values of the BPC F2 data set. The dashed line refers
to a determination of the soft Pomeron intercept (Equation 12.9). For Q2 < I Gey2, the results
on F2 exhibit a rise in F2 which is equivalent to that of a soft Pomeron in the photoproduction
case. For Q2 ~ I Gey2, >"'/1 gradually increases with Q2 indicating a 'hard' behavior of F2 and
l7-::t and therefore the onset of pQCD.

• BPC 1995
• ZEUS SVTX 95 Prel.
A ZEUS 1994
o E665
• HI SVTX 1995

Figure 12.9: Comparison of a Regge-fit (Equation 12.12) and a QCD fit (QCD fit 1 with
Q& = Q~in = 1.0 Ge Vl; see section 12,4 for further details.) to F2 as function of x for different
Q2 values.

In the low x region or equivalently at large values of W2 keeping Q2 fixed, the Pomeron term in
equation 12.12 is the dominant contribution to 17i.'r This implies that F2 behaves like F2 ex x-~
with>" = Qp -1, independent of Q2. To investigate the applicability of this picture as a function
of Q2, fits of the form F2 = C· x-~'I/ have been made to the F2 results of the BPC 1995 data,
the preliminary results of the ZEUS SYTX 95 analysis and the ZEUS 94 data. For the high x
region, F2 has been constrained by the E665 data [Ad96b]. These fits have been performed over
27 Q2 bins between 0.15 Gey2 and 45 Gey2, which thus cover the transition region from a 'soft'
to a 'hard' behavior of F2. For each Q2 bin, a minimum of four data points is required. For
each data point included in the fit, it is required that x < 10-2 such that Reggeon contributions
are small. The slope in F2, din Fd d In x, is thus equivalent to >".1/'

The statistical errors on >"'1/ for each Q2 bin have been determined by fitting the above ex-
pression to each of the 24 Q2 bins including statistical errors of the used data sets only. The
systematic uncertainties on >"'1/ have been estimated assuming that systematic checks per-

The following section is devoted to a QCD analysis of the proton structure function F2 at low
values of Q2 based on an evolution of parton density distributions using the QCD DGLAP
evolution equations in next-to-Ieading order (NLO) in the MS scheme (Section 2.2.4). The
main emphasis of this study is placed on qualitative features of a QCD analysis at low values
of Q2 investigating various dependencies of the quality of the performed QCD fit, the x and Q2
dependence of F2

QCD
, the impact of the shape of the parton density distributions, the influence

of the factorization and renormalization scales and the difference between a LO and NLO QCD
evolution. It is the intention of these studies to provide qualitative arguments on the validity of
pQCD calculations at low values of Q2. The data sets used for the QCD fits to be presented are
based on: BPC 1995, ZEUS SYTX 1995 Prel., ZEUS 1994, HI SYTX 1995 and E665 (Figure
12.1).



Technical details of the QCD analysis

The DGLAP evolut.ion equations [AIi7, Gri2] have been discussed in section 2.2.4. The QCD
analysis t.o be presented is based on the QCDNUM program [B097c] which allows to perform
a KLO DGLAP evolut.ion. It, permit.s to evalua.te the Q2 evolution of the gillon, singlct and
non-singlct distributions, the Q2 evolution of n" the calculation of F2, FL and :r:F3 and the
heavy quark contributions to F2 and FL, These calculations can be carried out in La and NLO.
The QCDNUM program in connection with the function minimization package MINUIT [MI97],
proceeds through the following steps:

which arc slightly smaller than >-g. The assumption on >-, and >-g, >-, = >-g. is a well justified
simplifica.tion at high Q2.
In order to study the small x behavior of the sea quark and gluon distributions at low Q\
QCD fits havc becn performed by a,lIowing >-" and >-g to be different. It will be shown in the
following section that the relation of the low x behavior of the gluon and sea quark distribution
at high Q2 is no longer valid when approaching the region of small values in Q2. It provides
one indication besides others that expectation from QCD fits at high Q2, start to lose their
validity when approaching the low Q2 region.
The proton charge density distribution is written as follows:

1. Specification of a set of parton density distribution functions as a function of x at the
starting scale Q~.

2. Evaluation for each parton density distribution function the respective value at the start-
ing scale Q~ on a user defined grid in x using a certain set of initial parameters.

where ei is the quark charge of flavor i in units of the electron charge, (e2) (1InJ) L>~
is the average of the square of quark charges. nJ is the number of flavors. The distribution
q;':s(x, Q2) is a pure q+-type non-singlet distribution and is given as follows: q~s(x, Q2) =
I:7~1efq;(x, Q2).
The QCD evolution to be presented here has been performed in the light flavor scheme such
that the three lightest quark flavors tt, d and s as well as the charm quark c, are evolved in Q2
[B097c].
The strong coupling constant has been taken to be the world average value of a, at the mass
of the Zo boson: a,(Mz) =0.118 [Ba96bJ.
The contribution of higher twist terms has been shown to be only important at large values of x
[Yi92J. The following QCD fit has been simplified by taking into account only F2 measurements
for which W2 > 10Gey2. The contribution from higher twist terms has been therefore ignored.
The data sets included in the QCD fit are the HERA data from BPC 1995, ZEUS 1994, ZEUS
SYTX 1995 Pre!., HI SYTX 1995 and data from the fixed-target experiment of E665. The X2,

minimized in the QCD fitting procedure, has been defined as follows:

2 = ~ (FfOIO(Xi,Q?l- f(Si)F~CD(Xi,Q?l)2 + ~ (1- f(j))2
X ~ a~tQ ~ u~rm

i=l ' j=1 J

3. Numerical solution of the DGLAP evolution equations and calculation of the resulting
parton density distribution functions on a user defined grid in x and Q2.

4. Reconstruction of F~CD from the parton density distribution functions.

5. Determination of X2 in terms of the measured F2 data and the reconstructed value of
F~CD.

6. Iteration of this procedure to minimize the total X2 by changing the parameters of the
parton density distribution functions at Q~.

The following simple functional form has been chosen to parameterize the parton density dis-
tribution functions at Q~ [B097bl:

where i denotes the up valence (u), down valence (d), sea (s) and gluon (g) parton density
distributions.
Only one of the four coefficients Ai is independent. All others are constrained by flavor and
momentum sum rules:

• flavor sum rule: Au: fa' fu(x, Q~)dx = 2

• flavor sum rule: Ad: fa' fd(X,Q~)dx = 1

• momentum sum rule: Ag: J; [xfu(x, Q~) + Xfd(X, Q~) + xf,(x, Q~) + xfg(x, Q~)Jdx = 1

In the perturbative region, i.e. at large values of Q2, the evolution of the sea quark distribution
is driven by the gluon distribution via the g -+ qij splitting. The gluon distribution exhi bits at
small values of x a steep rise. Thus, the sea quark distribution is found to rise as well towards
smaller values in x. The slope of the sea quark distribution is only slightly less steep than the
slope for the gluon distribution, i.e. >-, is found to be slightly smaller than >-g. Within the
framework of pQCD, >-, = >-g is not expected to hold exactly since the gluon and sea quark
distri bution evolve differently as dfgl dIn Q2 = (Pgg @ fg ... ) and df,1 dIn Q2 = (P,g @ fg ... )
[Ma96b]. At large values of Q2, the quality of the QCD fit does not significantly depend on,
if >-, is set equal to >-g or if both parameters are left free. The latter case yields values on >-,

Np is the number of data points, Ff·t·(Xi, Q?l and F~CD(Xi' Qn are the values for F'2 from data
and the QCD fit at a particular data point (Xi, Q?l and 171'" are the errors on Ff"O(Xi, Q?l.
f(j) is the normalization and uyorm is the uncertainty on the normalization of the N, data
sets taken into account in the parameter fit. Si specifies the data set that a particular data
point belongs to. The values for the normalization have been set to unity for simplicity and
are therefore not included in the X2 definition.
The error treatment has been enormously simplified by taking the quadratic sum of statistical
and systematic contributions. This ignores any point-to-point correlations of systematic errors.
It should be mentioned that the above QCD fitting procedure is not meant to perform a pre-
cise quantitative QCD analysis extracting parton density distributions. This simple approach
with respect to the choice of the parton density distributions, the charm quark treatment, the
normalization of different data sets and the treatment of systematic errors, has been chosen to
show the qualitative trends of a QCD analysis approaching the low Q2 region.

Results and interpretation of the QCD analysis at low Q2

The intention of the following section is to provide qualitative arguments on the validity of
pQCD calcul<l.tions at low values of Q2. Those are based on a variety of detailed studies
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taking into account several aspects of the DGLAP QCD evolution. These studies include the
dependence on the starting scale Q5, on the lower Q2 cut, Q~in' with respect to the data
sets to be included in the QCD fit, an investigation of the shape of the gluon and sea quark
distribution and the impact of a LO or NLO QCD evolution as well as the impact of a change
in the renormalization and factorization scale on F2 and Fi. The emphasis will be placed on
characteristic changes of the latter aspects when reaching the low Q2 region.
Previous QCD analyses, such as those performed by the MRS group, have shown that a QCD
fit with a starting scale, Q5, of 4.5 Gey2 provides a good description of F2 data. The general
strategy of the following QCD analysis is based on several QeD fits with a starting scale of
5.0Gey2 which is steadily reduced in steps of 0.25 Gey2 down to 0.5Gey2. The lower cut on
Q2, Q~in' with respect to the data sets to be included in the QCD fit, has been required for each
QCD fit to be larger or equal to the respective starting scale, i.e., Q~in ~ Q5. This procedure
avoids the problem of backward evolution in cases of Q~in < Q5 which has been found to be an
extremely unstable procedure at low Q2 contrary to the case for QCD fits performed at high Q2
[B097b]. It has been found that a backward evolution at low Q2 could deteriorate the chosen
input distribution resulting in unphysical parton density distributions. This will be discussed
in the following in connection with the gluon distribution. The following QCD fits have been
performed:

Figure 12.12: Exponents of the gluon (Ag) and sea (A,) distribution as a function of Q5 for
several QeD fits at low Q2 (See text for further details).

1. NLO: Q5 = Q~in = 0.5 5.0 Gey2 in steps of 0.25 Gey2 and A, # Ag

2. NLO: Q5 = Q~in = 0.5 5.0 Gey2 in steps of 0.25 Gey2 and A, = Ag

3. NLO: Q~in = 5.0 Gey2 with Q5 = 0.5 ... 5.0 Gey2 in steps of 0.25 Gey2 and A, # Ag

4. LO: Q5 = Q~in = 0.5 ... 5.0 Gey2 in steps of 0.25 Gey2 and A, # Ag

is in favor compared to the case of A, = A9, to describe the F2 data down to low values in Q2.
Such a behavior is not expected for QCD fits at high Q2 as mentioned in the previous section.
Figure 12.9 shows F2 as a function of x in bins of Q2. The result from the first QCD fit for
Q~in = Q5 = 1.0 Gey2 is overlayed. It shows that such a QCD fit allows to provide a good
description of F2 data down to around 1.0 Gey2 as already seen from the respective x21ndf of
the fit.

The above three cases of the performed QCD fits will be now compared with respect to the
shape of the extracted gluon and sea quark distribution in terms of the values of A9 and A, as
a function of the respective starting scale Q5' It has been discussed in the last section that
in the framework of pQCD, A9 is slightly larger than A" that is the sea quark distribution is
driven by the gluon distribution which has been found to be valid for QCD fits performed at
high values of Q2. It will be shown that this is no longer the case when reaching the low Q2
region.

Figure 12.12 displays for the first three QCD fits, the values of A, and Ag as a function of Q5.
For the first QCD fit, the sea quark distribution remains singular, i.e. A, > 0, down to the
lowest value of Q5 whereas the gluon distribution becomes less and less singular and turns into
a valence-like gluon distribution, i.e. A9 < 0, at around 2.5 Gey2. This behavior is not seen for
the third QCD fit which includes F2 data only above 5.0 Gey2. A9 is found to be always larger
than A, similar to QCD fits performed at high Q2. This is in contrast to the first QCD fit
which includes low Q2 data. In case of the second QCD fit, the condition A, = A9 forces both
distribution to be singular. The quality of the fit for the first QCD fit (A, # A9) compared to

The third QCD fit has been carried out to investigate the impact of excluding low Q2 data
from the QCD fit on the quality of the fit as well as on the shape of the extracted gluon and
sea quark distribution in comparison to the first QCD fit.
Figure 12.11 shows the X2 per degree of freedom (ndf) as a function of the starting scale Q5
for the first, second and third QCD fit. For the first and the third case, x21ndf rises for
Q5 < 1 Gey2. Excluding low Q2 data for the third QCD fit leads to a somewhat better fit and
the rise for Q5 < 1Gey2 occurs to be less steep compared to the first QCD fit. In case of the
second QCD fit, i.e. in case of A, = A9, the rise in x21ndf as a function of Q5 occurs already
at around 3 Gey2. This would imply that, based on the quality of the fit, the case of A, i' Ag
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the second QCD fit (A, = Ag) therefore implies that the F2 data favor the case of a valence-like
gluon distribution in connection with a singular sea quark distribution if a QCD fit is performed
including F2 data down to low values in Q2. This is not expected from QCD fits at high Q2 and
shows that well established pQCD results at high Q2 lose their validity at low Q2. It indicates
the beginning of a soft behavior in the F2 data included in the QCD fit [Ma97]. This behavior
has been also found by [Ma96b] when performing QCD fits at a scale of Q~ = 1Gey2 including
low Q2 data down to 1.5Gey2.
The extracted gluon distribution is shown for the first QCD fit in Figure 12.13 as a function of
x for four bins in Q2. The gluon distributions from the GRY(94) and the MRS(R2) analyses are
overlayed for comparison. It shows that the gluon distribution is valence-like for Q2 = 1.0 Gey2
and becomes singular for higher values of Q2 as expected from the above discussion. A backward
evolution of a valence-like gluon distribution leads to a negative gluon distribution. Numerical
problems of the underlying DGLAP evolution have to be therefore encountered if the starting
scale Q~ is chosen to be too low, based on the performed QCD-fits. These problems have been
therefore avoided by requiring Q~in ~ Q~ as mentioned before. The very low starting scale of
Q~ = 0.34 Gey2 used by the GRY(94) analysis results in a gluon distribution which is singular
at Q2 = 1Gey2 in contrast to the analysis presented here and the MRS(R2) analysis. This
feature will be now discussed in terms of the scaling violation in F2 which increases with the
respective gluon distribution.
The scaling violation in F2 is shown in Figure 12.14 which presents F!}CD as a function of Q2 for
fixed values of x for Q~ = 1.0 Gey2, in comparison to Ft·'·. Ft·t• for Q2 < 1.0 Gey2 are shown
as well. Those have not been included in the performed QCD fit. F!}CD for Q~ = 1.0Gey2 can

x. 0.3 x \0"

x. 1.0 x \0"

.\
10 .\

10

Figure 12.14: F2 as a function of Q2 for different x values in comparison to GRV(94J and a
QeD-fit with Q~ = 1 Ge jI2.

account for the amount of scaling violation as seen in the data for Q2 > 1.0Gey2. A starting
scale of Q~ = 0.34 Gey2 has been chosen in the GRY-model which gives rise to a too large
scaling violation, in particular towards smaller values in x.

The results of QCD fits which have been shown so far are based on a NLO DGLAP evolution.
The impact of ignoring higher order terms in the QCD evolution, even beyond a NLO DGLAP
evolution which are at present not calculated, is expected to increase at low Q2 due to the
increase of O',(Q2) towards low values of Q2. A rough estimate of this expected uncertainty
at low Q2 compared to the high Q2 region has been carried out by comparing results from
a LO and NLO QCD DGLAP evolution. For Q~ = Q~in = 1.0 GeY2, Figure 12.15 (top)
shows F2QCD as a function of x for Q2 = 1.0,1.5,2.0 and 5.0 Gey2. The difference between
a LO QCD fit and NLO QCD fit is found to be small which is also reflected by the X2 of
the respective QCD fits. The reason for this behavior is due to the flexibility in the choice of
the underlying parton density distributions of the proton structure function F2 at the starting
scale Q~ which thus hides the effect of ignoring higher order terms in the DGLAP evolution.
The gluon distribution is shown as well in Figure 12.15 (bottom). Large differences are found



To conclude, the parameterization of the proton structure function F2 at the starting scale Q~,
exhihits too much flexibility in the choice of the underlying parton density distributions which
thus hides the effect of ignoring higher order terms in the DGLAP evolution. A measurement
of F~ as a second observable besides the measurement of F2 in the transition region is required
to validate pQCD calculations based on a NLO DGLAP evolution at low values of Q2.
A summary of these qualitative studies on the validity of pQCD calculations at low values of
Q2 will be made in the next section.

It was the aim of this chapter to provide a detailed discussion on the behavior of F2 and ui,:'p
in the transition region between non-perturbative and perturbative QCD (pQCD) at low Q2
by investigating

• the x, W2 and Q2 dependence of F2 and (li:,P,

• the description of F2 and (It,,P in terms of theoretical models and

• the applicability of several model descriptions of the observered behavior of F2 and ut,,P
within the framework of non-perturbative and perturbative QCD.

Figure 12.15: Comparison of F2 and F~ in LO and NLO QeD evolution as a function of x for
different Q2 values.

The slope in F2, din F2/1n x, is found to be flat for Q2 ::; 1GeV2 indicating a 'soft' behavior in
F2 and (Ii.'/. The value of the slope is consistent with that of a soft Pomeron behavior based
on a Regge-type fit to extrapolated values of the total "YP cross-section from a GVDM-ansatz
using the BPC F2 data as obtained in this thesis. For Q2 ~ 1GeV2, the slope in F2 begins
to deviate from a 'soft' behavior and indicates the beginning of a 'hard' behavior in F2 and
thus the onset of pQCD. The qualitative features of the 'soft' dominated region can be well
accounted for by a Regge-type model such as DL, whereas the 'hard' dominated region can be
represented by a pQCD model such as GRV(94). Within the current statistical and systematic
errors of dIn F2/dln x, the transition from non-perturbative to perturbative QCD at low Q2
appears to be smooth.
Several low-x-Iow-Q2 models have been compared to results on F2 and ut,r So far, none of
the presented theoretical models allows to predict the behavior of F2 and ui:t over the whole
(x, Q2) kinematic region, including the photoproduction limit. A recent update of the ALLM
parameterization, taking into account the BPC F2 results and the HI shifted vertex F2 results
from the 1995 HERA run, allows to describe the data on u-;",P in the whole kinematic region.
The transition region has been investigated in detail using well-established theoretical models
such as the GVDM model and a Regge ansatz in the 'soft' dominated kinematic region and
pQCD calculations based on a NLO DGLAP evolution in the 'hard' dominated kinematic
region.
It has been shown that the Q2 dependence of the BPC F2 data can be well described using a
GVDM-ansatz using explicit expressions for u:;.'P and (lZ'p. In the limit Q2 -+ 0, the result of
a fit of these expressions to the measured values of u:;.'P + !(lZ'P allowed to extract the total
"YP cross-section (17:, in eight bins of W. The results on the parameters within u:;.'P and uz'P
allowed to determine a model dependent estimate of R = (lz'P /u:;.'p. The W2 dependence of
the extracted values of ui:' can be equally well described by a Regge-type power law behavior,
(Ii:' <X (W2)"p-1 with Qp = 1.157 ± 0.019 (stat) ± 0.040 (sys), and a logarithmic rise, (Ii:' <X

In'"W2 with "Y = 1.500 ± 0.324 (stat) ± 0.107 (sys). Extending a Regge-type fit towards larger

between a LO QCD fit and NLO QCD fit. However, the gluon distribution is not a directly
measurable quantity. To examine the impact of higher order terms in the DGLAP evolution, the
measurement of a second observable besides F2 is required. Candidates for such a measurement
are the longitudinal structure function h and the structure function F2. F2 can be calculated
up to NLO using the QCDNUM program which has been therefore chosen for a comparison
between a LO QCD fit and a NLO QCD fit. These results are shown in Figure 12.15 (middle).
It is clearly visible that the difference between a LO QCD fit and a NLO QCD fit in case of
F2 increases towards low values of Q2. It exhibits a difference of approximately 20% at 2 GeV2
which rises up to 50% at 1GeV2.

The sensitivity to the choice of the renormalization and factorization scale provides another
useful check on the impact of ignoring higher order terms in the QCD evolution. Similar to
the above comparison of a LO QCD fit and a NLO QCD fit, it was found that F2 exhibits
essentially no change, whereas the structure function F2 as a second observable shows as well
drasti c changes when varying the renormalization and factorization scale. Those differences
increase towards smaller values in Q2.



values of Q2 according to [D0941shows that the region of Q2 ~ IGey2 can be well accounted
for by a soft Pomeron behavior as expected from the dependence of din F2/ d In x as a function
ofQ2.
A QCD analysis based on several QCD fits to F2 data using a NLO DGLAP evolution clearly
revealed that pQCD calculations start to lose their validity when approaching the region of low
values of Q2 taking into consideration several aspects of the DGLAP QCD evolution.
Including F2 data down to approximately 1Gey2 showed that the X2 per degree of freedom
rises rapidly as a function of Q5 for Q5 < 1Gey2 in case of A, of. Ag whereas for A, = Ag the
rise of x2/ndf as a function of Q5 occurs already at around 3 Gey2. Based on the quality of the
fit, the F2 data seem to favor >'g < A,. This behavior is in contrast to what one would expect
from QCD fits using a NLO DGLAP evolution at high Q2 that the gluon distribution drives
the sea quark distribution. It thus indicates a drastic change in the shape of parton density
distributions when approaching the 'soft' region.
Numerical problems of the underlying DGLAP evolution have to be encountered if the starting
scale Q5 is chosen too low.
The impact of ignoring higher order terms in the QCD evolution is expected to increase at low
Q2 due to the increase of cr,(Q2) towards low values of Q2. A rough estimate of this expected
uncertainty at low Q2 compared to the high Q2 region has been carried out by comparing results
from a LO and NLO QCD DGLAP evolution. A comparison between a LO and NLO QCD
fit as well as a comparison between different choices of the renormalization and factorization
scales revealed that the proton structure function F2 is much less sensitive than F.i to these
systematic changes.
The parameterization of the proton structure function F2 at the starting scale Q5 exhibits too
much flexibility in the choice of the underlying parton density distributions which provides at
low Q2 still a good description of F2 data. A measurement of F!j as a second observable besides
the measurement of F2 in the transition region is required to obtain another way to validate
pQCD calculations.
It is not only the X2 of a QCD fit alone which indicates that one reaches the limits of a
pQCD calculation based on a NLO DGLAP evolution. The validity of a pQCD calculation
seems to be reached already much earlier than 1Gey2 at which one achieves still a good
description of the F2 data. The limitations of pQCD calculation only become apparent taking
into consideration several aspects of the DGLAP QCD evolution. Those occur, as expected,
not at a fixed boundary in Q2.
The theoretical prediction of the behavior of F2 and u7:t and thus the inclusive aspect of probing
the structure of the proton in the whole kinematic plane including the photoproduction region,
is by far not solved. It remains a challenging task of theoretical particle physics in the future.
Various theoretical attempts have been made to constrain the shape of parton density distri-
butions from lattice QCD [Be97, Gr96] or from the work by Diakonov et al. in the framework
of an effective chiral field theory [Di97].
The importance of a BKFL mechanism and recombination effects which has to be considered
at very low values of x has been discussed in section 2.2.4. Such considerations become in
particular important, when probing the structure of the proton at even larger center-of-mass
energies than those available at HERA such as at a possible ep physics program at LHC1 or at
the NLC2.

Chapter 13

Summary and conclusions

1Large Hadron Collider.
2Next Linear Collider.

I

The main physics motivation of this thesis has been the investigation of the transition re-
gion of non-perturbative to perturbative QCD (pQCD) in inelastic neutral current scattering,
e+p -t e+ X, at HERA by measuring the proton structure function F2 at low Q2.
In order to study the transition from the photoproduction to the deep-inelastic scattering
region, the kinematic coverage of the ZEUS detector was substantially extended in 1995 with
the installation of two Beam Pipe Calorimeter (BPC) modules located on two sides of the beam
at approximately 3 m from the interaction point in the outgoing positron direction.
In the first part of this thesis, the main emphasis was placed on the design, construction
and operation of the BPC. The design had to incorporate various requirements to achieve a
precise measurement of the energy and impact position of the scattered positron to reconstruct
the event kinematics based on the Electron method. To limit systematic shifts on y and Q2
for y > 0.1 and Q2 > 0.1 Gey2 to be less than 5%, the energy scale has to be determined
at the level of 0.5% and the angle measurement with a precision of at least 0.3 mrad which
requires the intrinsic position bias and the detector alignment to be well below 1 mm. This
places stringent requirements on the energy and position reconstruction as well as the detector
alignment. The design of the BPC as a segmented tungsten-scintillator sampling calorimeter
with alternating 8 mm wide scintillator fingers, permits an energy resolution of 17%/VE and
a position resolution of less than 1mm. The performance of the BPC has been examined
within a test-beam experiment at the DESY II test-beam facility for electron energies between
2 and 6 GeY which confirmed the specified requirements on the energy and position resolution.
A stand-alone detector simulation of the BPC within EGS4 was written and used for the
development of energy and position reconstruction algorithms.
The installation of the BPC within the existing ZEUS detector as a new component required,
besides the implementation of a fast readout and trigger system to incorporate the 96 ns HERA
bunch structure, a radiation monitoring system using active and passive radiation monitors
since the BPC modules are installed very close to the HERA beams. During the 1995 HERA
run, an accumulated dose of approximately 12kGy had been observed at the closest distance of
the BPC of approximately 4.3 cm to the beam. The effect of this radiation on the scintillator
material had been examined using the results from 6OCOscans and scans of individual scintillator
fingers using a I06Ru source after the 1995 HERA run. The results of these scans had been
incorporated in an EGS4 MC simulation to determine the effect on the energy linearity which
was found to be less than 1% above the off-line positron energy cut of 7 GeY.
The position reconstruction has been carried out by logarithmically weighting the lateral energy
depositions. This allowed to achieve a better position resolution as well as a smaller intrinsic
position bias compared to a linear weighting. This method has also been used to reconstruct



the shower width through the second moment. of the lateral shower distribution. A cut on
the shower width was used as part of the positron identification. The absolute position of the
I3PC has been det.ermined using elastic QED Compton events, besides an optical survey. A
comparison between both results allowed to establish the required alignment accuracy of the
BPC to be 0.5mm. The relative and absolute energy scale calibration have been performed
using e+p kinemat.ic peak events, taking into account possible degradations due to radiation
damage. It has been shown that an energy uniformity of 0.5% can be achieved across the fiducial
volume. The accuracy of the energy scale has been cross-checked using elastic pO events. This
allowed to establish an accuracy of the absolute energy scale of 0.5%.
The ZEUS BPC allowed a first measurement of the proton structure function F2(x, Q2) and the
total 'Y.p cross-section (1-::t for 0.11 ::; Q2 ::; 0.65 Gey2 and 1.7.10-6 ::; X ::; 6.0· IO-s which
corresponds to a range in the "(p center-of-mass energy of 104 ::; W ::;251 GeY. This analysis
is based on 1.65pb-I of data which were taken during the 1995 HERA run. The statistical
errors are well within 5% for all extracted F2 values. The total systematic errors are within 5%
to 10%.
The behavior of F2 as a function of x for 0.11 ~ Q2 ::; 0.65 Gey2 exhibits a slower rise in x
compared to measurements of F2 at larger values of Q2. This behavior can be well accounted
for by a soft Pomeron. The transition from a 'soft' to a 'hard' dominated behavior appears to
be smooth within errors. A recent update of the ALLM parameterization allows to describe
the data on (1ir,'t in the whole kinematic region. None of the existing theoretical models allow
to predict the behavior of F2 and O'io:P over the whole (x, Q2) kinematic region, including the
photoproduction limit.
The generalized vector dominance model (GYDM) has been used to extrapolate from the Q2
dependence of the measured values of O':;"P + (O'I'P to the total 'YP cross-section. The GYDM
expressions for (1:;"P and O'I'P provide a good description of the measured values of O':;.'P + (O'tp•

A model dependent estimate of R has been obtained from the fitted expressions of O':;.'P and
O'I'p. The W2 dependence of the extracted values of O''i:. can be equally well described by a
logarithmic rise, 0''(:. oc:In'\'W2 (-y = 1.500± 0.324 (stat) ± 0.107 (sys )), and a Regge-type power
law behavior, (1'(:. oc:(W2)<>p-1 ( Qp = 1.157 ± 0.019 (stat) ± 0.040 (sys)).
A QeD analysis based on several QCD fits to F2 data using a NLO DGLAP evolution clearly
revealed that pQCD calculations start to lose their validity when approaching the region of low
values of Q2 taking into consideration several aspects of the DGLAP QCD evolution. Including
F2 data down to 1Gey2 showed that the X2 per degree of freedom rises rapidly as a function of
Q5 for Q5 ;:; 1Gey2• Numerical problems of the underlying DGLAP evolution are encountered
if the starting scale Q5 is chosen to be too low. The size of scaling violations as predicted by
the GRY(94) model with Q5 = 0.34 Gey2 are too large compared to those seen in the data.
Expectations from QCD fits at high Q2 on the shape of the sea and gluon distribution are no
longer valid when approaching the small Q2 region below approximately 5 Gey2• The impact
of including higher order terms in the QCD evolution, which is expected to increase at low Q\
has been carried out by comparing results from a LO and NLO QCD DGLAP evolution. A
comparison between a LO and NLO QCD fit as well as a comparison between different choices
of the renormalization and factorization scales revealed that the proton structure function F2

is much less sensitive than F{ to these systematic changes. The parameterization of the proton
structure function F2 at the starting scale Q5, exhibits too much flexibility in the choice of the
underlying parton density distributions which provides at low Q2 still a good description of
F2 data. A measurement of F{ as a second observable besides the measurement of F2 in the
transition region is required to obtain another way to validate pQCD calculations.

Appendix A

Drawings and pictures on the design
and construction of the BPC

Za·2498mm (window) l' •.... '_" ..,
t fiPe-North

Z-2937mm (BPC) I

Figure A.1: Top and side view of the beam pipe (new in 1995) indicating the location of the
BPC North and South module.
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Figure A.2: Front view of the ZEUS beam pipe exit window at Z = -2498 mm as seen from the
interaction point. The center of HERA points upwards. All dimensions are in mm.
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Figure A.3: Top view of the ZEUS interaction region indicating the direction of direct and
backscattered synchrotron radiation and the location of the collimators C9-C5, the interaction
point (IP) and several ZEUS detector components such as the BPC. All dimensions are in mm.
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Figure A.5: Side view of the BPC with the location of the RCAL modules R12B and R12T and
the compensator magnet (Y - Z view). All dimensions are in mm.

Figure A.4: Front view of the BPC modules and the location of the beam pipe and the surround·
ing ReAL modules (X - Y view).
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Figure A.6: ZEUS SUrl'ey coordinate systems indicating in the Y - Z plane of the ZEUS co-
ordinate system, the location of the mechanical axis of the CTD (Z.axis) with respect to the
nominal beam axis (bottom). The nominal beam axis is tilted by 5.875 mrad with respect to the
horizontal plane. The nominal beam axis is tilted by 0.405 mrad with respect to the mechanical
axis of the CTD in the X - Z plane of the ZEUS coordinate system (top).

Figure A.7: Side view of the BPC North calorimeter stack showing for several scintillator layers
the ,'espective ends of each scintillator finger towards the wavelength shifters.



Figure A,S: Stacking of individual tungsten-scintillator layers with the aluminum support struc-
ture on top,

Figure A,9: Completed stack of individual tungsten-scintillator layers on top of the aluminum
suppo7't structul'e.
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Appendix B

i----------~
I I
I BPC.FLT I
I 1

:_____ I

Summary of off-line selection cuts

i----------~
I I
I dt,lt.1~nII I
1 I

~-----------[----~
I I
I I
I re.tout control ,
I I

~-_-_-_-_-_f_-_-_-:
I I
I I
I GFLT I
1 I
I I,------ .. ----

I type of selection cut I requirement I
I Trigger bit I FLT-bit 52 and TLT-bit OIS17 I

BPC timing ItBPC - (tBU;dl < 3 ns
BPC energy EBPC-North > 7GeV
BPC fiducial volume Section 10.2
BPC shower width (1< 0.7cm
CAL YJB YJB > 0.06
CAL Etot Eto, > 3.1 GeV
EMPZ 35 < EM P Z < 60 GeV
CAL timing Section 10.2
CTO vertex Section 10.2

-----------.,
I I
I I
I Sl.rudoat I
: (dlrrertnU.1 rectl'f'tf+ADC) I
, _ _ _ _ _ _ I I type of selection cut I requirement I

I Trigger bit I FLT-bit 52 and TLT-bit OIS18 I
BPC timing ItBPC - (tBU;C)I < 3ns
BPC fiducial volume Section 10.2
BPC shower width (1< 0.7cm
CAL YJB YJB < 0.04
EMPZ EMPZ > 35GeV
CAL timing Section 10.2
CTO vertex Section 10.2



I type of selection cut I requirement
I Trigger bit I FLT-bit 31 and TLT-bit DISEJ-

BPC timing IfBPC-Nort.h - (tB'r~:: Norr.h) 1< 3 ns and !fBPC-Sour.h - (fBr~:: South) 1< 3 ns
BPC energy 1 EBPC-North > 12GeV and EBPC-Sout.h > 6 GeV
BPC energy 2 IEBPC-Notth + EBPC-South - 27.51 < 5 GeV
BPC fiducial volume BPC North and South (Section 10.2)
BPC sho"ver width BPC North and South (Section 10.2)

Trigger bit FLT-bit 32 and TLT-bit SPP15
BPC timing ItBPc-North - (tspc Nort.h)I < 3 ns
BPC fiducial volume Section 10.2
BPC shower width (J' < 0.7cm
CTD tracks 2 tracks of opposite charge

which are required to reach
at least the third CTD superlayer
to ensure an accurate momentum reconstruction

po invariant mass 0.57 < m,,+,,- < 0.97 GeV
Background rejection The total CAL energy is required

to be less than 1.5 times the energy
of the two decay pions
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